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WELCOME ADDRESS

Mr. T. Yamamoto
Director General, Atomic Energy Bureau

Science and Technology Agency

Good morning Ladies and Gentlemen, on behalf of the Science and Technology Agency, I
would like to welcome all the participants of this OECD/NEA Information Exchange meeting to
Japan. Nuclear Partitioning and Transmutation is one of the most promising fields of nuclear
technology. We expect that partitioning and transmutation technology would contribute to the
enhancement of the efficiency of high level waste disposal and the utilisation of resources in the
spent fuel. We believe that the basic research and development effort in this field would be
beneficial for the future generations although it is not quite an alternative to the present back-end
policy. In October 1988, the Committee on Radioactive Waste Management of the Japan Atomic
Energy Commission drafted a long term R&D plan on nuclear partitioning and transmutation
technology to the year 2000, which emphasizes the importance of international cooperation in the
field. Following this plan Japan proposed an international cooperation for information exchange
on partitioning and transmutation technology last year. It is a great pleasure and honour for us that
the first meeting is taking place here in Japan. We expect this cooperation will result in enhancing
the studies of nuclear energy. With this in mind the Japanese government will continue to support
this project. I sincerely hope that this meeting will be fruitful and useful for all participants. Also
I would like to thank the Chairman, Dr. Yamamoto, and the welcome efforts of Mr. Stevens of NEA
and all the participants.

In closing my remarks I wish you will enjoy your stay in Japan where autumn is the best
season. Thank you very much for your kind attention.



INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

G.H.Stevens
Head, Nuclear Development Division

OECD Nuclear Energy Agency

It is my privilege and pleasure to welcome you to this meeting on behalf of the Nuclear
Energy Agency of the OECD.

At this stage of my remarks I frequently feel the need to explain what the Nuclear Energy
Agency is and does, but in this company I think I can leave that aside. So I will pass immediately
to my next important and very easy duty. That is to thank the STA, JAERI and PNC for the
dedication and effort they have put into organizing this meeting. They have made my job as the
nominal organiser of the Information Exchange Programme very easy indeed. Additional evidence
of the strength of support has come in the presence of Mr. T. Yamamoto, Director General, Atomic
Energy Bureau of STA, at the reception last night and again this morning. We are also honoured
to have Professor Y. Yamamoto as the Chairman of this morning’s session. Thank you all.

Before I get into some remarks on the practical organisation of the meeting, I think it might
be helpful to relate a little of the brief history of this enterprise. It was in 1988 that the Japanese
government suggested to the NEA that we should conduct some form of international project
related to actinide separation and use. In this way, the Agency could help to spread the benefit
of Japan’s OMEGA project. The NEA is always willing to investigate suggestions for its work from
any member country, so I was immediately asked by the Director General, Dr. Uematsu, to look
into this question. You will note that this reflects our recognition that this topic is one of scientific
and technological development, it is not one of current primary concern of those people organizing
waste management programmed. There followed a period of discussions involving Japan, the NEA
and a number of Member countries in which Mr. Hirose (Mr. Hoshiba’s predecessor) was an active
participant. This led to a discussion at the NEA’s Fuel Cycle Committee in January 1989. This
Committee of government representatives called for advice from an expert group. That group met
in May 1989 under the chairmanship of M. Lefevre,  whom I am very glad to see here. They
recommended that there would be value in setting up a programme of technical information
exchange and produced a list of points to guide such a programme. The Fuel Cycle Committee
accepted the recommendation and turned the guidance points into a Mandate for the Liaison
Officers through whom the programme was to be organised.

In all these discussions the stress continued to be on the long term research and
development nature of the programme. That point has been emphasized yet again when the
Steering Committee and the Radioactive Waste Management Committee of the NEA have
considered this topic. I believe it fair to say that both those bodies have clearly acknowledged that
it is desirable to have a programme with that long term orientation and that there may be short-
or medium-term benefits to be derived from it. However, one of their strongest messages is that
it is important to avoid creating any impression that burning of actinides is an alternative waste
management route which does away with the need for geological disposal.
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In order to help us develop our interest in the long-term research, the Japanese government
provided extra funds to the NEA, for which we are most grateful. A good part of those funds is
being used to retain consultants. I am happy to say that we shall hear two of them reporting their
work at this meeting.

So, Mr. Chairman, with that as background, what is the purpose of this meeting? Quite
simply it is to provide an opportunity for an exchange of information and ideas between all the
places in OECD countries where relevant work is going on or being thought about. I am conscious
of, though not very well-informed about, a number of bilateral arrangements. I hope they are
proving satisfactory to all the parties concerned. However, an organisation like mine is perpetually
asking “could there be more benefit from wider international cooperation”. We are perhaps biased
in that we always think that the answer is “yes”. But in this case, where we are dealing with a
complex technology which could take a very long time to come to fruition, I think there is more
likelihood that that is the right answer. In the course of this meeting you could be testing my
hypothesis. Your reports and your ideas on how to pursue the next steps might well bring out
common views with others about where to go next. Perhaps this meeting ~ catalyse some
additional interaction.

Another question should also be in our minds - is the NEA the best forum for carrying forward
any new interactions? I hasten to say that this meeting has no authority to tell the NEA what to
do, but ideas on what we should or should not do in this field will be helpful in advising our
Standing and Steering Committees who do decide on our programme.

Formally this Exchange Programme is intended to run for 5 years. It could be shortened by
mutual agreement of our Members. Personally I hope that no one presses for a shorter
programme as I find it a fascinating field to study. But professionally and formally I am neutral.
I am here to help carry messages to places where decisions are taken.

I have already referred to the complexity of this field. That makes it difficult to form and carry
simple messages. And so I come to the structure of the meeting. I have used my prerogative to
arrange it so that I shall get some help in finding the right messages. I do not think that has
caused any unbearable distortion because I think it fits reasonably well with a logic discernible in
the subject matter.

We found this logical structure once we saw what papers were available rather than seeking
papers to fit a defined pattern. Perhaps that can best be excused as arising from the desire to
have an informal meeting. I hope you will be able to accept the form of logic we have adopted and
I apologise in advance to any author who finds himself placed at an awkward spot in the
programme. My main hope is that this structure does not inhibit discussion.

We shall start with a number of general overview papers to give us some broad perspectives.
Following that we take a look at some basic facts about physics and about the quantities of
materials we are talking about. Then we proceed to some specific aspects of partitioning, starting
with evolution from today’s commercially applied processes and going on to other possibilities. At
the end of the third session we take a look at the significance of partitioning and transmutation of
actinides before we embark on two sessions on transmutation, first in reactors and second in
accelerators.



You will see that the last session is designed to allow our chairmen to throw back into the
discussion the main points which need to be looked at when considering future work in this area.
By that means I am hoping to get their and your help in identifying the messages which I should
carry back about the future of this Exchange Programme.

I am looking for two outcomes from this meeting. One is a set of messages which I can inject
into further decisions by the Programmers Liaison Officers and the Nuclear Development
Committee. The second is a set of Proceedings. It is my present intention to collect all the
contributions into one bound document which would be for general distribution by the NEA. I
would rather like to avoid the internal bureaucratic problems of aiming for a full, glossy OECD
publication. The only advantage of that would be that it would instantly be bought by a number
of libraries who have subscriptions for all OECD publications. I doubt whether some of them would
know where to file a report on Actinide Partitioning and Transmutation! On the other hand, by
having a General Distribution Document we can ensure that all the interested people get a free
report of our activities here. I hope to include the highlights of discussion in these Proceedings,
so we are recording them to assist me in the editing process. For that reason I should be grateful
if all speakers would remember to use microphones. And one request to authors - I should like
to have camera-ready copy available within 1 month. Please see me later if that could cause a
problem. I would be grateful if session chairmen could each provide a short contribution on a
similar timescale.

I am delighted that such a broad range of countries is represented and that so many papers
have been offered. I must confess to some embarrassment, as when I opted for a three day
meeting I had not envisaged so many papers and therefore had expected more time set aside for
discussion. I can only ask that presenters try to leave adequate time for discussion of their papers.
I shall be encouraging chairmen to repeat that message. I hope that you all use the coffee breaks,
lunches and receptions to continue the exchange; and that you bring the main conclusions into
the last session.

I am greatly looking forward to a stimulating meeting and hope you all have an enjoyable one.
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Overview of

s
Science and

Japanese Activities

Hoshiba
Technology Agency

Among i s s u e s r e l e v a n t t o developing nuclear
electricity generation, radioactive waste management is
the most important issue as well as safety assurance of
nuclear installations in Japan like other countries. In
particular, the management of high level radioactive
waste generated from the reprocessing of spent nuclear
fuels have been questioned in achieving the safe
containment of long–lived radionuclides of actinides and
fission products.

National policy of managing this high level
radioactive wastes is to solidify in a stable form and to
dispose of ultimately into deep geological formations
after 30 to 50 years of storage for cooling. Toward this
goal, guidelines for research and development were
adopted in 1980 by the Advisory Committee on Radioactive
Waste Management to the Atomic Energy Commission. Since
that, research and development of technology of the high
level waste disposal have been conducted along with the
guidelines. This has been further endorsed in the last
revision of the Long-term Programme for Development and
Utilization of Nuclear Energy by the Atomic Energy
Commission in 1987, and the Advisory Committee reviewed
the plans, in 1989, and emphasized the importance of the
research and development of safety assurance with
artificial barriers and near field formations, based on
the principal considerations of safety assurance of the
geological disposal.

At the same time, the Long-term Programme has adopted
to promote the research and development on:
–Separation of nuclides being contained in reprocessing

HLW according to their half–lives and potential
usefulness;

-Transmutation of long-lived radioactive nuclides into
short–lived nuclides or non-radioactive nuclides.
It was stated that this kind of research is extremely
important from the standpoint of conversion of high–level
radioactive waste into useful resources and their
disposal efficiency. Research and developmental
activities may also be quite encouraged by this policy in
a large variety of fields from chemical processing to
new–type reactors and to accelerator engineering.
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A l o n g w i t h t h e p r o g r a m m e , t h e r e s e a r c h .3 nd
d e v e l o p m e n t a c t i v i t i e s r e q u i r e d  in that c o n n e c t i o n a r e
b e i n g c a r r i e d out in a s y s t e m a t i c w a y w i t h  t h e  active
c o o p e r a t i o n  o f t h e J a p a n Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI), the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel
Development Corporation (PNC), and the Central Research
Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI).

Major items of the research and development for the
nucl ide partitioning and transmutation technology and
expected time schedule are shown in Figs. 1 to 3. The
Science and Technology Agency has been funding to JAERI
and PNC as listed in Table 1. It should be noted that the
funds are only for equipment and its maintenance, and
that does not include the costs for personnel and
facility operations concerned. The work in CRIEPI is
supported by the contribution from the utility companies.

The Long–term Programme will be reviewed again by the
Atomic Energy Commission in 1992. In that occasion the
research and development programme on this subject shal 1
also be reviewed in accordance with the results and
progress of work. In this connection, today’s information
exchange under the OECD/NEA is of great importance to us
to evaluate current technical achievement and future
perspective on the actinide and fission product
partitioning and transmutation.

Table 1. STA Funds to JAERI and P N C

U n i t :  MY

JAERI P N C

P a r t i t i o n i n g Transmuta t i on P a r t i t i o n i n g Transmuta t i on

FY1989 120 215 156 196

FY1990 209 243 96 1+35

FY1991* 218 354 100 649

*: Proposal
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SEPARATION OF ACTINIDES

(SAFETY STUDY)

J. LEFEVRE

COMMISSARIATS A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
France

OBJECTIVE

To evaluate the influence on the radiological consequences associated to a “deep”
disposal (total dose equivalent) of
present in the disposal.

EVALUATIONS CHARACTERISTICS

9

.

●

●

Normal evolution scenario of the

a reduction of 99?4. of the quantity of actinides

disposal

Disposal of vitrified wastes produced by the reprocessing of 48 000t of heavy metal
(30 years of operation of a 60GWe electronuclear  program)

Hypothetical studied site: granitic  formation of AURIAT  (cf. PAGIS)

Calculations carried out with the MELODIE code
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DISPOSAL OF GLASS CONTAINERS
preliminary cooling : 30 years

1800 weUs

v$ Im
I
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PARAMETER MINIMUM VALUE MAXIMUM VALUE REFERENCE VALUE

K1 (dwi.d 2.10-4 2.10-2 10-3

K3 @dyed 1o-6 10-4 3.15.10-5

‘Np 1 100 11

(a
Ru 1 100 7

%’h 1 2500 180

cONp @ole/1) 1o-8 5.50.10-6 10-7

COU (mole/l) 10-7 10-4 10-5



R E S U L T S

DETERMINISTIC CALCULATIONS

[

no significant release
before # 105 years

with or without low maxima
separation [(<10-6Sv/year)] and

much below the limits

( recommended by ICRP

the ratio of maxima without/with separation (# 2)
does not allow to conclude that there is a significant
influence of the separation.

WawmMTY ANALYSIS

It allowed to confirm the above conclusion, taking into
account the uncertainties affecting the main parameters :

- volubility limits

- permeabilities

- retardation factors
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T O T A L  DOSE OF AC-ES (OUTLET 2)
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Abstract

fo r

Exchange Program on Actinide  and Fission Product Separation

and Transmutation. First meeting

Nov. 2 to 5, 1990, Mite, Japan

R & D Activities for

Actinide Partitioning and Transmutation in the

Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe

H, Schmieder 2), Z. Kolarik2),  H. Kiistersl),  H.W. Wiesel) and K. Ebertz)

A coordinated R & D program between Institut fur Neutronenphysik und Reaktor-

technikl)  and Institut fur Heif3e Chemiez) of the Nuclear Research Center Karlsru-

he will be started in 1991.

In the first phase (1991 to 1992) the major activities are to assess different strate-

gies for actinide transmutation. The aim is to chose the most promising alternati-

ve taking into consideration to use a partitioning process as simple as possible.

In the first program phase the actinide separation from LWR fuel is the prime

goal. For fuel reprocessing the one-cycle PUREX process (lMPUREX) ischoosen and

directly connected with the solvent extraction partitioning process.

Actinide burning is discussed in thermal as well as in fast reactors.
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R & D Activities for Actinide

Partitioning and Transmutation

in the Nucl. Res. Center Karlsruhe

H. Schmieder2J, Z. Kolarikzj, H. Kustersl),  H. W. Wiesell,  K. Ebertz)

Contents

“ Introduction

“ Program objectives and execution

“ IMPUREX

“ Options of Partitioning

“ Actinide burning in Thermal Reactors

“ M-Actinide burning in Fast Reactors

1) Institut  fur Neutronenphysik  und Reaktortechnik

2) Institut  for Heifle Chemie
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AIM OF P+T

- Reduction of lonq-term risk potential

- Reduction of space for final dispost,  if possible.

- Utilization of separated F. P., if possible

NEW ASPECTS since beain of the 80’s

- Metal fueled FR with a very hard n-spetrum.

(IFR: very high burn-up possible; “interesting” fuel cycle, non-aqueous

reprocessing.)

- Burninq actinides in outer core and/or inner blanket reqions of Fast Oxide

Reactors. (no recycle case)

- Reduction of Pu build-up via replacement of U by Ce in some fuel elements

of LWR’S.

REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSMUTATION:

- Safe operation of corresponding reactors.

(e.g. maintaining a sufficient negative Doppler coeffic.; avoid increase of

Na-void effect . ..)

- Remote fuel refabrication.

- Minimization of actions for handling and transportation.
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*PROGRAM OBJECTIVES (first part: 1991 -92,-8 My/y)

P- Actual work is concentrated on aqueous process steps for

partitioning of LWR-HAW.

Partitioning shall be considered as a part of the one-cycle PUREX

process (IMPUREX)

Preliminary objective is to separate:

o Residues of Pu and U, Np, Am and Tc but not Cm (UOZ-LWR Fuel).

o alto. but Cm included (Pu-Recycle-LWR-Fuel).

T- Concept for a Thermal-Pu-Burner

Choice of a transmutation strategy

* has to be harmonized with Europ. Comm.
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PROGRAM EXECUTION

P- Assessment of different separation methods.

Investigations of the extraction of Am

o Oxidation of Am-Ill

o Choice of solvent (Am-lV . ..)

Flowsheet design for partitioning experiments.

Preparation and function tests of miniature centrifugal extractors

T- Design study of a thermal Pu-Burner.

Investigations of different Transmutation Strategies.
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IIVMWFEX = H’Vlprcwedl IPWEX
Components of the one-cycle Pwex process:

WHAT?

Feed clarification:

“100 Yo” solvent loading:

Feed pre-reduction:
NCn

M a k e  distr.coeffs.  Dpu > Dlj:

Optim. extraction cycle:

Advanced U / Pu split:

Add. product refinement:

N 2H 50 H / C 02 solvent  wash:

WHY?

avoid interracial crud and

minimize solvent degradation

high decontamination vs. yield

avoid Pu(VI)  losses

avoid Pu(IV)  accumulations

increase decontamination

improve Pu-decontamination

Moderate maloperations  backup

MAW minimization

HOW?

1. sintered metal filter

2. diathomaceous earth filter bed

Auto-control U extraction front

e.g. electro-chemically

increased acidity and/or

elevated temperature

HA/HSl/HS2  length

adjust scrub flow ratios

2 ser. electro-reduction  columns

crystallization

Oxid.--> N2 + evap. --> HAW
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BEHAVIOR OF Np IN A MIXER-SETTLER BANK UNDER
HIGH LOADING CONDITIONS (increased temperature
and increased [HN03] in the feed) AND USE OF ELECTRO -
REDUCTION IN SEVEN STAGES OF THE SCRUB SECTION
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For fuel reprocessing a lot of equipment is saved by

IMP UREX

w
cd

These savings can be used for further separations:
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ACTINIDE BURNING IN
THERMAL REACTORS

Minor  ac t in ide  “des t ruc t ion”  i s

ineffect ive in Light Water Reactors.

Pu burnina is more efficient, if in a

part of the MOX fue

rep’ aced by e.g. Ce:

assemb ies U is

d UP

does not occur.
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Minor -ACTINIDE (MA) BURNING IN FAST REACTORS

Neutron spectrum should be as hard as possible. (Me = C, N > O)

Np and Am could be destroyed most efficiently in case of full core

loading (admixture up to several % MA).

Forlarger admixtures of MA:

Doppler coeffic. not acceptable.

Na-void effect increases drastically.

Consequence:

Heterogeneous and very flat core design necessary (metal fuel)

or

Partial core loading (also oxide fuel).

Preliminary p reposal for an oxide fueled FBR

Recyclinq 1. Admixture of MA ( 5 %) to about 30 % of fuel elements.

(INTERATOM) (acceptable Doppler- and Void-coeffic.)

No RecYclinq 2. Load of MA fuel assemblies in outer core and/or inner

(KfK) blanket

region (long residence times).

- Efficient transmutation of Np and Am.

Build-up of Pu-238, but decreasing significantly after 5y

residence time.

Cm cannot be “destroyed” in residence times of about 10

years.
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First OECD/NEA Information Exchange Meeting on
Actinide and Fission Product Separation and Transmutation

Japan 6-8 November 1990

Overview of the Present UK Position on
Management of Minor Actinides

M C Tanner - BNFL

This paper contains two interconnected messages; one is concerned
with the recycle of minor actinides, the other is concerned with
the development of process and equipment to support future fuel
reprocessing business.

Minor acti.ni.de recycle (by which is meant Np and Am) has been
well explored by groups in Europe and the US and more recently in
Japan. Our present view is that although the technology could
doubtless be developed to achieve minor acti.nide recycle, there
is as yet no safety or economic justification for doing this.

If we look at existing UK plants at Sellafield we note that high
level waste from first cycle extraction ha
stored since the early 1950’s: some 1300 m

q been concentrated and
has now accumulated.

From July this year that concentrate is being processed through
our new Vitrification Plant. In two years time, when THORP comes
on stream its high level waste will be combined with existing
stocks and processed in due course through the vitrification
plant.. Thus there is no easy way of accessing minor actinides in
this material. It is estimated that the amounts of neptunium and
americium immobilised in this way from all past and future Magnox
operations plus THORP baseload contracts are of the order 3.2
tonnes (Np) and 3.9 tonnes (Am). This will be associated with
about 3.4 tonnes uranium and 0.3 tonne plutonium.

UK policy for the future management of vitrified waste of UK
origin is to store it under safe and passive conditions for 50 or
so years, pending a decision on whether to dispose of the waste
finally or store it for further heat dissipation. The product
store for this purpose has been brought into service in parallel
with the vitrification plant.

The main message of this paper concerns development in support of
our future business. The assumption is that fuel reprocessing
will remain part of that business. We are looking at the plant
to succeed THORP; in other words the time frame takes us to 2020
and beyond. Whether we build such a plant depends on its
economics at that time in relation to the option of direct
disposal of fuel. We assume that customers for fuel reprocessing
will have a use for the products to be separated: such use will
generate credits in relation to the alternative of starting with
new uranium fuel and to those credits we may add the avoidable
cost of direct fuel disposal. This logic leads to the concept of
allowable reprocessing cost. It is very clear that present day
reprocessing and waste management costs will need to be
substantially reduced in order to be competitive in the future.
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In order to achieve this result we are now embarking on a long
range development programme. This draws on the results of
previous work undertaken jointly with UKAEA, whose contribution
is acknowledged. Our current programme has 3 principal elements:
one is to simplify the head end by replacing mechanical
operations with chemical dissolution of fuel and cladding; the
second object is to reduce the complexity of the present sequence
of solvent extraction cycles and thirdly, we want to reduce the
size of process equipment. This last development is popularly
known as process intensification. None of these developments is
novel. All have been looked at over previous decades for a
variety of different reasons. We wish to revisit them in the
context of evolutionary development of established process and
plant design.

The first picture (Overhead 1) shows development aims in relation
to the head end. Present plant embodied in THORP includes
chopping and leaching of fuel assemblies followed by batch
dissolution in large dissolvers. The head end contains large
items of mechanical plant which need to be taken off-line
routinely for decontamination and refurbishment. The result of
this is that the total size of the head end cell is some 4 or 5
times larger than that part which is actually devoted to handling
and shearing the fuel. The head end in THORP is a major item of
cost amounting to about one third of the total. In operation
large volumes of intermediate level waste are generated and we
have chosen (in response to lay out considerations on the
Sellafi.eld Site) to create a separate large intermediate level
waste encapsulation plant.

We see potential benefits in substituting total chemical
dissolution of fuel for mechanical plant. We are exploring two
possible routes: one involving electrochemical dissolution in a
nitric acid medium, the other employing more aggressive chemical
reagents. We believe that either way we shall succeed in
reducing the total size and investment in the head end and we
shall eliminate large cost items associated with maintenance of
mechanical plant.

The consequences of successful development include the
possibility of reducing the size of the ILW encapsulation plant.
We cannot eliminate it altogether because there will be other ILW
streams arising elsewhere in the plant. We see attractive
possibilities for alternative HLW immobilisation routes, because
high level waste will now contain a large component of dissolved
zircallo~,  and we note that this is a major and essential
constituent, for example, of Synroc.

If we now look at the second (Overhead 2) of our development
aims, relating to the main chemical separation plant we see that
at present these contain two or three complete extraction cycles.
They are designed to produce separated U and Pu products meeting
demanding specifications. The multiplicity of extraction cycles
results in a multiplicity of effluent streams each of which
requires treatment before very low active effluent can be
disposed. Such treatment results in the generation of secondary
waste which in its turn has to be handled, encapsulated, stored
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and eventually disposed. The final point is that under present
circumstances all minor acti.nides are rejected to high level
waste and as we have seen, once they have gone down that route
they become essentially inaccessible.

For the future we are aiming to simplify chemical separation down
to one extraction cycle, part of this simplification involves a
re-examination  of product specifications appropriate for recycle
to either thermal fuel or fast reactor fuel. Our joint programme
with UKAEA has shown that a modified and optimised single cycle
can theoretically achieve similar FP decontamination factors to
those that will be achieved by THORP employing two cycles for
each product stream. Very clearly a single extraction cycle will
minimise the number and complexity of effluent and waste streams.
A consequence of reduction to a single extraction cycle is that
it provides the opportunity to examine the potential for internal
recycle of minor actinides, a Point to which I will return later.

The third development aim (Overhead 3) concerns process
intensification, in other words the reduction of process plant to
minimise size. Our present plant and layout for THORP include
tall process columns with liquid stream residence times measured
in minutes. These columns and their shielded cells have high
aspect ratios which pose difficulties in applying seismic design
criteria. Obviously, such columns and cells entail high
mechanical and civil engineering costs. In addition the head end
plant referred to previously contains large items of equipment
for treatment of dissolver off gases. These scrubbing columns
are sized to accept high ventilation flows emerging from the
shear cell and they are a major element determining the elevation
of the THORP plant. For the future, therefore, we see attractive
possibilities in uti.lising  miniaturised equipment. Such
equipment will have typical residence times measured in seconds
and its favorable aspect ratio will clearly ease the problem of
seismic design. Shielded cells will be much smaller and civil
engineering costs will be reduced.

One item under this heading is the centrifugal contactor supplied
to UKAEA by Oak Ridge under the terms of the US/UK IIIFBR
Agreement. We are working with the UK Atomic Energy Authority in
incorporating banks of these in the highly active cycle of the
fast reactor fuel reprocessing plant at Dounreay. We expect this
installation to be complete about 18 months from now and
thereafter we anticipate some 5 years of operation under highly
active plant conditions, this will be an invaluable source not
just of process data but of engineering experience with these
novel units. In parallel with this we are continuing to develop
with the Authority an alternative concept involving fluidic
devices in a horizontal array. With both of these options, the
consequences are that we shall need to re-examine reaction
kinetics under low residence time conditions, and we shall need
to look at overall process control: we are accustomed to plants
which are fairly forgiving and this may not be true with the fast
acting systems that we are now developing.

I turn now to the matter of product specification. We have to
keep in mind the possibility of product recycle either to thermal

MCTIOO86.NOT
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reactor fuel or fast reactor fuel. In the first case uranium
product will need to be free from neptunium, technetium and
plutonium in order for economic recycle to conversion, enrichment
and fabrication plants. It has to be noted that uranium product
re-enrichment  increases the level of U236 which, on irradiation,
can result in a fivefold increase in neptunium content. This
places additional demands on uranium purification to maintain low
specified levels of Np in U product. Blending of fresh and
recycled U02 fuel limits the rise in average Np content to about
50% above the level in fresh U02 fuel. There are corresponding
increases in Pu238 content, which have implications for plutonium
recycle. There are no significant changes in americium levels
associated with uranium recycle.

There isn’t a similar constraint on plutonium purity, small
amounts of neptunium and uranium might be acceptable from the
point of view of MOX fuel fabrication, but there is no LWR core
performance benefit in recycling significant quantities of
neptunium down this route. However, irradiation of thermal MOX
can result in a fivefold increase in americium content compared
with fresh U02 fuel at the same irradiation. Blending of U02 and
MOX fuels will limit the rise in average americium content to
about double the level in with fresh U02 fuel.

Specifications for recycle in the fast reactor fuel cycle are
quite different. Uranium and plutonium will be recombined anyway
in core fuel and it is not necessary to achieve high
decontamination of either stream from the other component, nor is
it necessary to achieve high separation of either stream from
neptunium.

Indeed, studies now being undertaken within thq EFR project are
showing minor positive benefits in neptunium rd~ycle to fast
reactor fuel. The same is true of americium recycle if that
could be achieved. The incorporation of modest quantities of
neptunium and americium leads to an overall reduction in the
required plutonium enrichment, it leads to an increase in
plutonium breeding gain and a reduction in the rate of reactivity
burn up, this leads in turn to a reduction in control rod
investment. There are limits on the extent to which neptunium
and americium can be recycled set by the increase in sodium void
coefficient and reduction in Doppler coefficient. Another limit
is posed by the resulting in-growth of plutonium 238 which
presents handling problems at the next stage of fuel recycle.

These considerations prompt re-examination of methods for minor
actinide recycle. That is to say: recycle to plutonium product
when reprocessing thermal reactor fuel in order to transfer minor
actinides to the fast reactor fuel cycle, or recycle within the
fast reactor fuel cycle. In the case of neptunium this may prove
to be relatively easy particularly if the search for a single
cycle flowsheet is successful. Neptunium extraction behaviour in
TBP depends on the mix of valency states and the rate at which
they interconvert. We visualise conditioning of neptunium to
cause the six valent form to extract. This will be followed by
reduction to the five valent form which would then emerge with
the reduced and separated plutonium product.
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It seems unlikely that this internal recycle possibility can be
applied to americium. It is normally inextractable in PUREX
first cycle flowsheets, although it has been shown to be
extractable under high salt/low acid conditions. Total
dissolution of fuel and cladding could provide the necessary high
salt conditions, but it seems likely that a separate contactor
will be required to extract americium from high level waste after
low acid conditions have been established. Once extracted, the
americium stream will need to be scrubbed free of associated
fission products and for this purpose a high salt low acid scrub
stream will be required. In due course the americium can be
returned and combined with the plutonium product from the main
process. We are likely, therefore, to be constrained to parallel
processing of americium rather than internal recycle.

It is clear that a number of problems remain to be investigated,
the question of feed conditioning to oxidise neptunium to its
extractable form needs examination to ensure that pluttiium
extraction is not itself prejudiced. We note that conditions
suitable for americium extraction will also favour the extraction
of lanthanide fission products and decontamination from these
must rely on differential partition and may require many
extraction and scrub stages. The penalty may be tolerable if
intensified extraction equipment is available from our other line
of development.

Even if we can devise process chemistry suitable for recycle of
actinides it remains to demonstrate that they can be successfully
incorporated in ceramic oxide fuel and we should note that
historically fuel demonstration takes many years.

In conclusion therefore: BNFL expects to remain in the nuclear
fuel cycle business for a long time: we expect this business will
include fuel reprocessing and waste management: we recognise the
need to control and reduce the costs of these operations: we have
in place a long range development programme which addresses three
targets for cost reduction. If we are successful in all three
then minor actinide recycle by simplified routes becomes feasible
and could in due course be undertaken if there is good reason to
do SO. We must meanwhile avoid commitments to engage in actinide
recycle for dubious reasons of waste management at costs which
would jeopardise the economics of the fuel cycle.
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DEVELOPMENT AIMS

1. HEAD END

PRESENT:

CHOP/LEACH WITH BISI’CH DISSOLVERS

LARGE ITEMS OF MECHANICAL PLANT

NEED FOR OFF-LINE MAINTENANCE

MAJOR ELEMENT OF CAPITAL COST

LARGE ASSOCIATED ILW ENCAPSULATION
PLANT

FUTURE:

POSSIBLE TOTAL CHEMICAL DISSOLUTION
ROUTE

REDUCE HEAD END PLANT SIZE &
INVESTMENT

ELIMINATE MECHANICAL PLANT &
MAINTENANCE NEEDS

CONSEQUENCES:

REDUCE SIZE OF ILW ENCAPSULATION
PLANT

SEEK ALTERNATIVE HLW IMMOBILISATION
ROUTE

PKE3
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DEVELOPMENT AIMS

2, CHEMICAL SEPARATION PLANT

PRESENT:

TWO OR THREE EXTRACTION

DEMANDING SPECIFICATIONS
U & Pu PRODUCTS

CYCLES

FOR

MULTIPLICITY OF EFFLUENT STREAMS

SECONDARY WASTES

TOTAL REJECTION OF MINOR ACTINIDES
TO HLW

FUTURE:

ONE EXTRACTION CYCLE

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION REFLECTS
PRODUCT END USE

MINIMISE EFFLUENT AND WASTE STREAMS

CONSEQUENCES:

OPPORTUNITY FOR INTERNAL RECYCLE OF
MINOR ACTINIDES

PKE4
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DEVELOPMENT AIMS

3. PROCESS INTENSIFICATION

PRESENT:

TALL PROCESS COLUMNS

TYPICAL RESIDENCE TIMES IN MINUTES

HIGH ASPECT RATIO POSES DIFFICULTIES
IN APPLYING SEISMIC DESIGN CRITERIA

LARGE SHIELDED CELLS

HIGH CIVILS COSTS

FUTURE:

SMALL EQUIPMENT

TYPICAL RESIDENCE

IN HORIZONTAL ARRAY

TIMES

FAVORABLE ASPECT RATIO
DESIGN

SMALL SHIELDED CELLS

MODERATE CIVIL COSTS

CONSEQUENCES:

NEED RE-EXAMINATION OF
KINETICS

N SECONDS

FOR SEISMIC

REACTION

REVIEW OVERALL PROCESS CONTROL

PKE5

--
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ENEAR&DPROGRAMMEON ENHANCED SEPARATION OF LONG LIVED
RADIONUCLIDES  FROM HLW IN VIEW OF THEIR SPECIFIC

MANAGEMENT.

G. Grossi, A. Marrocchelli,  P. A. Landeyro
ENEA - Area Nucleare - Dipartimenlo Realtori Innovative
CRE Casaccia  - Casella postale N.2400 -00100 ROMA A. D. (Italy)

In Italy, a general public debate took place on the implications of the use of nuclear

energy after the Chernobyl accident (April 1986).

The debate culminated in a referendum vote on nuclear matter in November 1987: this

vote was formally limited to specific aspects of nuclear legislation, in force at that time,

but was finally interpreted as a will to close all the existing nuclear pIants.

In 1988 a law was approved to close the 160-MWe gas-cooled reactor at Latina and to

halt both the construction of the two boiling water reactors at Montalto  di Castro (which

were 70 % completed) and the two new pressurized water reactors at the Trino site (on

which construction was just starting).

The Government, with Parliamentary approval, placed a 5-year moratorium on any

new nuclear plant construction.

In June 1990, the Italian Parliament decided the final closure of the nuclear power

plants with operating licenses but actually shut down (the 260-MWe pressurized water

reactor at Trino and the 860-MWe boiling water reactor at Caorso).

A full revision of the National Energy Plan was made and it has been submitted by

Gov~rnment  to Parliament. This plan calls for a re-orientation of Italian research in the

nuclear fission field towards the exploration of new technical solutions which could

allow the use of nuclear power in the future.

2. The 1990-1994 ENEA R&D  Proqramme  o n Nuclear Fission Field.

On July 1990, following the guidelines of the aforementioned new National Energy

Plan, The Board of Ministry for National Economy Plan (CIPE) approved the

1990-1994 Five Year Plan of ENEA (Italian Commission for R&D on Nuclear and
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Alternative Energy Sources).

In this ENEA five year plan a new approach to safety is considered of major importance

for the future of nuclear energy in Italy: the main objective is to improve safety and also

tocontribute tothecomprehension of the nuclear problems both bypoliticians  and by

the general public.

The main objectives of the new ENEA R&D Programme, in the nuclear fission field , are

the following :

● To develop a significant quality advance in reactor safety.

● To develop a significant quality advance in radwaste management and disposal

safety.

As far as reactor safety is concerned (although the best existing nuclear technology is

adequately safe) further improvements might still be possible by recourse to enhanced

inherent and/or passive safety features which can also help in re-acquiring the

acceptance from the general public. A major safety goal is to limit the environmental

impact and the off-site radiological consequences in any accidental event in such a

way that no specific evacuation plan shall be needed nor any significant long term

land contamination could occur.

As far as radwaste management is concerned it is clear that there is a worldwide

scientific consensus on the present management strategy (mainly based on geological

storage of vitrified high level wastes) and there is no scientific or technical reason to

believe that a satisfactory geologic repository cannot be built.

It is also true, however, that the implementation of such geologic repositories has

been nowhere brought beyond a preliminary in situ laboratory stage and that any

forecast about the date for the availability of any full scale final repository is at present

unreliable, due to the nearly unanimous refusal by the public to accept this concept as

a definitive solution for high level waste management.

In this scenario new studies on advanced HLW management schemes can be car

out to test the real possibilities of having an improved long term safety.

The ENEA R&D activities are briefly summarized in the following paragraphs of

presentation.

ied
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3. Gu idelines of ENEA new R&D proclramme on radwaste management.

ENEA has developed in the past many R&D activities in the field of the back end of

nuclear fuel cycJe {reprocessing, radwaste treatment and conditioning): a large budget

and a significant number of people were involved as well as experimental facilities

such as the EUREX (Saluggia) and ITREC (Trisaia)  hot reprocessing pilot plants and

the Plutonium MOX fuel fabrication experimental facility (Casaccia).

Now, according to the political decisions, in the new 1990-1994 ENEA Five Year Plan,

the human and financial resources have been drastically reduced and the mentioned

facilities must be closed and decommissioned. A special Task Force has been set up

for the decommissioning of these facilities and for the conditioning of the radioactive

wastes stored there.

On the other hand, in the frame of the new safety approach of Italian research in the

nuclear fission field, the importance of a convincing back end fuel cycle cannot be

underestimated, in particular to re-assure public opinion.

Therefore, while many years, if not decades (considering the present Italian scenario),

separate reactor operation from back end fuel cycle improvements, the latter should be

addressed as long term research and development activities, better if in the framework

of international cooperation.

In this connection, the major safety goals of such R&D Programme are the following:

● Re-examination  of the reprocessing and waste management processes by

considering the separation between high level waste (mainly fission products) and

very long lived radionuclides  (mainly actinides).

● Re-location of the high level waste in the environment, confined appropriately, so that

the specific activity becomes, after a few centuries, less than that of natural minerals;

● Specific management of the isolated long lived radionuclides.

These objectives require in particular the development of Iechniaues for enhanced
. .

of a~ (as well as some long lived fission products such as

technetium) from fission products, leading to high level waste which is practically

alpha-free and, in parallel, the study and evaluation of CQKZ@S for the spm
. .

management of the isolated Ions lived radionuclides. in part icular by nuclear

A small group of ENEA scientists has, therefore, begun to study these topics trying to
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obtain the most from their previous expertise in radiochemistry, process chemistry and

applied nuclear physics. t

lt is important to point out that this R&D Programme should be considered, in the

present Italian scenario, in its appropriate perspective of long term fundamental

research, and not aimed at supplying a short term available alternative to the current

management strategy.

es on s-ion of lQQ@IY@  radi~

During 1986-1989 at ENEA, chemical processes were developed for the separation of

long lived radionuclides  from existing nuclear HLW stored at the pilot plants.

The liquid HLW (according to the Italian Regulatory Commission) stored in Italy are the

following.

Rep ocessr ina wastes: some 120 m3 of aged (10-20 years) first cycle aqueous

raffinates,  coming from the experimental reprocessing campaigns carried out in the

past, at the ENEA pilot facilities EUREX and ITREC, mainly with MTR-type fuels (some

85 m3), with CANDU-type  (some 25 m3) and with ELK-RIVER thorium fuels (some 10

m3).

The simplified composition of the MCE (JylTR+GANDU+ELK  RIVER) solution is shown

in Table 1.

s (TRU  Wm.. some 10 m3 of aqueous solutions

coming from the Casaccia  Plutonium experimental fuel fabrication facility (based on

oxalate precipitation as well as “sol gel”), including some 2 m3 of relatively high

plutonium content solutions, whose chemical composition is shown in Table 2.

Treatment of the MCE reDroc essina waste.

The selective separation of actinides and long lived fission products (mainly strontium

and cesium) from the liquid waste has been considered with the purpose of vitrifying

only this radioactive fraction, keeping all the inerl chemicals in the “declassified” liquid

waste which, therefore, can be solidified by cementation.

In this way, the volume of vitrified product is drastically reduced: according to our

evaluations, only some 1.5 m3 of active glass  would be produced instead of some 15

m3 required by the direct vitrification.
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In this connection, a “declassification” (selective separation) process has been

developed and tested to separate the radioactive fraction (consisting essentially of

CS-137, Sr-90 and transuranic actinides), from the liquid waste (containing a large

amount of inert salts), see Figure 1 .

An extensive lab-scale experimental activity has been made in order to select the

proper separation process.

The “alkaline flow sheet” (Figure 2) has been finally selected, with zeolite  for the

selective separation of cesium.

The results obtained in lab-scale with simulated solutions have been confirmed by

subsequent experiments carried out with real HLW samples in the EUREX  plant “29-1”

hot cell, as well as by engineering scale tests carried out with simulated HLW in the

SERSE (an Italian acronym which stands for “treatment of liquid wastes by selective

separation”) cold pilot facility .

From both experiments it can be deduced that a very high Cs, Sr and actinides

decontamination factors (DF) can be obtained.

The “reverse strike” alkalinization  of the HLW solution (the acidic waste solution is

added to the necessary amount of 10 M NaOH, and not vice versa) gave the best

results in terms of volume reduction and physical properties of the precipitate.

The separation of the precipitate from the alkaline supernatant by centrifugation proved

to be a successful step if sufficient residence time was allowed to the suspension (2 -3

minutes).

The concentrated slurry coming from the centrifugation,  after a proper optimization of

the solid ejecting system, entertained very small volume of supernatant, so that the

subsequent washing of the precipitate can be avoided.

The zeolite  columns performed very well, both from the chemical and the hydrodynamic

point of view, and the data obtained in lab scale tests (Cs loading capacity, kinetics,

temperature effect) were fully confirmed in the engineering scale tests.

Very good results have been also obtained using the sodium tetraphenylborate

(NaTPB) instead of zeolites  for the separation of Cs: however, the presence of this

organic compound in the highly active fraction could interfere negatively in the

subsequent vitrification step.

[n any case, the high Sr, Cs and TRU elements overall decontamination factors

obtained in all experiments :
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DF (Sr) >100

DF (Cs) > 1000

DF (Actinides) > 1000

can ensure a proper ‘declassification” of the original HLW, by enhanced separation of

the long lived radioisotopes (essentially actinides,  cesium-137 and stronlium-90).

Treatment of TRU wax

For the management of the liquid alpha bearing wastes stored at Casaccia  Plutonium

facility, a selective separation process of all alpha actinides through solvent extraction

is used, so as to bring the quantity of radioactivity therein under the th(eshold of 370 Bq

per gram, in order to be able to handle them as “non alpha” wastes.

The process, named TESEO (an Italian acronym which stands for “treatment of

discharged effluents by extraction with organophosphorous compounds”), utilizes as

actinides selective extracting agent a bidentate  organophosphorous compound (the

octyl  phenyl N,N diisobutyl  carbamoyl methyl phosphine oxide, CMPO)  .

This process has been developed both with batch scale laboratory tests and with

continuous countercurrent experiments using real alpha bearing wastes with the

following main objectives:

To separate simultaneously the actinides (mainly U, Pu, Am) from liquid waste of

different chemical composition, with a single extraction procedure, reducing the

alpha activity in the aqueous raffinate  to 370 Bq/g.

- To recover the actinides in a suitable form to allow their reuse.

To achieve the highest possible volume reduction of the original TRU wastes, and to

minimize the production of secondary wastes.

The reference solvent for this purpose has the following composition: 0.25 M CMPO + 1

M TBP in tetrachloroethy  lene or in n-dodecane.

According to a typical behaviour of the extraction procedure, the residual alpha activity

in a typical liquid TRU waste coming from the Casaccia Plutonium Plant, after only few

contacts (4-6) with the reference solvent, is of about 0.01 YO with respect to the initial

value (99,99 YO extracted by the solvent). A higher separation of actinides  can be

obtained by increasing the number of extraction stages.
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The reference TESEO process flow sheet is shown in Figure 3.

Results of continuous countercurrent tests with lab scale mixer settlers using this

flowsheet have shown that :

- The alpha activity in the liquid wastes is reduced below to the analytical detectability

with the usual alpha counting technique (16 extraction stages).

- The Am selective stripping section worked well increasing the back extraction stages

to 8 (from the original 4).

- The recovered plutonium is concentrated by a factor of 25-30 with respect to its

original concentration in the liquid waste, and further optimization of the flowsheet

may reach higher concentration factors.

- The organic solvent at the end of the cycle is essentially free of impurities and of

alpha contamination. /

The real scale facility for the treatment of all the alpha contaminated wastes at present

stored at Casaccia (some 10 m3) has been designed and is now under commissioning

tests; hot operation will start at the end of 1990.

These research activities have been performed in the frame of the 1985-1989

programme of the European Community “Management and Storage of Radioactive

Wastes” - Shared Cost Actions.

. .
z, The 1990-1994 pr~e on Wnlde and 10 na lived FP R~. . .

The purpose of this programme for the short-middle term (1990-1994) is a comparative

evaluation of chemical processes for the selective separation of long lived

radionuclides  from HLW, in view of the setting-up of an optimized partitioning flow

sheet. It will be developed according to the following main phases.

~ “Review of the present state of the art on separation processes for actinides

and long lived fission products”.

After the definition of the principal reference criteria (e. g.: reference HLW chemical and

radiochemical  composition, reference separation factor to be achieved for each

radionuclide),  a careful examination of the current literature on the separation

techniques of actinides and fission products will be performed, with the purpose of

collecting all the available data and in order to allow, after their evaluation, the

selection of the more promising processes.
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The long lived radionuclides  to be considered for their pushed separation from HLW

are: Np-237, Pu, Am-241, Am-243, Cm-244, Tc-99,  Cs-1 37, Sr-90.

The reference separation processes are (in order of priority):

● Separation of actinides and Ianthanides  from HLW.

● Separation of actinides from Ianthanides.

● Separation of Pu from other minor actinides.

● Separation of Tc, Sr, Cs from HLW.

The reference separation techniques are:

● Solvent extraction.

● Extraction chromatography.

● Sorption (mainly by inorganic compounds).

● Ion exchange.

● Selective precipitation.

The reference separation agents to be investigated are:

● Organo phosphorous compounds (mainly bidentate).

c Organo nitrogen compounds.

● Organo phosphorous-nitrogen compounds.

● Macrocyclic  derivatives.

● Inorganic sorbers or exchangers.

● Soft donor ligands.

A preliminary list of compounds of interest in this connection is presented in Table 3.

me ? : “Comparative evaluation (lab-scale) and modelling of the selected

processes, and definition of partitioning flow sheets”.

On the basis of the data collected in the previous Phase 1, a selection will be made of

the more promising processes. For this selection, in addition to the intrinsic scientific

value, other important parametres will be taken into account, such as, for example, the

degree of maturity, the nuclear andlor conventional risks associated to the separation

technique, the availability and cost of the separation agent and its stability.

An assessment of the selected processes will be performed in laboratory scale under

the same experimental conditions to allow their comparative evaluation. In this

laboratory scale step, additional thermodynamic data (essentially distribution

coefficients and separation factors as a function of the most important parameters, with

reference to the standard chemical and radiochemical  composition of reference HLW)
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will be collected to obtain further information not available from the literature for the

process under investigation.

On the basis of the whole data collected (literature plus lab scale tests), the modelling

of each selected process will be performed, in order to be able to set up a detailed

chemical flow sheet for the verification of the process in more representative conditions

(continuous tests with true HLW in Ininipilot hot facility).

The work under Phase 1 and Phase 2 will be partially funded by CEC in the framework

of the 1990-1994 Shared Cost Action Programme on Management and Disposal of

Radioactive Waste. It should be completed within the end of 1992.

~ “performance assessment of the selected process/es by continuous testings

in minipilot  hot facility with true HLW.

The chemical flow sheets set up at the end of the previuos phase will be tested in more

representative conditions with true HLW to obtain more significant data on the validity

and reliability of the process under investigation.

At present, the PETRA facility of CEC JRC-lspra has been identified as the hot facility in

which these investigation will be carried out. A special agreement cooperation

between ENEA and JRC-lspra,  at present under evaluation, should allow the

availability of that hot facility.

Phase 3 will cover the years 1993-1995.

At the end of this five year programme, the feasibility of the enhanced separation of

actinides and some long lived fission products from HLW should be well understood.

L Pmibktswics  for the
. .

~lntde tr~1 ion stu~

In the past years (1 974-1982) ENEA developed a significant amount of research

activities concerning the burning of actinides  in reactors.

In particular, sensitivity methods were used to evaluate the errors in the actinide

concentration due to the fluxes and cross section errors.

Another research field was the static analysis of safety.

The influence on the reactor parameters (e.g. : control rod worth, reactivity coefficients)

of the actinides  burning was also studied.

Most of there results, and the related references, are available in the IAEA Technical
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Report Series N“ 214 “Evaluation of Actinide Partitioning and Transmutation”, under

Appendix B, by L. Tondinelli  (pages 55-61 of the Report).

After 1982, these studies were discontinued, and the R&D activities addressed mainly

to the following items:

● Nuclear criticality safety analysis of fuel cycle pIants.

● Shielding studies of fuel cycle facilities.

● Monte Carlo evaluation of nuclear reactor parameters (Keff,  fluxes).

The use of calculation codes and cross section libraries (such as KENO IV,

KSDRNPM, MCNP)  was validated against several experimental benchmarks.

At present, the new 1990/1994 ENEA Programme on actinide transmutation is still

under definition. Possible topics of this future programme could be:

● To use the existing technologies, with some improvements, to burn the actinides in

thermal reactors, using fuel elements derived from MOX technology.

● To study machines especially designed for burning actinides.

As far as the ~ctinide  bu rnirm in thermal reacto r~ is concerned, there are three possible

options:

● Homogeneous core.

Q Heterogeneous core:

- special pins in the fuel elements;

- special fuel elements.

(The options may become six if MOX fuel elements are considered.)

These options should be compared considering the following aspects:

● Reactor safety.

● Fuel fabrication dose.

● Overall liquid waste volume.

“ cost.

The calculation codes and cross section libraries to be used in this connection are the

following.

Calculation codes:

BURNY-BEVE,  CITATION 2-3 VP2, ORIGENS,  KENO IV, MCNP,

XSDRNPM, MERCURE  IV.

Cross section libraries:
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ENEA 219 Group cross section derived from ENDF/B-lV.

ENEA 219 Group cross section derived from JEF-1.

BMCCS1  .

Point cross section based on JEF-1.

As far as act inide bu rnina in special bu rner r~-, reference will be made to the

OMEGA Project (Japan) and to the Integral Fast Reactor (ANL,  USA) concepts.

The ENEA contribution, to this research, could be related to the following aspects:

● Evaluation of the errors in the actinide concentration due to the errors in the fluxes,

cross section etc.

● Taking into account the allowed errors in actinide concentration, determination of the

maximum possible errors in fluxes, cross section, etc.

● Analysis of the burner reactors safety calculations:

- Control rod worth.

- Reactivity coefficient (void, Doppler).

- Peak coefficients.

- Reactor safety against a loss of coolant accident (re-criticality  due to core melting).

In this connection, a sensitivity code to be chosen, together with the ORIGENS,

CITATION 2-3 VP2 and KENO IV codes, and the already mentioned ENEA 219 Group

cross section libraries will be used.
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7. M. Casarci,  G. M. Gasparini, G. Grossi,  L. Pietrelli,  “Actinide  recovery from radioactive
liquid wastes by CMPO, Journal of Less Common Metals, 149, (1989), 297-303.

8. L. Pietrelli,  A. Salluzzo,  F. Troiani, “Sorption of Europium and Actinides by means of
CMPO loaded in silica”, Journal of Radioanalytical  and Nuclear Chemistry, 141
(1990), 107-115.

9. L. Tondinelli, “Transmutation or geologic disposal of actinides”, IAEA Technical
Report Series N“ 214, p.55-61.

10. Various Italian Authors, 1974-1982 literature on Actinide Transmutation, in the
reference list of previous Reference 9.
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‘1’able! 2

Chemica:L compos-i.t: i-on c) .C “high plutoni-urn
content” waste s olul:i-c)ns proci~.iced by $lle
Casacc.i. a Plutoni. tlm ]?lant . Total. volume - Z m  .

,, ,,,

fic.icli, c Wa:; t.e.

I-IN03 : 3-7 M

P u : 244 g,,,,1
u :43CJ

volume : 78%

Alkaline waste

NH40H : 13. M

NH4N03 : 0.5 M

THFA (k): 0.5 M

I?u : 1.4 g

Volume ;2%

HN03 :IM

Pll :50CJ

u .. 9CJ

Oxa 1. ic : ().6 M
a C i d

Analyt. i.cal waske

I? u : 33 g

u : 1.030 g

Aci. cis : (a)

(A) tetrahyc~l:o”Etl l:.f:Llri.l:Lc alcohol. .
(a) H2S04 , 113 E’04, IIN03 .

(b) KSCN, AgN03, E’e2 (S04) ~, others .
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TABLE 3

PRELIMINARY LIST OF
SELECTIVE SEPARATION PROCESSES TO BE CONSIDERED

FOR ACTINIDES AND LONG LIVED FP PARTITIONING.

-------------------------  --------------------------  .------------.  --------------------  --------------------------  ------

sELECTiVE SEPARATION OF TRU ACTINIDES

● selective separation agents

● CMPO and hondogues (ANL,USA;  ENEA Italy)

● D/DPA  (JAERI,  Japan)

● D/-/Df5ClW  (LANL, USA)

“ fetra qd rnelhy/ene di phosphine  oxide (All Union lnst.in.Mat.,URSS)

● bis m-(diaty/  phosphiny/  methy/)  benzene (Vernadski Inst., URSS)

●  carbamoyl bidentate organophosphorous  extractanfs (idem)

Q po/y(dipheny@hosphiny/mefhy/)arenes  (Vernadski  Inst., U RSS)

● amines  + heteropo/yanions  (Vernadski Inst., URSS; CEA,France)

● D2f3-lf’A + PODTPA  or DO/DA  (Kurchatov Inst + All Union Inst., URSS)

● f)/O/MP (Inst. Phys. Chem. Acad. Sci.  URSS)

● subst.  pyrocatechok  (Vernadski  Inst., URSS)

● TF?PO and sirni/ar (China, CEC JRC-TUI)

● amides, diarnides (CEA, France; ENEA,ltaly;  China)

● phosphoramides  (Ins. Chem. Technol.  URSS; CEA,France;  ENEA, Italy)

● f?ei//ex  l-fPCl (LANL, USA)

● Phosphinic  resins (Univ. Tennessee, USA)

● cova/enf/y  immobilized organophospor.  /igands (Un, NewMexico,USA)

● inorganic and complex forming absorbers (many)

● oxalates (OXAL process) (CEC JRC-lspra)
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SELECTIVE SEPARATION OF TRIVALENT TRU ELEMENTS

FROM TRIVALENT RE FISSION PRODUCTS

s selective separation agents

● phosphirm-pyridine  N,P dioxides  (Univ. New Mexico-LANL,  USA)

● mixtures of pyrazolthiones (or pyrazolones)  and organophosphorous (or substituted

phenantro/ines) (LANL,  USA)

“ mixtures of dithiophosphoric  acids and tributy/phosphate  (CEA, France)

● mixtures of organophi/ic  acid and pyridi/triazines  (CEA, France)

● polydentate,  akyl  substituted Schiff  bases (CNR Padova, Italy)

● azarnacrocyc/ic  compounds with additiona/  S donor groups  (Vernadski Inst., U RSS)

● carboranes  (U RSS, Czechoslovakia)

~ELECTIVE SEPARATION OF FISSION PRODUCTS

● selective separation agents

/ong chain chetones (Tc-99)  (Rockwell Hanford, USA)

quaternary ammonium compounds (Tc-99)  (many)

cobs// dicarbo/yde (Cs, Sr) (Khlopin Inst., U RSS)

crown ethers (Sr, Cs) (many)

po/yaza crown, cyc/ams  (Sr) (Brigham Univ.,USA)

ca/ixarenes (Sr, Cs, Ln) (Univ. Parma, Belfast, Mainz, Barcelona)

rneta/  hexacyano ferroates (Cs) (Univ. Loughborough, UK)

inorganic absorbers (Tc, Sr, Cs) (many)
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+ +

DECMSSIIIED SLUDGE MC~Of RESINS
(Cs, Sr, Aclin.)

v

VITRIFICATION
20-30 canisters (*)

aFINAL STORAGE (Z3FK’JAL STORAGE

I?iq. 1. Conceptual flowsheet for the management of
“th. i.r-d category” liquid wastes at present
stored at EUREX  Plant .
(~) lV1;T canister (Volume 50 1) .
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WHAT ARE WE NOW TRYING TO DO?

In the Mid-80s, the United States Terminated the Development
of Large LMFBRs, and Drawing on the LMFBR Technology Base,
Initiated the Liquid Metal Reactor (LMR) Program Seeking
Improved Safety, Reduced Costs, and Improved, Environmentally
Acceptable, Fuel Cycle
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WHAT IS ACTINIDE RECYCLE?

Actinide Recycle
of Plutonium and

Refers to the Separation and Recycle
the “Minor”

Plutonium Recycle Refers to
of Plutonium from Spent Fue

e

Department of Energy/Office of Nuclear Energy ~
10,W9O:ZM:VJAR

Actinides from Spent Fuel

the Separation and Recyc
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INTEREST IN ACTINIDE RECYCLING
ARISES BECAUSE

Extend Uranium Resources for Energy Production by Using
Spent Nuclear Fuel

Actinides  are the Dominant Contributor to the Long-Term
Toxicity of Buried Nuclear Waste

Actinide  Recycle can Ameliorate this Long-Term Toxicity

- Avoids storing actinides “forever” by separating them from
fission products and converting (transmuting) them in LMRs
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KEY FACTS

The Radioactivity Toxicity Hazard of the Repository is
Related to its Contents

Processing the Waste to Recover and Burn the Actinides
can Reduce Toxicity Concerns from a Million Years to Below
that of the Source Uranium and its Daughter Products
Within 200-300 Years

Risks Due to Escape from the Repository are Pathway
De~endent

Volcanic explusion
Public intrusion

Gee-hydrological leaching of soluble, mobile
constituents

Processing the Remaining Fission Products can Significantly
Reduce M~bility Concerns and Heat Loads that Must be
Dealt with in a Repository.,..,; }y . . . . . . . . . . . ...7
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STATUS OF ACTINIDE RECYCLE TECHNOLOGY

The IFR Metal Fuel Cycle is at an Early State of Development
for Post 2010 Application

Tasks are Underway to:

Process demonstration of separation of actin
spent fuel

Fabrication of
actinides

Large volume
the reactor

des from FR

fuel assemblies containing reprocessed

recycle of refabricated fuel assemblies through

Develop technology for reprocessing waste streams into
environmentally acceptable forms

Successful Development will Result in Waste from an Operating
IFR System Which is Essentially Actinide Free

Studies have been Started to Explore Extension of IFR
Technology to LWR Spent Fuel ‘,.,
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WHAT IS THE INTEGRAL FAST REACTOR (IFR)?

● The IFR is a Generic Reactor System -- in the Same
Sense as the LWR is a Generic Reactor System and
Not a Specific Design. The General Electric PRISM
Reactor is a Specific Design of an IFR Reactor

● The Entire Fast Reactor System -- Reactor, Fuel Cycle,
and Waste Process is being Developed and Optimized
at the Same Time as a Single “Integral” Entity

. The IFR is a “Closed” Fuel Cycle. [t Separates and Recycles
Almost all the Actinides (Along With Some Rare Earths)

v L~” ~ Department of Energy/Office of Nuclear Energy
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IFR PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Fuel Performance: Meta
IFR Concept

Safety: Metal Fuel is Key to Ach

Fuel is the Foundat

Fuel Cycle: Most

eving Pass

on

ve Safety

mportant Rationale for the IFR Concept

PRISM Reactor: Passively Safe, Modular, Metal Fuel
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METALLIC FUEL ELEMENT
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C L A D D I N G  O .  D . 0.3 i n .

F U E L  S M E A R  D E N S I T Y 7 5  %

F U E L  L E N G T H 36 i n .

P L E N U M / F U E L  R A T l  O  1 . 2

P E A K  L I N E A R  P O W E R 15 kvvltt.
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
OF I FR ALLOYS

NOW DEMONSTRATED BY IRRADIATION TESTS

c The
Ach
The

Lead
eved

Tests on U-Pu-Zr and U-Zr Fuels have now
185,000 MWd/’T

r Design Burnup Leve

● Extensive Test
and Operating

(1 8.5 At. %) Burnup, Far Exceeding
of 100,000 MWd/t (1 O At. Yo)

Matrix or Cladding Types, Des gn Variables,
Conditions

. EBR-11 is now Fully Converted with the lFR-Type Fuel Alloys
(U-Zr and U-Pu-Zr)

c Complementary Tests in FFTF to Investigate Length Effects

Department of Energy/Office of Nuclear En era v-.
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INHERENT PROPERTIES THAT LEAD TO MUCH
SUPERIOR IFR SAFETY FEATURES

●

Ample Margin Between Sodium Boiling Tem~erature
(1650”F) and Operating Temperatures (650 F Inlet
950° F Outlet)

Atmospheric-Pressure Primary System

lermal Inertia of Pool ConfigurationLarge T

High Thermal Conductivity of Metal Fuel Results in a
Low Fuel Temperature: Less Stored Eneruv and
Less Stored Doppler Reactivity

UJ
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METAL FUEL FABRICATION
IS VERY EASY

● Injection Casting

● Simple Operation, Low Cost

● Does Not Require Tight Specifications

Department of Energ~dOffice of NucJear Energy
10/4/oo:ZM:MFF
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DUEL mLJECTION CASTING CRUCIBLES IN EBR-H  FUEL MANUFACTURING
FV3X2LITY CAN HANDLE UP TO 1400 MWe THROUGHPUT



EBR41 REACTOR AND FUEL CYCLE FACILITY
(Fuel Cycle Facility Now Under Modification

for”lFR  Fuel Cycle Demonstration)

SUB AS SEh4BLY  D I S M A N T L I N G

r F U E L  T R A N S F E R  C O R R I D O R

\
EBR  - 1 1  R E A C T O R  V E S S E L \

\

F U E L  E L E M E N T  R E P R O C E S S I N G

AND FABRICATION (ARGON CELL)
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THE IFR METAL FUEL SHOULD NOT BE
READILY WEAPONS USEABLE

. Similar
Plutoni

ties in Electrochemical Properties
~m, Minor Actinides (e, g,,

Lanthanides (e,g,, Nd, Ce, La)-S
Impossible to Achieve Complete
Elements

of Uranium,
Np, Am, Cm) and
lould Make it Vitiua
Separation of these

c Result if a Product Fuel Form Which Must be Handled

(9
(d Plutonium and minor actinides co-deposit with

approximately equal amounts of (mostly non-fissile)
uranium
10-20% of the Ianthanide  content follows with the
uranium/actinide  product

Iy

Remotely Due to Radiation Levels from Minor Actinides
and Lanthanides; these Radiation Levels are Approximately
Equal to those Associated With LWR Spent Fuel that has
Cooled for 10 Years

&c..v.,.
Department of Energy/Office of Nuclear Energy /
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PRISM CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Phase 1

● 3-Year Program

- Establish licensable conceptual design

Phase 2

● 2-Year Program

- Complete preliminary design
- Obtain private sector commitment

Department of Energy/Office of Nuclear Energy >
1013190:ZM :Pcc)



ALMR Power Plant (3 Power Blocks) -1395 MWe

NI SECURITY CENTER
.

ADMINISTRATION

,  \ ~p/@~&@WIT~~yARD

FUEL SERVICE
FACILITY

OPTIONAL FUEL —

y/ COOLING

k /
TOWERS

_rllnnOr.1~

R

!MYwA”cE~’\
REMOTE SHUTDOWN 7~’~
FACILITY & RADIOAC-

CON’TROLEI.ILDINGZ

TIVE WASTE FACILITY

A S S E MB L Y F A C I L I T Y

HIGH SECURITY BOUNDARY / ‘ REACTOR FACILITY
(Below Grade)
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U.S. DOE LWR ACTINIDE RECYCLE
INITIATIVE GOALS

c Creation of a Synergistic LWR/LMR/Reprocessi  ng/VVaste
Management System that Will Help to:

Extend uranium resources for energy production by using
spent nuclear fuel

Reduce the amount of hazardous actinides to be p
geologic repository

Extend capacity of the repository

Enhance public acceptance of nuclear power
Source of startup fuel for LMRs

aced in a

,,, . . . ..:
.~$~y

:-s Department of Energy/Office of Nuclear Energy. . . ~.,,,.
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●

PYROCHEMICAL PROCESSING

A Preliminary Assessment has been Made of the Feasibility of
Using Pyrochemical  Processes for Extracting Actinides from
LWR Spent Fuel

Start from technology developed at ANL in the 1960s for
processing EBR-11 metal fuel and mixed oxide fuel

Two promising pyroprocess flowsheets have been identified
Actinide  product and waste streams are similar to IFR streams
-- No actinide/lanthanide separation should occur

Initiation of development program in FY91

,.jn, ,,,
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IMPLICATIONS OF ACTINIDE RECYCLE ON
WASTE REPOSITORIES

Successful Development of Actinide  Recycle for LWR Spent
Fuel will not Obviate the Need for a Deep Geologic Repository
Since There will be:
- Some civilian high level waste and small quantities

on non-LWR generated high level waste

- Some solidified defense waste containing some actinides

In Conjunction with other Nuclear Waste Management Activities,
Further Actinide Burnup R&D has the Potential to Minimize
the Amount of Waste that Must be Placed in a Repository

The Need for a Second Repository Could be Significantly
Delayed or Eliminated if Regulatio-ns can be Appropriately
Modified to Benefit from Actinide Removal and Other Waste
Management R&D

,...
“’:.$%
~?~:’~  Department of Energy/Office of Nuclear Energy /
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ACTINIDE RECYCLE RAMIFICATIONS

Requires a Change from a Once-Through Fue
to a Reprocessing Cycle

Cycle

Actinide Recycle Can be Used as an Excuse to Delay or
ository ProgramStop the Re(

A Spent Fue
and Sited

Reprocessing Facility Must be Licensed

LMRs Must be Licensed and Deployed Along With their
Fuel Cycle Facilities

Requires Transportat
LMRs

Adds
posal

on of H ghly Radioactive Fuel for

a Cost Increment Over and Bevond LWR Fuel Dis-
Costs Which Will be Included ii the LMR Fuel Cost

Requires Substantial

@

.,
Department of Energy/Office of Nuclear Energy

Capital Investment
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Contribution to the OECD/NEA  OMEGA meeting
at Mite, Japan, November 6-8, 1990

Plans in the Netherlands to study incineration of nuclear waste

K. Abrahams,
Netherlands Energy Research Foundation ECN,

P.o. Box 1, Petten, The Netherlands

Since the end of 1989, ECN renewed its interest in incineration of
transuranium  elements and fission products. With respect to the
transmutation of minor actinides ECN was requested by the clutch
government to start a study of a scenario based upon thermal
reactors and to work on incineration by means of new fast reactor
designs. There are also plans for a study on the possible use of
accelerators for this purpose. These plans are preliminary, but
worth mentioning in relation with the subject of this meeting.

Many experimental and technical aspects of present studies of the
LWR-FR based approach, are relevant to accelerator based methods
of incineration, to reduce the hazard of radioactivity in waste.
Irradiations at the Petten-HFR of the European Joint Research
Institute, could simulate a fast neutron spectrum (up to 10 MeV)
by removing the thermal neutrons with boron and cadmium absorbers.
Experimental studies, which are related to research on Np- Am-and
Cm- bearing fuel, as well as the evaluation of cross-sections,
reactor physics and transport codes are planned or in progress.

In connection with earlier nuclear physics experiments of the FOM-
ECN nuclear structure group, the possibility to polarize nuclei of
Np-237 and other actinides has been proven. Experiments at high-
energy polarized neutron beams, would enable the solution of some
fundamental nuclear physics problems regarding spin dependence of
cross-sections . At present possibilities are being investigated.

Contributions of ECN, specific to accelerator based incineration
are considered in the field of cross-sections, and transport-codes
for high-energy neutrons. Regarding accelerator based methods, it
is clear that the transmutation rate is high in theory, but that
the technical feasibility has not yet been proven. Spallation in
a high-energy (1000 MeV) proton beam will produce many (10-30)
neutrons per spallation, with an energy spectrum in the 0-100 MeV
range. In such a spectrum fission will occur and minor actinides
might be incinerated with a high rate. A program of measurements
in an experimental study, would involve calculation of neutron flux
spectra, metrology requirements, and post irradiation examinations.
Collaboration with groups, specialized in high energy-accelerator
research is sought for.

104



Experimental research on neutrons from a spallation source will be
of interest. When these neutrons are thermalized, it might become
economically feasible to breed Pu-239 in u-238 blankets (see for
example ref.1) and even direct breeding of u-233 by the irradiation
of Th-232 with 800 MeV protons has been reported2) . Breeding of U-
233, is also an option for making extra gains from actinides, in
a scenario, which has been suggested by Weinberg to be easy to
incorporate in a system of safeguards) .

Three different scenarios, which are based on LWR, FR, and high-
energy accelerators respectively, are not so much felt as different
alternatives, but rather as complementary. This can be illustrated
on four radio-isotopes: The chemically mobile and long lived radio-
isotopes such as Tc-99, 1-129, and Np-237, which pose a long-term
problem, and the Cm-244, which presents a short-term problem:

Whereas the possibility to incinerate Tc-99 and 1-129 in an intense
neutron field of an HFR ought to be studied, the heterogeneous
recycling of for instance Np-237 in a thermal neutron field would
on the short term only increase the radio-toxicity by production
of Pu-238 after capture of slow neutrons. In case that this short-
living Pu-238, is not soon transmuted for example by capture of
another neutron, it decays in long lived (natural but bothersome)
U-234 . So it seems that Np-237, which is not the most toxic
actinide but which still presents a long-term hazard, would be a
good candidate for a high energy-accelerator based transmutation.
It seems that the toxic Cm-244 should be transmuted in special fast
reactors . This technology is well established, and although high
power accelerator technology in general shows a high transmutation
rate, fast reactor irradiation may be more economic.

Finally also KEMA, the research institute of the Dutch electricity
utilities, is actively planning experimental research on the
subject of transmutation. Current ideas involve the experimental
determination of the inventory of a target irradiated with either
protons or with fast neutrons from a nuclear reactor. Existing
equipment i.e. high-temperature mass spectrometry an micro-
tomography may be used.

References

1. Proceedings of the Workshop on “Partitioning and transmutation
of minor actinides” Karlsruhe, 16-18 October 1989.

2. J.S. Gilmore et al, Nucl. Science and Engineering 99, 41 (1988) .
3. A.M. Weinberg

—
“Nuclear energy and proliferation: a longer

perspective” in A.M.Weinberg, M. Alfonso and J.N. Barkenbus,
eds, The nuclear connection: a Reassessment of nuclear Power and
Nuclear Proliferationr Paragon House Publ., New York, 1985, 221.
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ACTIVITIES ON ACTINIDE BURNING AT IAEA

AND IN USSR, REP. OF KOREA, INDIA, CHINA AND CSFR

M.J. CRIJNS

Division of Nuclear Power

IAEA
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ACTIVITIES OIV ACTINIDE BURKING  AT IAEA
and in USSR, Rep. of Korea, India, China, and CSFR.

INTRODUCTION

The management of radioactive waste is one of the key issues in today’s
political and public discussions on nuclear energy, especially the long-term
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. Rather than waiting for their
radioactive decay, it is principally possible, to reduce the period of

toxicity of the actinides - and long-lived fission products through
transmutation of these isotopes in fission reactors or accelerators. It iS
claimed, that the transmutation of “burning” of the actinides and long-lived
fission products could reduce their half–lifes by two orders of magnitude and
hence reduce the length of time for which confinement in a repository has to
be assured.

IAEA

During the mid seventies, the Agency conducted a Co-ordinated  Research
Programme in its Division of Nuclear Safety on the “Environmental Evaluation -
and Hazard Assessment of the Separation of Actinides from Nuclear Wastes
followed by either Transmutation or Separate Disposal”, in which several
related studies carried out in the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Sweden,
the United Kingdom, the United States and the Commission of the European
Communities were performed. The results and conclusions on the overall
concept were published in 1982 in a report [1]. The report aimed to assist
Member States to consider their future research activities and policy with
regard to waste management for the actinide elements.

In the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Division there exist some activities on the
separation and the partitioning of specific elements from high level waste.
Recently, an IAEA report [2] on the “Feasibility of Separation and Utilization
of Ruthenium, Rhodium and Palladium from High Level Wastes” was published and
a similar one on Cesium and Strontium is under preparation (A draft document
will be discussed at a small meeting in December). (The problem of nuclear
data needed for various evaluations is taken care of in the Nuclear Data
Section. In this Section a technical document is being prepared on the review
of transactinium  isotope decay data. At a meeting, Intermediate Energy (20
MeV - 1000 MeV) Nuclear Data for Applications, Vienna, 9-12 October 1990, data
requirements for “incineration” projects in Japan, USSR and USA were
discussed). A list of target materials and monitor reactions for different
future accelerator incineration projects was produced. The data types of
interest include the elastic scattering angular distribution of the
projectiles, production cross sections for spallation products, double
differential cross-sections for secondary particle production, neutron capture
and fission cross sections for higher actinides. Only scarce experimental
data and very few evaluations exist in the region of incident particle
energies above 20 MeV. The most urgent need is to compile all existing
experimental data in the intermediate energy range and to validate the
existing theoretical model codes. Experimental measurements in this energy
range are very costly and it was felt that the majority of data requirements
in this field will be met by calculations. The exceptions would be the cases
when high precision of the data is required.
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An IAEA Consultants’ Meeting on “Nuclear Data for Neutron Emission in the
Fission Process” was held at the IAEA Headquarters, Vienna,
October,

from 22-24
1990. The meeting addressed itself to the following two main

objectives: 1) to review the needs and the experimental and theoretical status
of data on neutron emission in fission; and 2) in the case of identified
urgent needs, to formulate and establish specific tasks and goals for a new
Co-ordinated Research Programme on “Physics of Fission Neutron Emission and
its Nuclear Data Applications for Actinide  Burner Studies”. The meeting took
into account the outcome of the previous Consultants’ Meeting on this subject
held in Mito city, Japan, 24-27 May 1988. New information was presented at
the 1990 Meeting in Vienna:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The need of improved neutron multiplicity data ~(A,En) (as a function
of fragment mass number A and neutron incident energy En) for major
actinides, and missing data on 6(A,En) for minor actinides of
relevance to waste incineration.

The need of data on fission neutron spectra N(E,En) for various
nuclides including minor actinides of relevance to waste incineration.

Application of new techniques for measuring 6 and N(E) as a function of
neutron energy.

New data on 6(En) neutron spectra N(En) for a few neutron incident
energies for several nuclei.

New results obtained from multiparameter  studies of neutron emission in
fission. These results give essential information on fission neutron
emission mechanisms and in particular, on nuclear level densities of
neutron rich fragment nuclei. Such data often camot be obtained by
other means, but the information on neutron emission mechanisms and level
densities is required for ex~ple for theoretical prediction of neutron
spectra for unknown cases of minor actinides of importance to studies on
waste incineration. Several questions still remain to be resolved
concerning the ability to extrapolate from known fission neutron data to
that for unknown cases.

At present most nuclear data files lag behind the theoretical advances
that have been made in this field and discussed at this meeting.

Minor Actinides

The present requests, which are derived from fuel cycle considerations,
from reactor designerslphysicists [3] are for cross-sections only and it
happens from validation on integral data that most of them are met, as a
general figure turns around t 10%.

In the future, if the burning actinide  projects are considered for real
application, then the needs will evolve towards strongly different requests,
such as better accuracy on the cross–sections and new types of data
[6P(E), N(E)], for the already identified isotopes (237NP, Am and Cm
isotopes) and for new ones. In the more stringent context (the in-situ
burning of actinides) the importance of delayed neutron yields should not be
omitted.
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In order to provide liaison between OECD and non-OECD countries, the IAEA
held a small meeting for non-OECD countries (22-25 October 1990) to
investigate their current and planned activities. Their activities are
included in this report, as well as their comments on the OMEGA project. In
its 1991/92 Programme, the Agency plans to conduct a survey on problems and
prospects in fractionating of high-level waste with further transmutation and
utilization of selected elements and to promote and coordinate experimental
and evaluation research required for the generation of new and more accurate
data bases (such as neutron fission and capture cross-sections for secondary
actinides, neutron capture and scattering cross-sections for long-lived
fission products and neutron activation and transmutation cross sections for
reactor structural materials). For its medium-term programme, the IAEA is now
investigating which additional activities related to the actinide burning
(such as separation and recovery techniques, fabrication of fuelltargets,
improvements of presently available nuclear data, system design, technology
aspects and related physics) could be undertaken. However, in order to
successfully assess prospects for future activities on actinide  burning, all
aspects and activities by other countries and organizations should be
considered.

USSR

Today the USSR is engaged in the research connected with long–lived
actinide isotope and most dangerous fission products burning. Progress in
atomic energy requires ecologically safe waste management. On the one hand it
means keeping the balance between nature on uranium activity and on the other
hand wastes activity to be disposed of. It’s known that fission products will
not greatly affect the natural radioactive balance. Actinides will define the
waste activity after about 500 years and the corresponding activity level will
not sharply decrease over millions years. The recycling of Pu and actinides
(Np, Am, Cm), produced through reprocessing of spent fuel, in a reactor or
accelerator is the most direct way of handling long–lived radioactive wastes.

Actinide partitioning and separation of isotopes for industrial use
remain an important part of the USSR research. A summary of these activities,
on physical, chemical and material properties (including nuclear data) and on
accelerators has not be provided to date.

The burning of actinides will be most efficient in FBRs, where the
probability of the fissioning of actinides is higher than in thermal
reactors. The choice of the FBR type for actinide burning will depend on the
progress of atomic energy. One of the options may be to use currently
developed FBRs while introducing gradually actinides from thermal reactors in
its fuel cycle. Estimates carried out at the Institute of Physics and Power
Engineering have shown that recycling of actinides from three WER-1OOO
reactors can be realized in the fuel cycle of one BN–800 (with 3-4% actinides
in the fuel). In this case the BN reactor core can bum upto 100 kg actinides
per year. Further results have shown that the number of WER–1OOO served by
BN-800 can be much higher, Up to 20 VVERS [4], but it will require some
drastic changes in the fuel cycle. It seems quite possible a more effective
burning mode could be developed in a special reactor with a hard neutron
spectrum [5]. In this case, safety problems will play a major part in
developing such a core, because the sodium-void effect is expected to be upto
2 times higher.
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The calculations connected with actinide burning will demand an increase
in the nuclear data accuracy. The error in the cross-section component in
criticality calculations of a reactor with a high actinide fraction does not
meet the required accuracy necessary in reactor calculations. At present,
integral experiments with pure samples of actinides are carried out. Special
attention has been paid and will be paid to technological aspects connected
with the actinide burning; such as the separating of actinides from spent fuel
and the fabrication of full assemblies containing actinides.

The USSR is interested in participating in an international cooperation
and plans to continue R&D on actinide transmutation according to the following
programme:

1. Theoretical development of the physiochemical concepts of actinide
transmutation;

2. The creation of a nuclear cross-section library to provide research
calculations;

3. R&D on the actinide extracting technology and the fabrication technology
of actinide fuel;

4. The development of a special FBR core for actinide  burning;
5. Nuclear fuel cycle R&D for special actinide  burners; development of the

necessary shielding and of cost estimates for such a fuel cycle.

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Korea supplies about 50% of its total electricity needs through nuclear
power generation. The role of nuclear power as an alternative energy source
to oil has been obviously upgraded. Currently, the problem confronting the
nuclear power policy is how to treat and where to store or dispose radioactive
wastes including spent fuel. According to a preliminary survey to solve this
problem, a plan to construct an interim storage facility of 3000 tones of
spent fuel has been made and the conceptual design will be finished by the end
of this year. The facility should commence operation by 1998, storage
capacity will be saturated in the middle of 2000s.

Therefore, considering of the Korean situation during this period a
follow-up policy regarding spent fuel management should be established. As
one feasible option, the partitioning and transmutation of radioactive waste
for the further development of nuclear power could be undertaken in Korea.

A Korean research project consisting of 3 phases over a 10 year period
will be undertaken in the fields of partitioning technology, recovery of
platinum group elements, and transmutation through one or more methods.
Twenty three researchers will be involved in this project, and the research
topics for each field is summarized in Fig. 1.

Development of Partitioning Technology

The final purpose of the nuclide partitioning technology from radioactive
waste is the development of separation and purification technologies of
selected key elements. The various separation techniques include solvent
extraction, precipitation, and crystallization, ion exchange and ultra
filtration. Because each element, especially the transuranium (TRU)
elements, has its own peculiar properties, it is expected that a high purity
of each element must be reached for the simplification of the transmutation.
In order to develope the separation and purification technologies, the Korean,
R&D programme has 3 research phases.
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* t~porarily  decided upon in Korea.

Fig. 1. Research topics of the partitioning and transmutation programme.

Phase 1: a survey of the published data and experiments regarding the chemical
and physical properties of each element in aqueous and organic solutions will
be carried out by 1993.

Phase 2 (1994-1996): the partitioning behaviour of each group (TRU group,
platinum elements group, Sr-Cs, and others) or element, by using simulated
high level waste, will be studied in a lab-scale mock-up system. The optimal
separation and purification process will also be determined in this study
considering interaction phenomena among the multi-components.

Phase 3: the design and operation specifications of the partitioning process
will be established by constructing and operating a pilot-scale partitioning
process by 2000.

Palladium-107 Se~aration by Laser Beam

It is well known that the amount of platinum group elements in spent
nuclear fuel (burnup: 30,000 MWd/t in PWR) is about 4 kg/ton H.M. Even if the
spent fuel has a high content of platinum group elements these elements cannot
be directly used as functional raw material in the industry without the
separation of the Pd-107 isotope (half-life of 6.5 million years).

Consequently, it is foreseen that the laser beam technology will be
adapted to separate Pd-107 from the platinum group elements partitioned from
the simulated radioactive waste. This programme consists also of 3 phases.
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The basic research to develop the isotope separation technology will be
carried out in phase 1 (1991-1993). In this phase, a narrow band laser
system, a vacuum leak detection systems, and a monochronator
developed.

will be
Phase 2 includes construction and test operation of a small scale

mock-up system to remove Pd-107 by. 1996.

Based on the results obtained from phase 1 and 2, pilot-scale tests will
be performed in phase 3 (1997-2000).

TRU Transmutation by Proton Accelerator

In view of the Korean situation, even if there are many methods to
transmute Np-237, AM-241, Am-243, and Cm-244, the proton accelerator has been
temporarily selected as the most promising method at this time.

In the field of transmutation, the main research and development topics
in the Korean programme are computer code development and the elemental
technology development for a conceptual design, target system, RFQ and
accelerator tubes. It is expected that real transmutation tests will be
carried out through international co–operation.

International Co-operative Work

With an eye to the public acceptance for the nuclear industry and the
flexibility and safety of radioactive waste treatment and disposal, pioneering
research on nuclides partitioning and transmutation technologies is believed
to be very important in those countries that have nuclear reactors. As such
an effort requires various research activities, a long research period, and a
huge research budget, it is strongly recommended that the research and
development implementation be conducted through an international co-operation.

Korea suggests the following international co-operative strategy for the
partitioning and transmutation of nuclides:

participation in OMEGA projects to be granted to non-OECD countries;
an international conference be convened on a regular basis for an
extensive exchange of information;
the R&D activity in each country be performed under IAEA co–ordination
and the results be reported to IAEA for the peaceful and effective
application of this technology.

INDIA

Significant quantities of special actinides like Np, Am and Cm have
accumulated in the spent fuel of nuclear fission reactors over the last four
decades. These actinide nuclides are generally looked upon as nuclear waste.
Criticality parameters like M!, b d o~ for over twenty fissile and fissible
isotopes of different actinide elements have been calculated for both fast and
thermal systems. These results clearly showed that every isotope of the
transuranic  elements is a more valuable nuclear fuel than, the corresponding
fissilelfissible isotopes of plutonium. This finding has a profound bearing
on the long lived fission waste problem and supports the view that the
byproduct actinide elements should be separated from the high level waste
stream and recycled back into fission reactors, thereby eliminating one of the
commonly voiced concerns regarding the acceptability of nuclear fission power
[6]. Further a number of interesting systematic and correlations have been
deducted by analysing the criticality data of the special actinide nuclides
using the concepts embodied in the Trombay Criticality Formula (TCF) .
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A 35-group cross-section set with P3 anisotropic scattering ❑ atrices
have been generated with the MINX code from the ENDL-82 basic point
cross-section data library for a number of actinide nuclides, whose half-life
is more than one month. However, for uranium and plutonium isotopes and for
hydrogen, oxygen, 237Np and 244cm the BARC-35 group cross-section set
based on ENDF/B-IV  files has been used. Since point cross-section data of
231Pa are not available to India, the cross-section set for this actinide
was obtained by combining BARC evaluated data in the 1-20 Mev energy range
with the 233Pa data of JENDL-2 file for below one Mev.

The transport theory code DTF IV was used for a spherical geometry with
S16-p3 approximation. Criticality data were generated for both bare and
reflected fast systems. Minimum critical masses of fissile actinides in
solutions and h values of both fissile and fissible actinides as a
function of the moderation ratio were also calculated [7].

A plot of the fast system ~ values against the fissibility  parameter
(Z2/A) f o r  t h e  fissi~e act-nide nuc~ides showed a remarkable linear

correlation with h increasing linearly with (Z2/A). An “eye-fit” to
the data points gave the following relation.

k= 1 + 0.682 [ Z2/A - 34.1]

The above equation suggests that a threshold [Z2/A] value of at least
34.1. is required to sustain a fission chain reaction in non–moderated fissile
systems.

Another important observation was that the variation [1/u~] with
[Z2/A] f o r  f a s t  systems was also linear and a simple ~xpre~sion f o r

[u~] was obtained as

+ .
[(Z2/A) ~4(Z2/’A)th]

where (Z2/A)th is 34.1 for fissile and 34.9 for fissible nuclides.
(NOTE: o is a surface mass density, b stands for bare system and c for
critical).

Plots of neutrons leakage probability for fast critical actinides showed
that ‘std values (i.e. standard size u values) for the fissile and
fissible fast assemblies are 77 and 107 g/cm2 respectively.

The variation of the nonleakage probability with critical core radius for
both bare and water, reflected solution systems of fissile nuclides in general
exhibited a linear relationship. For further details see [8] and [9].

The fast criticality data of 247cm and 241Am did not fit into data
of other actinides as far as the different correlations mentioned above. This
suggests that the basic point cross section data for these nuclides need a
fresh appraisal. Comparison of Indian fast critical mass data with ANSI
values for fissile nuclides clearly indicates that there is a need to look for
new nuclear data of 231pa and 241~, Scrutiny of Indian data and ANSI
data shows that considerable disagreement exists in the criticality data of
242~, 243cm, 245cm, 247Cm and 251C nuclides.
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Presently there are two options available to take the pressing problem of
actinide waste. In the first approach, actinides embedded in suitable targets
are transmuted with the help of high energy protons or electrons. In the
second approach, actinides are to be used as fuels in fast breeder reactors.
In either case the successful design and operation very much depends upon the
quality of basic cross section data available.

Even though a members of libraries like ENDF/B-V, JEFF 2 are available,
nor much effort has been put to test these libraries BARC, India has reported
criticality data for most of special actinides using ENDL-SL and ENDF/B-IV
libraries. It is therefore suggested to generate similar data using latest
available libraries to find out discrepancies among these libraries. It iS
also important to carry out sensitivity analysis to specify accuracy
requirements on the basic data. These libraries can be tested to some extent
by measuring the reactivity worths of small samples of the individual actinide
nuclides in zero energy fast reactor systems.

CHIHA

Reprocessing of spent fuel in China started in the late sixties. Since
then a large volume of high radioactive waste was accumulated and stored in
underground tanks. Before vitrification of HLW, it is advised to separate
actinides from the rest of the fission products due to its long half-life and
high biological hazard to mankind. On the other hand, some transuranium
elements and fission products could be used for different purposes in the
industry and scientific research, if these elements could be recovered from
HLW in pure state. During the last decade, three different chemical
flowsheets for separation and recovery of actinides  have been developed in
China. Research activities are still ongoing at present inorder to optimize
the process.

1. Reverse Talspeak  Process

Np has a limited application and usually spreads over the whole solvent
extraction cycle due to its peculiar chemical behaviour in nitric acid. The
ratio of NPO$ to NpO~+ strongly depends on the concentration of
HN02 present in the nitric acid, which is unstable and easily decomposes in
to NO and N02. China’s ❑ ain attention has been focused on the restriction
of Np into HLW. Therefore, the first step is to keep Np in the penta-valent
state in the first co-decontamination cycle. Results of experiments show that
if an additional aqueous stream of NaN02 is introduced in the middle of
extraction cascade and the concentration of HN02 in HLW is kept around 0.05
~, more than 90% of Np will be in the HLW, if the concentration of HN03 in
the feed solution is 1.5 M or less; less than 90% of Np will be in the HLW, if
the concentration of HN03 in the feed solution is more than 2 ~ [10].

The next step is to separate Pu and Np from tri–valent transplutonium
elements and FP by extraction with 30 vol% TBP/OK. First, the HLW is treated
with Fe(NO )2 and N2H4 for reduction of Np and Pu to its lower valent
state. 2Np + could be quantitatively extracted when concentration of HN03
in the cascade remains relative high, for example, 4 M HN03, then, NP4+ in
the organic phase can be stripped with diluted HN03, for example, 0.2 M.
Recovery of Np in this step achieves more than 95%. Then, Np goes through an
ion exchange column for further purification, especially for removal of Th
being in co-existence with Np. In this case, the purity of the final Np
product meets the specification of Np [11].
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Separation of tri-valent  transplutonium elements from RE is accomplished
by extraction with 0.3 ~ HDEHP - 0.2 ~ TBP - OK. The better extraction of
both actinides and lanthanides can be obtained only when the PH of the
solution is in the range of 2-3. So, the solution coming from the extraction
process for recovery of Np must be treated with formaldehyde for denigration
of HLw. In the second cascade, Np4+ is stripped with a completing agent
DTPA - Lactic Acid (PH=3). Transplutonium elements will go into aqueous
phase and R.E. remains in the organic phase. The separation factor is about
103. In the third cascade, RE is stripped by 2~ HN03 [12] . For
separation of transplutonium elements itself, liquid chromatography could be
used.

If it would be desirable to recover Cs and Sr, the HLW should after
removal of Np and Pu pass through a column filled with zeolite to absorb Cs
and , after removal of tri-valent actinides and R.E, the solution should pass
through a cation exchange column to absorb Sr.

2. DHDECMP Process

DHDECMP is a bidentate  organophosphorous extractant which is able to
extract tetra-, hexa– and tri-valent actinides and lanthanides from aqueous
solution with high acidity [13]. So, it is applicable directly to extract
both actinides  and lanthanides from HLW without pre–denitration. The chemical
flowsheet for separation of actinides and lanthanides consists of three
cascades. In the first cascade, all actinides and lanthanides  are extracted
into 30 vol% DHDECMP in diethyl benzene (DEB). 0.05 ~ Oxalate in washing
solution is used for improvement of 95Zr - 95Nb decontamination. More
than 99% of the actinides and lanthanides could be recovered from HLW. In the
second cascade, the majority of actinides and almost all lanthanides are
stripped from the organic phase into an aqueous phase by re-extractant
consisting of 0.05 ~ HN03 - 0.005 u Fe(N03)2. The rest of U, Np and Pu
in the organic phase can be stripped in the third cascade by means of a
completing agent-oxalate at low acidity, for example, 0.01 H HN03.

For separation of actinides  from lanthanides,  a modified reverse Talspeak
process, as mentioned above, can be used. However, the problem is the acidity
of the solution coming from the CMP process. The acidity of the above
solution is about 0.2 ~, which is higher than the acidity needed for the
typical reverse Talspeak  process. There are two choices, one is denigration
and the other is to apply a high concentration of HDEHP, saying 1 ~ for more
effective extraction of actinides and lanthanides.

3. .TRPO Process

TRPO is a ❑ ixture of tri-alkyl  phosphine oxide with 6 to 8 carbon atoms
per molecule and is.a by-product from the petro-refining  factory. TRPO can
extract all actinides and lanthanides with different valent state except for
NpO~ in the range of acidity from 0.05 ~ to 1.5 ~. It can strongly
extract Zr and Tc too. The chemical flowsheet consists of denigration of HLW
to 1–1.5 ~ HN03; reduction of Np and Pu to its low valent state, extraction
of actinides and lanthanides with 30 vol% TRPO-OK; strip 1 with 5.5 H HN03
for recovery of tri-valent actinides and lanthanides; strip 2 with 0.6 B
H2C204 for recovery of NP and Pu and strip 3 with 5% Na2C03

for
recovery of U. Preliminary experiments show that TRPO has a potential to be
used as industrial application for removal of actinides from HLW. Further
work must be done for optimization of process condition [14].
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The transmutation of actinides  after their separation from HLW has not
been considered at the moment.

China will be interested in the following research programme:

CMP + Reverse Talspeak process for separation of actinides  and lanthanides
Separation of Ru, Rh, and Pd from both residues and HLW.
Yield of radiolytic  degradation product and its influence on property of
extractant. Recovery of used extractant.
Semi-industrial operation of extraction process for removal of actinides
in hot cell.

THE CZECH AND SLOVAK FEDERAL REPUBLIC

In the CSFR, preliminary analyses have been carried out, considering
possible options about the backend of the fuel cycle:

final storage of spent fuel on the USSR territory without Czechoslovak
participation;
construction of a new reprocessing plant or final disposal facilities in
the USSR with Czechoslovak participation, in the meantime the spent fuel
would be stored in the CSFR;
final long-term storage of spent fuel in the CSFR;
reprocessing on a commercial basis in a commercial reprocessing plant and
accept receiving vitrified waste.

The choice of one of the above mentioned alternatives which is expected
be realized after the year of 2000 is presently being considered.

As early as 1965, the first laboratory Purex reprocessing was carried out
in collaboration with the Boris Kidrich Institute in Belgrad  by staff of the
Institute of Nuclear Research (Rez, CSFR). In 1973 several hundred grams of
plutonium were isolated on a laboratory scale in NRI (Rez) by a Purex
procedure using cascades of mixer-settlers. Since 1977 laboratory work on the
isolation of 137Cr and/or ‘OSr has been performed using the method of
solvent extraction.

Together with specialists of the Institute of Inorganic Chemistry of the
Academy of Sciences in Prague a novel extractant, cobalt dicarbolide [(fi-(3)

1.2 - C2B9HxClll-
+3

co]- was synthesized and suggested as an
efficient isolation of 7Cr and – using the addition of a synergistic
reagent, polyethylene glycol - also for the extraction of 90Sr. The
development of technological flow–charts and their testing was carried out in
collaboration with specialists of Radium V.G. Khlopin Institute in Leningrad.
The basic chemical “reactions, methods of back-extraction, radiation stability
and mechanism of radiolysis were studied in Czechoslovakia; laboratory and
pilot plant experiments with real high level waste were carried out in the
USSR. The technological schemes developed were used to prepare on a
semi-industrial scale tens of tons of 137Cs and 90Sr in

work in Czechoslovakia proved that the reagent can also
isolation of palladium and actinides.

The main features of the processes based on the use
cobalt are:

USSR. Laboratory
be used for the

of dicarbolide of

the possibility to extract cesium, strontium from solutions of a
relatively high nitric acid concentration
high selectivity of separation (Cs/Na, Ba/Sr, Sr/Ca)
low losses of the reagent in the aqueous phase
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exceptionally high chemical and radiolytical stability of the reagent
the possibility to use the voluminous anion to extract several components
(Cs, Sr, actinides,  Ba, etc).

The main problems which were solved to a certain degree
the difficulty with achieving an effective concentration of the elements
separated in the final aqueous phase
the toxicity of nitrobenzene as an important component of the organic
phase in some schemes.

The main sources of information on work performed up to now are listed
separately [15 to 21].

During the period 1987 - 1989, the activity of the research group of 3 to
5 co-workers at the NRI (Rez) was financed by the Radium Institute in
Leningrad due to the fact that the high level radioactive wastes from
reprocessing exist in the USSR, but not in CSFR. The financing of the
activities in 1990 is ensured by a grant from Czechoslovak basic research
funds .

Starting by the year 1991 the activities of the research group involved
in the research described cannot be financially supported using the previous
types of funds and NRI would be interested to perform research work in the
field of actinide  partition under the condition of attaining a contract with
the framework of the programme of a more complex nature. The activity could
include laboratory research in the field of solvent extraction of actinides or
fission products using reagents such as the dicarbolide, polyethyleneglycols,
crowns, bidentate phosphororganic extractants according to the general or
specific request of the complex programme. One of the promising directions
could be based on preliminary positive results obtained in studying synergetic
effects obtained with the simultaneous use of the dicarbolides and the above
phosphororganic reagents of crowns. In case of interest work in ion–exchange
separation both with organic and inorganic ion exchangers could also be
carried out using highly experienced professional staff.

PROPOSAL FOR IRTERNATIOR.AL COOPERATION

1. The IAEA ❑ ight function as a mediator between the OECD states research
efforts and those of non-OECD states (exchange of information, etc.)

2. The mutual information about activities occurring in the non-OECD states
is highly desirable.

3. The inclusion of the problems of PT (such as radiochemical research,
nuclear data, reactor physics and design aspects) into existing IAEA
forms of co-ordination whenever possible. Information of countries whose
specialists cannot participate in the respective meetings.

4. The IAEA should organize an international symposium on actinide burning.

5. IAEA might encourage pooling of financial means of the OECD states and
those which are not members of OECD with the objective of establishing
suitable projects (semi-industrial pilot plants etc). oriented to
partitioning or transmutation. The incentive for governments be devote
financial means for these purposes might be the possibility to attain
waste from reprocessing without actinides  or long-lived fission products.

** * ** * * *
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Annex I

Couments and Remarks on the Contents of the OMEGA Prolect.

1 . Physical and Chemical Properties of Elements Generated in the Nuclear
Puel Cycle

Mechanical properties should also be included.

The relevant data should be provided with the same accuracy as those of
uranium and plutonium isotopes. Experimental benchmarks should be carried out
and sensitivity analyses be performed.

1.1 Chemical properties and behaviour of the actinide species in aqueous and
organic solution

Include in the studies other separation systems such as ion exchange and
precipitation methods.

1.2 Analytical techniques and methods

If the techniques are meant to be used during partitioning, they should
be incorporated under 2 (i.e. between 2.2. and 2.3). Other techniques should
be included like new developments in on–line techniques and improvements in
radiometric  analysis. Software for computerized process and analyses should
be developed.

1.3 Physical and chemical properties of various actinide compounds

Add metallurgical in title. Study also stoichiometrical  properties and
phase transitions.

1.4 Collection and evaluation of nuclear and thermodynamic data of relevant
elements

Add (D, 13eff) after delayed neutron data. Cross–section data for
fission reactors are required for the whole fission energy range.

study of thermodynamics for prediction of multi-phase (such as
solid-liquid, liquid-liquid and solid-organic-liquid) and multi-component
equilibrium included in high livel waste systems.

2. Partitioning technology

The necessity of minimizing the arising of secondary wastes and the
reduction of the waste volume should be stressed. Systematic studies should
also be included on:

the distribution ratios and separation factors of actinides, fission
products and other components in multicomponent  systems for the
solvent extraction technologies
degradation and third phase formation of solvents
extraction and re-extraction kinetics.

2.1 Partitioning of high-level liquid waste with wet and dry processes

It is suggested not to limit separation into “four groups” but into
“several preliminary groups”. Subsequent separation of individual elements
should be provided.

Comparative evaluations of proposed partitioning processes should be
carried out with respect to technical performance, cost effectiveness and
environmental aspects.
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In the future, efforts should be oriented to the separation of the
unburnt or newly produced elements in the actinide burner.

2.2 Recovery of Platinum group metals-recovery technology

No comments

2.3 Fabrication technology of the fuel and target materials

Fabrication should be done into high integrity and intrinsically safe
fuel or targets exhibiting high retention of the most hazardous components.
The technology of handling the highly radioactive materials should be improved
and the conditions of safeguards fulfilled.

Properties of all possible fuel matrices should be examined and tested.

Attention should also be paid to the following powder characteristics:
size distribution, fluidity, compatibility, hardness, porosity, and
sinterability.

2.4 Partitioning in the reprocessing process

No comments

3. Transmutation

Nuclear reactor chains of (higher) actinides and fission products should
be included.

Based on the approach (i.e. selected system) the need for specific data
(nuclear, physical, chemical) should be defined and also investment and
operation costs estimated.

3.1 Transmutation with (FBRs)

Include the development of fuel assemblies, the equation of state for
these actinides in the safety calculations and risk assessment analyses.

3.2 Transmutation with TRU burner reactors

Irradiation tests of fuel assemblies containing actinides should be
perfonued in sub-critical and critical facilities.

3.3 Transmutation with proton accelerators

Not only experiments on lead and uranium targets, but also on actinide
and fission product targets should be performed.

3.4 Transmutation with electron accelerators

no comments

3.5 Comparative Analysis

Comparative analysis of above and of other transmutation systems should
be carried out.

** * * * * * **
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ACTINIDE RELATED ACTIVITIES
AT THE NEA DATA BANK

Claes NORDBORG

(presented by Mr. G.H. STEVENS, NEA)

INTRODUCTION.

The NEA Data Bank activities can be divided up in two main areas: the so
called traditional scientific services, and the support services to other NEA divisions.
The traditional scientific services comprise the Nuclear Data and the Computer
Program Services, whereas the major part of the support service efforts are
concentrated on the Thermochemical Data Base Project.

NUCLEAR DATA SERVICES.

Within the Nuclear Data Services there is no project exclusively devoted to
the actinide nuclides but they are frequently being investigated as part of other
projects.

The NEA Data Bank is one of the four centers in the world cooperating on
the compilation of neutron references and data. The CINDA data base and the
published CINDA books contain all references to neutron physics experiments and
theoretical work ever performed in the world. In the case, where the numerical data
from a neutron or, to some extent, also charged particle induced experiments are
available, they are compiled into the EXFOR data base. These data are available on
simple request from one of the four centers, depending on which service area one
belong to. The NEA Data Bank service (at no cost to the user) Western Europe and
Japan.

The Joint Evaluated File (JEF) Project is coordinated by the NEA Data
Bank. The aim of the project is to create a complete evaluated nuclear data file that
could be used for calculating all different types of reactors. A close cooperation with
the European Fusion File (EFF) project is maintained for including also data for fusion
reactor purpcses. The first version of the file (JEF-1 ) was issued in 1985 and since
then, the file has undergone thorough benchmark testing, which revealed that the
library contains very good data for, for example, the higher actinides. A large effort had
been investigated in the development of a second version of the library. Special
emphasis was ut on the re-evaluation of the major structural materials and the major

2!?5” 238” 239PU
actinides, e.g. , , .
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The three major nuclear data evaluation efforts: the US project ENDF, the
NEA Data Bank member countries project JEF, and the Japanese project JENDL,
recently agreed to establish a closer cooperation in improving the present libraries.
The effort is coordinated by the NEA Science Division, and the NEA Data Bank follows
this development closely, being the coordinator of the JEF project. Seven working
groups have so far been set up to resolve outstanding and common problems in the
data libraries, and four of these deal with actinide data: Subgroup 3 (Actinide Data in
the Thermal Energy Range), Subgroup 4 (238U Capture and Inelastic Scattering Cross
Sections), Subgroup 5 (=9Pu Fission Cross Section from 1 to 100 keV), and Subgroup
6 (Delayed Neutron Data Benchmarking).

COMPUTER PROGRAM SERVICES.

The NEA Data Bank has acquired and tested over the last several years
computer codes for the fast reactor design and fuel cycle. This effort continues and is
beneficial to studies undertaken on actinide burner reactors.

Well known intranuclear cascade model codes have also been acquired and
an increased demand for these was observed. The effort to obtain codes with
improved or extended modelling in this field will continue.

THE NEA THERMOCHEMICAL DATA BASE (TDB) PROJECT

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) has undertaken six years ago the
development of a CODATA-compatible  chemical thermodynamic data base for a
number of elements of interest to radioactive waste management research areas such
as the safety analysis of nuclear waste repositories. The development of this data base
involves, for a number of key elements, a compilation of all relevant published
thermodynamic data, a critical review of the thermodynamics, a publication of a review
report and the creation of an internally consistent thermodynamic data set for each key
element.

Progress is reported to the Radioactive Waste Management Committee
(RWMC), the Performance Assessment Advisory Group (PAAG) of the NEA, as well
as the NEA Data Bank Committee.

For each key element considered, the review is being performed by a group
of four to six internationally acknowledged experts in the chemical thermodynamics of
that particular element. The review is being performed according to a series of
guidelines that are available at the NEA Data Bank and which were developed at the
NEA in consultation with reputed international experts. These guidelines ensure a
consistently high qualification of the data evaluated by the different review teams. The
data evaluations and selection criteria are exactly described by the reviewers in a
comprehensive report for each element. The recommended data, which are basic, non
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site-specific thermodynamic parameters, refer to a common reference state (25”C,
0.1 -M Pa, infinite dilution for aqueous species). The final quality assurance step is an
independent peer review for each key element, according to the guideline TDB-6
(available at the NEA Data Bank). For each element, an additional report will be
published containing recommendations for laboratory work required to improve and
complete the data base for waste management applications.

Reviews are currently in progress on uranium, neptunium, plutonium,
americium and technetium. A critical review of the actinide organic complexes is about
to be started. The report on Chemical  Thermodynamics of Uranium is at the stage of
being peer-reviewed. The final report will be published in spring 1991. The volume on
technetium is planned to be published before the end of 1991 and the one on
americium in mid-1992.

NEA DATA BANK INVOLVEMENT IN THE OMEGA PROJECT.

The NEA Data Bank has so far coordinated two special studies for the
OMEGA project. One was a “Review of fission product yields and delayed neutron
data for the higher actinides”. A report on this study is being presented at this meeting
by R. Mills. The second study concerned a benchmark test of the uranium part of the
thermochemical data base (TDB), and the report is under preparation.

The NEA Data Bank Management Committee discussed the OMEGA
project at its meeting in May 1990 and agreed on a continued involvement of the Data
Bank in this project, providing that the tasks were within the scope of the present
activities of the Data Bank and that the involvement of Data Bank staff was kept to a
minimum.

Two possible projects have been discussed:

. Fission cross section calculational  benchmark.

-- It was felt that the evaluation of the fission cross section of the higher actinides
would to a fairly large extent rely on theoretical calculations, and it would thus
be necessary to compare codes used for these calculations. The theoretical
achievable resolution of the radiological toxicity of the fuel depends on the high
energy fission caiculational  model employed, a fact that further supports this
benchmark study.

. High energy nuclear model code comparison,

-- In the last few years there has been an increasing interest in the high energy
nuclear data in the Data Bank member countries; a fact that was confirmed at
the Data Bank Management Committee meeting. The exact specification of the
nuclear model code comparison is at present under discussion.
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PRESENTATION

by

Dr. R.W. MILLS

Dr. Mills presented twopapers, ofwhich extracts areattached. Full versions of both
papers are available on application to:

NEA Data Bank
Bi3timent 45
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex
France
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Iitl.t2

Review of fission product yields and delayed neutron data for the actinides  NP237,

Pu-242, Am-242m, Am-243, Cm-243 and Cm-245.

R W M@ School of Physics and Space Research, The University of Birmingham, B15 2TT.

England. Wkh the advice and assistance of D R Weaver of the University of Btiingham.

A!zwiux

A review of fiSon product yields and delayed neutron data for NP-237, Pu-242, Am-242m,

Am-243, Cm-243 and CJn-245 has been undertaken. Gaps in understanding and inconsistencies in

existing data were identifkd  and priority areas for further experimental, theoretical and evaluation

investigation detailed.

Since 1982 it has been recognised that long term basic research into utilisation of high level

nuclear waste by separation i&o individual actinides  and fission products could produce many

benefits. It is currently planned that the actinides be disposed of in geological formations,

unseparated from the fiiion products. However, they could, if separated, yield a more efficient

approach to the utilization of the limited world nuclear resources and the reduction of long-lived

nuclear waste. Fission products from the uranium and plutonium isotopes wnventionally  present

in nuclear fuel could be a source of noble metals to be used as catalysts in industrial chemistry,

and of radionuclides  for use in medicine and industry. The higher actinid%  on the other hand,

could be introduced into reactors as fuel. This could have dual benefi@  firstly by contributing to

the generation of heat, and secondly by reducing the quantities of the-se materials through their

being fissioned. Thus they would be present in lower concentrations in the high-level nuclear

waste and, as the actinides  are longer lived than most of the fission products, it would reduce the

time high level waste must be monitcwed.
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The Japanese. government has decided. to fund research and development in this field,

through a project entitled ‘OMEGA’: ‘Options Making Extra Gains of Actinides  and fiiion

products generated in the nuclear fuel cycle-.

This report was funded by the OMEGA project through the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA).

It represents a critical review of fission product yields and delayed neutron data for actinides  of

interest to the OMEGA project. The nuclides  considerd were the most important higher actinides

Np237, Pu-24Z AM-242M,  Am-243, Cm-243 and Cm-245. Tbe objects of this study were the

identification of gap  in understanding and inconsistencies in existing &ta and also to identify

priority areas for further experimental, theoretical and evaluation efforts

For fiiion products the open literature and available computer readable &tabases (CINDA

and EXFOR) were scanned for chaim cumulative, independent and ternary yields  For data on

delayed neutrons the quantities of interest were: total delayed neutron yields ~d, the time

dependence of the neutron activity, and the delayed neutron spectra. The same muru?s  of data

were searched as for fission yields.

The search for data was restricted to neutron induced and spontaneous fission, with the

energy beiig specifkd as one of the three following classes

(1) Thermal neutrons Maxwellian distributed neutrons with a mean energy of

1140 eV.

(2) Fast neutrons here the definition is less precise as a fast reactor can have a

wide range of average energies from a few hundred keV to several MeV,

depending on the compmition of the reactor. In practice, most fast reactor

designs have a mean energy of about 400 keV.

(3) High energy neutrons: these are formed around 14-16 MeV by accelerator

induced reactiom  and if commercial fusion becomes viable would be produced

by fusion reactors.
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At the moment it is felt that charged particle and photon induced fiiion  would not produce

sufficiently great reaction rates both from wnsideration  of the appropriate crom~tions  and due

to the low fluxes currently obtainable from accelerator. Also it Ls noted that within the data

extracted there were no results from the use of monoenergetic neutron bea.ms  except for those for

the third class mentioned above “High Energy Neutrons-.

In the medium term only thermal and fast reactors are available, however it should be

noted that, if fusion becomes commonly available, the mass and charge distribution from f=ion

can be gr-tly changed by changing the energy of the neutrons causing fkions from thermal or

fast to 14MeV. On one hand this may enable, by variation of neutron energy, the minimisation of

fision product activity in waste or the maximi=tion  of the production of rare radionuclides  or of

highly valuable stable nuclides  Several papers on actinide  burning reactors were presented at the

PHYSOR conference at Marseilks  France during May I!WO, proceedings of which are to be

published.

For thermal and fast reactors the delayed neutron component of the reactor flux is of great

importance in the control and design of the reactor. ~ in the future, greater concentrations of

the higher actinides  witl be generated both through usc of recycled fuels and as reactor burnups

are incrti  there will & increasing need for their delayed neutron data in order to predict

reactor kineti~<  procedure that had not, until recently, been attempted without the use of greatly

simplifkd  models (private communication, M.Brady, ORNL). In fusion reacto~  on the other

hand+ the difference in the typical energies of delayed neutrons and those from fusion, plus the

need to place the actinides  outside the reactor core make it unlikely that delayed neutrons from

actinides  would have any major effects.

Fkon  yields are reported in 3 types

(i) The independent yield, Yi(&ZJ), is the yield of a particular nuclide  of mass & charge Z and

isomeric  state I produced directly from fiiion.

(ii) ‘fbe cumulative yield Yc is the yield of a nuclide (&Z,I) over all time, i.e. Yc is the

independent yield for (A,Z,I)  plus all the contributions from (A’, Z’,1’) decaying into (A,Z,I)  when
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Fission yields

The datasets for NP-237F,  Pu-242F, Am-242mT, Cm-243T and Cm-24ST have a good

enough coverage of chain yields that the predictive modeh interpolations and extrapolations

described above wilt give a good estimate of values in the remaining gaps in the total chain yield

distribution. Of the remaining reactions understudy, some have no experimental results at all,

while the rest are only poorly defiied.  Appendix A lists cases where there are at Least some dam

but systems which have no published chain yield &ta are not mentioned in the tables Chrly

filling of gaps or estimating of the whole chain yield distribution is much 1S certain than if there

is good coverage from experimental results

There is need for new measurements of chain yields both to ccmfirm previous results and to

fill gaps in the unmeasured regions. New work should concentrate on those nuclides whine fission

rates are highest for what are considered reasonable estimates of typical fuel composition in

reactors of interest

There is little data available for fractional independent yields of the nuclides  under study.

However, if it is required that complete yield sets be produced, then it is desirable to have some

experimental values so as to be able to determine the appropriate model parameters. Thus if large

enough samples of these  materials a be produccxl,  the relatively new mas =Paratom  would be

advantageous for new measurements because they allow the measurement of many independent

yields without =mplicated  and time consuming chemical separations Examples of these mass

separators are Lohengrin  and Hiawatha.

Until now, only empirical models have been used for the modelling  of fission yiekk it

would be useful to investigate whether nuclear phjsks theory of fission can provide a deeper

insight into the processes involved and hence the form of equations which might be used to

represent fiiion product emisskm.

Delayed neutron dam

Delayed neutron measurements are difficult to make accurately, and considering the small

amount of data currently available, more measurements are required both of Vd the time

dependence (allowing att parameters to vary and using a full covarianoi anatysis),  and

measurement of spectra.

However, in the short and medium term, improvements in fission yields and d-y data for

the summation methods would in my opinion produce a greater improvement in the data. This

would have to be foUowed  up by experimental measurements however. to cdnfinq  the results,
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~use at present, the charge distributions for fiiion  in these nuclides  are produced by

extrapolation from the charge distribution model parameters for better characterised systems.

Thus the predicted charge distributions are uncertain and hence, as these distributions are very

important in determining the delayed neutron precursor formation, so are the delayed neutron

emission characteristics

I would like to thank the foUowing for helping me in this work Dr C Nordborg,  Dr S

Webster, Dr M Lammer,  Dr V McLane,  Dr M Brady, Mr M F James  and the staff of the NEA

Data BaxdL

1. R W Mi4 M F James and D R Weaver, United Kingdom Atomic Energy

Establishment (Winfrith) ReporL - A new evaluation of fision product yields and the production

of a new library (UK.FY2) of independent and cumulative yields-, this will be published during

1990 in4 parts.

2. A Wahl, Atomic and Nuclear Data Tables 39, 1 (1988).
/’

3. A Wahl, Roe. of the ’50 Yeara with Nuclear F~ion-  meeting at NIST Washington

DC, page 525. (1989).

4. A R Musgrove,  J L Cook and G D Trimble, Roe. Panel Fission Roduct  Nuclear

Dauu BolognA  JAEA-169,  2, 163-200 (1973).

5. R W Mills et al, Proc.  of the ● 5O Years wi[h Nuclear Fission- meeting at NIST

Washington DC, page 471. (1989).
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- ABSTRACT -

Delayed neutron data play a key role in the reactor physics analysis of safety related pa-
rameters. This is the case for any type of reactor. For existing and operating reactors the interest is for
an improvement of the basic data which are used to establish the reactivity scale and the reduction of
the associated uncertainties. Moreover, there is at present a strong trend towards the study and de-
velopment of new reactor types. For these advanced and innovative reactor concepts, there is a need to
establish complete and sound data bases. In this context delayed neutron data also plays a significant
role.

This paper carries out a review of the delayed neutron parameters and their uncertainties
as available today. Using an exhaustive set of data, the results of an analysis focused on reactor tech-
nology are synthesized in a “consistent structure” having three levels of refinement. Conclusions on the
quality of the data together with recommendations for improving them through modelling and measure-
ments on each of the three levels are formulated.

Improvements in delayed neutron data make it possible to establish a more precise reactiv-
ity scale for existing reactors. Increased safety margins can be achieved by reducing the current uncer-
tainty of 10 O/.  for two standard deviations to 5 %.
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A b s t r a c t

I n  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  d i s s o l u t i o n  s t u d y  o f  s p e n t  n u c l e a r  f u e l s ,

d e s t r u c t i v e  a n a l y s e s  o f  a c t i n i d e s  a n d  f i s s i o n  p r o d u c t  nucl  i d e s

formed in PWR spent fuels of which mean assembly burnups ranged

f r o m  6 . 9  t o  3 4 . 2  GWd/t w e r e d  c a r r i e d  o u t . The measurements of

t h i r t y  nucl i d e s  o f  u r a n i u m , transuranium  a n d  f i s s i o n  p r o d u c t s

e lements  were  done by mass spectrometry, u - r a y  a n d  7  - r a y

spectrometry  a f t e r  d i s s o l u t i o n  of r o u n d  s l i c e d  p e l l e t s  b y  n i t r i c

a c i d  s o l u t i o n . The  amounts  of nucl ides measured were compared

w i t h  t h o s e  c a l c u l a t e d  b y  t w o  b u r n u p  c o d e s ,  0RIGEN2  and SRAC-FPGS.

*  Depar tment  of  Reactor Engineering, JAERI
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1. INTRODUCTION

Knowing the concentration of actinides and fission

products(FPs)  i n  s p e n t  n u c l e a r  f u e l s  a s  a c c u r a t e l y  a s  p o s s i b l e  i s

e s s e n t i a l  t o  s u c h  f i e l d s  a s  r e a c t o r  o p e r a t i o n ,  s p e n t - f u e l

r e p r o c e s s i n g ,  s a f e g u a r d s , w a s t e  d i s p o s a l  m a n a g e m e n t  a n d  e s p e c i a l l y

t r a n s m u t a t i o n  of actinides  and  FPs .

A l t h o u g h  t h e  d e s t r u c t i v e  a n a l y s e s  o f  nucl ides  i s  most ly

a c c u r a t e  a n d  r e l i a b l e , i t  i s  n o t  a p p l i c a b l e  t o  t h e  a n a l y s e s  o f

w h o l e  a s s e m b l i e s  o f  s p e n t  f u e l s . Thus , f r o m  t h e  p r a c t i c a l  p o i n t

o f  v i e w ,  t h e  p r e d i c t i o n  o f  t h e  amounts  of the nuclides  b a s e d  o n

c a l c u l a t i o n  i s  i n d i s p e n s a b l e . Some burnup codes have been

d e v e l o p e d , but  there  have  been few s tudies  compar ing  observed wi th

c a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e s  o v e r  a  w i d e  r a n g e  o f  b u r n u p  r a t e s  a n d  v a r i e t i e s

o f  nuclides. T h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  m e t h o d  a n d  n u c l e a r  d a t a  u s e d  i n  t h e

codes  must  be  improved by  compar ing  the  ca lcula ted  va lues  wi th  the

observed ones . In t h e  p r e s e n t  w o r k , the  amounts  of  nucl  ides

measured  were  compared wi th  those  ca lcula ted  by  two burnup  c o d e s ,

0RIGEN21)  a n d  SRAC-FPGS2~3).

2 . Exper imenta l

Spent  fue l  samples  whose  measured  burnup ranged 6 .9  to  38 .1

GWd/MTU  were shown in Table 1. O t h e r  p r e c i s e  d a t a  s u c h  a s  I n i t i a l

f u e l  c o m p o s i t i o n s  a n d  i r r a d i a t i o n  h i s t o r i e s  w e r e  a l r e a d y  r e p o r t e d

e l s e w h e r e ) .
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A n a l y t i c a l  m e t h o d s  u s e d  w e r e  b r i e f l y  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  T a b l e  2 .

T h e  p r e c i s e  d e s c r i p t i o n s  w e r e  a l s o  r e p o r t e d  i n  R e f .  4 ) . The  da ta

w e r e  a l l  c o r r e c t e d  f o r  t h e  t i m e  a t  5  y e a r  a f t e r  t h e  d i s c h a r g e  o f

t h e  s p e n t  f u e l s . Approximate  prec is ion  for  each method are  g iven

in  Table  3 .

The burnup  expressed in GWd/MTU was derived by multiplying

9 . 6  b y  t h e  v a l u e s  e x p r e s s e d  a s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  f i s s i o n s  p e r  i n i t i a l

meta l  a tom in  percent  (%FIMA);burnup  (%FIMA) was  obta ined f rom the

m e a s u r e d  d a t a  b y  u s i n g  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  e q u a t i o n ) :

‘urnup(%F’MA)=[:::)( +::4:4J1 (1)

where 148Nd/U and F’u/U stand for atom ra t ios  of  neodymium-148 to

uranium and p lu tonium to  uranium, r e s p e c t i v e l y . y148 d e n o t e s

f i s s i o n  y i e l d  o f  148Nd,  f o r  w h i c h  a  v a l u e  o f  235U f o r  t h e  t h e r m a l

neut ron was  used .

3 .  B u r n u p  c a l c u l a t i o n s

B u r n u p  c a l c u l a t i o n s a n d  nucl  ides composi  tions  were  pe r fo rmed

using t w o  d i f f r e n t  c o d e s ,  0RIGEN2  a n d  SRAC-FPGS. T h e  p r e c i s e

e x p l a n a t i o n s  f o r  t h e s e  c o d e s  a r e  a l s o  g i v e n  i n  t h e  R e f .  4 ) .
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‘ 4 .  R e s u l t s  a n d  d i s c u s s i o n

The whole numerical data for measured and calculated values

are given in Appendix 1 to 6 based on the amounts of uranium after

a n d  b e f o r e  i r r a d i a t i o n .

T h e  f o r m a t i n  a n d  d e p l e t i o n  o f  actinides  in  one  sample ,  of

w h i c h  burnup  was 34,100 MWd/t, is presented in Fig.1. After

irradiation, total uranium decreased from 100 to 95.5, whereas

formation of plutonium and total actinides were 0.95 and 0.1,

respectively. T h e  r e m a i n d e r  3 . 5  c o r r e s p o n d e d  t o  n u m b e r  o f  f i s s i o n

o r i g i n a t e d  f r o m  235U,  238U  a n d  p l u t o n i u m .

A ser ies  of  actinides  g e n e r a t e d  f r o m 235u  and from 238U are

s e e n  i n  F i g s .  2  a n d  3 ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y . T h e  s l o p e  o f  t h e s e  c u r v e s

come to  h igh  as  the  number  of  neut rons  inc luded in  the  neut ron

c a p t u r e  r e a c t i o n . So in  low burnup accumula t ion  of  mainor

actinides  i s  l o w ,  b u t  a t  h i g h  b u r n u p  a m o u n t  o f  m i n o r  a c t i n i d e s

i n c r e a s e d  v e r y  r a p i d l y . In  Figs .  2  and 3 , c a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e s  a r e

a lso  shown for  compar ison. C a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e s  b y  ORIGEN2  g a v e

l a g e r  u n d e r e s t i m a t i o n . Larges t  d iscrepency(about  30  %) was  found

for  2 4 3A m , by both  code ,  and  for 244Cm,  b y  0R1GEN2. B Y 0RIGEN2

c a l c u l a t i o n  g a v e  g o o d  a g r e e m e n t  f o r  u r a n i u m  i s o t o p e s  , t h e r e  c a n

b e  s e e n  s y s t e m a t i c  l o w e r  e s t i m a t i o n  f o r  p l u t o n i u m  i s o t o p e s ,  a n d

t h i s  e f f e c t e d  a g a i n  t h e  u n d e r e s t i m a t i o n  o f 243Am and 244Cm. This

m a y  b e  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  e s t i m a t i o n  o f  n e u t r o n  s p e c t r u m  i n  ORIGEN2

c o d e  t o  b e  t o o  s o f t ,  a n d t h i s  r e s u l t e d  t o  w e a k  e s t i m a t i o n  o f  2 3 8U

d e p l e t i o n , and weak es t imat ion  of  Pu f o r m a t i o n . SRAC-FPGS  code
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g a v e  g e n e r a l l y  g o o d  e s t i m a t i o n .

F o r m a t i o n  o f  f i s s i o n  p r o d u c t s  a r e  s e e n  i n  F i g s .  4  a n d  5  w i t h

c a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e s . T h e  s l o p e  f o r 137CS i s  u n i t y ,  w h e r e a s  f o r

134& and 154Eu i s  t w o , s i n c e  l a t t e r  nuclides  a r e  f o r m e d  f r o m

133cs and 15313u  b y  n e u t r o n  c a p t u r e . Concerning  the  compar ison

m e a s u r e d  w i t h  c a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e s , 0RIGEN2 gave considerable

o v e r e s t i m a t i o n  f o r  154Eu and 125Sb. A n d  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  f o r 154Eu

increased  wi th  burnup. These  d iscrenpency may be  re la ted  to

i n c o r r e c t  n u c l e a r  d a t a  u s e d  i n  c a l c u l a t i o n  c o d e s .

F r o m  t h e  d a t a  f o r  h e a v y  nucl  i d e s ,  o n e  c a n  c a l c u l a t e  t h e

f i s s i o n  r a t e ,  i . e . c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  2 3 5U ,  2 3 8U ,  239Pu  a n d  241Pu

f i s s i o n s  t o  t o t a l  f i s s i o n ,  s h o w n  i n  F i g .  6 .  I n  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n ,

o n e  c a n  a d o p t  t h e  e m p i r i c a l  f i s s i o n  t o  c a p t u r e  r a t i o  o f  fissile

nucl  ides  g iven for  typica l  PWR fuel . W i t h  t h e  i n c r e a s e  o f  b u r n u p ,

ra te  of  U-235 decreased  and tha t  of  Pu-239 and 241 increased .  The

r a t e  o f  U - 2 3 8  f i s s i o n  k e e p s  c o n s t a n t .
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1 Amounts of actinides in formation/depletion chain of

a c t i n i d e s  i n  n u c l e a r  f u e l s  f o r  87C08(34.1  GWd/MTU).

Fig. 2  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  o b s e r v e d  a n d  c a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e s  f o r  actinides

genera ted  f rom U-235.

O ,0 :Measured, -ORIGEN2 , ---:SRAC-FPGS.

F i g . 3  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  o b s e r v e d  a n d  c a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e s  f o r  actinides

genera ted  f rom U-238.

O ,:Measured, -ORIGEN2 , ---:SRAC-FPGS.

F i g . 4  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  o b s e r v e d  a n d  c a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e s  f o r  f i s s i o n

p r o d u c t s  CS-134, CS-137  a n d  Eu-154.

O ,:Measured, -ORIGEN2 , ---:SRAC-FPGS.

F i g . 5  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  o b s e r v e d  a n d  c a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e s  f o r  f i s s i o n

p r o d u c t s  Ce-144, Ru-106 and Sb-125.

O ,:Measured, -oRlGEN2 , ---:SRAC-FPGS.

Fig. 6 Fission rate(%) of U-235, U-238, Pu-239 and Pu-241.
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Appendix 1 Measured data based on the amounts of uranium after

irradiation.

Appendix 2 Measured data based on the amounts of uranium before

irradiation.

Appendix 3 Calculated data by ORIGEN2 based on the amounts of

uranium after irradiation.

Appendix 4 Calculated data by ORIGEN2 based on the amounts of

uranium before irradiation.

Appendix 5 Calculated data by SRAC-FPGS based on the amounts of

uranium after irradiation.

Appendix 6 Calculated data by SRAC-FPGS based on the amounts of

uranium before irradiation.

Appendix 7 Explanations of terms in Appendix 1-6.
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Table 1 C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S  O F  S P E N T  F U E L

N o . S A M P L E

No.

1 86B02
2 86B03

3 86G03
4 86G05
5 B6G07

6 87C03
7 87C04

8 87C07
9 87C08

10 87t{Ol
11 871105

B U R N U P IRRAD. C Y C L E  R E A C T O R INIT.

(Gwd/t) (PWR) E N R I C H M E N T

(\v “t%)

8 , 3

6 . 9

21.2

1 5 . 3

14.6

2 9 . 4
3 2 , 3
3 3 . 7
3 4 , 1

3 8 , 7
3 8 , 1

1
1

2

2
2

3
3
3
3

3
3

M3(826MYe) 3.24
143(826MVe) 3.24

M3(826MWe) 3.24
143(826Mtie) 3.24
M3(B26Mfie) 3.24

143(82614Ve) 3 , 2 4
M3(826M’ffe) 3.24
M3(826MVe) 3.24
M3(826MMc) 3.24

Gl(559MM’e) 3,42
Gl(559MYe) 3.It2



Table 2 A N A L Y T I C A L  M E T H O D S

U,Pu,Nd : MS
( A M O U N T ,  I S O T O P I C IDMS

C O M P O S I T I O N )

U – 2 3 2 ,  NP –Q37,p~–236,p~  –238,

A m - 2 4 1 ,  Am-242n-1, A m – 2 4 3 :cY-SPECTRO–
C m - 2 4 2 ,  C m - 2 4 4 M E T R Y

Ru–106, Sb–125,  Cs – 1 3 4 ,
Cs–137, Ce–144,  Eu – 1 5 4 :7–sPEcTRo–

M E T R Y

T H E  D A T A  A R E  N O R M A L I Z E D  A T  5  Y  A F T E R
T H E  D I S C H A R G E  O F  S P E N T  F U E L S
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T a b l e  3  P R E C I S I O N  O F  A N A L Y S I S

MS,  I D M S
Nd– 1 4 2 ,  1 4 4 ,  1 4 5 ,  1 4 6 ,  1 4 8 ,  1 5 0 :  < 0 .  1 %
U–238:  < 0 .  1 % ,  U–235:  < 1 % ,  U – 2 3 6 :  < 2 % ,

P u – 2 3 9 ,  2 4 0 ,  2 4 1 : < 1 % ,  P u – 2 4  2:<2%

C Y - S P E C T R O M E T R Y
Pu–238:<0.  5 % ,  A m - 2 4 1 ,  Cm244:<2%
Arn–243:<5%,  U – 2 3 2 ,  Arn-24.2m, Crn–242:<3–10%
Np–237,  Am–243:<10%

r–SPECTROMETRY
CS–134, 1 3 7 ,  Eu–154:<3%,  R  u–106:<5%
Sb–125, Ce–144:< 1 0 %
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,b*.t,****z  ME AS URED OATA ZII1.11*1,,

86002 86.003 &6G05 13.3G03 06G07 07C03 07COL O? Co? 07CO0 071101 071105

0 0 2 7 1 0 0 2 7 2 00273 0027L 0 0 2 7 5 0 0 2 7 6 0 0 2 7 7 0 0 2 7 0 0 0 2 7 9 00200 oo2al

OUIINUP  XFIHA  0.600E-Ot 7 . 2 1 O E - O 1  1 .  S90E+O0  2.20LE+O0  1.S18E+O0  3.067E+O0 3.341E+O0  3.L97E+O0 3.557E+O0 L.029E+O0 3.96AE+O0
OURIIUP MWO/T 0.300E+03  6.900E+03 i.530E+OL  2.120E+04 1.f.60E+OL  2.94LE+oL 3.230E+OL  3.370E+OL 3.L1OE+OL  3.070E+OL 3.U1OE+OL
IN1l, U-23L X 2.900E-02 2.900E-02 2.900E-02 2.900E-02 2.900E-02  3.000E-02 3.000E-02  3.000E-02 2 . 9 9 9 E - 0 2  2.94UE-02 2.9LOE-02
II{IT.U-235 X 3.2f.OE+OO  3.240E*O0 3.2L3E+O0  ‘J.2L3E+O0  3.243E+O0 3.250E+O0 3.250E+O0  3.250E+O0 3.250C+O0 3.L57E+O0  3.L57E+O0
IIIIT.U-236 X 2.1OOE-O2 2.IOOE-02 1.tOOE-02  1 . 1 O O E - O 2  I . 1 O O E - O 2  3.300E-02 3.300E-02  3.300E-02 3.29bE-02 2 . 2 1 O E - O 2  2.210E-02
lt/lT.U-230 . X  9.670E+OI 9.670E+OI 9.672E+01 9.(572E+01  9.672E+01  9.15L9E+Ot  9.669E+01  9.669E+01  9.669E+OI 9.(149E+Ot 9.6L9E+01
FIIIL.U-23L X 2.300E-02 1.050E-02 1,.USOE-02 i.900E-02  1.900E-02
FlfJL.u-215  X 2. f.50E+O0  2. SOOEIOO  1.920E+O0 1.51OE+OO 1.909E+O0  1.032E+O0 9.590C-01  0.350C-01  0.5.?OE-131  O.lLOE-Ot 0.300E-Ot
FIIIL.u-236  X 1.600E-01 1.490E-Oi  2.730E-01 3.400E-01 2.7LOE-01  f..O2OE-Ot  L . 2 1 O E - O 1  L . 4 1 O E - O 1  L.L30E-01  A . 9 1 O E - O 1  /..L300E-01
FIIIL.U-2>0  X 9.736EIO\ 9.72SE}OI 9.779E+OI 9.0i2E+Ol 9.700EtOi 9.85SE+01  9.061E+01  9.071E+01  9.069E+Oi 9.0621E+01 9.066E+01

P u - 2 1 o  X  1.270E-Oi 1.050E-01  L.200E-Ot 7.720E-01 A.270E-01 1.402E+O0 1.695E+O0 t.00IE+OO  1.950E+O0 2.A30E+O0 2.209E+O0
I)U-219 X  0.L717EI01 0.6L.9E+OI 7.5i9Etot 6.020E+01 7.503E+oi S.97LIZ+01 5.U06E+OI 5.553C+01  5.565C+Oi  5.L90E}01 5.531EIOI
I’u-2L0 x 1.179E*OI  1.051EI01  1.LtJ6E+Ol 1.994E+OI  1.b70E+Ol  2.356E+OI 2.LOOE*OI 2.500E+OI  2.532E+01  2.{.5LC*01 2.L.4LE+01
Pu-2Li  X  3.020E+o0 2.520EtO0 6.5LOE*O0  0.600E+O0  6.670E+O0 i.060E+O\ l.iilE*Ol 1.009E+OI  l.liOE+Oi  i.167E+Oi 1.15LE+OI
Pu-2L2  X  2.6JOE-01 1.030E-Oi  i.iOOE+OO 2.330E+O0 1.175E+O0 L.5L3E+O0  5.130E+O0 5.099EIO0  5.U901Z+O0 6.463E+o0  6.223C+O0
Pulu 3.593E-03 3.200E-03 6.300E-03 7.63LE-03 6.423E-03 9.193E-03  9.003E-03  9.319E-03 ?,960E-03 1.120C-OZ i.09tE-02
HO-1(3 X  2.65tf+OI 2.602E+OI  2.L75E+ot 2.31OE+O1 2.479E+01 2.112E+01 2.069E+01 1.901E+01  1.909E+OI  1.941E+OI 1.933E+01
110-1L4 X  2.770EIOI 2.749E401 2.098E+OI 3.023E+OI 2.896E+Ot 3.212E+Oi 3.2L4E+OI  3.330E+OI 3,305E+OI 3.3/16E+Oi  3.322E+01
110-IL5 X  1.BL2E+OI 1.8LC!EIOi 1.796EtOl 1.760E+01  1.796E+01 1.700E+01 1.690E+OI 1.603E+OI  1,675E+01  1.646E+OI 1.636E+OI
)(0-lL6 X  1.512E+oI  1.507E+01  1.568E+OI  1.609E+01 1.563E+01 1.1562E+01 1.601E+01 1.606E+01  1.701E+01  1.730E+01 1.723E+01
1{0-1<8 X 0.558E+O0  8.530E+O0 8.75LE+O0 8.900E+O0  8.75LE+O0  0.936E+O0  0.974E+O0  0.975E+O0 9.055E+O0  9.060E+O0 0.903E+O0
1(0-!S0 X J.6tLE+O0  3.6iLE+O0 3.071E+O0  L.0\2E+O0 3.905E+O0  L.125E+O0 L.IOOE+OO  L.IL5E+O0 4.2S2E+O0  L.30LE+O0 A.326E+O0
IIO1481U 1. L58E-04  1.221E-OL  2.722E-04 3.80LE-04 2.597E-04 5.3L7E-OL 5.045E-Of. 6.126E-OL 6.237E-OL  7.I09E-OL 6.991E-OL
KF1-8>  x 9.000EtOO  9.000E+OO  1.600E+01 1.330E+01 1.300E+01 1.200E+01  1.2LOE+01  1.200E+01 1.300E+01
KR-OL X 2.800EI01 2.900E+01 3.1OOE+O1 3.140E+01 3.160E+01 3.200E+OI 3.240E+01  3.220E+01 3.31OIZ+O1
r.R-85  x 5.300E+O0  5.300E+O0 5.330E+O0 5.200E+O0 L.900E+O0  L.1OOE+OO 5.600E+O0
r.R-86  x 6 .  IOOE+O1 6.200E+01 L.000E+O1 4.920E+01 4.960E+01 L.020E+01  L.960E+Ot  5.ltOE+Ol L.LLOE+O1

xE-131 X 9.000EIoo  0.000C+OO  9.000E+OO  9 . 1 O O E I O O  9.1OOE+OO  9.000IZIOO 9.L1OE+OO  0.600E+O0 0.200E+O0
xf-lJ2 I 1.900E*01 2.000E+O1 1.000E+O1 2.160E+OI 2.160E+01 2.140E+01  2.320C+01  2.230t2+Ol 2.330E+01
xE-\31. X 3.000E+OI 3.000E+OI 2.900E+01 2.OLOE+O1 2.OLOE+O1 2.020E+01  3.050E+01  2.OLOE+O1 2.050E+01
Y.E-136 I 4.300E+oI  L.200E+01 L.LOOE+O1 4.000E+O1 L.060E+01 L.000E+O1  3.690E+OI  L.1OOE+O1 L.100~+o\

u - 2 3 2  G/TU 6.900E-05 7.200E-05 3.300E-04 3.009E-04 f..3O6E-O/,  1.400E-03 1.490E-03 1.520E-03  1.520E-03  2.L90E-03 1.970E-03
I(P-237 G/TU 6.800EIOI 5.600E+OI  1.600E+02 1.600E+02 L.900Et02  5.7001z+02 6.1OOC+O2
Pu-236  G/Tu 4.600E-oL 3.700E-04  3.500E-0(, L .C400E-OL
A P I - 2 4 1  G/TU 3.025EIOI 2.287[+01  1.200E+02 1.965Z+02  1.193E+02 3.127E+02 3.131E+02  3.351E*02  3.S1OE+O2  L.209E+02  L.300E+02
AM2L2M G/lu 1.2LOE-02 8.000E-01 i.9LOE-01  5.200E-01 1.760E-01 7.000E-01  7.500E,-01 O.LOOE-01 1.200iZ+O0  1.030C+O0
A/4-2L3  G/TU 3.900L-O\ >.200E-01  5.900EIO0 2.000E+O1 6.000E+OO 7 . 1 O O E * O 1  1.lo0E+02 1.1/.OC+O2  7.900C+OI  1.350E+02 i.520CI02
C M - 2 4 2  G/lU ).200E-05 2.000E-05  L.900E-OL 1.300E-03 4.500E-OL 0.600E-03  9.300E-03 0.700E-03
CM-2<3  G/TU 2.900E-01 3.400E-01  3.000E-01  L.700E-01 5.000E-01
cl+

nu-
so-
~j-
~--

CE-
lu-

2 1 . 4  G/Tu 1,730[-02 0 . 9 0 0 [ - 0 3  .3.700E-01 3.270EIO0 7.400E-01  1 . ( I 1 O E I O 1  2.320E+01 2.620EtOi  3.11oE+O1 5.300t101  L.570EI01

OL 00/Gu 1.390Et05 \.100fI08  3.090EtO0 4.200E*O0 3.000E+OO 5.000E}OO 6.OIOC+OO  6 . 6 1 O E I O O  6.1350E+O0  8.070EIOU 7,SIOEIO0
2 5  00/Gu ).080[+07 1.57AEI07 3.565EI07 5.066EI07 3.536E+07 6.t33E*07 7.205C+07 7.213E*07  7.220E+07 7.070E+07 7.675E+07
jL UOIGU  u,ono[to7 5.8Joc I07 2.710E+oa 5 . 2 1O E I O O  2.930EIO0 0.900EIO0  t.070t I07 1.000CI09  t.lLOF.109 1.LOOCI07  1././.OEIO9

37 f10/GU  8.790[+08  7.0S0[108  1.620E+09 2.330E+09 I.61OE+O9  3.1LIOIII09  3.550E)09 3.670C+09 3.720E+09 /,.2LoE$07 /,.170cI09
LL 00/Gu 3.000E*08  2.390E$09  3.910E~Otl  4.090E+O0 L.000E+OO ~.. 270EIO0  6.030E+O0  5.710E+O0 5.620C*OU 3,600E+O[) 3.690E+OU
5{. Do/Cu 9,050E ,06 6.500[}03  1.620E )07 6.710EI07 3.660E}07 1.160C10fl 1.390E+O0 1.390EtO0  1.LOOEIOO  2.Q30E+O0  1.960[+00



06002 8600> 06G05 06603 06G07 07C03 07C04 07C07
00271 00272 00273 00274 0 0 2 7 5 0 0 2 7 6 00277 00270’

n7coo 37110; i171i05
0(2279 002G(I 00,?:!1

F1/ltih X .9.600E-01 7.215E-01  1.590E+O0 2.20SC*O0 1.517E+O0  3.067E+O0  3.3L1E+o0 3 .;.90E+O0  3.556E+O0 4.029E+O0  3.966?$00

FT 14w0/MTu 0. IOOEI03  6.’7OOC+O3 1.530E+OL 2.120E$OL 1 . L60E+OL 2.9/.LE+O/,  3.230E+OL 3.3,70E+OL 3.L1OE+OA 3.U70E+OA 3.S1OF.+OA

1.u23L/lMA x 2.1700E-02 z.900E-02  z.900E-oz 2.9ooE-02 2.900E-07.  3.000E-02  3-oooE-02 3.000c-02 2.997E-02 2.9LoE-02 2.9/09c-02
1.u235/lI+A  x J.2L19E+oo 3.240E+oo 3.2L3E+oo  3.2f.3E}oo  3.2L3E+oo  3.250E+oo  J.250E+oo 3-250=+oo 3.250E+O0 3.f.57E+O0  3.f.57Z+O0
1.U236/lMA x 2.10oE-02 2. IooE-02 1.looE-02 1.looE-02 l-looETo2  3.300E-02  3.3ooE-02 3.300E-02 3.296E-02 2.212E-02 2.21.9E-oz
1.u23t3/lMA  X 9.670E+oI 9.670E+oI  9.672E+ol 9.~72E+01 9.672E+01  9.669E+ol 9.6159E+ol 9.669E+oI 9.669E+ol 9.6/.9IZ+Ot  9.6491i+Ol
f.U23L/lMA  X 2.272E-02 1.771E-02 1.769E-02 1.J303il-02  1.::05E-02
f.U235/lt4A  x 2.L20E+O0 2.553E+oo t.870E+oo  1.473E+oo 1.860E+oo  9.912E-ol 9.lf)OC-01 7.90LE-01 8.I.36E-01  7.726E-01 7.00SE-01

f.U23.5/lHA  X  1.660E-oi  1.L7LE-o~  2.670E-oi J.3ooE-oi 2.6olE-ol  3.061E-ol ~,.o~o~-ol ‘1.216E-ol /..230E-Ot (..66OE-O1 L.1536C-Ot
f.U230/lMA  X 9.618EIOI  9.623[+01 ‘7.S63E+01  9.523E+01 9.570E+OI  9.L66E+01 9 .L39E+01 9.L30E+OI 9.L24E+Ot  9.366C+OI 9.372E+01

Pu23fl/lf4A x  L.500E-o~  J-Lo8E-oL  2.500E-03  5.720E-oJ 2.6fJLE-oJ 1.Jo9E-02 1.571C-02 ~.676E-02 1.C55E-02 Z.5~3E-02 2.372E-02
PU239/IliA  X  1.009E-01  2.OIf.E-Ot L.632E-01 5.059E-01 L.716E-01  5.275E-01 5.f./.oI01oI A.9(.Ofi-01  5.293.S-01 5.U36E-01 5.732E-01
PU2C0/lMA  X f.. lO5E-o2 3.LilE-02 1.026E-ol  1.L77E’-ol 1.050E-oI 2.ooOE-ol 2.252C-01 2.299E-01  2./.03:-01 2.6C9E-O; 2.55/.E-Oi
IIU21. lIIHA X 1.072E-02  8.i79~-03 C.029E-02 6.L31E-02 L.192E-oZ  9.{.30E-02  1.01.3C-01 9.703Z-02  1 . 0 6 3 S - 0 1  1.2(.OE-01 1.19/,1-0~
Pu2L2/lt4A  X 9.33SL-OC 5.9CoE-oC  7.270E-03  1.726E-02 7.305E-03  L.oiiE-02 /..021E-02 5.256E-02  5.602E-C2 6.C70E-C2 6.A30E-02

Pu/lHA X  J.5L9E-01  3.2LAE-oi  ~,.161E-01  7./.o901Ol 6.2oSE-ol  o.3JoE-ol 9.30~.E-01 0.910C-01  9.511C-01 1.063t+O0 1.0362400
IIolf.3/llfA  X  L.L62E-02  J.795C-02  7.526E-02 9.616E-02 7-196E-02  1.21LE-ol 1.290E;Ol  1.293E-01  1.300E-01 I.1.ALII-0:  1.L2’)K-01
llOILL/l14A X  L.675E-02  3.809E-02 o.o12E-02  1.25LE-ol  S.Lo7E-02  1.0L6E-ol 2.022E-ol 2.170E-Ot  2.17LE-01 2.{.90C-0”1  2./,S6C-Ct
I101L5I!
tlDlc61
)1OILOI
1/0150/

u/uo Ill
u/uo II{

f25/

14A x I . 1 O O E - O 2  2.615E-02  5.461E-02 7.301E-02 5.214E-02  9.016E-02 1.05LE-ol 1.093E-01  1 . 1 0 2 E - O 1  i.22Sfi-Cl 1.21()~-01
HA .x 2.5L5E-02  2.133E-02  L.768E-02 6.675E-02 L.S17E-02  9.552E-02 l.oLOE-01 1 . 1 O O E - O 1  1.117E-01 1.207:-01 1.27AE-Ot
,HA X  1.LLOE-02  1.200E-c32  2.662E-02 3.692E-02 2.5~lE-02  5.i36E-f32 5.595E-02 5.057E-02  5.956E-02 6.7C7E-02  6.6AIE-02
P.A X 6.082E-03 5. IILE-03  1.177E-02 1.66f.E-02 1.134E-02  2.J71E-02 2.606E-02 2.705E-02  2.7177E-02  3.202E-02  3.19tlii-02
A T O M  9 . 8 7 9 [ - 0 1  9.895E-01 9.779E-01  9.705E-01 9.785E-ol  9.605E-01 9.572E-01 9.561E-01 9.5L9C-01  9.L91E-01  9.5n@E-ol
VEIG 9.8t30E-01  9.097E-Oi 9.701E-Oi  9.707E-01 9.707E-01  9.607E-ol 9.575E-Ot 9.56AE-Ot 9.552E-01  ‘7.L9LE-01  ‘).>0?S-01
H A  X  6.820E-01  5.60Sf-Oi  1. I09EIO0  1.f.51E+O0 1.11OE+OO  1.906E+O0 1.962E+O0 2.063C+O0 2.0L6:*O0  2.ZLtC+OO 2.227E+O0

D2!311MA : 5.229[-01  L.A73E-01  i.087E$O0 1.f.90E+O0 1.019E+O0  2.032E+O0 2.300E+O0 2.312E+O0 2.LL9E+o0  2.13371z+o0  2.7A5E+o0
(f-f5)/lMA x 1.772E-O\  1.529E-Oi  L.802E-Oi 7.539E-01 3.996E-ol  1.t6~E+oo 1.379E+o0 t.f.35E+O0 1.5t05+C0 1.7C3C+O0 1.?39:+00
Pu/(f-f5) X  2.00IE+OO  2.122E+oo 1.203E+oo  9.820E-ol 1.573E+oo  7.60f.E-ol 6.eo5E-01 6.211C-01  6.29GE-01  5.’7f./I01Ol  S.961C-01

0?5/IHA X  0 . 2 7 0 [ - 0 1  6.~50f-ol  ~.365E+oo  1.770EIoo ~.375E+oo  2.259E+oo 2.332E*O0 2.f.52E+O0 2./o36E+OO  2.60/.E+OO  2.A69C+O0
f)26/I:(A x- 1. L50E-01-i.26LE-ol  -2 .560E-01-3.  190E-ol-2  .571E-ol-3.531E-ol-3.  700E-01-3.036E-01-3.901E-91-A  ./030C-91-/I.t.lf,C-Ol

ALPI{A-U235  2.121[-01 2.2?LC-01  2.307E-01 2.199E-01  2.300E-01  1.053E-01 1.006E-01 1.0i3/.E-Ol  1.906E-01 1.7J:IE-01 :.932:-01
u 2 3 2  G/Tuo  6.8\7[-05  7.126E-05 3.220E-OC  2.921E-oL  L.21Lf.-Of.  1.3C5E-03 1.f.27E-03 1.f.5f.C-03  1.LS2E-03 2.361.E-03 1.072E-03

NP237 G/TUO  b.7i9EIol  S.5L2E+ol  1.565E+02 1.566E+02 /..6COE+02 5.A12E+02 S.79Ac402
Pu236  G/TUO /../,05E-o/, 3.539[-o/, j.3/,3E-o/, A.J;J:~-fJL
A.32L1 G/lUO 2.989E$OI 2.263E+ol  1.17CE*OZ 1.907E+02  1.160E+02  3.00~.E+02  2.99LIE+02 3.205E+02  3.360E+02 A.072E+02 f,.006c+02

A142L2H G/lUO \.22SE-02 7.917E-03 1.890E-ol 5.0LoE-ol 1.72~E-ol 6.703C-01 7.173E-01 fJ.023E-Oi  1.139E+O0 9.737E-0+.

At42f.1 G/luo 3.853[-ol 3.167E-o~ 5.771E+oo  1-9LlE+ol  6.655E~oo  6.02~E+ol ~.053E+02 1.090E+02  9./.56IZ+Ol  1.2i32E+02 1./.f.E+02o2
CM2C2 G/luo 3 . 1 6 1 [ - 0 5  1.979E-05  4.793E-OL 1.262E-03  L.40LE-OL 0.235E-03 0.09LE-03 O . 3 1 O E - O 3

Cli2L>  G/TUO 2.777E-01  3.252E-01  2.065E-01 A.A62E-01 5.511E-01
CM2~.L G/luo 1 . 7 0 9 [ - 0 2  h.80BE-03 6.553E-01 3.17LEIO0 7.2L2c-01  1.5/.7EIoI 2.221E*01  2.506ckoI  7.971E+oI 5.037E.01 4.~L:,ctoI

I(u106  Uo/GUO 1.173[  108 1.089f IO0 3.022EI00 L. 077[~00 3.Olf.EIOO  5.6L91110U  /,.5/.OCIOO  6 . 3 2 2 [ 1 0 1 %  6.5A3EIO0 7.(162c+olI  7.1-l(jEloi\
SU125 l)o/Guo’ !,357CI07 i.560f.*07 3. L07E,07  1..9\OEtO7 3.46iE\07  S.092E+07 6.099E+07 6.09UCI07 6.096C+07 7.(,72E*07 7.293c+07
c513L 00/cuo 7.983[ 107 5.770[ 107 2.8~.6[$OS  5.086E~O0 2.860E$O0  0.550E+O0  1.025E$09 1.033C+09 1.0L19E*09 1.L05EI07 \.360C+09
CSIj7 Urj/’uo o.6oLL,oa  7 . 0 0 7 [  1 0 8  1.505E+09 2.262[+09 1.576EI09 3.036E~09 3.399C$09 3.51OC}O9 3.523CI09 L.026c+!39  J.I)02c+oI)

CE\LL 00/Guo  2.9AL[*09  2.35SC+O!3 3.82LE*Ofl L.7f.7EtO0 3.9t5E+O0  L.102E+OC 5.77LE+O0 5.L61C+O!3 5.360E*17S 3.L1OC+OC 3.S0{,:+03

EU15L DO/Gu”o @.9L 1:,03 6.LJ3E+03 3 . 5LIE+07  6.533EI07 3.502EI07  l.11/.f+OO 1.331E+O0 1.329EIOU i.337C+O0  1.’727[+0:1  :.:J70F.400



UI
CJ

*IIti****I**  OR1GEli2  O A T A  ****~*1**~1

0.5002 Ei6D03 06G05 06cio3
00291 0 0 2 9 2 0 0 2 9 3 00294

OURII{JI’  Xflt4A O.01.OE-O\ 7.2LOE-Oi  1.590E+o0  2.22tE+O13
IJUIII{UP  MWD/1 0.300E+03  6.900E+03  1.5LOE+OA 2.130E+04
lNIT.U-234 .X  2.900E-02 2.900E-02  2.900E-02 2.900E-02
lNIT.U-235 X 3.2L8E+O0  3.2L8E+O0  3.2L3E+O0  3.2L3E+O0
lI{IT.U-236  X 2.1OOE-O2 2.IOOE-02  1.IOOE-02 1 . 1 O O E - O 2
lHIT.U-230 X 9.670EtOl 9.670E+01  9.672E+01 9.672E+01

06607 0 7 C 0 3
0 0 2 9 5 0 0 2 9 6

i.530E+O0 3.060E+O0
1.L70E+04 2.950E+04
2.900E-02 3.000E-02
3.243E+O0  3.250E+O0
1. 1 O O E - O 2  3.300E-02
9.672E+01 9.6A9E+01

07C04
0 0 2 9 7

3.342E+o0
3.220E+04
3.000E-02
3.250E+O0
3.300E-02
9..569E+OI

07C07 07CO0 071101
0 0 2 9 0 0 0 2 9 9 0 0 3 0 0

3.L91C+O0 3.557E400  f..oi5E+oo
3.370E+oL  3.L15E+OL 3.054E+04
3.000E-02  2.999,E-02  2.9fJQE-02
3.250E+O0 3.250E+00.3  .A57E+O0
3.300E-02  3.296E-02  2.2iOE-02
9.669E+01  9.669E+01  9.649E+oi

071105
0 0 3 0 1

4.057F.+00
3.O1OE+O4
2.940E-02
3.457E+oo

2 . 2 1 O E - O 2
9.649E+oI

fli/L;u-234  x 2.600E-02 2.700E-02  2.400E-02 2.300E-02  2.400E-02 2 . 1 O O E - O 2  2.000E-02  2.000E-02  1:902E-02  1.000i-02 11095i-oz
FlliL.U-235  X  2.406E+O0  2.534E+O0  1.054E+O0 1.450E+O0  1.901E+O0 1.OIOE+OO 0.000E-01  0.250E-01  0.007E-01  7.200C-01 7.500E-01
[luL.LI-236  X 1.790E-01 1.550E-01 2.600E-01 3.360E-01  2.600E-01 4.250E-Oi f..42OE-Ol  /..500E-01  4 . 531E-01 4.f170iI-01  /,.040E-01
FltIL.U-230  x  9.737EIOi 9.720E+01  9.705E+01 9.019E+01  9.702E+01 9.05/.E+Oi 9.065E+01  9.071E+01  9.073E+01  9.077E+01  9.075E+01

PU-230 X 1.340E-01 i.020E-Oi 3.840E-01 7.000E-Oi  3.560E-01 1.L43E+O0 1.673E+O0  1.007E+O0  1.063E+O0 2 . 2 1 O E + O O  2.153E+o0
PU-239 X  0.309E401  Ci.63LE+Ol  7.385E+O+  6.69nE+Oi  7.466E+Oi  5.940E+01 5.73LE+OI  5.620E+OI  5.506E+Oi  5.305E+Oi  S.420C+01
PU;240 X  1.25CE+01 1. I06EI01  1.015E+01 2.153E$OI  1.760E+01 2.464E+01 2.533E+01  2.565E+OI 2.565E+01  2.652E+01  2.649C+01
PLI-2L1 X  3.176E+O0  2.3L7E+O0  6.517[100  0.553E+O0  6.306E+O0  1.043E+Ol 1.009C+01 1.11OE+O1 1.130E+01  1.133c+01  1.124E+oI
PU~2L2 X  2.560E-01 1.530E-01 1.101E+OO  2.227E+O0  1.003E+O0  4.092E+O0 4.771E+O0  5.160E+O0  5.326E+O0 6.090C+O0 5.923E+O0
Pulu 3.662E-03  3.162E-03  5.601E-03 7.092E-03 S.514E-03  8.623E-03 9.070E-03  9.320E-03  9.L02E-03 9.005E-03 9.002E-03
H O - 1 4 3  X  2.63t3E+Oi 2.675E+01  2.L41E+OI  2.282E+01  2.450E+01 2.057E+01 1.906E+01 1.9L7E+01 1.931E+OI  1.046E+01  1.061E+oI
NO-ILL  X  2.758E+Oi 2.730E+01  2.91LE+OI 3.043E+01  2.901E+01 3.222E+01 3.280E+01 3.311E+01  3.324E+01  3.401E+01  3.309E+01
MO-145 X  1.0L6E401 1.856E+01 1.000E+O1 1..756E+O1  i.004E+Ol 1.697E+OI 1.676E+01 1.664E+OI 1.659E+01  1.635E+01  1.639E+01
110-1L6 X  I:516E+01  1.500E+01 1.561E+01 1.601E$01  1.557E+01 1.659E+OI 1.670E+OI  1.609E+01 1.694E+01  I-71OE+OI  1.714C+01
140-140 X 0.652E+O0  L3.616E+O0  0.74LE+O0  8.843E+O0 8.733E+O0  8.921E+O0  0.955E+O0  0.974E+O0  8.901E+O0  0.971E+O0  13.965E+o0
110-150 X 3.658E+O0  3.616E+O0  3.E146E+O0  3.983E+O0 3.831E+O0  4.153E+O0  4.206E+O0  4.235E+O0  4.247E+O0  A.262E+o0  L.252E+O0
l/o140/u i.5L5E-OL 1.270E-OL 2.820E-04  3.96LE-04  2.700E-04 5.500E-04 6.030E-04  6.320E-04  6.367E-04  7.IOOE-04  7.151E-04
Kfl-03  X  1.30LE+Oi 1.396E+OI 1.330E+01 1.27LE+01  1.336E+01 1.196E+01 1.160E+OI  1.152E+Oi  1.IL6E+01  I.IOOE+O1  1.I15E+oI
K17-04  X  2.f347E+Ol 2.030E401 2.935E+Oi 3.009E+01  2.920E+OI 3.ilOE+Ol 3.153E+01  3.173E+01  3.1OIE+OI  3.221E+01  3.213E+OI
KR-05 X 5.005E+O0 5.003E+O0  4.855EIO0  C.054E~O0  4.055E+O0  L.661E+O0  4.660E+O0  4.660E+o0  4.659E+O0  4.630E+O0  L.6301zIo0
KR-06 x  5.253EI01 5.260E+OI 5.237E+01 5.214E+01  5.240E+01 5.195E+OI 5.185E+01  5.IOOE+OI  5.170E+01  5.176E+01  5.170E+OI

XE-131  X  1.061E+01 1.080E+01 l.OllE+ol 9.420E+O0  1.020E+01 0.676E+O0  0.300E+O0 0.217E+O0  0.i54E+O0  7.OLOE+OO  7.903E+o0
X[-132  X  !.761E+01 1.750E+01 1.874E+ol 1.91OE+O1 1.071E+01 2.029E+01 2.052E+01  2.065E+01  2.07011+01  2.114E+01  2.I09E+OI
x c - 1 3 4  x  2.0L7E+01 2.878E+01 2.856E+01 2.792E+01  2.066E*01 2.709E+01  2.770E+01  2.760E+01  2.757E+01  2.766E+01  2.769E+01
xE-136 X  L.326E+OI L.280E+01  4.246E+01 4.334E+01  f..232E+Ol  4.200E+01  fI.3i2E+Ol  /..323E+01  4.327E+oI  4.302E+01 4.290E+01

U - 2 3 2  G/TU 4.510E-05 1.360E-05  1.070E-o~ 3.400E-04  1.730E-OL 0.230C-04  7.720E-04  1.060E-03  1.096E-03  1.275E-03  1.237E-03
NP-237  G/lU 7.050E+OI 5.L50E+01 1.577E+02 2.566E+02  1.L03E+02 L.31OE+O2  fI.040E+02  5.lf,9E+02  5.267E+02  6.0LoE+02  5.910E+02
PU-23A G/TU 8.9L3E-06  5.84$’E-06  3.375E-05  7.590E-05  3.044E-05  i.60LE-OL  2.076E-04  2.313E-04  2.LIOE-04  2.935E-OfI  2.020E-04
A M - 2 4 1  G/TU 3.300E401 2.11OE+OI 1.I01E+02 1.000E+02 1.035E+02 2.794E+02  3.053E+02  3.106C+O2  3.265E+02  3.494E+02  3.443E+02
AM242H G/TU i.100E-02 6.570E-03  1 . 5 1 O E - O 1  2 . 7 1 O E - O 1  1.300E-01 7.000E-01  7.420E-01  7.610E-01  7.703E-01  9.503E-01  9.523c-ol
AM-2L3 G/TU .J.640E-01 1.5L5E-01 L.060EIOo  1.030E+Oi f,.000E+OO  5.900EI01  O.O1OE+O1  9.370E+01  9.95LE+OI  1.334C+02 1.265C+02
C M - 2 4 2  G/TU 7.660E-05 4.090E-OS  1.160E-03 2.650E-03  1.030E-03  6.920E-03  0.000E-03  0.610E-03  0.064E-03  1.076c-02 1.051c-02
CM-2L3 G/TU 5.180E-OL 2.220E-04  2.230E-02  0.280E-02  t.870E-02  2.840E-01  3.720E-01  L.270E-01  ~..5OOE-Ol  5.432E-oi 5.i90E-01
ct4-2LL G/TU 1.500E-02 5.220E-03  4.040E-Oi 2.330E+O0  3.200E-01  1.150E+oi 1.760E+01 2.200E+01 2.399E+01  3.60011+oi  3.340EtOi

I I U - 1 0 6  00/GU 1.420E+O0 1.090E+08  2.580EIO0  4.250E+O0  2.L20E+O0  5.430E+O0  6.230E*O0  6.7001110U  6.l190E~OU  7.250EIOI)  7.065E+o11
S11-125 OQ/GU f..OLOEIO7  3.270E+07 6.000EIo7  1.020E+O0  6.540E+07  i.330E+oo  l.~IOOE+OO  1.57011+OU  1.600E+o0  1.750E+O0 i.715c+o0
CS-13L 00/GU 8.L90E+07  5.870E+07 2.580E+08  5.OIOE+OfJ  2.370E+Oo  0.560E+O0  1.020E+09  1.120E+09  i.156E+09  1.370C+09 1.327E+09
cS-137 00/GU 9.000E+OO  7.450EI08  1.630E+09 2.290E+09  1.560E+09  3.150E+09  3.450E+09  3.620E+09  3.6113E+09  4.i60L+09  4.017’jE+09
CE-)LL DO/GU 2.960E400  2.L60E+08  3.370EI08  4.600E*oo  3.2LoE+oo  /..310E+00  4.670E+O0  f..U6OE+OO  4.937E+OU  4.U90E+OU  4.023E+OII
[ u - 1 5 4  OQ/GU 1.500E*07 1.0iOE*07 5.L50E+07 1.120E+O0  L.970E+07  2.150C+oo  2.630E+O0  2.070E+O0  2.972E+ou  3.520E+o0  3.416E+ou



0 6 0 0 2 06003 04G05 06G03 06G07 07CC3 07COL O? Co? 07CO0 071101 071105
0 0 2 9 1 0 0 2 9 2 00293 00 2 9 4 0 0 2 9 5 0 0 2 9 6 0 0 2 9 7 0 0 2 9 0 0 0 2 9 9 0 0 3 0 0 00301

fT/lMA X 9. IOOE-01  7.550E-01 1.6L7E+O0  2.296E+O0  1.570E+O0  3.153E+O0  3.L45E+O0  3.604E+O0  3.630E+O0  L.077E+O0  f..O57E+OO
FT HwO/MTU 0.300E+03  6.900E+03  1.5LOE+OL 2.130E+OL 1.L70E+OL 2.950E+OL 3.220E+04  3.370E+OL 3.4i5E+0/I 3.054E+OL  3.O1OE+O4

1.U23L/lMA X 2.900E-02 2.900E-02 2.900E-02 2.900E-02  2 . 9 0 0 E - 0 2  3.000E-02  3 . 0 0 0 E - 0 2  3.000E-02  2 . 9 9 9 E - 0 2  2.9LOE-02  2.9fIOE-02
1.U235/lHA X 3.2L8E*O0  3.240E+O0  3.2L3E+O0  3.243E+O0  3.243E+O0 3.250E+’00  3.250E+O0  3.250E+O0  3.250E+oo”  3.L57E+o0  3.L57E+o0
1.U236/lMA X 2.iOOE-02 2 . 1 O O E - O 2  1.looE-02 i.loOE-02  I . 1 O O E - O 2  3.300E-02  3.300E-02  3.300E-02  3.296C-02  2.210L7-02  2 . 2 1 O E - O 2
1.U230/lMA X  9.670E+01 9.670E+OI  9.672E+Oi 9.672E+OI  9.672E+Ot  9.669E+Oi  9.669E+01  9.669E+01  9.669E+01  9.6L9E+01 9.6L9E+oi
F.U23L/lHA  X 2.567E-02 2.67iE-02  2.347E-02 2.231E-02  2.3L9E-02  2.016E-02  i.91/IE-02  1 . 9 1 O E - O 2  1.092E-02  1.706E-02 i.000E-02
F.u235/lHA  X  2.375E+O0  2.507E+O0  1.813E+O0 1.L07E+O0  1.061E+O0  9.690E-01  0.497E-01  7.079C-01 7.6L4E-01  6.915E-01 7.126E-Oi
F.U236/lMA  X  1.767E-01 1.533E-Ot 2.62iE-Oi 3.260E-01  2.545E-01  4.00IE-01 4.229E-01  4.290E-01 L.326E-01  L.626E-01 4.599C-Ot
f.U230/lHA  X  9.6t3E+Ol 9.62f.E+Ol  9.569E+01 9.526E+OI  9.575E+OI  9.L62E+01  9.L39E+01  9.f.27E+Ol  9.f.26E+Ol  9.302E+01  9.302E+01
PU230/lMA  X  L.0L4E-04 3.191E-OL 2.133E-03 4.817E-03  1.92tE-03  1.195E-02  1.L53E-02  1.600E-02 1.672E-02  2.075E-02  2.005E-02
PU239/lMA  X 3.033E-01 2.701E-01 f..lO3E-Ol L.609E-01 L.030E-01  /,.910E-01  L.901LT-01  5 . O 1 O E - O 1  5.OIAE-01 5.056E-01 5.OLOE-01
PU2L0/lHA  X  L.533E-02 3.L60E-02  i.000E-01 I.LOIE-01 9.5L2E-02  2.OLOE-01 2.200C-01 2.203E-01 2.302C-01 2.L90E-01 2.L67C-01
Pu2L1/ltiA  X  1 .  ILOE-02  7.3L2E-03  3.621E-02 5.005E-02 3.L03E-02  0.635E-02  9.459E-02  9.000C-02  l.OILE-Oi 1.06LE-01 i.0L7C-01
l’u2f.2/lMA X  9 . 2 5 5 [ - 0 1  L.786E-OL  6.tt7E-03  1.532E-02 5.L13E-03  3.300E-02  4.lLLE-02  L.593C-02 4.701E-02  5.710E-02  5.516C-02

PU/lHA X  3.A15E-01 3.120E-01 5.556E-01 6.00IE-01  5.397E-01  0.279E-01  0.606E-01 0.901E-Ot  0.976E-Oi  9.309E-01  9.313E-01
HOIL311HA  X L.65)E-02 3.925E-02  7.699E-02 9.92LE-02  7.430E-02  1 . 2 1 O E - O 1  1.200E-01 1 . 3 1 O E - O I  1.307E-01  1.L05E-01  1 . L 1 O L - O 1
)/OILL/lHA  X  L.B62E-02 f..006E-O2  9.191E-02 1.323E-01 0.779E-02  1.907E-01 2.113E-01 2.227E-01 2.250E-Oi  2.500E-01  2.560E-01

0
HolL5/lHA  X  3.25LE-02 2.72LE-02  5.677E-02 7.637E-02  5.L59E-02  1.005E-01 1.000E-01 1.119E-01 1.123E-01 1.2L4c-01 1.2A2E-01

G 110146/lP,A .X  2.673E-02 2.213E-02  L.923E-02 6.963E-02  4.712E-02  9.821E-02  1.00IE-01 1.136E-01 1.147E-01  1.307E-01 1.299E-01
}(Oif.8/lHA .X  1.525E-02 i.26LE-02 2.758E-02 3.8L6E-02  2.6L3E-02  5.201E-02  5.770E-02 6.036E-02  6.079E-02  6.027E-02  6.79LE-02
HD150/lHA  X 6.4L9E-03 S.306E-03  i.213E-02 1.732E-02 1.1S9E-02  2.L50E-02 2 . 7 1 O E - O 2  2.040E-02  2.075E-02  3.2LLE-02  3.222C-02

U/UO 1}1 A 1 O H  9.873E-01 9.893E-01  9.700E-01 9.702E-01  9.788E-01  9.602E-01  9.569E-01  9.551E-01  9.5L7E-01  9.L90E-01  9.501E-01
U/UO IN WEIG 9.872E-01 9.894E-01  9.781E-01 9.703E-01  9.790E-01  9.60f.E-01  9.571E-01  9.553E-Ot  9.550E-01  9.502E-01  9.50LE-01

f25/lHA X 7.169E-01 6.087E-01  1.179E+O0 \.S21E+O0 1.139E+O0  1.905E+O0  2 . O 1 O E + O O  2.065E+O0  2.006E+O0  2.325E+O0  2.307E+o0
020/lHA X  5.689E-01 L.580E-Oi  1.025E+O0 1.460E+O0  9.717E-01  2.073E+O0  2.296E+O0  2.L16E+O0  2.L301Z+O0  2.67LE+O0  2.666E+o0

(F-F5)/lMA X  1.939E-01  1.L63E-01  4.60iE-Oi 7.751E-01  4.394E-01  1.240E+O0  i.435E+O0  1.539E+O0  1.5LLE+O0  1.752E+O0  1.750E+O0
Pu/(f-F5) X  t.B6LE+O0 2.130E+O0  1.107E+OO 8.077E-01  1.2213E+O0  6.632E-01  6.053E-01  5.784E-01 5.Olf.E-01  5.360E-01 5.321E-01

025/lMA X  8.726E-01 7.LilE-01  1.430E+O0 1.B36E+O0  i.382E+O0  2.200E+O0  2.LOOE+OO  2.462E+O0  2.LU6E+O0  2.766E+O0  2.7LLE+O0
026/lP,A  x- 1. S57E-01-t.323E-O  1-2 .511E-01-3  .150E-01-2 .435E-01-3 .751E-01-3 .099E-01-3.960E-01-3 .996E-01-L .L04E-01-4.  377E-01

ALPtiA-U235  2.\72E-01 2.17LE-01 2.130E-01 2.070E-01 2.130E-Oi  1.969E-01 1.940E-01  1.921E-01 1.9115E-01  1.094E-01 1.097E-01
u 2 3 2  G/TLXl L .  L52E-05  3.32LE-05  1.029E-OL 3.377E-04 1.694E-04  7.90fIE-OL  9.303E-OL  1.013E-03  1.047E-03  1.211E-03 1.176E-03

t(P237  G/TuO 6.960E+OI 5.392E+Oi i.5L2E+02 2.L90E+02  1.L52E+02  L.139E+02  L.6LOE+02  4.919E+02 5.030E+02  5.739E+02 5.625E+02
Pu236  G/TuO 8.029E-06 5.787E-06  3.301E-OS 7.365E-05  2.900E-05  1.617E-OL 1.987E-OL 2 . 2 1 O E - O L  2.302E-OL 2.709E-oL 2.600E-o/,
AH2L} G/TuO  3.2S8E+OI 2.008[+01 i.077E+02 1.7L7E+02 1.013E+02  2.603E+02 2.922E+02  3.0L4E+02  3.11OC+O2  3.320E+02  3.272C+02

AH2L2M G/lUO 1.i6SE-02 6.500E-03  1.L77E-01 2.630E-01 i.35iE-Oi 6.723E-01 7 . 1 0 2 E - O I  7.270E-01  7.356C-01  9 . 1 0 6 E - O I  9.051E-01
AH2L3 G/TuO 3.593E-01 1.529E-Oi 4.753E+O0  1.776E+Oi 3.994E+O0  5.666E+01 7.666E+01  0.951C401 9.500E+01  1.2LOE+02 1.202Ei02
CH2L2 G/TUO 7.562E-05 L.0L7E-05  i.135E-03 2.571E-03  1.000E-03  6.6L6E-03  7.657E-03  0.225E-03  0./~6SE-O3  1.022E-02 9.909E-03
Cti2L3  G/TUO 5. IILE-OL 2.196[-0~ 2 . 1 O I E - O 2  0.03LE-02  1.831E-02 2.727E-01 3.560E-01  f..O79E-Ol  L.305E-01  5.161E-01 /,.933E-01
CH2LL G/TuO 1.L8if-02  5.165E-03  3.9SiE-Oi 2.261E+O0  3.133E-01  1.104E+O1 1.60LE+01 2.102E+O1 2.291E+01 3.L21E+01 3.174E+01

FIUI06  00/GUO  1.L02E+08 1.078E+08  2.523E+O0 L.12LE+O0  2.369E+O0  5.215E+O0 5.963E+O0  6./.OlE+OO  6.500E+O0  6.009E+O0 6.71511iO0
S 0 1 2 S  00/GUO 3.988f~07 3.235:+07  6.729E+07 9.897E+07  6.L03E+07  1.277E+O0  1.416E+O0  1.500E+O0 1.52UE+O0  1.6A3E+O0 I;630E+O0
CSI>L 00/GuO 8.3BIF.$07 5.808EIo7 2.523E+Oo L.06tE+oo  2.320E+Oo  o.221E+oo  9.762E+O0  1.070E+09 I.104E+O9  1.302E+09  1.261E+09
CS137 Ofl/GUO 8.885E+08 7.37iE+08  1.594E+09 2.222E+09  1.527E+09 3.025E+09  3.3021Z+09  3.450E+09  3.517E+09  3.953~+09 3.092E+09
CEILL OQ/GUO 2.922E+08 2.L3LE+O0  3.296E+08  L.L63E+08  3.172E+O0  L.139E+O0  L .L70E+O0 L.6L3E+o0 L.715E+O0  4.6L6E+o0  /,.50/,E+oo

[u15L DO/GUO  1. L81f*07  9.993E+06  5.330E407 t.oo7E+oa  L.066E+07 2.065E+oo  2.517E+oU  2.742E+O0  2.030E+O0  3.345E+o0  3.2L7E+O0



hn61~IIB*I* SRAC-FPGS D A T A  I,.*.******

B6D02 06003 ObG05 06G03 U6G07 07C03 U7COL 07C07 O? Coo 071101 07tlo5
0 0 3 1 1 00312 00313 0031L 0 0 3 1 5 0 0 3 1 6 0 0 3 1 7 0 0 3 1 0 00319 00320 NO OATA

OUIINUP XFIHA  8.920E-01 7.450E-01 1.633E+O0  2.261E+O0 i.566E+O0  3.IIIE+OO 3.309E+O0 3.S4L~+O0  3.605E+O0  L.062C+O0
OUllNUP t4U0/T  0.300E~03  6.900E+03  1.540E+OL 2.130E+OL  i.470E+OL 2.9SOE+OL  3.220tI+0/, 3.370E+OA  3./.i5E+OL  3.U5/.E+O/.
lNIT.u-2>L X  2.900E-02  2.900E-02  2.900E-02  2.900E-02  2.900E-02  3.000E-02  3.000E-02 3.000E-02  2.999E-02  2.9LIJE-02
INIT.u-235 X 3.2LOE+O0  3.2LOE+O0  3.2L3E+O0  3.2L3E+O0 3.2L3E+O0 3.250E+O0 3.250E+O0 3.250E+O0 3.25011+00  3.L57C+O0
INIT.U-236 X  2 . 1 O O E - O 2  2 . 1 o O E - O 2  1.tOOE-02 1 . 1 O O E - O 2  i.100E-02  3.300E-02  3.300E-02 3.300il-02  3.296E-02  2 . 2 1 O E - O 2
IIJIT.u-230  X  9.670EI01 9.670E*01  9.672E+01  9.672E+01  9.672E+01  9.669E+01  9.669C+01  9.6.59E+01  9./I69c+Ol  9.6/,9E+ol
fltJL.U-23L  X 2.600E-02 2 . 7 0 0 E - 0 2  2.LOOE-02 2.200E-02  2.400E-02  2 . 1 O O E - O 2  2.000E-02  2.000E-02  1.9971Z-02  1.905C-02
FINL.u-235 X  2.30iE+O0  2.507E+O0  1.019E+O0  1.L32E+O0  1.065E+O0  1.029E+O0  9.150C-01  0.570E-Oi  0.3L6E-01  7.900E-01
FllfL.u-236  X 1.910E-01 1.660E-Oi 2.060E-01  3.550E-01  2.700E-01  L. L30E-01 L.600E-01 L.600E-01  L.700E-01  5.000C-01
Flt/L.u-230  X  9.7LOE+OI 9.730E+OI 9.707E+01  9.019E+01  9.703E+01 9.051C+Oi  9.C.61E+OI  9.066E+OI  9.060E+OI  9.060E+01

PU-2>0 .X  1.290E-01 9.000E-02  L.000E-01 7.3LOE-01  3.700E-01  1.LOOE+OO  1.712E+O0  1.OLOE+OO 1.091E+O0  2.260E+O0
PU-219 X  0.301E+Oi 0.606E+01  7.420E+01  6.796E+01  7.495E+01 6.112E+oI  5.93iE+Ol  5.036E+01  5.002C+01  5.620E+OI
Pu-2<0 X  1.203E+OI t.077E+Oi 1.691E+01 i.937E+Ol  1.659E+01  2.170E+01  2.221E+01  2.2L6E+01  2.255E+01  2.3/,5E+ol
PU-2LI  X  3,709[+00  2.066E+O0  7.207E+O0  9.440E+O0 6.919E+O0 1.132E+01 1.172E+01  1.191E+01  1.197E+01  1.192E+01
PU-242  X  3,160E-01 2.000E-01 1.27LE+O0  2.400E+O0  1.162E+O0 L.372E+O0  5.Of.2E+O0  5.AIOE+OO  5.560E+O0 6.166E+o0
Pu/u 3.962E-03  3.L23E-03  6.223E-03  7.7L6E-03  6.OLOE-03 9./,00E-O3  9.961C-03  1.022E-02  i.031i2-02  1.113C-02
N O - I ( 3  X  2.650E401 2.690E*01 2.L73E+01 2.33LE+01  2.AOOE+O1  2.1/.2E+Oi  2.003E+01 2.050E+01 2.037E+OI  1.967fi+ol
NO-ILL X  2.776E*OI 2.750E+OI  2.923E+01  3.037E+01  2.911E+01  3.105E+O1  3.233E+01  3.260E+01  3.270C+01  3.321E+01
ND-145 X  1.053E+01 1.062E+01 1.000E+O1 1.770E+OI  1.013E+01  1.71OE+O1 1.700C+01 1.690E+01  1.6061Z+01  1.6621Z}01
NO-lL6 X 1.513.E+O1 1.505E+01 1.559E+01 1.597E+01  1.555C+OI  1.653E+OI  1.671E+OI i.61)lE+Ol  1.60511+01 1.71OE+OI
)JO-lLO X 8.LL2C+O0  0.414E+O0  0.5L6E+O0  0.635E+O0 0,536E+O0 0.7LOE+O0  0.703E+O0  0.00IE+OO 0.009E+O0  U.056C+O0
1/0-150 X 3.500E+O0  3./.70[+00  3.699E+O0  3.002E+O0 3.607E+O0 4.007E+O0  /..052C+O0  L.076E+O0  A.005E+O0  L.176E+O0
ltoiLfl/u 1.520L-OL }.263E-OL 2 . O 1 O E - O L  3.965E-OL  2.697E-OL  5.5LOE-OL  6.07LE-OL  6.37f.E-o/. 6.L9LII-OL  7.360E-oL
KR-03  X  1.30Lf~Ol  1.393E+OI 1.3L3E+Oi 1.299E+01  1.347E+01  1.2L7E+Ol  1.226E+01 1.215E+01  1.210iZ+Ol I.l(IOC+O1
K17-OL  x 2.0L9E*OI 2.856EIOI  2.944F.+01  3.002E+Oi 2.930E+01 3.090E+Oi  3.I12E+01  3.132E+01 3.170C+Oi  3.173E+01
KR-05 X 5.lLOE+OO  5.148E+O0  L.909E+O0  L.902E+O0 L.910E+O0 ”L.7O5E+OO  L.702E+O0  L.700E+O0 L.699E+O0  L.66LE+O0
KR-OL X  5.252E$01 5.235E+OI 5.220E+01 5.207E+01  5.221E+01  5.190E+01 5.10LE+Oi  5.101E+O1  5.1OOE+OI  5.i69C+Ol

x[-131 x 1.035[ 101 1.056E$OI 9.930E+O0  9.273E+O0 1.00IE+O1  0.702E+O0 0.450E+O0  0.3131?+O0 0.260E+O0  U.03UC+O0
XC-132  : I,7Lc[  .01 1.7L9E*OI 1.060E+01 i.096E+Oi  1.06/.E+Ol  2.007E+01  2.023E+01  2.032E+01  2.036E+01 2.00LE+O1
Y.[-13L I  2.95L[$O\ 2.984L+OI 2.964E+OI  2.902E+OI  2.97fIE+Ol  2.099E+OI  2.00IE+O1  2.071E+01  2.067E+01  2.072E+01
XE-136  X  4.261[+01 L.211E+01  L.17LE+01  L.270E+01  L.159E+01  L.216E+01  4.243E+01  /~.257E+Ol  L.263E+01  4.231E+01

u-232 G/IU 3.759E-09  2 . 5 9 0 [ - 0 9  1.381E-00  2.767E-08  1.263E-00 6.169E-00 7.305E-00 O.IIAE-00 0.A12E-00  1.002E-07
NP-237  G/TU 7.LL9E+01 5.899E+01 1.751E+02 2.007E+02  1.646E+02  4.572E+02  5.00LE+02  5.367C+02  5./I7OC+O2  6.261Et02
[’u-236 G/TU 1.000E+30 1.000E+38  1.000E+38  1.000E+30  1.000E+30  1.000E+30  1.O.00C+30  1.000E+30  1.0001i+30  1.000c+30
A14-2LI G/TU L.042E+OI 2.698E+OI  1.299E+02  2.l16E+02 1.211E+02  3.275E+02  3.5/.OE+O2  3.607E+02  3.7L1E+02  L.097E+02
A112L2M  G/TU 1.000E+39 1.000E+30  1.000E+38  1.0ooE+30  1.000E+30  1.000E+30  1.000E+30  1.000E+30  1.000C+30  1.000c+30
AII-2L3 G/TU 3 . 9 2 S [ - 0 1  1.7L8E-01 5.96LE+O0  2.looE+oi  5.029E+O0 6.199E+oi  O.IOOE+O1 9.1.10C+ol  9.923C+01  1.L20[+02
CM-2L2  G/Tu 6.213E-05  3.306E-05  1.025E-03  2.492E-03 9.050E-OL  6.LOLE-03  7.600E-03 0.201E-03  0.536E-03  1.023C-02
Cfl-2L3 G/TU 5.015E-OL 2.252E-OL  2.449E-02  0.L39E-02 2.065E-02  2.579E-01  3.322E-01  3.769C-01  3.951C-01  L.905c-oi
CM-24C  G/lU 1.313E-02 L.734E-03  7.450E-01 L.01.OE+OO  5.9L7E-01  1.097E+01  2.039EIOI  3.LOOE+O1  3.760E+01  7 . 1O A C I O1

R U - 1 0 6  1)0/GU  I . 1 1 O E $ O O  fl.010EI07  2.160EIO0  3.077E$O0  2.213CIO0  5.1/,OCIOO  5.902EIO0  6.3L3CIO0  6.51OE+OO  7.230EIo0
S O - 1 2 5  110/GU  1.7L8EI07 1.L25E*07 3.145E+07  5.0i6E+07  3.175E+07  6.924E+07  7.7LOE+07 O.21OE+O7  0.395E+07  9.L01E+07
(S-134  00/GU 7.060E+07 5.LOOEIo7 2.LOOE+OO  L.750E+oo  2.2ooE+O0  o.070E+O0 9.570E+O0 1.O/.5E+O9  1.001E+09  1.201E+09
( s - 1 3 7  DO/GU 9.i36E+08  7.599E*O0  1.603E+09 2.360E+09  1.610E+09  3.209E+09 3.607E+09 3.706E+09  3.079E+09  /..3751+09
CE-ILL  00/Gu 3.0L5E+08  2.5L3E+O0  3.521E+08  L.8L4E+O0 3.377E+O0 L.596E+O0  4.990E+O0  5.220E+O0  5.306E+ou  s.20LE+o0
EU-15L 00/GU 1.002E+07 7.050E+06  3.3L18E+07  6.306E+07 3.101E+O7  1.1.63E+O0  1.351E+O0  1.L59E+OU  l.SOIC+Oo  1.0L2E+o0



4
Ulm

0 6 0 0 2 06003 J315G05 06603 06G07 07C03 07COL O? Co? O? Con 071101
00311 0 0 1 1 2

071105
00313 00314 0 0 3 1 5 00316 0 0 3 1 7 00310 00319 0 0 3 2 0 NO OATA

FT/ltiA X 8.960E-01 7.L60E-01  1.645E+O0  2.296E+O0  1.576E+O0 3.173E+O0 3.L67E+O0 3.631E+O0 3.696E+O0  L.165E+O0
FT MwD/MTU  0.300E+03 6.900E+03  i.540E+04 2.130E+OL  1.L70E+OL  2.950E+04  3.220E+OL  3.370E+OL  3.L1SIS+04  3.OSLE+OL

1.U23L/lMA  X  2.900E-02 2.900E-02 2.900E-02  2.900E-02  2.900E-02  3.000E-02 3.000E-02  3.000E-02  2.999E-02  2.9LOE-02
1.U235/lHA  X 3.2L8E+O0  3.2LOE+O0  3.2L3E+O0  3.2L3E+O0 3.2L3E+O0 3.250E+O0 3.250E+O0  3.250E+O0  3.250E+O0  3.457E+O0
1.U236/IMA  X 2.IOOE-02 2.100E-02 1.iOOE-02 i.100E-02  1 . 1 O O E - O 2  3.300E-02 3.3ooE-02  3.300E-02  3.296E-02  2.210E-02
1.U230/lMA  X  9.670E+01 9.670E+01 9.672E+01  9.672E+OI  9.672E+OI 9.669E+01  9.669E+01 9.669E+Ot  9.669E+OI  9.6L9E+OI
F.U23L/ltlA  X  2.567E-02 2.671E-02  2.3L6E-02  2.133E-02  2.340E-02 2.014E-02  1.912E-02  1.900E-02  1.90CE-02  1.006E-02
F.U235/lMA  X  2.350E+O0  2.400E+O0  1.770E+O0  1.300E+O0  1.025E+O0 9.070E-01 0.746E-01  LI.175E-01  7.955E-01  7.400E-01
F.U236/lMA  X  i.005E-01 i.6L2E-01 2.796E-01 3.LL2E-01  2.720E-01 L.249E-Oi  L.397E-Ot  f..464E-O\  L.I.00E-01  f..oi>E-ot
F.U230/IMA  X  9.615E+01 9.62~.E+Ol  9.566E+01  9.520E+OI  9.571E+01 9.L49E+01  9.425E+01  9.412E+OI  9.L06C+01  9.353C+01
PU230/ltlA  X 5.0L5E-OL 3 . 3 1 O E - O L  2.f.02ti-03 5.512C-03  2.23LIZ-03 1.353E-02  i.630E-02  i.793C-02  1.050E-02  2.393C-02
PU239/lMA  X  3.270E-01 2.91LE-01  4.5t3E-01  5.IOLE-01  L.429E-01  5.550E-Oi  5.6L7E-Ot  5.6071?-01  5.702E-01  5.929E-01
pu2/,o/lMA  x  /,.705E-02  3.6f,7E-02  1.029E-ol 1.455E-ol  ‘j.oo3E-02  i.973E-ol  2.l15E-Oi  2.lo9c-oi  2.216c-01  2.474c-01

PU2/01/lllA X  1.L51E-02 9.704E-03  L.30LE-02 7.095E-02 L.009E-02 1.029C-01  1.116E-01  1.161C-01 1.176E-01 1.257E-01
PU2L2/lMA  X 1.236E-03  6.772E-OL  7.7L9E-03  i.060E-02 6.866E-03 3.975E-02 1..000E-O2  5.200E-02  5./.7202o2  6.50f.E-02

PU/lMA X 3.911E-01 3.306E-Oi  6.003E-01  7 . 5 1 O E - O 1  5.909E-01  9.093E-01  9.521E-01  9.746E-01  9.020E-01  1.055E+O0
NOlL3/ltlA  X  L.72LE-02  3.99LE-02  7.971E-02  1.039E-01  7.691E-02 1.301E-01  1.377E-01  1.416E-01 1.L31E-01  1.5/09E-01
NOILL/lMA  X  L.93LE-02 L.003E-02  9.f.21E-02  1.352E-01  0.990E-02 1.935E-01  2.137E-01  2.252E-01  2.290E-01  2.616E-01
NOlL5/If4A  X 3.293E-02  2.765E-02  5.027E-02 7.1300E-02  5.604E-02 1.OLLE-01  1.12LE-01  1.160E-01  I . 1 0 5 E - O 1  1.309E-01
NOlL6/lMA  X 2.609E-02  2.235E-02  5.025E-02  7 . 1 1 O E - O 2  L.007E-02 1.004E-01  1.105E-Oi  1.t61E-01  1.104E-Oi  i.3L7E-01
NOiLO/lMA  X  1.500E-.O2  1.2L9E-02  2.755E-02  3.0L4E-02  2.639E-02 5.31LE-02  5.006E-02  6.000E-02  6.190E-02 6.976E-02
NO150/lMA  X  6.221E-03  5.16f.E-03  1.192E-02 1.693E-02  1.1.iOE-02  2.L3/.E-O2  2.670E-02  2.016E-02  2.071E-02  3.209E-02

U/UO I N  A T O M  9.071E-01  9.092E-01  9.775E-Ot  9.695E-01  9.703E-Oi 9.592E-01 9.5513E-01  9.539E-01 9.532E-01  9.470E-01
u/UO I N  WEIG 9.072E-01 9.093E-Oi  9.776E-01  9.697E-01  9.704E-01 9.594E-01 9.561E-01  9.5f.2C-01  9.535E-01  9.401E-01

f25/lliA  X 7.301E-01 6.250E-01  1.196E+O0  1.52iE+O0  i.157E+O0 1.071E+O0 1.969E+O0  2.019E+o0  2 . 0 3 9 1 7 1 0 0  2.249E+O0
020/lMA X  5.536E-01 4.553E-01  1.055E+O0  i.5211Z+O0  1.009E+O0 2.202E+O0 2.I.37E+o0  2.57LE+o0 2.L27c+o0  2.961c+O0

(f-F5)/lMA X t.b59E-01 1.2iOE-01 ‘..LOLE-01 7.7LIE-01  4 . 1 0 2 E - O 1  1.302E+O0 1.f.90E+O0  1.612E+O0  1.65UE+O0  1.917C+O0
PU/(F-F5) X  2.350E+O0  2.790E+O0  t.357E+O0  9.702E-Oi  1.L13E+O0 6.904C-01  6.356E-Oi  6.01,6E-01  5.920E-01  5.50LE-01

025/IttA X 0.97(IC-01  7.682E-O\  1.L65E+O0  1.055E+O0  1.410E+O0 2.263E+O0 2.375E+O0 2.L32E+O0  2.L5LE+O0  2.700E+O0
026/!MA I- I. L75[-01-).L32E-Ot -2 .686E-Oi-3.332E-01-2 .610E-01-3.919E-01-L  .067E-01-4.13LE-01-/. .150E-01-4.593E-01

ALPIIA-U23S  2 . 2 9 S [ - 0 !  2.291E-01 2.245E-01 2.190E-Oi  2.255E-01 2.095E-01  2.066E-01  2.OLOE-01  2.OLOE-01  2.042E-01
u232 G/TUO >.711E-09 2.562E-09  1.350E-08  2.603E-00  i.236E-00 5.919E-00 7.061E-00 7.743E-00  0.021E-00 1.026E-07

NP237  G/TUO 7.551E+01 5.836E+01 1.712E+02  2.722E+02  1.61OE+O2 /,.306E+02  L.061E+02  5.121E+02  5.223E+02  5.936E+02
PU236 G/lUO 9.872E+37 9.893E+37  9.776E+37  9.697E+3?  9.70LE+37 9.59LE+37 9.561E+37  9.542E+37  9.5>5E+37  9.f.0iE+37
AH21.I  G/TUO 3.990EIOI 2.669E+01 1.270E+02  2.052E+02  1. I05E+023.1L2E+02  3.392E+02  3.51OE+O2  3.567E+02  3.00LE+02

AH2f.2M  G/TUO 9.072E*37 9.093E*37  9.776E+37  9.697E+37  9.70LE+37 9.59LE+37 9.561E+57  9.5.i2E+37  9.535E+37  9.L01E+37
AH2L3  G/TUO 3.075E-01 1.729E-01 5.830E+O0  2.OLLE+Oi  4.920E+O0 5.9L7E+01  7.02iE+Oi  0.979C+OI  9.L61E+OI  1.35LE+02
CH2L2 G/TUO 6.13L[-05  3.350E-05  1.002E-03  2.416E-03  0.055C-O/,  6.14LE-03 7.27LE-03 7.902E-03  0.139E-03  9.6991Z-03
CH2L3 G/TUO L’.9SIE-OL 2.220E-04  2.39LE-02,  0. I03E-02 2.020E-02  2./.E/.E-Ol 3.176E-01  3.596E-01  3.767E-01  L.726E-01
Ct42f.4 G/TUO 1.316E-02 L.603E-03  7.283E-01  3.925E+O0 5.0i9E-Oi  1.020E+Oi  2.71LE+OI  3.320E+OI  3.593E+01  6.735E+01

I T U 1 0 6  00/GuO i.10LE+OO 8.7L3E+07  2.307E+O0  3.759E+O0 2.165E+O0  L.931E+O0 5.643E+O0  6.053E+O0  6.215E+O0  6.05LE+o0
S0125 00/CUO 1.726E+07 i.LiOE+07 3.270E+07  4.064E+07  3.106E+O7  6.6L3E+07 7.LOOE+07  7.034E+07  0.005C+07  0.909E+07
cS134 00/GUO  7.7bOE+07 5.121E+07 2.424E+O0  J4.606E+08  2.231E+o0 7.750E+O0 9.150E+O0 9.972E+O0  1.031E+09  1.214E+09
CS\37 00/QJO  9.0i9E+O0  7.517E+O0  1.645E+09  2.296E+09  1.575E+09  3.156E+09 3.(1/t9E+09 3.613E+09  3.699E+09  /,.l/.OE+O9
CElf.4  OQ/wO 3.006E+O0  2.5i6E+08  3.LL2E*O0  4.697E+O0  3.30LE+O0 /.. L09E+O0  L.770E+O0  4.901E+O0 5.059E+OU  L.93f,E+O0
CU154 00/wO 9.892[+06  ~.97~EI06  3.293E~07  6.115E+07  3.03/,11+07 1.116E+O0  1.292E+O0  1.392C+OU  1.L31EIOU  1.7L6EIOU



Appendix 7 Explanations of terms in Appendix I-6

BURNUP %FIMA(FT/l MA), BURNUP MWD/T(FT MtiD/MTU)
IN IT. U-234 %, IN IT. U-235 %, IN IT. U-236 %, IN IT. U-238 %
FINL.U-234  %, FINL. U-235 %, FINL.U-23G %, FINL.U-238 %
I)U-238 %, PU-239 %, I’U-240 %, PU-241 %, 1’U-242 %
ND-143%, ND-lIt4 %, ND-\45 %, ND-\46 %, NB-148 %, ND-150%
KR-83 %, KR-84 %, KR-85 %, KR-86 %
XE-131 %, XE-132 %, XE-134 %, XE-136 %
Pu/u, ND-148/u
U-232 G/TU, NP-237 G/TU, PU-236 G/TU, AM-241 C/TU, AM-242M G/TU
AM-243 G/TU, CM-242 G/TU, CM-243 G/TU, CM-244 G/TU
RU-106 8Q/GU, SB-125 LIQ/GU, CS-134 8Q/GU, CS-137 BQ/GU
CE-144 BQ/GU, EU-154 BQ/CU
1. U234/l MA %, 1. U235/l MA %, 1. U23G/l MA %, 1. U238/l MA %
F.U234/lMA %, F.U235/lMA %, F.U23G/lMA  %, F.U238/lMA%
PU-238/lMA %, PU-239/lMA %, PU-240/’A

m4 Pu-242/lMA %
ND-143/lMA %, ND-144/lMA  %, NO-145/
ND-lIii3/lMA  %, ND-150/lMA %
PU/lMA %
U/UO IN ATOM, U/UO IN MEIG
F25/IMA x, (F-F5)/IMA  x
D25/lMA %, D2G/lMA %, 028/lh!A %
Pu/(F-l’5)
ALPIIA-U235

MA %, PU-241/lMA %,

MA %, ND-14G/lMA %,

U-232 G/TUO, NP-237 G/TUO, PU-236 G/TUO
AM-241,AM21i2M  G/TUO, AM-243 GITUO
CM-242, CM-243,C’4-2Lt4 G/TUO
RU-1OG BQ/GUO, SB-125 BQ/GUO, CS-134 DQ/GUO
CS-137 BQ/CUO, CC-144 BQ/CUO, EU-151i BQ/CUO

Cooling times: 5 yenrs after dischflrgc of fuels

Burnup(XFIMA) nnd Burnup(MWd/t)
Isotopic rntio(cttom %) of initinl U(beforc irrndint ion)
Isotopic ratio(ntorn%) of U nfter irrn.dinted
Isotopic rntio(ntom%) of Pu nfter irrndention
Isotopic rntio(~tonr%)  of Nd after irr~dintion
Isotopic ratio(otom%)  of Kr after irrfldiation
Isotopic ratio(fitom%)  of Xe after irradiation
Atoms of Pu and Nd-148 per Atoms of U after irrndintion
Grnnjs of z2pU,p2~Np,psGPu,p41Am, p42mAm per ton U mfter irrnd.
Crnms of 243Am, 242Cm, 243Cm, 244Cm per ton U nfter irrad.
Activity of ‘06Ru,12sSb, 134Cs, t37Cs per g U nftcr irrnd,
Activity(13q) of ‘44Ce,’64Eu  per g U nfter irrnd.
Atomic X of initinl U isotopes Pcr initinl heavy metnIs(U)
Atomic % of U isotopes nfter irrnd. per initinl henvy mctnls
Atomic % of Pu isotopes nfter irrnd. per initinl hcnvY
metnls(U)
Atomic % of Nd isotopes nfter irrnd. per initinl henvy
metnls(U)
Atomic % of Pu ofter irrnd. per initinl heavy nletnls(U)
Rntio of U nfter irrnd. per initinl  U ii) ntoms nnd weights
Fission ntoms(%) of 225U nnd others per initial henvy metnls
Depleted atoms(%) of 225U,236U,23nU  per initinl henvy mctnls
Atoms of Pu(%) per fission ntoms other thmn  235U
Alphn vfilue(neutron  cnpture/fission) of 235U
Grnms of 232U,237Np,236Pu per ton initin] ]}eavy rlletflls
Crams of 24’ Am,242rnAm,243Am per ton initial  henvy nletnls
Crnms of 242Cm,243Cm,244Cm  per ton initin] henvy m~tn]s

Activity of 106Ru,’25Sb,134Cs per g initinl henvy mctnls
Activity of 137Cs, ~44Ce, 15411u per g initiol henvy mclnls
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1. INTRODUCTION

Present paper describes research and development works on the

partitioning of high-level liquid waste (HLLW) which have been carried out in

our laboratory.

One of the methods to manage HLLW generated from nuclear fuel

reprocessing is to partition long–lived transuranium elements (TRU) a n d

heat-generating nuclides  such as Sr–90 and Q–137  from HLLW, and then to

transmute TRU to shorter-lived or stable nuclides  by a fission process and to

fix Sr–90 and CS-137 in mineral-like stable compounds. Partitioning methods

have been developed based on such a strategy since 1973 in our laboratory.

2. THREE GROUPS SEPARATION

The partitioning process fractionating elements in HLLW into three groups,

the TRU group, the Sr–Cs group and the other elements group, was constricted

through many fundamental studies. Figure 1 shows the flow sheet which had been

developed until 1984. Main characteristics of this flow sheet are as follws:

(1) U and Pu are extracted with tributyl  phosphate (TBP).

(2) Prior to solvent extraction of TRU, most of Zr and Mo are removed as

precipitate by the denigration with formic acid.

(3) Am and Cm are extracted with diisodecyl  phosphoric acid (DIDPA) along

with rare earths. A chemical structure of DIDPA is shown in Fig.2. The

DIDPA solvent is very similar to D2EHPA solvent, and TRU is extracted by

cation exchange reaction with hydrogen ion. Extracted Am, Cm and rare

earths are back–extracted with 4 M nitric acid.

(4) Separation of Am and Cm from a large amount of rare earths is carried out

with pressurized cation exchanger column.

(5) Sr–90 and CS-137 are adsorbed on the inorganic exchangers of titanic acid

and zeolite,  respectively.

This process was demonstrated with an actual HLLW in 1983. We found that

over 99.99% of Am and Cm could be extracted and confirmed the effectiveness of
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the flow sheet shown in Fig.1.

3. FOUR GROUPS SEPARATION

In 1984, a preliminary assessment was carried out on the results of

research and development, and a future plan was proposed to develop an

advanced partitioning process fractionating elements into four groups. The Tc–

noble metals group separation was newly added to the three groups separation.

The latest study is especially focused on establishing an effective method for

separating Np–237 and Tc–99, because these are regarded as hazardous nuclides

in long–term environmental assessment of vitrified HLLW desposed  in a deep

geologic formation.

Table 1 shows the objective recovery of TRU from HLLW arising from spent

uranium fuel burned up to 33,000MWIVN4TU in PWR. In this table, two kinds of

recovery are shown, one is determined from hazard index based on maximum

permissible concentration (MPC), and the other based on annual limit on intake

(ALI). The recovery was determined to make the hazard index of a vitrified

HLLW after storage for 1000 years comparable to that for naturally occuring

minerals containing 370 of U. If we adopt the hazard index based on ALI, Np

will become one of the most important elements to be separated from HLLW.

3.1 METHOD OF Separating THE TRU GROUP

For the separation of Np as well as Pu, Am, and Cm, two kinds of

separation methods of solvent extraction and precipitation have been

developed.

Solvent Extraction Method

In the solvent extraction, the use of DIDPA has been studied. As the

first step, the behavior of Np was measured in the three groups separation

tested with actual HLLW. The results are shown in Fig.3. At the first step,

86% of Np was not extracted with TBP. It was suggested that most of Np was

penta–valent  state in a feed solution. At the following step, over 81% of Np

was extracted with DIDPA, and was not back–extracted with 4M nitric acid. Most

of Np remained in the DIDPA solvent.

In tracer experiments, we found that the tetra– and hexa–valent Np could

be extracted rapidly and completely with DIDPA. In addition to those findings,

the DIDPA solvent was found to have unique characteristics of extracting

penta–valent  Np even in a slow rate as shown in Fig.4. From the analysis of

the oxidation state of Np in the organic phase, it was proved that the

disproportionation of penta-valent  Np was involved in the extraction.
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In order to accelerate the extraction of Np, additional studies were

undertaken, and we found hydrogen peroxide improved the extraction rate, as

shown in Fig.5. The Np extracted into DIDPA from 0.5M nitric acid solution

containing hydrogen peroxide was found to be in the tetra–valent state in the

organic phase.

After batch experiments, the continuous extraction of penta-valent Np was

studied with a mixer settler. Figure 6 shows the operating rendition of the

mixer settler, which has 7 extracting stages, 4 scrubbing stages and 5

back–extracting stages. Hydrogen peroxide was added to the scrub solution and

it was also poured into the number 3 stage.

Figure 7 shows the concentration profiles of Np in the aqueous phase at

the extracting stages. Open circle, A, shows the result of the experiment

without hydrogen peroxide. In experiment B, hydrogen peroxide was added to the

scrub solution. The addition of hydrogen peroxide increased the recovery of Np

from 45% to 93%. When a simulated HLLW was used as a feed solution, in the

cases of C, D, and E, the recovery further increased. However, in experiment

C, the extraction rate became slow at latter stages, number 3 to 1. This is

due to the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide catalyzed by some elements in

the simulated HLLW. Therefore, in experiment D, hydrogen peroxide was also

poured into number 3 stage to compensate its decomposition. By this addition,

the rate was increased again at the latter stages. In experiment E,

concentration of hydrogen peroxide was increased and 9!Y%0 recovery was

obtained.

Figure 8 shows the latest experimental result when the number of

extraction stage was increased from 7 to 14. Over 99 .96?40 of Np was extracted.

Through these studies, we found that DID PA can extract not only tri–,

tetra–  and hexa–valent  TRU but also penta–valent TRU, so that all of the alpha

bearing nuclides  in HLLW can be extracted by using DIDPA solvent.

Precipitation Method

In addition to the solvent extraction of Np, we studied on the oxalate

precipitation of Np with the expectation of developing a more economical

process for the separation of TRU.

At first, a preliminary fundamental study was carried out with the

simulated HLLW containing Nd, Sr and Q. As shown in Fig.9, over 99.9940 of Nd,

used as a representative of Am, Cm and rare earths, was found to be

precipitated by the addition of crystalline oxalic acid into the simulated HLLW

o f 2 M nitric acid. In this method, coprecipitated  fractions of Sr and Cs

could be reduced to about 470.
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A fundamental study was continued with simulated HLLW containing Np–237.

Figure 10 shows the precipitated fraction of Np in various valence state when

the crystalline oxalic acid was added to the simulated HLLW containing Nd, Sr

and C& The initial mncentration  of oxalic acid was 0.5M in the solution.

Tetra–valent Np was precipitated quantitatively, while penta–valent Np, wtich

is more common in HLLW, was precipitated in only about 3590 yield.

Therefore, experiments were focused on the precipitation behavior of

penta–valent  Np and how to increase the precipitation yield. Figure 11 shows th

at the precipitated fraction of Np increases with the chemical constituents of

simulated HLLW from 3 to 14 components, and it increases with elapsed time and

goes up to over 99% after treating the 14 component HLLW for 2 hours. However,

long treatment will be difficult in practical application, because of extremely

high radiation and heat generation of HLLW.

To overcome this difficulty, the reduction o f  penta-valent  N p  t o

tetra–valent under the coexistence of oxalic acid was examined with several

reductants  as shown in Fig.12, and ascorbic acid was found to be effective for

the quantitative precipitation of Np within 5 minutes even at room temperature

as shown in the case of C.

Figure 13 shows the precipitation behavior of fission produced elements

when oxalic acid was directry  added to the simulated HLLW. As shown in the

cases  o f  B and C, over 90% of Sr and Ba were precipitated,  and the

precipitation of these elements was found to be influenced by Zr and or Mo

concentrations in HLLW. Therefore, the method of adding oxalic acid into the

filtrate after removing Zr and Mo as precipitate by denigrating the simulated

HLLW was studied. From experimental results shown in Fig. 14, we found that the

precipitated fractions of Sr and Ba could be suppressed to about 10%, and 0.4

M oxalic acid was enough to quantitative precipitation of the TRU group.

3.2 METHOD OF SEPARATING TC

For the separation of Tc, two kinds of separation methods of precipitation

and adsorption have been developed.

At first, we examined the possibility of separating Tc as precipitate by the

denigration of HLLW.

Precipitation Method

Figure 15 shows the precipitation behavior of Tc when the simulated HLLW

containing Tc–99 was denigrated with formic acid under reflux condition for 3

hours. The precipitated fraction of Tc became over 95% at pH ranges above 2.0,

which was attainable when the concentration ratio of formic acid to nitric
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acid was over 1.8. However, the precipitation of Tc was found to be quit

difficult when the concentrations of Rh and Pd were lower than 0.005 M. Tc was

coprecipitated along with noble metals group. Therefore, another separation

method was also developed, and we found activated carbon had a possibility in

practical application.

Adsorption Method

Figure 16 shows the relationship between the distribution coefficient of

Tc and nitric acid concentration when 2.5 weight percent of activated carbon

was added in the nitric acid solution containing only trace amounts of Tc and

the resultant mixture was shaken for 1 hour at 25 C. The open circle in the

figure is for the direct use of the activated carbon commercially obtained and

the closed circle for the use of the activated carbon previously conditioned

with 4 M nitric acid, where the preconditioning of activated carbon was

carried out under the estimation of its recycle use. The distribution

coefficient of Tc for the activated carbon previously conditioned was

generally lower by about a half of that for the activated carbon of direct

use. Anyhow, the distribution mfficient was found to exceed 100 at the

Ntric acid concentrations lower than 0.5 M. The distribution coefficient

varied in inverse proportion to nitrate ion concentration, and the adsorption

mechanism of Tc could be explained simply by anion exchange of pertechnetate

ion.

The elution  of Tc adsorbed on the activated carbon was also examined, and

we found thiocyanite was superior to nitric acid or nitrate as eluent. Figure

17 shows that the distribution coefficient of Tc depends sensitively on pH in

the presence of potasium tiocyanate. The distribution coefficient exceeds 10

to 5th below pH 2 and becomes less than 10 above pH 4. This large difference

was found to be due to the change of the chemical form of Tc. We found over

99% of Tc adsorbed on the ativated carbon could be eluted  with 4 M sodium

hydroxide solution containing 2 M potasium  thiocyanite.

3.3 ADVANCED PARTITIONING PROCESS

Through these fundamental studies, the advanced partitioning process was

presented as shown in Fig.18. This process, including the two kinds of

chemical methods for the TRU group and the Tc–noble metals group separations,

will be demonstrated with an actual HLLW in the near future. Of course, a part

of this process can be used for the separation of only the TRU group from

HLLW.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

(1) Fundamental studies especially focused on the separations of Np and Tc have

been earned out.

(2) For the TRU separation by solvent extraction, DIDPA proved excellent for

extracting not only tetra– and hexa–valent  TRU but also penta–valent  TRU

under the coexistence of hydrogen peroxide.

(3) For the TRU separation by precipitation, the addition of oxalic acid into

the filtrate after removing Zr and Mo by the denigration of HLLW was useful

in suppressing Sr contamination.

(4) For the Tc separation, the denigration with formic acid was effective in

precipitating Tc along with noble metals.

(5) Adsorption with activated carbon was also effective for quantitative

separation of Tc. Over 99fZ0 of Tc could be eluted  with alkaline thiocyanate

solution.

(6) Through these fundamental studies, the advanced partitioning process was

presented.
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Table 1 Objective recovery of TRU from HLLW

Elenrent Recovery Recovery
based on MPC” based on ALIb

A NP 90 x 99.95 %
a(n

Pu 99 % 99.9 %

I Am I 99.9 x I 99.99 % I
I Cm I 99.9 % I 99.9 % I
= Recovery was determined from hazard index

based on MPC
b Recovery was determined from hazard index

based on ALI
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STATUS OF CEA EXPERIENCE

ON THE MINOR ACTINIDES SEPARATIONS

J. BOURGES,  C. MADIC,  C. MUSII=iXS

COMMISSARIATS A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
DCC/DPRNPHAKEMP

BP 6
92265 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES CEDEX - FRANCE

I - CHRONOLOGY OF THE PROGRAMS, STATUS OF THE KNOW-HOW

1.2. Chronology of the programs

A great part of the CEA experience relative to the separation chemistry of neptunium and
transplutonium  elements has been acquired in the achievement of productions programs of
transuranium  elements.

Their chronology could be resumed as follows :

1970-1978:

1974-1985:

1981 to nowadqu  :

1970-1983:

1975:

1979-1981:

1981 up to now :

Production program of ZS8PU by irradiation and chemical treatment of
irradiated targets zs7Np (NpAl  or Np02/MgO), which has requested
the supply of large amounts of neptunium 237 accomplished with
specific campaigns in UP 1 and UP2 plants ;

Production program of z43Am and ztiCm  at the scale of ten grams
per ear ; which has been fulfilled by treatment of inadiated targets

Jof 2 9PU or 242PU ;

Production program of z41Am at the scale of several hundred grams
per year, which is performed by chemical treatment of effluents or
aged PU02 stocks ;

Study program for the knowledge of the behavior and control of
neptunium during the U and Pu purification cycles throughout the
PWR fuels reprocessing ;

Beginning of the study program relative to the alpha emitters
extraction from fission products solutions ;

CEA/EURATOM/ISPRA  program concerning the validation of
flowsheets for the alpha emitters separation on red high activity
solutions ;

Study programs on the trivalent actinides extraction from acid
solutions and on selective extraction of tetravalent or hexavalent
actinides.
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1.2. Know-how on the neptunium management

1.2.1. Nowadays predicted management of neptunium in UP3

The figure 1 exhibits the repartition of 237Np in the different flux of the PUREX process
in UP3 plant. With a neptunium feed at 434 g.t-l :

around 2.3 % of the initial neptunium is carried along with the refined products
uranium : 3 g/t and plutonium : 7 g/t ;

- the balance 97.7 % is held or injected in the high activity effluent which will be
concentrated and finally vitrified.

In fact, the neptunium is confined in by two flux :

- raffinate of the first extraction U + Pu cycle (17%) ;

acid recovery n 0 2 (352 gil) corresponding to the neptunium which has followed
uranium (66. 8 % of Np) and plutonium (17 % of Np) after the first extraction cycle.

Other ways of neptunium management are envisageable for its recovery during the full
reprocessing.

1.2.2. Other possible neptunium managements

First mode : separate management of neptunium

- Neptunium recovery from the concentrate of the acid recovery n“ 2.
This operation taking into account only 80 % of the neptunium formed in the fuel,
requires the modification of UP3 treatment diagram.

- Neptunium extraction from concentrates of acid recovery 1 and 2.
This operation will take in account 97 % of the neptunium present in the fuel. This
management mode does not require the modification of the UP3 treatment but requests
the construction of a special high activity unit in regard to the presence of fission
products.

Second mode : management of both neptunium and plutonium

It is possible to lead 80 % of the neptunium initially present in the fuel, in the plutonium
flux and to send it toward the transmutation step through the plutonium recycling. Two
different procedures are to be considered :

neptunium “send back” to the second Pu cycle feeding. The neptunium present in the
acid recovery n 02 is added to the feed of the second Pu cycle ;

neptunium separation with the plutonium at the first cycle,

The neptunium coextracted with U and Pu at the first cycle could be kept in the Pu flux by
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using a pardoning reactant less powerful than U(IV) to avoid the partial reduction of Np(V)
on Np(IV) and its carrying away in the uranium flux.

1.2.3. Conclusions on the neptunium management

CEA disposes of most of the chemical data to install a improved management of neptunium
in the fuel reprocessing plant.
Nevertheless, even in the scenario of a quantitative neptunium recovery in the HLLW, the
benefit in terms of storage of glass blocks is modest. Indeed, z’$lAm and Z41PU still present
in the effluents build up by total decrease around 220 g/t(H.M) of zs7Np corresponding to
50 % of 2s7Np present in the fuel at the reprocessing time.

1.3. Know-how of the transplutonium  elements

1.3.1. Production of transplutonium  elements

The routine production of the isotopes z4sAm,  z’14Cm then z41Am at the respective amount
of around : 10, 10 and 500 g/y has been performed in CEN/FAR with improved
techniques. Thus, the chemical treatment of the irradiated ZS9PU or Z4ZPU targets includes
the recovery of the residual plutonium and the separation of trivalent actinides (Am, Cm)
from the F.P. and trivalent lanthanides. These separations are performed with
chromatographic extraction.

1.3.2. Studies on the alpha emitters/F.P.  separations

In the framework of contract between CEA and EURATOM/ISPRA, two diagrams for the
separation of alpha emitters from fission products has been tested on real solutions provided
by a fuel reprocessing issued of BORSSELE reactor (PWR) [1].

The two flow diagrams were based on the use of:

u one extractant molecule HDEHP (di-2-ethylhexylphosphonc  acid)

either two extractants molecules TBP and HDEHP in two successive steps.

The obtained results on real solutions suited, for the main part, to the previsions.

II - SCHEMES OF ALPHA EMITTERS SEPARATIONS FOR H.A. LIQUID  WASTE

IV.1. Already studied processes

All the processes already defined for the alpha emitters separation of from H.A. effluents
and tested at laboratory scale, arise the problem of the trivalent elements extraction An(III)
(Am and Cm) then the separation of An(III) from trivalent lanthanides  around (10 kg.t-l)
coextracted with actinides. These processes are based on :

Either the coextraction  of trivalent actinides and Ianthanides  from acid solutions with
extracta.nts  such as :
carbamoylmethylene  phosphonate : CMP, or carbamoylmethylphosphine  oxide :
CMPO (T.RUEX  process) followed by successive back-extractions and ending
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“inexorablely”  by the TALSPEAK process using HDEHP and DTPA as completing
agent of An(III) in aqueous phase.

(k: the use of TBP, HDEHP for An(III) + Ln(III) coextraction  which requires for the
TBP employment of concentrated saline solutions and for HDEHP an increase of the
organic solution and a delicate pH adjustment of the aqueous phase.

Both processes request also the final Am(III) + Cm(III)/Ln(III) separation.

The figure 2 resumes the different steps of these two processes mostly related in different
manners.

11.2. Directions in the future

In respect to the extreme complexity of the above processes, other methods for minor
actinides/FP separation have to be imagined. In the terms of radiotoxicity in the scale of
300 years, no substantial benefit could, be taken in account if the curium is kept out from
the H.A. effluents. So, an another strategy could be built if recovery of U, Np, Pu and Am
was performed with 99 % yield from the waste.

This possible way consists in prospecting for separation methods allowing the selective
extraction An(III) from acid solutions.

III - RECENT ADVANCEMENTS IN THE R & D WORKS

IIL1. Coextraction  of actinides at higher oxidation states IV or VI

On the contrary to the lanthanides  which mostly exhibit the valence III, the actinides U,
Np, Pu, Am may exist at higher valences IV or VI in nitric acid. So a new way is possible
for separation of minor actinides from lanthanides  [2] :

1. oxidation of actinides to higher valence states IV or VI ;

2. selective extraction of actinides

When working in this field we must take into account the problems arising from particular
elements contained in HLW solution in considerable amounts. Ru and Ce can occur in
higher oxidation state and therefore will interact with the proposed separation process.

a/

b/

Elimination of ruthenium : To avoid any interference of ruthenium in the process, “the
electrovolatilization”  was selected for Ru elimination from the HLW solution as RuO .
In an electrochemical cell, RU04 is formed, then volatilized and trapped in NaO&
solution.
The parameters governing this volatilization (temperature, potential, effect of mediator)
have been examined and the feasibility of the quantitative elimination of Ru has been
demonstrated on HLLW coming from MOX fuels reprocessing (figure 3).

Electrooxida~ion and extrac~ion  of americium : The second step is to oxidize the
actinides to higher oxidation states in order to design a system for selective separation
of these from the rare earths.
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As the main difficulty is to oxidize Am at oxidation state 4 or 6 which are
thermodynamically unstable, most of the efforts has been done to determine the
conditions of oxidizing and stabilization of Am(IV) or Am(VI) species in nitric acid.

At the present time, the laboratory studies have been only conducted on electrochemical
oxidation of An(III) in An(IV) in presence of the phosphotungstate ligand  (KIOP W O

i Y d!”P. W.) in nitric acid (figure 4). In nitric media containing phosphotungstate t e m y
observed valence states are : Am(IV), Pu(IV), Np(IV), Np(VI), U(VI).

Additionally extractions using dioctylamine in order to separate trivalent from tetravalent
metal ions are under progress at laboratory scale.

IIL2.  Selective extraction of trivalent actinides from acid solutions

Two research paths have been folIowed  :

1. in the short term to look for two kinds of extractants : extractants of Am(III,IV,VI)  and
some extractants for the La(III)/An(III) groups separations ;

2. for the longer term research, to look for an extractant  for only actinides.

Good candidates for the first extractant  are the diamides studied by C. MUSIKAS et al [3].
Bench-scaIe tests with diamides were performed to check the quality of the solvent and the
possibility of using it for waste treatment.

The flow sheet and the conditions for extraction are shown in figure 5. The results are
compared with those from TRUEX process.

Concerning the choice of extractants for the separation of actinides  and lanthanides  groups,
important results have been obtained by employment of extractants with S or N donor
atoms (soft complexants).

Systems containing extractants such as TPTZ-HDNNS or TPTZ-a-bromocapric acid has
been tested with success to the separation of Am(III) from Ce(III) and Eu(H1).

Both systems has been tested on a bench scale with mixer-settlers (for TPTZ-HDNNS) or in
chromatographic extraction for TPTZ-a-bromocapric  acid) figure 6.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Although modest, the studies achieved in the CEA, these last years, have given interesting
results. On the selective extraction of hexavalent  or tetravalent actinides and selective
extraction of trivalent actinides from acid solutions.

Nevertheless important R & D effort must be pursued to define new processes based on
these concepts.
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Preliminary Study on the Partitioning of
Transuranium Elements in High Level Liquid Waste

T. Kawata,  M. Ozawa,  S. Nemoto,  A. Togashi  and S.Hayashi
Reprocessing Technology Development Division, Tokai Works

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation

First OECD/NEA Information Exchange Meeting on
Separation and Transmutation of Actinides  and Fission Products

Mite, Japan, Nov. 6-9, 1990

1. BACKGROUND

In mid-seventies at the Tokai  Works of the Power Reactor and Nuclear
F u e l  D e v e l o p m e n t  C o r p o r a t i o n  (PNC), a series of basic studies on
separation of transuranium  (TRU) elements from high level liquid waste
(HLLW) was initiated as a part of broad R&D program on waste
management technology. This effort, however, was halted in early
eighties mainly because it became necessary to accelerate the R&Ds on
vitrification technology and put more resources into  .~ern. Since then,  a
significant progress has been made in vitrification technology development,
and the construction of the Tokai Vitrification Facility (TVF) has been
well in progress on the site adjacent to the Tokai Reprocessing Plant
(TRP). The TVF is a pilot-scale facility where the HLLW from TRP is
vitrified using a liquid-fed ceramic melter (LFCM)  system and the start of
its cold check-out operation is scheduled to begin in the spring after next
year.1

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the current reference scenario for dealing with
the HLLW generated by spent fuel reprocessing is to solidify it into stable
glass in stainless steel canisters and bury them in a geologic repository
when their decay heat becomes low enough. 1 A time dependence of the
toxicity of a typical high level waste is shown in Fig. 2. As indicated in
other studies, the effect of fission products (FPs) such as CS-137 and Sr-90
is dominant in the first few hundred years, but beyond one thousand years,
TRU elements such as Am and Pu become main contributors even though
their toxic level is relatively low. The low tail of toxicity continues for
millions of years mainly due to Np-237 which has a half life around two
million years.

The radiological safety to the environment and the public is ensured by
the stability of glass and the isolation capability of both engineered and
natural barriers. This method is considered to be a very practical way to
safely dispose all the high level waste with negligible risk to the public.
Many scientists and engineers in nuclear community agree that this can be
done. In fact, our preliminary analysis indicates that the annual individual
dose due to Np leaching-out and migration from forty thousand glass
canisters buried in a deep ground repository is several order of magnitude
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smaller than the natural background dose of 2 to 3 mSv/yr. In spite of this
fact, quite unfortunately, we have not yet succeeded in convincing the
public in the safety. One of the major reasons for not succeeding yet
apparently comes from the simple fact that the high level waste itself does
continue to be toxic for more than millions of years no matter how small
the risk is.

Reflecting such situations, an option  to recover ultra-long life TRU
elements from the HLLW is being re-evaluated  in conjunction with the
technology to bum or convert them into isotopes with much shorter life.
Along this line, we have resumed studies on partitioning of the TRU
elements from the HLLW as a part of our long-term effort to widen the
options in future waste management. In parallel with this effort, studies
aimed for developing transmutation technology are also in progress in
other parts of PNC and they are presented elsewhere in this specialists
meeting.2J

2. COMPOSITION OF HLLW

Concentrations of major FP and TRU elements in the HLLW from
the TRP were measured and compared with those calculated with
ORIGEN-11 in Fig. 3. The measured to calculated ratios are significantly
smaller than unity for some of the FP elements which tend to form
insoluble residues and be trapped at the feed clarification process. The
elements scattering near the unity in Fig. 3 are those which were
completely collected in the HLLW. Among these are the rare earth FPs
and the TRU elements such as Am and Cm. Our analysis also indicates that
only 50 to 60 910 of Np is collected in the HLLW and the remainder is
considered to have gone mainly into the Pu product stream.d The leakage
into the HLLW is usually about 0.1 % for uranium and 0.5 70 or less for
plutonium. In Fig. 4, the constituents in the HLLJV were divided into
three major groups; rare earth (RE) FPs, non-RE FPs and uranium plus
TRU element group. For non-RE FPs, more than one third of the original
inventory is removed as insoluble sludge in this figure. From this figure it
is obvious that almost one half of the FPs in the HLLW are rare earth
elements. Generally speaking, it is quite difficult in usual solvent
extraction process to separate Am and Cm from rare earth group elements
because both of them become tri-valent  metal ions in nitric acid solution
and behave in a very similar manner to each other.

If such HLLW is vitrified as it is, the time period for which the
solidified waste remains more toxic than the natural uranium ore is
estimated to be around 40,000 years (Fig. 2). On the other hand, if the
majority of TRU elements are removed from the HLLW, this time period
can be shorten from such a geological time scale down to the time scale of
civilized human history. From our parametric study on the toxicity of
high active wastes, it is indicated that the removal of Am by 99.9 % and
Pu by 90 % is necessary so that the hazardous time period can be reduced
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down to a few hundred years. The removal of Np and Cm by 90 % or
more is desirable even though their removal is not crucial for the purpose
of reducing this time period. Thus we can tentatively recommend a goal
decontamination factor of 103 for Am, 10 for Pu, and 102 if achievable
for Np and Cm.

3. FUNDAMENTAL APPROACH OF TRU REMOVAL STUDY

Our current study on removal of TRU elements from the HLLW
consists of two parallel efforts as shown in Fig. 5; a study on the method
of controlling Np in existing PUREX process so that the Np will not come
into the HLLW, and a study to recover remaining TRU elements from the
HLLW.

In the current PUREX process in the TRP, the Np is almost completely
extracted into the organic solvent (30% TBP in n-dodecane)  in the first
extraction cycle. However, only 40 to 50 % of Np is extracted into the
solvent in the second cycle and the remainder (50 to 60 %) goes into the
raffinate which composes a part of the HLLW.A Since Np-239 is burnable
in the reactor, especially in the fast flux reactor, one favorable option is to
send most ofl Np into the Pu stream and minimize. its leakage into the
raffinate or HLLW. The concept of this option (i.e. “advanced” PUREX
process) is compared with the cm-rent PUREX process in Fig. 6.

In order to control the behavior of Np in the PUREX process, it is
necessary to adjust its valency into a right state. It is well known that
penta-valent  ion Np(V) is non-extractable into TBP solvent whereas other
forms on neptinium  ions Np(IV) and Np(VI) are easily extractable. A
traditional method for adjusting valency  of neptinium  ions is to use some
oxidizing or reducing reagents depending on the situation. We are now
seeking the way to adjust Np valency by not using chemicals but by using
electrolysis or photochemical  reaction induced by ultraviolet light or laser.
The work on photochemical  process is reported in the other session of this
meetin:.s

4. PRELIMINARY STUDY ON TRU SEPARATION FROM THE HLLW

With regard to the method for separaing the TRU elements from the
HLLW, we are primarily seeking the solvent extraction process which is
compatible with the existing PUREX process. From such point of view,
neutral phosphate extractants are preferable because they do not require a
pretreatment such as a denigration for the HLLW. At present, two
candidate solvents of this category shown in Fig. 7 are being evaluated for
use in TRU separation from the HLLW. The di-butyl  butyl phosphonate
(DBBP) is the extractant  we examined in our early study and a fairly good
amount of base data has been accumulated for this. The octyl phenyl-n n-
di-isobutyl-carbamoyl  methylphosphine oxide (CMPO) is a bifunctional
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organophosphoric extractant which was invented by Argome National
Laboratory (ANL) in their TRUEX Process.G Our near-term objective is
to evaluate characteristics of the TRU separation processes with these
extractants and identify the flowsheet worthy to continue R&Ds for further
steps as shown in Fig. 8.

(Preliminary Study on DBBP Process)

Distribution equilibrium constants of the TRU elements and some
typical FP elements were measured and compared among several
extractants in Table-1. It is indicated in the table that the DBBP has not
the best but a fairly good capability to extract tri-valent  metal ions such as
Am and Cm which are hard to extract into the TBP. The distribution
constant for Ce, one of the rare earth FPs, is quite similar to those for Am
and Cm. The non-rare earth FPs such as Cs and Sr are not extractable into
the DBBP whereas U and Pu have very high distribution constants.

One of the demerits of the DBBP method is that it is necessary to use
several completing and salting-out reagents to make this process work
efficiently. However, it is a very attractive point of this extractant that the
separation of the TRU elements from the rare earth FPs seems possible by
using a completing reagent DTPA in a strip solution. The DTPA is a
completing reagent used in the Talspeak  process once studied at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). In our preliminary study, Am was
used as a typical TRU element and Ce as a typical rare earth element, and
their stripping characteristics from 30 % DBBP in n-dodecane  were
examined by using 0.05 ~ DTPA in 1 &l lactic acid as a strip solution. It
was indicated in Fig. 8 that both Am and Ce were very easy to strip from
the solvent but their distribution ratios were almost the same for the pH
range from 1 to 5. In other words, these two elements were almost
impossible to separate from each other in the case where the strip solution
is free of N03-. However, the difference of distribution ratio became quite
remarkable between these two elements when N03- was added into the strip
solution as 0.5 ~ A1(N03)3 as shown in Fig. 8. In the latter case, the
separation factor is nearly equal to 10 in the pH range around 2 with the
distribution ratio slightly larger than 1 for Ce and about 0.1 for Am. In
this case, the addition of N03- resulted in the formation Ce(N03)3 which
is apt to be retained in the DBBP by fomning a complex.

(Preliminary Study on CMPO and TRUEX Process)

A series of cold beaker tests to verify basic characteristics of the CMPO
solvent was conducted by using Ce to simulate tri-valent  TRU elements,
and Rh and Zr as typical non-RE FPs. The solvent used was a mixture of
0.2M CMPO in TBP/n-dodecane. Preliminary results were summarized in
Fig. 9. The distribution ratio for Ce was determined to be higher than 1
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where it was around one tenth for Rh. The distribution ratio measured
for Zr was in the order of 102 but it was lowered by three orders of the
maa~itude  when a small amount of oxalic acid was added. Other elements
were quite insensitive to the presence of oxalic acid. A very high
distribution ratio was obtained for U. The distribution ratios for these
elements showed very small dependence on the acidity above 1 molar.
These results generally agree with the data shown in published reports.T

Batch shaker tests with actual high level waste solution generated from
the hot reprocessing test are in progress at the Chemical Processing Facility
(CPF) in the PNC Tokai Works. Distribution ratios measured for several
FP elements were summarized in Fig. 10. Tests are being continued to
obtain distribution data for major TRU elements.

At present, efforts to accumulate such basic data with the CMPO
extractant are being continued and the first hot test run with small-scale
mixer-settlers has been recently conducted to evaluate the characteristics of
the basic TRUEX flowsheet. Major R&D items were summarized in Fig.
11 for comprehensive assessment of the TRUEX process and its
improvement.

5. CONCLUSION

The status of the preliminary study on TRU partitioning from the
HLLW at the PNC Tokai Works has been reviewed. As a part of efforts
in developing “advanced” PUREX process, methods to control Np are
being studied so that most of Np will be sent into the Pu product stream
and its leakage into the HLLW is minimized. As for the method for
separating TRU elements from the HLLW, both DBBp and CMpO are
now being examined as candidate extractants  in basic experiments with
batch shakers or small-scale mixer-settlers. By accumulating basic data
from such experiments, an overall assessment of the process and
technology for TRU partitioning will be made in near future.
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Fig. 11 ACID DEPENDENCY OF DTR(J, DRE and ks—

WITH 0.21VJ CMPO AND I. O&l TBP IN
N-DODECANE
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Major R8LDs o n  t h e  TRUEX  process

Fundamental aspect

OConfirm  separation factor of TRU from HLLW using
general TRUEX flowsheet

o ]dentify extraction mechanism between CMPO and
metal ions

o Improve  TRUEX flowsheet
– Increase separation factor of FPs and back

extraction efficiency of TRU, especially necessity
of addition the complex compound such as
carbox~lic  acid

– Increase extractability of- .Np and TC

–Confirm third phase formation region
o Solvent degradation

–Hydrolysis,  Radiololysis

‘Solvent cleanup. .. .

0 Raffinate  wash
–Diluent washing or steam stripping

o TRU/Rare-earth nuclides separation method
– Necessity
– Feasibility

Engineering aspect

o Equipment development
–Centrifugal contactor

O process control
or another method

Fig. 12 MAJOR R&Ds ON THE TRUEX PROCESS
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Table-1 APPARENT DISTRIBUTION ECNJIBRIUM CONSTANTS

Extractant  Am Cm Ce Pu u Y Cs

DBBP 6.23 7,68 5,86 ca, E+2 ca, E+3 * *

TBP 352 E-2 5 , 4 9  E-2 3.12 E-2

HDEHP 8.45 E-~ ‘t’,.

HDEHP- 22 22.7 18,6 *

mixture

2 11 * *
% ** L3E-4 I: IE-4
* ** 5,52 E-2 L17E-1

‘K N e g l i g i b l e
.I/ .1,.,. . . . I-arge



BASIC PHOTOCHEHICAL  STUDY OF PLUTONIUH AND NEPTUNIUH

Y. WADA*, K. WADA*, S. SASAO*, Y. ENOKID~
x Innovation Technology Development Section,

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation
3371, Tokai-Mura, Naka-Gun, Ibaraki-Ken
Japan, zip Code:319-11
Phone: OZ92-82-  1111, Telex:0292-87-0392

** Department of Nuclear Engineering,
University of Tokyo
7-3-l, Hongo, Bunkyo-Ku,
Japan, zip Code:l13
Phone:03-3812-2111

ABSTRACT

Photochemical technologies are generally expected
that it will contribute to advanced nuclear fuel re-
processing process technologies by means  of using
selective excitation of objective elements with pho-
ton energy and following redox reactions in solution.

In this work,as the beginning of the basic pho-
tochemical  studies in the field of nuclear fuel re-
processing, feasibility studies. of separation between
Pu and Np by using photo-oxidization, reduction reac-
tions have been carried out. The results indicate
that there is a possibility of photochemically
induced valency  adjustment to separate Np from Pu in
nitric acid solution.

INTRODUCTION

In the conventional nuclear fuel reprocessing
technologies, chemical redox reagents have been used
to adjust valencies  of U, Pu. For exanple, U( IV) pro-
duced by electrolytic reduction or hydroxylamine(HAN)
and sodium nitrite are used to adjust Pu valencies
to Pu (IJl ) and Pu (IV) respective y. However, these
chemical reagents cause secondary waste sol ution.

The several studies of redox reaction using photo-
chemical technologies for nuclear fuel solution as
subustitues  for these reagents have been reported.
In these reports, there are two kinds of studies
w~~.:?  are basic photochemical studies of U, Pu and
Np and its application studies to nuclear fuel rep-
rocessing4”S? The applicabilities of the photocheaic-
al technologies have been confirmed from the these

studies. However, photo- redox reactions are genera-
lly complicated and such as conplex reactions which
are consist of direct reactions

Lhv l.hv
Pu(m)-----s  PU(IV)----->PU(VI)

and also indirect reactions,

NO; -----X NO;+ 0.
Pu(VI) + NO;+ 0’ “---”~ Pu(lv) + h’o;

are simultaneously occured by photon energy.
Therefore, basic data concerning a variation of

the oxidization-reduction potential by photon-excit-
ation, the rate of reaction and other fundamental
theories have to be accumulated to control the vale-
ncies of objective elements arbitrarily.

In this work, the several basic tests of light
exposure for Pu and Np in nitric acid solution ~ere
carried out to evaluate the photochemical  behaviors
of their valencies. The valencies  of Pu and Np in
nitric acid solution are ordinarily Pu(IIl) ,Pu(IV),
Pu(VI) and NP(IV),NP(V),  NP(VI).

The distribution coefficients of their valencies
between 30,% TBP/dodecane and nitric acid are sho~n
in Fig. 17’4’. As shown in this Fig. ,Pu(IV) ,and XP(W)
are easely  extracted to TBP. However, Pu (HI ) and iip( V)
which are not shown in it are scarcely extracted and
their distribution coefficients are about 102 and 10”’
respectively. Therefore, if their valencies can be
controlled into the following like conditions
@ Pu(IV)-NP(V) or C?) Pu(III) -Np(VT), their elenents
are effectively nutually  separated.
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDISION

A : Preparation of Test Sample
The concentrations of Pu and liP test nitric acid

solutions were adjusted to 1 X10”’ mol and 1 x 10”’mol
respectively and they were mixed. The purity of a -

radioactivity of NP-237 in Np test sample solution
was 99.8 %.

Pu test sample solution were prepared by dissolv-
ing NBS-949 Pu metal of which abundance ratio of Pu-
239 and Pu-241 were about 97 aton % and 0.065 atom %
respectively. Therefore, the a -activity contribution
of Am-241 compared to the total a -activity of Pu is
lower than 1 %.

The valencies  of Pu and NP test. mixed solution
were completely adjusted to Pu (III) and NP( V ) with
hydroxylamine(NH,  OH) and hydrazine(Nl H, ) as shown in
Fig. 2 which was the result analyzed by the extracti -
on-chromatographic method.

i

R@),  NF4V)
s.mpl. Condwa

!.”.u. W, X,  O-M

w,.,,-%
,..4 1,* -.0.

Ch.-.l I.w MnO,

-!+  -u , .*/-
“..d.” 1- WC
- m.”.
c.,”.. [...,, 9 J)-

5 !0 1$ ’10

B : Test Instrument
The light exposure instrument system which was

used in this work is shown in Fig. 3. This system
consists of the Hg lamp light source and the part of
a sample cell with a temperature stabilizer
mixing stirrer to stabilize the temperature
sample solution and to homogenize it during
exposure.

and a
of the
light

@

Q.* cd

Sliw

Lltht ..s.,.,,  ,..,,,  (Hz ~,mp,

F i g .  3 O u t l i n e  o f  i n s t r u m e n t  o f  l i g h t
e x p o s u r e  t e s t

C : Analytical Method
C-1 : Extraction Chromatograph

As a conventional technique of the valency analy-
sis of Pu and Np, calorimetry method has been usually
used. However, if concentration of an objective elem-
ent in a sample solution is less than 10”2 mol, the
method is not generally applicable.

Therefore, the new method which consisted of the
extraction chromatography and the radioactivity anal -
ysis of an each valency  fraction was used.

First of all, a sample solution is injected into
the extraction chromatography column which is filled
with Gas- Chrom Q made by Applied Science Corp. and
impregnated with TBP. Each valency  fraction of Pu
and Np is obtained according to specific retention
time with the fraction collector.

Then, a -radioactivity of the each fraction is
measured by a counting system with ZnS detector.
Consequently, the extraction chromatography as shown
in Fig.4 is obtained. The horizontal and vertical
axis show an elution  time and a -radioactivity (CPH)
respectively.

Eluli4n  lim* (m in i

Fis. 2 Vafency  a n a l y s i s  o f  m i x e d  s o l u t i o n  with
Pu a n d  Np b y  e x t r a c t i o n  chromatogr?ph
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Fig.5 shows the result of the extraction chromat-
ographic  analysis of the Pu, NP mixed solution which
contains Pu(III),  Pu(IV), PU(VI) and NP(V). Each vale-
ncy is eluted in opposite order of an adsorption
tendency with TBP.
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F i g .  S Valency a n a l y s i s  o f  m i x e d  s o l u t i o n  w i t h
PU a n d  N p  b y  e x t r a c t i o n  chromatogr?ph

C-2 : Pluse  Height Analysis
The fraction of F’u(III) and Np( V ) mixed solution

of which valencies  are simultaneously eluted as
shown in Fig.5 is analyzed by rz spectrometry to
distinguish between Pu (LIl ) and Np( V). Fig. 6 shows
the result of a spectrometric analysis. As shown in
this Fig., Pu and Np are distinguished according to a
ray energy from their nuclides and the mixture ratio
is quantitatively determined.

>
7(

51

41

28

14

0J J1
o 200 400 m

Channel

F i g .  6 Pluse  h e i g h t  antliysis of  a-rty
from Pu and Nv

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I

Fig. 7 shows the step flow of the light exposure
tests for Pu and NP in this work. First, the initial
valencies condition of Pu, Np mixed sample was ad jus -
ted to Pu (III), NP ( V ) and their concentrations were
1 X 10”4mol, 1 X 10”3mol respectively .

A@@in~ VderAs  to Pu(OI) #cd Np( v )

I

Z2
M~ting A.C!ddy  to I.IIN, IN, IN

Lieht  Sxpsurt  with HZ knp,
S2p0sure r!?!?  ; Mw ad I.IIW

&Amlyzing M+mdlccs  %:,0  of MI ValWq

F i g .  1 S t e p  f l o w  o f  l i g h t  e x p o s u r e

At the second step, the acidities of

tt$tl

several aliq -
uots of the initial sample were adjusted to about
0.2N,1N and 3N.

Next, the light exposure tests were carried out
with the exposure rates of 0.5H and 0.015’4 using the
Hg lamp.

At the final step, the radioactive analyses of the
each fraction from the extraction chromatography CO1 -
urn were carried out. As shown in this fig. ,the para-
meters of these tests are the acidity of the sample
solution and the rate of light exposure.
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Fig. 8 shows the results of the light exposure
tests under the conditions of which the parameters
are 3N nitric acid and 0.5W exposure rate.

Expo%ufe  time (mia)
(Ezves.re  enefcY)  (J/ml)

F i g .  8  Redox  re?ction o f  Pu  by l i g h t  e x p o s u r e

The horizontal and the vertical axis in this Fig.
show the exposure time (energy) and the abundance
ratio (%) of the each valency  in the element respect-
ively.

This result indicates that O. 5W of the light exp-
osure rate was too strong so that Pu (III) momentarily
decreased untill  about zero percent level and Pu (IV)
oppositely momentarily increased. After several min-
utes, Pu (IV) gradually decreased and on the contrary,
Pu (Vi) gradually increased. In other words, it shows
that Pu (ID) was momentarily oxidized to Pu (IV) and
seemingly, Pu (IV) was gradually oxidized to Pu (VI)
under such as the conditions due to the equilibrium
of the oxidization-reduction reaction.

Fig. 9,10,11 show the results of the light exposu-
re tests under the conditions of the light exposure
rates ; 0.015W  and of the acidities ; 0.17N,1N,3N.
These Fig. show that Pu(III  ) was more S1OW1Y oxidized
to Pu (IV) than at the case of Fig. 8 and the rates of
these oxidization became faster according to the
increase in acidity.
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Particularly, the results of Fig, 11 were characte-
ristic in the redox reaction because Pu (JII ) uas
momentally  completely oxidized to Pu (IV). Furthermo-
re, there was little Pu (III) and Pu (VI) issued from
the oxidization of Pu(IV)  and the equilibrium state
reached within about 10 minutes after the beginning
of light exposure.

The result of the dark test without light exposu -
re was also shown in Fig. 11. This result shows that
Pu(III)  was very slowly oxidized to Pu(IV)  and it
took about two hours untill the equilibrium state.

Fig. 12 shows the result of the extraction chrona  -
tographic  analysis of the sample at the equilibrium
state when the exposure energy was 56 J/ml in Fig. 11.
From this result, it was also found that the valenci  -
es of Pu were controlled to Pu (IV) and there was
little Pu(III)  and Pu(VI).

Fig.  9 Redox  r e a c t i o n  o f  Pu  b y  light e x p o s u r e
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i

@ NP s NP(V) is not oxidized to NP(VI) and also
is not reduced to NP(IV)  by light exposure
in HNO, of 0.lt~3N.

+ Conclusion
o It is defined that there is a possibility
of removal of Np from Pu, NP mixed solution
which is adjusted to NP(V) and Pu(III) by
using photochemical reactions with the ade-
quate rate of light exposure and the adequ -
ate acidity of HN03 .

From above the discussions and conclusions, follo -
tiing R&D of the next step are planed.

Then, this Fig. shows that Np(V) in the initial
sample was not oxidized and also was not reduced by
light exposure under these conditions.

Such as controlled valencies  condition, Pu (IV) and
Np( V ), is most suitable for the separation between
Pu and Np.

These photochemical behaviors were caused by the
direct excitation with photon energy for an objecti -
ve ion, redox reactions with the photolytic  products
such as HNOI, NOI from HNO, and other excited species.

The supposed theories for these results should be
discussed in several aspects of the standard electr-
ode potentials for all of coexisting elenent species,
excitation level by photon energy and wave length
characteristic of exposure light, etc on ~he basis of
the data obtained from furthermore detail photochen-
ical tests.

CONCLUSION AND R&D PLAN IN THE NEXT STEP IKFERESCS

+ R&D Plan in The Next Step
o The continued photochemical  studies for the
renoval technologies of several percent of
Np contained in Pu production solution sim-
ulating  the reprocessing process.

“ The studies of photochemical behaviors of U,
Pu and Np in a mixed nitric acid solution.

o The studies of selective separation techno -
logies of objective elements (U, PU, TRti and
FP) by using photochemical techniques with
a selective wave length of laser.

“ The development of the quantitative analys -
is method of trace amounts of an objective
element by the laser-induced therml lensi -
ng spectroscopy.

From this work, following conclusions were obtain -
ed

● Results of Photochemical  Behaviors of Pu and Np

O Pu - Pu(IIl) is oxidized to Pu(IV) and until Pu(VT)
by light exposure.

“ As to the oxidization of Pu(III)-~Pu(IV)  ,the
more the acidity of nitric acid solution
increase, the more the reaction is easily
proceed in the range of O. lN-~3N HNOI .

. On the other hand, in the case of the react-
ion of Pu(lV)-~PU(VI),  the more the acidity
decrease, the more the generation rate of
Pu(VI)  increase in the range of 0.lN-~3N
HNOI .

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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H. FRI~5A!4  and L.  T07id, “Photochenidly  Induced Reduction of T r a c e
NP(M)  1. U(VT)-NSO  SaIution,  ” J. Inorg. S..1.  Ch.ea.,.f3, iSll(lS81)

Y. L! OKIOA and A. SUZUKI, “Laser Photocheoical Se?tuniua Separation, ”
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o1 Feed Vessel

Schematic Illustration of Chlorination Step

o2
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06

Apparatus for Addition of Carbon

Powder Blender

Chlorination Furnace

Condenser for Recovery of
Volatilized Materials

Molten Chloride Receiving Vessel
(Furnace)
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Design study of Chlorination Step
Conditions for Design

Conditions

Denigrated Material 300 kg/ Day

Temperature 780 “C

Carbon 36 kg
Clorine Gas 1100kg

Specifications

Chlorination Furnace 1.2 mD x 2.3 mH

Major Apparatus Condenser 0.9 mD X1.9 mH
Powder Blender 1.8 mWx 0.5 mL x 0.45 mH

Number of Batch 3 Batches/ Day

Hot Cell 5.5 mWx 6 mL X8.5 mH



Relationship between Vapor Pressure and
Temperature for Chlorides
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Effect of temperature on Volatilization of
Mo,Zr,Fe and U

100

50

0

—

a MO

O Zr

A  Fe

OU

o

914 1014 1114

Temperature (K)

Sample : 28.97 g
Carbon : 3.37 g
Chlorine Gas : 0.2 l/rein
Time .. 4.0 hr
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Effect of Carbon on Chlorination

100

50

0

A A A Av

0 Purity of Recovered Chlorides
0 Recovery
A Volatilization
❑ Ramaining in Reaction Part

—

A

I 1 h
1.0 1.5 2.0

Carbon added
(Ratio to Equivalent of Oxygen)

Satnple : 28.3 g
Temperature : 1014 K
Titne . 4 hr
Chlorine Gas ; 0.2 l/rein
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Schematic illustration of Chlorination Test
Apparatus

Quartz Tube
Manometer

Thermocouple

Flow
Meter

11 (

cl. ‘2 /Graphite—
Crucible a + Off Gas

Air Pump

Blowpipe of Chlorine Gas

I
Reaction
Part /

Separation Plate
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Schematic Illustration of Denigration Step

@ Feed Tank

o2 Oven

o3 Microwave Oscillator

@ Apparatus for Off Gas Treatment

o5 Receiving Vessel
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Design Study of Denigration Step

Conditions for Design

Condition

HLW 20001 / Day

Temperature 700 “C- 800 “C
Absorption Efficiency of Microwave ().7

Microwave Power per Unit Volume of Oven
().()3 KW/ 1 (Tentative value)

Specifications

Major Apparatus Oven 2mW x 2mLx 2mH

Microwave Oscillator 10OKW x 2

number of Batch
I 4 Batches/ Day

Hot cell 5mW x 8mW x 4mH



Relationship between Vo utilization Rates of Alkaline Elements
and HeatingTime
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Relationship between Denigration Rate and Heating Time
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Calculated Composition of Elements in High Level Wastes
(48,000 MWD/t Uranium, PWR,4-Yr Cooling)

Elements wt.~o

T
u

‘RU Np
Pu
Am
Cm

7.44
1.13
0.081 2.30
0.93

U+TRU 9.75

FP Rb 0.75
Cs 5.78
Sr
Ba
Y
La
Ce
Pr
Nd
Pm
Sm
Eu
Gd
Zr
Mo
Tc
Ru
Rb
Pd
Ag
Cd
Sn
Se
Te
FP Total

1.77
3.76
0.98
2.75
5.38
2.50
9.15
0.07
1.84
0.37
0.39 ~
7.89
7.60
1.67
5.31
0.91
3.77
0.19
0.32
0.22
0.13
1.14

64.64

23.43

CP Fe 55.35

Sc Na 20.06

TRU:Transuranium Elements
FP:Fission products
CP:Corrosion products
SC: Solvent Cleaning
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Thermal Decomposition of Nitrates Determined by TG/DTA

N
N
m

Classification Group Nitrate Denigration Stable Temperature Range for Oxide (’C ) Final Chemical
Pattern 600 800 1000 Form

la RbNO s c
FP

I Unstable I I
VolatilizationCSNO 3 c

2 a Sr(N03)2 B Sr O
Ba(N03)2 B Ba O

Y (N03)3c  6H20 D
Y 2 0 3

DLa(N03)3. 6H20 - La203
Ce(N03  )3* 6H20 D

3 a C e 0 2
Pr( N03)30  6H20

D
Pr203

Nd(N03)3*  6 H20 D Nd203
Sm (N03)30 6H 20 D Sm203

EU(N03)3*  6 H20 I) EU203
Gd(N03)3*  6H20 D Gd203

4a ZrO ( N03 ) 2 ● 2 H2 O D Zr02

6a Na2M004”2H20 — N a2M 0 04

8 Rh(N03)3 B1 Rh203

Pd ( NO 3)3 B1 Pd O
l b AgNO 3 f31 Unstable Ag

2 b Cd (NO 3) 2* 4H2 O El Cd O

6b Te203(OH)N03 E T e 02

CP 8 Fe(N03)30  9H20 A Fe203

Sc l a NaN03 c Unstable Volatilization

FP : Fission  Products CP : Corrosion Products SC : Solvent Cleaning ‘
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Method of partitioning and Transmutation

Partitioning ●

● Dry Process with Pyrometallurgical
Partitioning

Transmutation : Commercial FBR with Metallic Fuel
under Development

(Alloy of U-PU-MA* -Zr with some
amount of Impurity)**

●

● N p ,Am, Cm

Impurity : Mainly Rare Earth Elements



Comparison of Pyrometallurgicd  Process with
Aqueous Process

Subject Pyrometallurgical process Aqueous process

Volume of process About 501 as chlorides ( including About 4001 as nitric acid solution
material per 1 t of Na from solvent cleaning) [excluding Na from solvent cleaning)
spent fuel

Compact scale due to small volume
Scale of process

Relatively large scale because
of waste processed

N

E Process temperature 500”-1000 C depending

Chemical form of Metal form
TRU recoverd

waste is continuously processed as
solution

on process Less than 100 C in most processes

Oxide form

Purity of TRU Containing some impurity of RE High purity
recoverd
Amount of Smaller amount is expected due to Large amount of radioactive
secondary wastes no production of wastes such as organic wastes is produced due to
produced radioactive organic solvent degradation of solvent and ion -

solvent salt , crucible and off gases exchange resin by radiation and
are produced acidifllcation



Basic Concept of Partitioning
and Transmutation of
Long-Lived Nuclides in CRIEPl

E F B R fuel cycle
o

m“Uranium
Minin Ezzl

A

To

ELI
L W R fuel cycle

~ ‘-w,,

al

w

&3 A
Plutonium Storage f

FBR

o Uranium Storage
2

‘  *G’!!!!!~ Re ~o~~~~in

dr$-kk+High Level Waste
(HLW)

TRu XT%%%
&

I
h

>,yi-+

non TRU

Transmutation by Actinide

Partitioning
Burner or Accelerator

~; *, ~~

Disposal to Space

T R U

non TRU

with T R U



DEVELOPMENT OF PYROMETALLURGICAL PARTITIONING

H. MIYASHIRO,  M. SAKATA, T. MATSUMOTO,
T. INOUE, N. TAKAHASHI* and L. GRANTHAM**

Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI)
● Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

** Rockwell International Corporation
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2.08

2.07

2.06

2.05

2.04

~
~ 2.03

Y
; .2.02
m
:J 2.01

z
2.00

1.99

1.9B

1.97

1.96 ’04

MOLE FRACTION OF LaC13

Variation of Lanthanum-Silver Chloride Reference
Voltages with Lanthanum Chloride Concentration
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Calculation of The Activity Coefficients of
Lanthanum Chloride in LiC1-KCl  eutectic  Salt

From the Nemst equation

E =  E ” +  ~F Ln ‘L”+” ‘La’+
xLa” ~La

( 1 )

. The values Of xl-a, Y L’, X: and n are 1,1,1 and
3 respectively. Thus, equation (1) becomes:

Ln y La’+=
3F(EX=1 – E“)

R T

where E 0 is the standard electrode potential

(EO=b GfO/n F)

A G f“ is the calculated standard free energy
formation of the supercooled liquid LaCls

(2)

of
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Activity coefficients for rare earth chlorides
in LiC1-KCl eutectic salt at 450 “C

–A G f Sc.liq Activity
Element coefficient

kcal/mol  *
Y

La 209.3 4.7 X10-3

Ce 205.1 1.5 X10-3

Pr 206.0 3.3 X10-3

Nd 203.1 1.8 X10-2

Gd 197.0 7.8 X10-5

Y 196.3 6.3 XIO-G

* L.B .Pankratz,’’Thermodynamic  Properties of Halides,”
Bulletin 674, US Bureau of Mines (1984).
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0 .66 -

0.65 -
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0 .58 -

0.57 -
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0.55 -

0.54 -

o.53—
450 460 470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540 550 560

TEMPERATURE (C)

+
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x = 2 . 2 4 E - 4

X = 7 . 7 4 E - 4
&-----
-“””~

X = l . 8 7 E - 3

A

:;\
\:\ x = 4 . 0 8 E - 3

“nk\
.  .~X=s.18E-3

“1.,
-~.

Y -_’—~_13

x = 6 . 2 8 E - 3  ‘-‘i
I I I I 1 I I I 1 1 I

Potential Difference between La and La Dissolved
in Cadmium
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Calculation of The Activity Coefficients of
Lanthanum Metal in Cadmium

The potential of La electrode is given by :

(1)

Similarly, the potential  Of La - Cd electrode  iS given bY :

From equations (1) and (2), the activity coefficient of

La metal in cadmium is given by:

exp(3F* AE/RT)YLain Cd=
XLa in Cd

(3)

where ~E=ELa – ELaincd
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Activity coefficients for rare earth metals
in cadmium at 45o “C

Element

La

Ce
Pr

Nd

Gd

Y

SoIubility
limit *

at. 9Z0

903 X10-2

1.8x10-1

3.0 X10-1

5.1 X10-1

8.5 x1O ‘1
NA

Evaluated
concentration

at. 9i0

7.7 X10-2

1.6x10-1

1.4 X10-1

2.4x10- 1

2.0 XIO-1

2.5x10- 1

Activity
coefficient

Y

4 XIO-l*

5 XIO-l*

2 X10-9

6 X1 0- 9

3 X10-8

3 X10-7

* R. D. Elliott,’’Constitution of Binary Alloys,
First Supplement,’’McGraw-Hill Inc.(1985)
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J.zk-ua

3. OE-03

2.8E–03

2.6E–03

2.4E-03

2.2E–03

2. OE-03

1.8E–.O3

1,6E-03

1.4E–03

102E–03

1.OE-03

8. OE–04

o

15x10 -Z X+8. 58 x10-4

(0.01< XS 0.084 (=wj3*) )

d’

I ,

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

Mole Fraction
•1 445 c o 465 C A 491 c

0.1

Activity coefficients for Li in Cadmium



Calculation of distribution coefficients of RE elements
in the reductive extraction process

Reaction for the reductive extraction is :

RECl~+ 3 Lii. C~ = REi.C~ + 3 LiCl

Equilibrium constant of the reaction is given by :

Kr) =Exp(-LGO/RT)

x RE in Cd ‘ (x.;)’ ~ RE in Cd ‘ (y Li+)’
——

XRE3+ I (X~iin~d)3 1 y R;+ I (~~iin~d  )3 (1)

The distribution coefficients are defined as :

D~~= x~i~cd

D Li = x Li in Cd

Equation (1) can be rearranged as :

log DRE = s ‘ 10gDLi -1- 10g KD

[

)’ RE’+ ‘ (y )
3

Li in Cd
+ log

)
(2)

Y RE in Cd a (YLi+)3
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5’

5

4

3

2

1

0

-1

–2

-3

-4

500*C

I I I I i I

-4.6 -4.2 -3.8 -3.4

Log(D Li)
•1 La o Ce

u /

A

A

600”c

- 3 -2.6 -2.2

AY

Relationships Between Log D. and Log D,i for La, Ce and Y

~ecalc(450”C

L~calc(450°C

‘f’ calc(450°C)

( The measured activity coefficients are employed in the calculation)



HIGH TEMPERATURE
ACTINIDE  PARTITIONING CHEMISTRY

Charles C. McPheeters

Chemical Technology Division
Argonne National Laboratory

First OECD/NEA  Information
Exchange Meeting on

Separation and Transmutation of
Actinides and Fission Products

November 5-9, 1990
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Presentation by Mr. McPheeters

In opening his presentation Mr. McPheeters noted that the fuel cycle facility attached to
EBR-11 had reprocessed some 35000 fuel pins since it started up in the 1960s. The cell had now
been decontaminated and refurbished ready for the installation of new equipment for the IFR fuel ‘
cycle. It was intended to start this up in September 1991. There is to be one electro-refiner  unit
with two cathodes, each with a capacity for collecting 10kg of uranium and
thus, in full-time operation able to support a reactor of 600MWe.

In describing the electro-refining  process Mr. McPheeters noted that the distribution
coefficients he was using were the inverse of those used by Japanese presenters earlier in the
meeting, i.e. he was using the ratio of concentration in the chloride to concentration in the metal
phase. After reporting some results using a lithium, sodium, calcium, barium chloride electrolyte
he added that recent work on a lithium/potassium chloride system gave distribution coefficients of
35 and above for the rare earths, 3.4 for americium and curium and 1.9 for neptunium and
plutonium.

After outlining the waste treatment processes he suggested that with further successful
development of the process, after stripping the transuranics  from the salt wastes it would be
possible to reduce plutonium to less than 100 nanoCi/g of salt and perhaps even to less than 10
nanoCi/g.

Consideration was being given to using spent LWR fuel as a source for fuelling the LMR.
Small scale work had been undertaken on a flowsheet involving an initial reduction by calcium with
two alternative processes for separating the TRU and rare earths using either salts or magnesium
as an extracting medium.

Responding to a question, Mr. McPheeters said that the decontamination factor for rare earths
was about 20 in the IFR process.
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EBR-H  Reac tor  and  Fue l  Cyc le  Fac i l i t y

EBR -II REACTOR VESSEL \
FUEL ELEMENT REPROCESSING

AND FABRICATION ( ARGON CELL)





N
-P
w

ELECTROREFINING PROCESS
FOR IFR, CORE AND BLANKET

Xe,Kr

1
Cd Recycle

Cd Vaporization
and Product U-PU Product to Refabrication
Consolidation +

A
+

4 Liquid Cadmium Cathode
*

Core Pin
v — . . Halide Salt Waste

b Headend Segments Dissolution }

Blanket Mechanical + and Cd Metal Waste plus Cladding
Operations

Cd Recycle

I Electrorefining +

I ~— U Cathode  Depos i t

- I I
●

I
I

I
Cd Vaporization

and Product Blanket U to Refabrication
Consolidation +
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Schematic Representation of Electrorefiner
Operation – Anodic Dissolution/Solid Cathode

M e t a l  W a s t e
(Clad, Cd, N.M. FPs)

t
Xe, Kr

Low-Carbon
Steel Vessel

Anodic Dissolution
Basket

Core and/or Blanket
Fuel, Clad, and
Na Bond

. Solid Cathode
/’i. /
/

> 5A Cell * Salt Waste
Electrolyte Electropositive

FPs, I as I - and
Na as NaCl

n

I Cadmium Anode (500° C) I
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Basic Theory

● Equilibrium between metal-salt phases
u + PUC13 = ucl~ + Pu

● Distribution coefficients:

x UC13

[ 1{

x PUC13

-q- ‘q [1YPUC13

YUC13 [1Y(J
K [exp[-f$]]

,,

},

‘u= [+i) [DP.]

 = 
[%rn) [%i] = [UN,] [DNd] . ~ . . .

.

Chemical Technology Division
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ARGON ATMOSPHERE GLOVE BOX FOR TESTING THE ENGINEERING-SCALE
(10 kg) ELECTRO-REFINER
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CA
ST
AS

ELECTROLYTE
STIRRER
ASSEMBLY

I CATHODE
TOP VIEW ASSEMBLY

\

dh

N

Lr
12-

Td

Zzzl I’2L--IN5ERT  M V///

CADMIUM

INSERT
PLUG

SECTION A-A SECTION B-B
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Anodic Dissolution Basket Assembly
(Three of four baskets used are shown.)

A N L  N e g .  5 6 3 4 K ,  F r a m e  # 6
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ELECTROTRANSPORT REACTION

Anode (Cadmium)

u — >  U+3 + 3e-

Pu — >  PU+3 +  3e-

Cathode (Solid Mandrel)

U+3 +  3 e-

— >  u ( s )

pu+3 +  3 e-

— >  Pu(s)

UC13 + Pu(s) — >  PUC13 +  U(s)
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LIQUID CADMIUM CATHODE ASSEMBLY FOR COLLECTING PLUTONIUM
IN THE ELECTRO-REFINER
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STARTING, INTERMEDIATE, AND FINAL COMPOSITIONS
FOR PRODUCT PURIFICATION AND CONSOLIDATION

Starting Composition, lntermediatea~b Composition, Final
g (Wt %) g (Wt ?4) Composition,

9

100.42 U-Zr (21.75) 100.42 U-Zr (52.60) .129.33

Run #1 28.92 pu (6.26) 28.92 pu (15.15) U-Pu-Zrc

332.40 Cd (71,.99) 61.56 Cd (32.25)

128.21 U (26.08) 128.21 U (75.28) 156.28

Run #2 ~ 28.07 pu (5.71) 28.07 pu (16.48) u-Pud

335.19 Cd (68.21) 14.03 Cd (8.24)

‘X-ray diffraction analysis identified intermediate phases to be alpha-U and PuCd (3.
b Maximum heating temperature was 668°C for Run #1 and 702°C  for Run #2.
c Product contained
d Product contained

<150 ppm Cd and Be.
54 ppm Cd and 287 ppm Be.
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Ten Kilogram Uranium Deposit - 1990
(ANL Neg. 9132)
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(ANL Neg. 5384K Frame 7f12)



ELECTRODEPOSITION OF URANIUM INTO
LIQUID, CADMIUM CATHODE

Deposition Current, A

Cutoff Voltage, V

Deposition Time, h

Cathode Efficiency, ~0

Cadmium Load, kg

Uranium Collected, kg

Vol. Fraction Uranium, ‘~

LCC-1

25

-1.0

56

73

8.7

3.0

14

LCC-2

26

-1.0

68

54

12.5

2.8

10

LCC-3

25-30

-1.0

130

46

12.2

4.4

12

LCC-4

64

-1.0

33

4 9a

9.6

3 a

8.5C

LCC-5

170

-1.0

18

b

16,0

b

b

~Based on increased weight of cathode at end of run.
Chemical analysis of samples from the liquid cadmium cathode product
has not been completed.

cBased on measured volume of liquid cadmium cathode.



TRU Recovery and Waste Treatment

Salt
immobili-

zation

Salt To

Cs, Sr, 1* HLW
Waste

Waste Salt

Cs, Sr, RE, 1
U, TRU

4

Cd, U,
TRU

I
Cd-U

Cd Cd
RE, U

Recycled
Cd

4  W a s t eElectrorefher Cu Matrix To
~ HLW
Clad, Cd, Zr,
NM, RE,U

Waste

I L

‘ u

Chemical Technology Division -



EXTRACTION OF TRU ELEMENTS FROM

SALT BY CD – U ALLOY

SALT

(U, Pu, Am, RE) cl?

CADMIUM

u

—— .—

u

-1 Am RE

SALT

(U, Pu, Am, RE) Cl~

CADMIUM

u, Pu

m9b2

Am, RE



Metal
Feed Tank

Salt
Feed Tank

F-+ I

1

W
.
Metal

Raffinate Tank

PYRO
Centrifugal
Contactor

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Salt
Raffinate Tank

Pyrocontactor  Salt Treatment Test Facility



Laboratory Demonstration of Salt Stripping

u
PI]

I

ElSalt

I

Ihitial
Salt

1.0 Wt 70

0.270

II
Stripped

Salt

10 ppm
0.4 ppm

Cd-Li
●

,

Ill “

Filtered
Salt

1 ppm
0.03 ppm

..

Am 3 pCi/g 0.3 nCi/g 0.3 nCi/g
Cm 10 pCi/g cO.5 nCi/g <0.5 nCi/g

Ce, Nd 0.5% <0.01 0/0 <0.01 YO

Chemical Technology Division Z



PACKAGING SALT
FOR DISPOSAL

Candidate Waste Forms

●

●

●

Alter Chemical Form (e.g., glass)

Messy

Mortar Matrix

H2 generated by water radiolysis

Ceramic Matrix.

Fair strength
Slows leaching
Incorporate absorbents for Cs and Sr
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

ANODIC DISSOLUTION OF METAL FUEL
(U-Zr  and U- Pu-Zr) IS RAPID, EFFICIENT,
AND COMPLETE.

ELECTROCHEMICAL DEPOSITION OF 10-kg
URANIUM ON A SOLID CATHODE HAS
BEEN ACHIEVED IN 27 h.

ELECTROCHEMICAL DEPOSITION OF U-PU
(URANIUM AND PuCd ) IN A LIQUID

?iCADMIUM CATHODE AS BEEN
DEMONSTRATED.

PRODUCTION OF NO N-TRU SALT WASTE
HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED ON A SMALL
SCALE.

WE THINK THAT NON-TRU SALT AND
METAL WASTE
THAT WILL BE
A GEOLOGICAL

.

FORMS CAN BE DEVELOPED
SUITABLE FOR DISPOSAL IN
REPOSITORY.
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A POSSIBILITY OF NUCLIDES SEPARATION BY SUPER

HIGH TEMPERATRUE TREATMENT METHOD OF HLLW

H. HORIE and M. YONEYA

PNC, Japan
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PROCEDURE

CALCINATION  ; HLLW IS HEATED, WATER IS VAPORIZED AND FP NITRATES DECOMPOSE

TO OXIDES.

SUBLIMATION ; OXIDES ARE HEATED AT 700°C AND CS IS REMOVED BY VAPORIZATION.

MELTING ; NOBLE METALS ARE REDUCED TO METALS DURING MELTING, SEPARATES

FROM OXIDE PHASE AND MELT DOWN

SOLIDIFICATION ; NOBLE METALS AND OXIDE RESIDUE

CONTAINS ALKALI EARTH ELEMENT,

ACTINIDES.

AT THE CRUCIBLE BOTTOM.

ARE SOLIDIFIED. SOLIDIFIED OXIDE

RARE EARTH ELEMENTS, Zr AND
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BOILING & MELTING POINT
ELEMENT

SE
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr

M o
Tc
Ru
Rh
P d
Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Te
Cs
Ba
La
Ce
Pr
N d
P m
Sm
Eu
G d
Tb

,Dy
u
Np
Pu
A m
C m

BP(”C) I MP~C) I ORIGEN  C O D E

METAL

883
6 6 6

1164
1911
3571
S360”
solo

,3900,
3717,

.,1107
1211
765
- 2 0 0.

2270”;
!!3s
1 3 9 0

890
,,itll,
:3489.
34a8;

jji127,
;,102?,:
;2710”!
;;lioo”:
.:!419:,
:Jooo;
;1100:

,.,1600:
!tlt

,3!02
3136.
1800:

,.. ,,.
.,:’ . .

.,,..  . , . 1
. . - ,. :;.  .

,. ..:
~., “1. .. .

:“D ::/,.
,700~: ,; ,

:,. L ,, .. .
141s :,
,..  , ‘ ! .’l
., . . ’ . ;}., ‘ . .

,,:,

, ,’:; -;-..,,,,..,  :,  ,

MAIN ELEMENTS

FP MORE THAN lg/MtU  IS LISTED UP

1. ALKALI METAL MAY BE REMOVED AT TEMPERATURE BELOW 1000”C.

2. ALKALI EARTH METALS HAVE TO BE. REDUCED, BECAUSE THESE OXIDE’S bp ARE VERY HIGH.

3. HIGH TEMPERATURE TREATMENT IS NECESSARY TO MELT TRANSITION METALS, NOBLE

METALS AND RARE EARTH OXIDES TO SEPARATE METALS FROM OXIDES.
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FREE ENERGY OF OXIDE FORMATION AT 2000K
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(kj/atom-0]
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THE CONCEPT OF HIGH LEVEL WASTE TREATMENT

1. CONCENTRATION

THIS AIMS TO VITRIFY ALL FP IN HLLW AND TO RELEASE ONLY MINIMUM” VLLW  “INTO

ENVIRONMENT. BUT, MLLW SUCH AS BITUMEN OR CEMENT MATERIALS IS PR6DU&D IN

REPROCESSING PLANT. THE EFFORT OF Ml+LW TREATMENT TO SEPARATE INTO HLLW AND

VLLW IS CONTINUED.

2. SEPARATION
N
-J
U’J

THE SEPARATION OF ALKALI METAL(Cs), ALKALI “EARTH METAL(Sr), NOBLE ‘$?lk~~~(~u,  Rh,

P a l ) ,  .AND TRU IN” HLLW IS IN V E S T I G A T E D  F O R  L O N G  T I M E . THE ADAP~AT:lOti’ ““.~F THIS

PROCESS IS NOT YET SUCCEEDED AT ANY PREPROCESSING PLANT.

3. RATIONALIZATION

THIS IS OUR CONCEPT FOR HLLW TREATMENT.

WE ATTEMPT TO OBTAIN THE MOST COMPACT HIGH LEVEL WASTES AND TO SEPARATE

MANY ELEMENTS IN HLLW AS BY PRODUCTS.

L



ISSUES OF THESE CONCEPT

1. CONCENTRATION – VITRIFICATION

1) LARGE VOLUME ; THIS HAW CAN NOT CONTAIN FP BEYOND

CONCENTRATION IS LIMITED BASED ON FP VOLUBILITY

MATERIAL THERMAL STABILITY.

2) THERMAL POWER ; THE THERMAL POWER OF VITRIFIED

COOLING TIME TO DISPOSE INTO THE EARTH.

2. SEPARATION _– UTILIZATION OF cs AND NOBLE METALS

1) HIGH COST ; THE PRICE OF RECOVERED ELEMENTS = PLANT. . . . ,,. \ ,.

ABOUT 10%, BECAUSE OF FP

IN THIS MATRIX AND THIS

HAW REQUIRES 30–50 YEAR

C O N S T RU CTION & oFJERATIoN

COST/RECOVERED E L EM EN T S  s T H E S E  P R I C E  O N  T H E  M A R K E T. f?].,. . . . . . . . ,’. . :,. . !!.,..... .,, ,,.
2) 2nd WASTE GENERATION ; NEW SOLVENT WASTE AND/OR ION EXCHANGE RESIN WASTE IS

GENERATED. THESE ARE NOT PRODUSED IN PUREX REPROCESSING PLANT.

3. RATIONALIZATION – VERY COMPACT SOLIDIFICATION & SEPARATION AS BY PRODUCTS— —. —..—

OUR CONCEPT MUST ANSWER THE ABOVE MENTIONED ISSUES.



RATIONALIZATION
VOLUME REDUCTION

WASTE MATRIX FP CONTENT
VOLUME of WASTE

1 I . . . . . . LZ  ,,.. ,. >\,. .,.., .>  , . . . . . . !. -, ..., . . . . . ...,.”.,,  ,.,  ,.,  ,,,  , .,  !..,- .,, ,,, ,,  .’.,

PJJCLEAR RARE EARTH WASTE CERAMICS—

VITRIFICATION OUR METHOD
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COST OF SEPARATION

1.

2.

1.

2.

REPORT BY EXXON NUCLEAR COMPANY(1 978)

REPROCESSING PLANT

,.

PLANT CONSTRUCTION

Cs RECOVERY

Sr RECOVERY

Cs + Sr RECOVERY

REPORT BY PNL(1977)

REPROCESSING PLANT

C A P A C I T Y  ;’,5t/d. .
PLANT CONSTRUCTION

Cs RECOVERY

Sr RECOVERY

Cs -t- Sr RECOVERY

PLANT

PLANT

PLANT

“ 48M$

95

1’12

CAPACITY ; 2100t/y,  BURN UP ; 33,000 Mwd/t

IT DIFF CULT TO OBTAIN USEFUL

PLANT

PLANT

PLANT

THIS HIGH PLANT CONSTRUCT ON.,COST

IN HLLW AT REASONABLE FEE.

SO, USEFUL ELEMENTS IN HLLW MUST BE

PROCESS.

37M$

37

51

MAKES

RECOVERED AS BY–PRODUCT IN ANY

ELEMENT

ANOTHER



E X P E R I M E N T

1. SPENT FUEL CALCULATION

CODE ORIGEN 2

SPENT FUEL

BURN UP 45,000 Mwd/MtU

COOLING TIME 5y

2., SIMULATED HLLW

‘ E L E M E N T  ‘“ >1 g/MtU

‘Tc’ IS REPLACED BY Re.

Pm IS REPLACED BY Ce.

3. CALCINATION OF HLLW

TEMPERATURE 700”C

4.SUBLIMATION OF CALCINED HLLW

TEMPERATURE ?00 ,,- 1000”C

ATMOSPHERE ,~.r &i&~

5. MELTING

TEMPERATURE 1800°C

A T M O S P H E R E  ~ Ar GAS

SOLUTION : NITRIC ACID SOLUTIN
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SUBLIMATION EXPERIMENTS

SEMIVOLATILE FP SUBLIMATION (1 OOO)

-Ilk
Se Rb

1.

2.

3.

4.

J
Ag Cd Sn

ELEMENT(OXIDE)

1
Te

L-
s

❑ Oh

❑ lh
• l  2h

OF SIMULATED CALCINED HLLW

1

0

SEMIVOLATILE FP SUBLIMATION (900)

I-1

LiIlll
Se Rb

_dl_l
Ag Cd Sn Te

ELEMENT(OXIDE)

1-
>

khl
ie

❑ Oh

❑ lh

❑ 2h

Rb, Ag, Cd, Cs, AND Re SUBLIMED.

Se, Ru, Sn AND Te DID NOT SUBLIME.

Ru IS THE MOST SUBLIMABLE  ELEMENT AS THE CHEMICAL FORM Ru04 IN VITRIFICATION

EXPERIMENTS CARRIED OUT UNDER Ar GAS, Ru WAS NOT OXIDIZED ANDPROCESS. IN THIS

NOT VAPORIZED.

THIS EXPERIMENT

BE SEPARATED.

THAT Cs, THE H GHEST

11

THERMAL POWER ELEMANT, S ABLE TO



VAPORIZED

[%)
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Cs VAPORIZATION
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–1000
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THE EFFECT

Cs VAPORIZATION
A

OF Cs SEPARATION

THE RATlO OF THERMAL POWER(HLw OF 50Y COOLING  TIME= 100%)

400

$ h

-a-9oo

i=
:100 -

nl t

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 ‘O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90100

1.

2.

3.

TIM E(hr) COOLING TIME(Y)

THIS FIGURE SHOWS THERMAL POWER RATlO ON THE BASIS OF 50y COOLING HLLW’S

THERMAL POWER.

THE 23y COOLING HLLW SEPARATED cs HAS EQUAL VALUE TO 50y COOLING HLLW.

IT IS SAID THAT 30–50 STORAGE IS NECESSARY TO LOWER HAW THERMAL POWER TO

PREVENT HEATING UP THE ROCK AROUND DISPOSAL PIT.

cs SEPARATION FROM HAW BY OUR METHOD SHORTENS ABOUT 25Y OF THE STORAGE

TIME.



MELTING EXPERIMENT OF CALCINED HLLW

Oxide

1. THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES THE SECTION OF CRUCIBLE AFTER MELTING OF CALCINED

HLLW.

2. THIS IS A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE METAL OBTAINED BY MELTING OF CALCINED HLLW.

3. THUS, CALCINED HLLW WAS SEPARATED TO METAL PHASE AND OXIDE PHASE DURING

METLTING PROCESS.
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RED~CTION OF NOBLE METALs
STANDARD FREE ENEGY OF OXIDE FORMATION
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FREE ENERGY OF MAIN ELEMENT IN HLLW
(1800”C)
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NO”:B,iE ,>ME~AL “ ~
,:RU’ ‘;.”. ‘,’: :; “
Rh ~~ ‘:

“MO “
Tc

ALKALI EARTH” METAL

Sr
Ba.’

RARE EARTH METAL

TRU ‘

OUR EXPERIMENT CONDITION, ELEMENTS WHICH HAVE FREE ENERGY MORE THAN THAT

Mo ARE REDUCED.



1.

2,

3.

NOBLE METAL RECOVERY

NOBLE METAL RECOVERY
(ANALYSIS)

ELEMENT I ‘YIELD

Ru

Rh

Pd

Mo

:::;. .’  .,;’!  ...  .1;,.
,, ...;  ., ..,...;

““”:’  ““101 :’7% “’r

HIGH RECOVERY YIELD OF NOBLE METAL IS

CARRIED OUT.”

RECOVED NOBLE METAL. IS ALLOY W

ANOTHER TRANSITION METAL.

THIS ALLOY IS BETTER FORM FOR SAV

TH

NG

IT FOR EMERGENCY BECAUSE OF IT’S LOW

RADIO ACTIVITY.

FEATURE IN NOBLE METAL RECOVERY

FORMER METHOD N E W  METtjOD

N. M. PRODUC

METHOD

REAGENT

WASTE

OTHER

COST

R&D

—

T

I i .r!.,(.’~,,~.  . . . .  !, ..,.,... .,,.,.. ., .,,,.,,., ,( :,,,,, !,,

,,

,’ ,,:,’1..  f’  ..:.,.,  ,: ’:,  ,:, ,.!

.RECOVE’RY & “-, “: i@@y ..”’:! ::” “ .’:::
‘ MANAGEMENT OF (AS:’BY:piO.?UCT);’.“:’ ,., ,’ ~’ .“ ‘!:
2nd WASTE ., :”,, ,,, ,, ,. .:,,,!: !,’. . ,..,.
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X-RAY D FFRACTION SPECTRA
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** * RESULTS  OF 2nd SEARCH  MATCH * * *
Sample Name J BN-1-M1800 (File name : BN-11OO)

10.00 10.00 10.00 18.00 10.00

t )0611 Po

I 111882 [Rul  e!)

I 181141 (llu  Z R )

I 1“
?Sllcc (MO1 N)

t I

X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPECTRA FOR OXIDE PHASE X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPECTRA FOR METAL PHASE

1. THE SHARP PEAK OF OXIDE PHASE SHOWS THAT THIS PHASE IS CRYSTAL AND NOT

GLASS. THIS PHASE CONSISTS IN THREE PHASE, ALKALI EARTH OXIDE, ZIRUKONIA  AND RARE

EARTH OXIDE. DETAIL ANALYSIS

2. METAL PHASE CONSISTS IN NOB

IS UNDER INVESTIGATION.

.E METAL AND TRANSITION METAL. X–RAY DIFFRACT ON

RuANALYSIS INDICATES Ru IS METAL FORM AND DIOXIDE. IN THE VITRIFICATION

PRECIPITATES AS DIOXIDE. AS ABOVE MENT

PROCESS, Ru MAY BE EASILY REDUCED.

ONED, Ru IS NOT VAPORIZED. IN OUR



COMPOSITION OF NEW CERAM

UD
Sr Y

MAIN ELEMENT

r Ag Sn Sb Ba La Ce Pr

IN NEW CERAM

1
I

L
Id Pm Sm Eu Gd U Np Pu AM Cm

ELEMENT(OXIDE)

COMPOSITION OF NEW CERAM

ELEMENT CONTENT

Zr

RARE EARTH

, TRU

TOTAL

1. FIGURE AND TABLE SHOW THE COMPOSITION OF NEW HAW OXIDE ON THE BASE OF

CALCULATION USING ORIGEN CODE.

2. COMPOSITION OF NEW HAW OXIDE IS SIMPLIFIED AS SHOWED IN TABLE.

3. THE MAJOR ELEMENT OF NEW HAW OXIDE IS RARE EARTH ELEMENT. SO IT IS NAMED NEW

CERAM(tjUCLEAR RARE EARTH WASTE CERAMIC).—
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E L E M E N T IN H L L W
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CONCLUSION

WE INVESTIGATED NEW HLLW TREATMENT METHOD AND FOUND NEXT.

(1) Cs SUBLIMES ALMOST PERFECTLY AT 1000”C.

(2) NOBLE METAL (AND TRANSITION METAL) IS REDUCED TO METAL AND RECOVERED.

(3) RESIDUAL OXIDE IS THE MOST COMPACT HAW.

(4) ALMOST FPs BEHAVE AS EACH SINGLE OXIDE AND COMPLICATED BEHAVIOR BY

FORMATION OF THESE COMPLEX OXIDES DOES NOT BE OBSERVED IN THIS PROCESS.

(5) IT MAY BE ABLE TO SAY THAT ACTINOID,  ALKALI EARTH AND RARE EARTH ACT

IN ACCORDANCE WITH EACH THERMOCHEMICAL DATA AT REDUCTION AND SUBLIMATION.

(0 So, THESE ELEMENT GROUP MAYBE SEPARATED EACH OTHERS.



IMPACT OF FISSION PRODUCT PARTITIONING AND

TRANSMUTATION OF Np-237, I-129 AND Tc-99

ON WASTE DISPOSAL STRATEGIES

by L.H. BAETSLE

Belgian Nuclear Research Centre, SCK/CEN

Mel, Belgium.

Introduction.

The separation of fission products as a means to simplify

the HLW management dates back to the early sixties when it

was assumed that by separating 137CS and 90Sr from HLW the

long-term problem was solved. Unfortunately, the presence of

actinides in the HLW imposed a long-term solution for the

storage and disposal of these wastes. Vitrification emerged

as the ultimate solution for the conditioning of HLW and for

indefinite storage in geological repositories.

In the early seventies however, the permanent presence of

very toxic radionuclides for thousands of years in reposito-

ries was considered a risk the human race could not control

and thus ought to be avoided. Alternative scenarios compris-

ing separation of actinides from HLW and transmutation of

these nuclides in LWR, FBR and HTGR received considerable

attention, until it was recognized that geological disposal

of radionuclides cannot be avoided and that transmutation

scenarios end up with an actinide residue which has to be

stored and disposed of.

Extensive information on all aspects of ~artitioning and

~ransmutation (P.-T) was presented in the first [1] and

second [2] conference held at Ispra in 1977 and 1980. A

final assessment of the studies on transmutation by JRC was

published in 1983 [3] and on separation on 1984 [4].

299



The overall conclusions were rather pessimistic with regard

to feasibility, cost and risk reduction.

A US study carried out in the period 1976-80 [5] concluded

on the theoretical feasibility of actinide partitioning, but

drew the attention on the many non-resolved questions with

regard to fuel reprocessing schemes, MOX fuel fabrication

technology, type of transmutation reactor and auxiliary

problems e.g. transportation of actinide wastes. The most

important conclusion however was that in the most favorable

option for P. -T. of actinides, the expected long-term bene-

fit was only 3 man-Sievert/GWe, which is small compared to a

threshold value of 46 man.Sv/GWe. This value is considered a

lower limit level for justifying additional operations.

The benefits of 99Tc and 129 I partitioning were estimated to

be 300 man.Sv/GWe, which is 100 times more important than

actinide partitioning and far above the 46 Man.Sv/GWe level.

The incentive to investigate 99Tc and 129 I partitioning-

transmutation schemes is much more justified and its possi-

bilities will be discussed in this paper. With respect to

actinide partitioning and transmutation a selective approach
237might be more realistic. A limited effort on Np separa-

tion and transmutation is worthwhile to be studied experi-

mentally in order to ascertain whether a small change in the

current reprocessing operations could alleviate the long-

term hazard of this radionuclide.

In 1988, the Japanese government launched a very ambitious

long-term programmer called OMEGA [6], incorporating not

only radioactive product recovery (Cs, Sr, Actinides) but

also noble metal (Ru, Rh, Pd) recovery with the major aim to

reduce the long-term risk and at the same time to save pre-

cious resources [7]. This meeting will enable us to discuss

the issues at stake and to lay down the grounds for interna-

tional collaboration in the framework of the OECD.NEA.
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Prosmcts and issues
1 2 91

- 135c~ and 99TC
t .

Among the countries

for a limited partitioning of 237Np ,

having taken the option of a nuclear

fuel cycle with reprocessing, there is a general consensus

on the following operational sequences.

LWR fuel discharged from the reactors at a burnup of 33,000

(up to 45,000) MWd/T is stored for at least one year in

water ponds at the reactor site, transported to a central

“Away from Reactor” pool, generally situated at the repro-

cessing plant sites (La Hague, Sellafield, Tokai) . Three to

five years after discharge from the reactor, the fuel is

reprocessed leading to the recovery of valuable energy re-

sources (U, Pu) and so-called waste products (HLW, MLW and

LLW ) .

Apart from the principal actinides, U and Pu, very little

attention was given to the fate of 237 Np which ends up par-

tially in the HLLW and partially in the purified U or Pu

fraction, depending on the specific separation flowsheet.

Among the HLW streams two separate fractions have to be

considered :

- The insoluble residues from the dissolver-clarification

step containing mainly noble metals (Ru, Rh, Pd) and Tc.

- The soluble HLLW which contains all the fission products

and Actinides except U and Pu, which are removed for

98-99%.

The MLW streams are generally very diluted and treated by

chemical methods to reduce the environmental impact of liq-

uid discharges. However, iodine, particularly 1291 , is sepa-

rated from the other MLW streams at the very onset of the

reprocessing operations. In the head-end step 99% of the

iodine is transferred from dissolver off-gas (DOG) to scrub-

bing liquids or iodine absorbing filters. At present the

iodine-containing liquid effluents are eventually discharged

into the sea (UK, France) unless specific storage facilities

are provided

( Zeolites ) .

The reference

for iodine-loaded solid filtering materials

reprocessing flowsheet transforms all the HLLW
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and the insoluble residues into borosilicate glass which is

a waste form excluding further recovery processes. The can-

isters filled with glass are supposed to be stored till

final disposal in a geologic repository. The eventual dispo-

sal in deep geological structures is supposed to confine all

the radionuclides  and protect the biosphere from radionucli-

de contamination for geological periods. However, the half

life of four radionuclides  combined to their radiological

toxicity does not guarantee a perpetual confinement, what-

ever geological structure is considered. These are : 237NP,

1 2 91 ‘135C; and 99T Ct .

Table I lists the most important characteristics.

Radiochemical characteristics of some long-lived radionuclides

I 237NP 1291 135C5 99TC

Half-life

Emission

Chemical
form

Ci/T HM
(at 33 GWd/T)

g/T

g element/T

2.14 106y 1.7 lo7y 3 lo6y 2.12 losy

a : 4.95 MeV B: 0.189 MeV J3 : 0.21 MeV J3 : 1.7 MeV

Np IV-V
n+

*2’ 1 ‘ 1 Cs+
and VI

Tc(IV)-

TC04-(VII)

0.31 0.0312 0.352 13.2

438-(820) , 190 397 766

438-(820) 230 (2470)-1330 766

Since 137 Cs is one of the major fission products, it is
135obvious that Cs cannot be separated by any means from the

FP before a cooling time of 500 years or more and therefore,

it will not be discussed any further.

The partitioning of 237Np from the other actinides is not

very difficult but has to be conceived in such a way that

the recovery yield of the major actinides (U, Pu) remains

unaltered. It would be perferable  to limit the amount of Np

in the HLLW to as low-as-reasonably-achievable value. The

recovery operation of Np (and other actinides) from HLLW is

a very complex process [8] which needs important additional

equipment.
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From the long-term point of view, we have to take into ac-

count the 237Np formation from 241Am directly formed during

reactor operation and the quantity building up as daughter

product of 241 Pu [Fig. 1].

The total amount of (241+243)~ discharged after 5 years

into HLLW amounts to 466 g/T. From this amount about 382 g
241Am decays directly into

237Np within a period of 10,000

years . This period coincides with the expected technical

lifetime of the repository structures and confinement aids.

However, beyond 10,000 years the newly formed
237 Np will

constitute the long-term source for actinides in the geo-

sphere. Its diffusion will largely depend on the long-term

stability of the glass, but it is not reasonable to accept a

glass stability beyong 106 years.

By complete transmutation of 237Np, separated during repro–

cessing, the source term is only reduced from potentially

820 g/THM to 375 g/THM, or a reduction with a factor of 2.2.

In order to further reduce the long-term 237 Np impact, it
241would be necessary to separate Am from HLLW and to incin-

erate this radionuclide in a FBR, or to transmute 241Am into

higher Am-isotopes in a HFR, which leads to the formation of

short-lived Np-isotopes as decay products. The drawbacks of

this approach are : formation of secundary waste, safety

problems with concentrated Am-targets in a reactor, etc. . .

It is not obvious whether a further reduction of the Np

source term through the separation of m from HLLW will

reduce the collective dose to the workers and the population

at large.

In the reprocessing option Pu is for about 98-99% recycled

as PU02 to be used as MOX fuel in LWRS and FBRs. If the

recovered Pu from the PUREX reprocessing process is used

immediately, the ingrowth of 241Am is sufficiently low to

neglect its contribution in a long-term prospect. Reirradia-

tion of this MOX fuel results in a smaller Np formation (310

g/THM) instead of the reference value (480 g/THM). This is

due to a

reaction

value of

lower contribution of the 2 3 6U (n ) 2 3 7U -~> 237N p

chain. But after several recycling the equilibrium

500-580 g/THM is attained. The formation depends
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largely on the
240Pu level, the residence time in the reac-

tor, the neutron flux and spectrum.

If the recovered Pu is not used immediately,
241Pu will

decay at a rate corresponding to its half-life of 14.4 years

into 241- and the 241Pu concentration will drop from 13.8%

in fresh spent fuel to 8.3% after 10 years [9]. This 5.5%

drop in (fissile) 241Pu concentration has negative effects

on the reactor economy, but has also a radiological impact

on the fuel manufacturing process which becomes difficult

without remote handling. Therefore, it -~ould be advantageous

to reprocess this “old” Pu before by .ging the purified PU

into the MOX fuel manufacturing plar, but this operation is

very expensive (9 - 18 $/g Pu).

From waste disposal point of view this purification step
241

would have the advantage to separate Am in a pure isoto-

pic form which is suitable for use in “incineration” or

“transmutation” processes leading to a nuclide mixture which

does not lead to 237Np formation by decay.

As a conclusion we can say that whatever strategy is adopted

towards 237 Np , a certain fraction will always be found in

the final disposal route, either as residue from “on PurPose”

transmutation or as decay product of
241M .

The separation of 129 I from Dissolver Off Gases is a stan-

dard procedure at the fuel reprocessing plants because of

the potential local buildup of this radionuclide in the

biosphere surrounding the plant and its danger for man. .-”
The scrubber liquids contain all iodine compounds (Lz’-

129 1 and 131I) and some nuclides entrained in the off

stream as aerosols (Ru, Sb, . ..). The saturated liquid

be used directly as the
129 I source for conditioning

storage or, as is the case in the UK and France, discharged

into the sea under controlled conditions.

The techniques for trapping and conditioning iodine have

been studied extensively in the past [11]. The most impor-

tant alternative to caustic scrubbing is the direct sorption

on silver impregnated sorbents. This option is very attrac-

tive from waste management point of view since the iodine is

1,

gas

can

and
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very firmly held by a solid material

as long as deemed desirable. In the

iodine loaded material will have to

underground repository for ultimate

fully opposite management options :

which can be kept for

long term the stored

be disposed of in an

confinement. In both

direct dilution and

geologic confinement, the most appropriate one depends on

the siting of the reprocessing plant and on the availability

of a suitable repository.

The impact of direct discharge into the ocean has been as-

sessed for reprocessing plants located in North Western

Europe. The maximum individual thyroid dose due to molluscs

and crustacea amounts to 0.17 mSv/y at a yearly discharge

rate of 2 TBq. The regional collective dose remains very

small in the first centuries but could reach 150 man.Sv

after a long period of time. As long as the reprocessing

capacity throughout the world remains at the present level,

discharge of iodine-129 effluents could be an acceptable

intermediate practice. However, in the long term the accu-

mulation of 129 I in world’s oceans will increase the doses

to mankind. Without sedimentation the global collective dose

commitment reaches a value of 2.5 104 man.Sv.

The alternative Iodine management option with storage of

solid sorbents and eventual disposal has to take into ac-

count that Iodine is

In a clay repository

can be confined for

dose to man [12] but

a very mobile element in the geosphere.

the long-lived actinides (except 237N p )

geological periods without noticeable

recent calculations in the framework of

the PACOMA project of the CEC have shown that iodine-129

cannot be neglected [13][Fig. 2].

In case iodine should be retained at the reprocessing plant

and that the resulting iodine waste has to be disposed of in

a geological repository (Boom clay in Belgium) the maximum

calculated dose rate might rise to a value of 0.54 mSv/y.

According to a normal scenario the 129 I activity would reach

the neighboring aquifer after about 5,000 years and the

maximum flux occurs around 5.4 104 years with a radionuclide

flux resulting in an annual dose rate of 0.1 mSv/year, which

is 10% of the natural background. The waste conditioning
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form (cement) does not exert any influence on the release

rate from a AgI type iodine waste source. As a conclusion we

can state that geological disposal of
129 I in clay is not a

suitable and final solution for this problem.

ICRP recommends a dose limit of 1 mSv/year and for local

contributions to the background 0.1 mSv/y. The potential

contribution of 129 I in iodine waste equals or surpasses

that criterion.

Transmutation of 129 I into a short-lived
130 I decaying into

stable 130Xe is an alternative strategy which ought to be

assessed in order to investigate its feasibility and econo-

mics.

Technetium-99 is the third most important long-lived radio-

nuclide which cannot be confined within a geologic reposito-

ry because of its mobility as Tc04- coupled to its half-life

of 2.1 105 years.

The reference option presently selected by the major repro-

cessors is the vitrification of the combined insoluble resi-

dues and HLLW. In this scenario all the insoluble residues

which contain appreciable amounts of Pd, Rh and Ru are incor-

porated in a glassy matrix and practically unrecoverable in

the future. Leaching of the glassy matrix will eventually

transfer 99Tc from the source to the environment. The pro-

blem is obviously much less preoccupying since the maximum

dose rate due to 99Tc is about 10-8 Sv/y and this level is

only reached after 1.1 million years. However, when compar-

ing with other nuclides leached from vitrified HLW, it is

still the most important contribution to the radiologic

burden of HLW after‘1291 237Np and 135CS
r .

By simple chemical treatment (reduction or sulphide precipi-

tation) the soluble “noble metals” including Tc can be sepa-

rated from HLLW and stored together with the rest of the

insoluble residues produced during the clarification. sto-

rage of this waste stream for several decades would elimi-

nate the major radioactivity due to 106Ru and could be used

as a resource for noble metals [7]. At that stage the sepa-

ration of Tc from Ru, Rh and Pd could be performed according
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to existing precious metal refinery techniques.

A principle advantage of this scenario is the recovery for

fUtUre generatiOnS of important mineral resources which

would be available for industrial applications. The residual
99Tc metal could be used as a target for transmutation in

HFRs or FBRs. By neutron capture 99Tc is transformed into
100Tc (15.3 s) and decays to stable 100R U .

Separation and conditioning of Np, I and Tc for reactor

irradiation.

1. Neptunium

Neptunium-237 constitutes 3% of the Pu mass which implies

that its quantitative separation (12 to 13 kg/GWe year)

requires an adaptation of the dissolution-extraction process

during reprocessing in order to avoid a dispersion of Np

throughout the different streams of the PUREX process.

After dissolution and valency adjustment of the feed solu-

tion Np is to the largest extent present as Np VI with some

unextractable Np V. By adding an oxidant (e.g. ‘2°5 in 3M

HN03) at a specific level in the extraction column behind

the extraction sections of U and Pu, a quantitative oxida-

tion to Np VI takes place and its extraction in the subse-

quent stages of the extraction column becomes possible [14].

The organic phase contains U VI, Pu IV and Np VI as TBP.N03

complexes. In order to accommodate for quantitative Np reco-

very without loss of Pu, some slight modification has to be

brought to the reference PUREX extraction cycle. But since

the generalized use of U(IV) as reductant for Pu and the

specific use of hydroxylamine nitrate as reductant for Np VI

to Np V has been adopted, easy recovery within standard

reprocessing equipment is possible [15].

The technology for transforming Np solution into Np.Al alloy

is standard for several decades [16] in the framework of the
238Pu production. However, in this case special attention

must be given to the heat problem and to the integrity of
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the irradiation capsule. The production of 238Pu was optimiz-
236

ed in cyclic irradiations to reduce the Pu contribution

and higher mass components ( 239,240 ‘“””Pu) and therefore the

residence time of each capsule was limited to a few HFR

cycles [17]. If longer irradiations~ e.g. one to several

years, in a high neutron flux are required, the capsule

design and the proper choice of the encapsulation materials

are of fundamental importance for the reactor safety.

Very large experience exists at the HFR sites which carried

out research on material testing under extreme conditions

during the past twenty years. The BR2 reactor at Mel, Bel-

gium, with a mean flux of 2.1014 n/cmz.s participated in the

actinide irradiation programmed (Ra, Acl Th) and the Transu-

ranic elements development programme. The most important

irradiations were done on the 100 g scale with RaC03.

However, for industrial programmed e.g. transmutation of Np

from fuel reprocessing into 238P U I large scale facilities

capable of irradiating 10 to 100 kg per year ought to become

available in the future. The present HFRs are not capable of

handling such large quantities.

2. Iodine-129

The transformation of iodine trapped in scrubbing liquids or

on silver zeolites into pure target material ready for irra-

diation in a HFR is much more difficult than could be expect-

ed at first glance. The elements accompanying the iodine

must be removed in order to reduce and concentrate the iodi-

ne fraction and to reduce the neutron loss due to activation

of chemical impurities.

iodine in scrubbing liquids can be removed from the scrub-

ber solution as molecular 12 by oxidative sparging;

iodine present in the AgI filter materials is very diffi-

cult to extract.

But since the bulk of the iodine is caught in the caustic

scrubbers, it is not necessary to recover this residual

amount (~ 2%).

Iodine can easily be transformed into iodate and precipitat-
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ed with Ba or Pb salts. Because of its chemical stability

and insolubility, preference should be given to Ba(103)2 as

target material which can afterwards also be used as final

storage matrix. Ba(103)2 is furthermore thermally stable

till 700”C.

The low cross-section of the neutron capture and the low

transformation yield does not impose an additional dilution

of the product in the capsule.

The elemental dilution of I in Ba(103)2 amounts to a factor

of 4, 129which means that for 1 GWe year I output a total

amount of 25 kg Ba(103)2 has to be irradiated.

During the burnup in the reactor, stable 130Xe is formed,

which has to be vented in order to reduce the internal pres-

sure in the capsule. A reliable venting system capable of

withstanding very long residence times in the reactor has to

be mounted on the capsule.

Very much attention should be paid to the temperature con-

trol of the capsule to avoid temperature excursion above

700”C which would destabilize the chemical compound and

liberate highly

3. Technetium

99Tc occurs for

corrosive iodine vapours.

50% in the insoluble residues, toaether with

Pu , noble metals and short-lived fission products ( 103RU !
106Ru) . Taking into account the high radioactivity of these

fission products, it is very difficult to carry out chemical

separations before 25 years cooling [7]. Some pyrochemical

techniques based on a leaching with liquid magnesium and

lead at temperatures of 950”C have been reported [18][19].

On the separation from HLLW no methods have been reported up

to now. A group separation together with other noble metals

might be envisaged.

In Japan work is in progress on the pyrometallurgical  separa-

tion of Ru, Rh, Pd, Tc from insoluble residues [20].

The transformation of any chemical Tc form into the very

insoluble TC02 compound or into metallic Tc is the most

obvious way to prepare irradiation targets for long duration
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irradiation in safe conditions.

The quantity of 99Tc produced by the LWR fuel irradiation

amounts to 21 kg/GWe year, such relatively large amounts

require the development of new large high flux irradiation

reactors capable of handling such large targets. Since 99TC

decays into stable 99Ru, no special requirements are imposed

on the capsule design.

Irradiation of 237Np , 129I and ‘gTc in HFR.

The transmutation of the targets discussed above cannot be

achieved in a LWR flux, because otherwise extremely long

irradiation periods are required. In a HFR with fluxes rang-

14 n/cmz/sec  the transmutation of 90% ofing from 1 to 5 10

the initial target does not seem impossible. Table II shows

the cross section and the expected transmutation yields

after the specified time periods.

Table II

Transmutation yields of 237Np , 129I and ‘9Tc in HFRs.

237Np 1291 99TC

ac (th) 170b~5 19 b (to 1301 m) 22 b

9 b (to 1 3 01 )

‘9
19mb33

RI 640 b 36 b 300 b

Irradiation Expected Transmut. Yields at 2.10 14 n cm-2s-1
time

200 days 17% 10% 18%

500 days 87% 23% 36%

1000 days 98% 41% 59%

2000 days >99.9% 65% 83%

4000 days >99.9% 88% 97%
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From these data, which do not take into account the neutron

shadowing, it is obvious that 90% 237Np transmutation can be

performed in a reasonable time. The transmutation of 1291

and ‘gTc is technically possible but requires extremely long

irradiation times (about 10 calendar years) to reach the 90%

target.

Taking into account the operational cost of HFRs and their

limited loading capacity, it is very improbable that indus-

trial scale transmutation of long-lived nuclides can be

achieved in the present generation HFRs.

However, in view of validating some concepts on representa-

tive scale and in order to confirm theoretical transmutation

yields, experimental irradiation for long periods of time in

HFRs (type BR2) could bring important information on this

subject.

The non-negligeable contribution of the epithermal flux in

the resonance capture could be optimized to improve the

yields.

Conclusions

1.

2.

From the point of view of waste management, three isoto-

pes 237Np , 129 I and 99Tc deserve particular attention

since they cannot be confined within any presently known

geological barrier. The safety assessment studies showed

that 129 I diffuses through 50 m of clay after 5000 years

and creates a radiological burden which is superior to

the other nuclides. 99Tc and 237Np emerge much later

(million years) but cannot be confined in the repository.

Separation of 237Np is already envisaged by the reprocess-

ing plants and small modifications to the PUREX process

permit to separate this nuclide quantitatively. However,

the overall Np reduction factor cannot be higher than 3

to 4 because 237Np is formed by alpha-decay of 241m

which is immobilized in the glass. The irradiation tech-

nology to transmute 237Np into 238Pu is available.
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3. Iodine is separated from the dissolver off-gases in the

reference fuel cycle and could be transformed into a

stable Ba(103)2 matrix which can serve as irradiation
1291matrix to destroy .

4. Technetium is produced as insoluble residue and occurs in

the waste streams together with Ru, Rh and Pd. It’s reco-

very is still questionable and needs further developments.

5. Irradiation of small targets in HFRs can lead to a 90%

transmutation of these long-lived isotopes but the irra-

diation periods (particularly for
129 I) are very 10ng.

The present HFR generation is not designed to handle

large amounts of long-lived radionuclides  and new more

powerful units ought to be designed for that purpose.
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System-immanent Long-lived Radioisotope
Transmutation

L. Koch

Commission of the European Communities, European Institute for Transuranium

Elements, Postfach  2340, 7500 Karlsruhe,  Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The Institute for Transuranium Elements of the Joint Research Center at Karlsruhe

has been involved in the study of minor actinides for about twenty years. Facilities

exist to prepare and analyse the material properties of MA - containing targets

prior to or after irradiation.

The past studies related to MA partitioning and transmutation were aimed at

recycling MA’s in the presently developed nuclear power stations: LWR and/or FR.

Long-lived radionuclides such as 99Tc and 1Z91 need higher neutron fluxes than

those available in nuclear power stations to achieve short transmutation times.

The ongoing research is focused on the need for a broader knowledge of basic

thermodynamic and chemophysical  data primarily for the design of MA -, 1- and

Tc - containing targets and to evaluate newly proposed extractants for

partitioning under “hot” conditions.
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Introduction

In the European Institute for Transuranium  Elements, advanced fuels for fast

reactors have been developed and tested over the last 25 years. In the 70’s, minor

actinide (Np, Am) containing mixed oxide fuels were designed and successfully

irradiated in fast reactors: KNK II and Phenix [1, 2]. The composition of the fuel

covered the homogeneous as well as the heterogeneous recycle of minor

actinides (see table 1). The advantage of such fuels would have been an increased

energy generation of about 4 VO which would compensate for the extra fuel

make-up costs, increase the breeding ratio and prolong burn-up reactivity [3,10].

A recent study showed that the changes in the void and Doppler effect are

acceptable from the safety point of view [4].

Tab. 1: Irradiation Experiments with Different Minor
Actinide  Fuels

Fuel type I Reactor I Status

(U.7S pLJ.25 NP.02)  01.97 I I
(U.73PU.25241Am.02) 01.97 irradiation

KNK II
NpOZ completed

(241Am.5 lJ.5) 01.92 I I
(U.77 Pu.21 Np.02) 01.97 I I
(U.77 PU.M 241 Am.02) 01.97 irradiation

PHENIX
(Np.45 U.55) 02.00 completed

(Np.2241Am.2 U.6)01.95 I I

When this work was initiated in the seventies the economic aspect of minor

actinides was more important than the recently discussed ecological advantages

of partitioning and transmutation schemes. Since then the introduction of fast

breeder reactors has been postponed for at least 40 years. Under these changed

circumstances we felt it necessary to reexamine all options of the transmutation

of long-lived radionuclides. Hence a workshop was organized by the Institute in

October 1989 [5] to assess the technical feasibility of the proposed transmutation

procedures. A review of this workshop has been given [6].
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System-immanent RecYclinq of Long-lived Radionuclides

For a convincing ecological transmutation scheme other radionuclides  as well as

the minor actinides have to be considered. Not only the easily migrating

monovalent cation of pentavalent neptunium (NPOZ +) (and hence its parent

nuclide,  zdlAm)  have to be considered but also other monovalent ions of the

fission products, the most prominent of which are the anions of 12$V (l-) and 99Tc

(Tc04-).

So far the recycling of plutonium in the so-called self-generated mode has been

introduced for LWR [7]. The other nuclides mentioned above show a very

different behaviour when recycled in the thermal neutron spectrum of a PWR

(see table 2). The transmutation half-lives of Z37NP and z41Am are acceptable

with 4.3 and 0.9 years respectively. However the underlying process is neutron

capture leading finally to 238Pu and Z4ZPU which when recycled together with the

self- generated plutonium would worsen its handling properties due to enhanced

neutron radiation by the spontaneous fission of 23SPU. On the other hand it

would denature the plutonium helping to prevent a misuse of the fissile material.

The table refers to an unloaded spent fuel of a PWR fuel initially enriched with

3.5 % 23SU. In the case of self-generated Pu recycling, the amount 2dsAm will be

enhanced by a factor of 25 [7]. The recycling of this nuclide produces mainly
2dQCm.  When  244Crn is recycled in a thermal neutron spectrum, which is known as

a strong neutron emitter, zszCf builds up significantly, thus making the handling

of the spent fuel almost impossible. For this reason 2ddCm should not be fed back

to LWR power stations but rather be burnt in the harder neutron spectra of fast

reactors.

In order to transmute the two fission products 99Tc and 1291 in a reasonable time

period a thermal neutron flux of about 1015 n/cm-2 see-l would be needed.

Reactors of this type have only been developed for research purposes, but they

would be the best means of transmuting these nuclides. Fast reactors though,

having a higher neutron flux, are not efficient because of the correspondingly

lower neutron capture cross-sections of the fission products.

Instead of recycling Np and Am in a LWR they could be recycled together with Cm

in fast reactors. This second option of system-immanent minor actinide  recycling

would be valid for a wide deployment of fast reactors and correspond to our

earlier concepts of advanced fast reactor fuels [81.
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Tab. 2: Long-living Radiotoxic Nuclides in PWR

(33 GWth d/t, initial 235U = 3.2 w/o, 3 x 1013 n s-l cm-z)

99Tc 1291 237Np 241Am 243Am 244Cm

Discharge

Concentration [g/t] 780 170 440 67 84 24

Halflives  [y]

Tota I 12 35 4.3 0.88 9.2 13.1

Capture 12 35 4.3 8.7/0.98 9.2 53

Fission >104 230 >104 610

Decay > 1 0 5  > 1 0 7  >106 4 3 3 >103 18

Research and Development for the System-immanent Recyclinq of
Minor Actinides

There exists some know-how on how to recycle Np in light-water reactors since

this nuclide was a source of Z3SPU used in pacemakers. The recycling of Am in

light- water reactors is difficult because of the high resonance shielding of zdzAm.

Earlier irradiation tests show that the burn-up in the outer region of the fuel is so

strong that the material embrittles  [9]. Therefore new concepts must be

developed which would e.g. consist of annular fuels. The development of Am -

and Np - containing fast reactor fuels has been mentioned above. The two fuel

compositions cover the extreme cases of self-generated recycling with 2 ‘A minor

actinides and the heterogeneous concept with up to 50 ‘A of minor actinides.

Concentrations in between have to be tested, since they exhibit additional

advantages for reactor operation [4, 10, 11]. Cm - containing fast reactor fuels

have not so far been tested. If the concentration of this element is kept in the

permille range no major changes in the irradiation behaviour of the fuel is

expected. However the handling properties of such a material will require heavier

shielding during fuel make-up.
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Apart from the need to develop high-thermal-flux reactors the corresponding

targets for the transmutation of Tc and I have to be designed. Such reactors

would transmutate Np and Am 10 times faster than LWR’S and therefore the

recycle of MA’s in such reactors must be considered too. It should be recalled that

the concentrations of Np and Am are of the same order asTc and 1 (see table 2). In

a high neutron flux the fission of 238NP will contribute significantly to the

transmutation process.

in order to design the needed new fuels required for thermal reactors and/or

improve those for fast reactors, more basic data of the thermal physical

behaviour and material properties are needed. So far our studies have

concentrated on the phase diagrams of americium oxides [12], neptunium oxides

[13] and on a limited sector of the quaternary oxides of Am - Np - U -0 relevant to

the fuels described above. To assess the compatibility of mixed oxides with

sodium the Gibb’s free energy was determined [14] and the thermal conductivity

over a temperature range from 600 OC to 2000 OC measured [15]. This

information, together with known data, were sufficient to predict the irradiation

behaviour of minor actinide fuels. For more comprehensive future studies

however, a broader data base will be needed. Such studies (see table 3) are

envisaged at present and have to some extent been started.

Tab. 3: MA - related Research

Basic Research
● Integral neutron cross-sections
● Thermodynamic data
● Chemophysical data

Applied Research
● Simulation experiments
● Characterisation of targets
● Fabrication of targets
● Irradiation experiments
● Partitioning studies
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There is a common problem for all transmutation options concerning the

partitioning of minor actinides from high level waste. The various processes are

only capable of separating the Ianthanide and actinide groups together [16].

Recently a new derivative of phosphine oxide (TRPO)  was compared in its

extraction properties to the chemical of the TRUEX process: CMPO [17]. The

synthesis of other compounds however may lead to more specific separations. In

the USSR a process based on Carbolyle has been developed, which achieves the

Ianthanide  / actinide separation in a single extraction process [18]. A comparative

“hot” test of the newly proposed partitioning scheme should be made on a lab

scale as outlined under [17] for TRPO.

Conclusion

The recycling of long-lived radionuclides in existing nuclear power stations and

the development of a high-thermal-flux reactor offer the possibility of

transmuting such nuclides into short-lived or stable elements. When compared to

more advanced transmutation procedures such as minor actinide burner [19] or

neutron spallation  sources [20, 21], one finds that system-immanent recycling

would require less research and development effort. The needs for partitioning

are unchanged.
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ABSTRACT

One of the techniques of minor actinides  transmutation is to recycle these nuclides  into fission reactors.
Two concepts of a minor actinides  burner reactor with very hard neutron energy spectrum as well as very
high neutronjlux  me discussed. The fuel cycle facilities for these burner reactors am assessed to discuss the
technical feasibili~  of these reactors. Transmutation of minor actinide in burner reactors is compared with
those in power reaztors from the viewpoint of the reactor physics and the @el cycle.

Introduction

Nuclear transmutation of long-lived nuclides into shorter-lived nuclides is an attractive option which
may alleviate the burden of geologic disposal scenario.

Various methods of transmutation have &en proposed. One of the most practical method is to recycle
minor actinides  into fission reactors. Of the choices for potential transmutation in fission reactors, we have
been proposing the concept of minor actinide burner fast reactors(ABR).’’’’3  ’4) Since most of minor actinides
such as Np-237, Am-241, Am-243, Cm-244 (hereafter referred as MA) m fissionable with fission threshold
in several hundred keV range and capture cross sections of these nuclides rapidly decrease with neutron
energy higher than this energy region, ABR with very hard neutron energy spectrum and high neutron flux
will ke useful for efficient and effective transmutation of minor actinides.  The combination of a partitioning
facility, an ABR and a final repository for thereby generated shorter-lived waste nuclides  forms a high-level
radioactive waste (HLW) management park in which troublesome HLW will be contained and electricity is
generated from MA fission as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Previous studies have shown the feasibility of minor actinide transmutation in a power reactor such as
LWR or LMFBR.5) In these reactors, however, neutron spectra are rather too soft for M4 to directly undergo
fission. In LWR, these nuclides  undergo fission mostly after one or two neutron capture, for example,
Np-237 undergoes fission as Pu-239. Even in LMFBR, the fraction of neutron of which energy is higher
than M4 fission threshold is too srnaU for effective fission of MA.

In this paper, the design study of technically feasible ABR with the hardest possible neutron spectrum
and the highest possible neutron flux is briefly discussed. MA transmutation in these ABRs ae compared
with those in power reactors.

Designing of Higher Actinide Burner Reactors

In this design study, the fuel property and the thermal hydraulic analyses together with the nuclear
analysis wem carried out to obtain a model of actinide burner reactors with the very hard neutron spectrum as
well as the very high neutron flux.

The guidelines for designing ABR m as follows;
- the major fuel material is MA,
- maximum core power density is attainable within the maximum allowable temperature limits of fuel

and cladding,
- bumup reactivity swing is less than 3% ~ k/k per cycle,
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- power flattening,
- the hardest possible core averaged neutron spectrum,
- long fhel residence cycle length within the maximum allowable neutron irradiation of cladding

material.

The composition of NM generated in PWR was calculated using JENDL-2 library and SRAC-FPGS
bumup calculation code system for LWR. In Table 1, the M4 composition used in this study is shown.

Two types of ABR design were obtained, namely Na cooled MA alloy fuel ABR(M-ABR) and He
cooled M4 particle fuel ABR(P-ABR).  lle details of these ABR designing m described elsewhere. 4’6’7’s)

Na cooled MA alloy fuel ABR(M-ABR)

The concept of metal fuel with Na cooling is attractive to design a hard neutron s~ctrum  reactor with
high-metal density and low contents of light elements. In this design study, a fuel concept of pin-bundle fuel
assembly without wrapper-tube is chosen with tk intention to reduce ti concentration of intermediate
weight elements which cause neutron spectrum softening. The other advantage of metal fuel is compacmess
of fuel cycle facilities when a pyrochemical reprocessing is applied, similar to that of IFR concept. 9)

Ex~rimental  M4 data of fuel property required for designing ABR fuel are very scarce. Those data
which w not measumd include,

- density and melting point as function of alloy composition,
- eutectics  with cladding material,
- thermal conductivity at high temperature.

Theoretically estimated data were used in designing a M4 fuel. The followings m the result of the
estimation,

1) Np and Am rue not mutually soluble similar to U-rart earths systems,
2) to improve low melting point of MA metal, e.g.640  t of Np, MA element m to be alloyed with

thermal diluent,
3) Y would be an ideal thermal diluent  for Am and Cm,
4) solidus  of Np could be raised by alloying with Zr,
5) existence of Pu would not significantly affect the solidus  of alloys.
The present design of ABR is based on two alloy systems, namely, Np-(Pu)-Zr and Am-Cm-(Pu)-Y.  In

these alloys, Pu is added because of two reasons; 1) to reduce critical mass; k. of Np, Am and Cm
composition of Table 1 is 1.6 when tk volume ratio of coolant to fuel is 0.7. The addition of thermal diluent
of Zr and Y by 10wt % of MA causes 0.2%k. reduction, 2) to compensate for ~activity  gain of MA
transmutation; conversion of NP-237 to Pu-238, Am-231 to Am-232m introduces significant reactivity gain
and this is to be compensated with bumup reactivity loss of Pu.

The fuel concept of M-ABR is shown in Fig.2.

He cooled MA ~article  bed ABR(P-ABR  )

Thermal conductivity and solidus temperature m the limiting factors for the bumup mte of metallic MA
fuel. Thermal conductivity of MA alloys will be lower than U based alloys. Therefore, the pmticle  bed
reactor concept was applied as an alternative ABR, which has & high efficiency in heat transfer since small
particle size produces a large heat transfer surface per volume. ‘“) The bed of coated fuel particle contained in
double concentric porous frits is directly cooled by helium. The fiel particle is a microsphere of MA nitride of
1 mm diameter which is coated with a retlactory  material such as TiN, In a cold fuel concept, the fuel
temperature is to be kept lower than one third of its melting point to reduce mass transport. Reduced mass
transport wili result in smaller swelling and gas release. Therefore, thickness of coating layer can be
minimized to give large heavy metal density to establish hard neutron spectrum in a core.
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The fuel concept of P-ABR is shown in Fig. 3. The fuel kernel is homogeneous mixture of Pu and MA
nitride. The heterogeneous ~cycling  of M4 is also applicable with the particle fuel where one type of fuel
kernel is made of Pu nitride and the other is made of MA nitride. Homogeneous mixture of & two types of
fuel particles forms the homogeneous core. @ the contrary, ink case of pin type fuel, the heterogeneous
recycling where MA is concentrated in special fuel pins or fuel assemblies may be favorable from the point of
fiel handling but bring the singularity problem in k neutron field.

Desi~ning  of A BR plant &fuel cycle facilities

Conceptual design studies of M-ABR plant and its fuel cycle facilities were also carried out to assess
the feasibility of ABR concept. These studies were performed by h reactor plant manufacturers under k
contracts with JAERL In Fig. 4, the ABR plant consisting of 6 modules of M-ABR is shown. In this plant,
300kg of M4 generated in about 11 units of 3000MWt-PWR undergo fission yearly and 400MW electricity
is generated. In this study, thepyrochemical  reprocessing of spent MA fuel and the injection casting of MA
alloy slug were chosen as the basic procedures of MA fuel cycle facilities. With these processes, the facilities
wiU be compact and can be placed close to ABR plant.

The estimated amount of M4 handling in these facilities is only 16kg of MA, 3 .3kg of fission products
and 70kg of cladding material etc. per day for one unit of 1020MWt ABR plant.

Characteristics of ABRs designed

The reactor core design parametem of M-ABR and P-ABR at their equilibrium state m shown in Tables
2 and 3, respectively. Comparison of core averaged neutron spectra is shown in Fig. 5. In this figure,
neutron spectrum of MOX fuel LMFBR is also shown for comparison. Significantly hard neutron spectra
established in ABRs m obvious.

In these ABRs, Pu is mixed ordy in the initial fuel and in tk latter fuel Fu is not added from h outside
but Pu converted from NP-237 is not removed from the spent fuel. Necessity of Pu is explained in the
previous section for M-ABR.

In Table 4, the transmutation-related reactor characteristics ae compared between two types of ABRs
together with a thermal and fast reactors. Ink M-AJ3R, t.k magnitude of neutron flux is rather low as
opposed to the initial attempt to design a ~actor with the highest possible neutron flux. This is due to the Iow
melting point and low thermal conductivity of M4 alloy. @ k contrary ,in the P-ABR owning to k good
heat removal characteristics of a piuticle  fuel, the neutron flux of the is very high and this results in tk higher
transmutation and bumup rates than the M-ABR even though both ABRs have the sirnikw  hardness of the
neutron spectrum.

One of the significant difference inthe reactor performance of the ABRs from ti power reactors is that
the fuel residence cycle of ABRs is limited by neutron fluence,  not by bumup mctivity  loss as it is the case
for normal reactors. This is due to the fact that in ABRs, the neutron spectrum is very hard and the bumup
reactivity swing is small as the result of compensation of bumup reactivity loss by reactivity gain from h
conversion of MA to fissionable material (eg Np to Pu, Am-241 to Am242/Am-242m).

l%e M-ABR and a MOX-FBR have the similar magnitude of neutron flux but the former has the higher
bumup mte than a MOX-FBR because of its harder neutron spectrum.

The small doppler reactivity coefllcient  and the small delayed neutron fraction m k disadvantage of
ABRs in h turn.mt design. The former is due to the lack of U-238 in a core and to the very hard neutron
spectrum. The latter is due to the small delayed neutron fraction of NP-237 and Am than those of U and Pu.
These small reactivity coefficients may be increased by addition of U with the little sacrifice of tk spectrum
hardness.

The outlet temperature of Na coolant in Fig. 4 is only 430 ‘C. Under tis moderate temperature
condition, tk life-time of k reactor will be as long as 50 to 60 years.
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Comparkon of MA transmutation in ABRs and in power reactors

Transmutation r-de and burnup  ra&e

The efficiency of a transmutation system has been usually discussed using tk transmutation rate
defined as a ratio of weight of MA which undergoes fission and capture to that of initial loading of M4 per
unit time. This transmutation rate, however, is not a good index to discuss transmutation effectiveness
because the aim of transmutation is the conversion of long-lived nuclides  to shorter-lived or stable nuclides
and because fission, not capture, is a ml transmutation ~action  for long-lived MA. Therefore, the burnup
tie of MA is the @ index of the transmutation effectiveness and efficiency.

‘Ihe difference between the transmutation mte and the bumup  rate is lhe generation mte of much heavier
M4 than the initial M4 loaded. This genemtion  rates m much higher in power reactors than in ABRs
especially in U-PWR because of large capture cross section of Np-237 and small fission cross section of
daughter nuclides Po-238 in power reactors. When the conversion of NP-237 to PO is acceptable as the
transmutation, the transmutation rates of FBRs ae comparable to or higher than those of ABRs (Table 4). Pu
in the tmnsmutation  chain of Np-237, however, is mostly Pu-238 and these Pu is not favorable one from the
fuel cycle and naetor  physics view point.

The bumup  rate per fuel residence cycle is an index for the transmutation effectiveness. When this mte
is small, MA fuel has to be recycled many times repeatedly and the number of ex-core ~atment of
MA+ontained  spent fuel is increasing . This wilt decnmse the effectiveness of M4 transmutation because of
the increasing loss of NM into the open fuel cycle.

The bumup  rate per year is also an important index of the transmutation et%ciency  because a given
amount of MA should be fissioned within a given time period. When tk bumup mte per fuel residence cycle
is high and the bumup rate per year is low, such system is transmutation effective but is not efficient and
larger number of such systems ae required for transmutation of a given amount of MA. In Table 4, while
them is not much difference in the bumup rate per cycle between ABRs and power reactors except for
MOX-FBR, the bumup  rate per year of P-ABR is significantly larger than those of M-ABR and power
reactors because of its large magnitude of neutron flux together with the hard neutron spectrum.

Difference of transmutation between a fast svectrum and a thermal suectrurn

The difference of M4 transmutation between a fast reactor and a thermal wictor is shown in Table 5 for
Np-237 and in Table 6 for Am-241. In Tables 5a and 5b, Np-237 fission and caphue me compared
respectively between M-ABR, FBR and PWR. In the calculation for these tables, Np-237 is irradiated for 20
cycles (one cycle consists of 300 days irradiation and 3 years cooling) and between cycles only fission
products i-m removed. lhe residual Np-237 and higher aetinides  generated from Np-237 m xtirradiated.  In
the M-ABR, the most of fission occurs as Np-237 and Pu-238 while in an U-PWR, the most of fission
occurs as Po-239 and Pu-241 after the multiple neutron captures in Np-237. In Table 5b, the signit3cam
difference in the generation of Am and Cm between M-ABR and U-PWR is shown after 20 cycles irradiation
of Np-237. In Table 6, the same trend of transmutation of Am-241 is shown.

In brief, the most pmt of fission threshold nuclides  such as Np-237, Am-Ml directly undergoes fission
in a fast reactor while in a thermal reactor, such nuclides undergoes one or more neutron capture first  and
undergoes fission afterwards (see Fig. 6).

Half-lives of MA in a thermal and a fast reactor

In order to discuss & speed of transmutation, we often use & fission hti-life  or k transmutation
half-life defined W,

T=ln2/ IS # ,
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a , for fission, and a. for ransmutation  half life, respectively.
‘Ihese hale-lives, however, m not k adequate indexes of the transmutation speed especially for a thermal

reactor. In a thermal reactor, the fast fission of minor actinides is very small and they undergo fission as the
daughter nuclides  such as Pu-239 formed from Np-237 or Am-232,-232m formed from Am-241 as
illustrated in Tables 5, 6 and Fig. 6. The fission half-life does not take into account these fissions of the
daughter nuclides. Therefore, we introduced & effective fission half-life defined as k time interval ~quired
for one-half of a given amount of minor actinides to undergo fission directly as the original nuclides and
fission as k daughter nuclides  in a transmutation chain.

In Table 7, half-lives of minor actinide nuclides  and rnixtm of which composition shown in Table 1 m
compared between a thermal reactor and ABRs. In a thermal reactor, tk effective fission half-lives of NW m
significantly shorter than the conventional fission half-lives, which means that most of fission occurs in the
latter pan of k transmutation chain. ti h contrary, in ABRs the difference between two kinds of half-lives
is datively small in ABRs because the most of fission takes place at tk initial or tk second isotopes in the
transmutation chain.

Comparing the effective fission half-lives in a thermal reactor and those of ABRs, we can conclude that
them is not much difference in the transmutation efficiency or speed between a thermal reactor and the ABRs
of very hard neutron spectrum. This conclusion is quite diffenmt  from the previous ones which m based on
the comparison of the conventional fission half-lives. In Fig. 7, the transmutation speed of various nsactors
tue shown.

One of the problem of the MA transmutation in a thermal flux is t.k genemtion of much heavier MA.
This is easily understood when the production of Cf-252 in a high flux thermal reactor is walled.  In Tables
5b and 6b, significantly lager amount of Cm production from Np or Am in a thermal reactor than in a fast
~actor  is shown. The amount of Cm generated from NP-237 is mom than 100 times larger in a PWR than in
an ABR or a FBR. This large amount of heavier M4 genemtion  in a thermal reactor will cause the problem
for the fuel cycle facilities. The effect of M4 addition was estimated for the case of U fuel PWR. In this
estimation, 0.2wt% of heavy metal is replaced with the M4 of Table 1 composition and the fuel bumup is
33000MWd/ton of HM. In Table 8, & amount of MA, a -activity and neutron emission of spent fuel m
compaed between a normal fuel and a 0.2~0 M4 added fuel. The increase of Bk and Cf genemtion in 0.2V0
MA fuel is significant 500 to 700 times higher than in a normal fuel). The absolute amount of these nuclides
are negligible but they am. very strong a and neutron emitters. The a -activity of a 0.2% M4 fuel is 4.6 times
higher and neutron emission is 7 times higher. Even in a fresh U-fuel, only 0.2% addition of M4 cause
1,000 to 10,000 ti higher decay heat, neutron and y-ray emission than k normal fresh fuel. As a result,
only 0.2% addition of MA to a PWR fuel will cause the design change of U-fuel facilities for the decay-heat
removal and mdiation  shielding.

The effect of M4 addition to MOX fuel was also calculated. 0.5% addition of MA to a fresh MOX fuel
of 6.570 Pu content results in the incnase by 20 to 4(F7o of decay-heat and y -ray emission and 50 times
higher neutron emission.

From these facts, we can conclude that thermal ~actors  including MOX fiel  thermal reactors m not
adequate devices for the MA transmutation.

Difference of MA transmutation in the A BR and uower reactors

lhe most favorable feature of the ABR for the MA transmutation is the confinement of MA in one site
of a HLW management center as illustrated in Fig. 4. For the handling of a M4 concentrated fuel, the remote
operation, heavy radiation shielding and suf%cient decay-heat removal ate necessitated. These special design
is requhed only for those in tk HLW management center and the design change of tk normal fuel cycle
facilities is not needed.
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@ the contrary, when power reactors m used for the transmutation, M4 contained fuel has to be
transported to the xeactor sites all over k country. This wide spread of troublesome M4 throughout k
country may cause the problem. Also, some de~e of design change will be needed for the most of the fuel
cycle facilities and the fuel transport casks. In the ABR scenario, the heavily equipped design for handling
MA is ~qutid  only for h limited number of the facilities in the HLW management center and these facilities
zue compact because of& dry process. Thus, the economics of MA transmutation will be mo~ favorable to
tk ABR concept than to power reactors.

The efforts and resources ~quired for M4 transmutation march and development will be larger for the
ABR than for power reactors. These efforts and resources, however, can be ~garded as those needed fork
better understanding of MA. These efforts may lead to the new frontiers of nuclear technology and provide
the chance to develop a much better nuclear energy system.

From the fuel cycle point of view, it seems to be not adequate to use thermal reactors including a
MOX-fuel LWR for the MA transmutation as already mentioned in the previous section. l%erefom, FBRs aR
k candidate power ~ctors  for the MA transmutation but their MA burnup rate is low (Table 4) because of
their mther softer neutron spectra than those of ABRs and of their rather lower conversion rates of threshold
nuclides  to fissionable nuclides  than those of thermal reactors.

Conclusions

Two types of ABR me designed. In these burner reactors, MA bumup rates per cycle m 17-18% of
the initial MA and these am significantly higher than those of 5-6% in power reactors. Bumup mte per year
is highest in P-ABR which has the highest neutron flux and tk hardest neutron spectrum among those
reactors studied. In designing an ABR, a hard neutron spectrum is most important when k high bumup
speed is not important. When the high bumup speed is required, large magnitude of neutron flux is needed at
the slight sacfilce of neutron spectrum hardness.

The small doppler reactivity coefficient and delay neutron fraction of the current ABRs is less favorable
to the reactor safety but these can be improved by addition of U with the slight sacrifice of the neutron
hardness.

From the reactor physics point of view, the ABR and& thermal rector m more favorable to MA
fission than tk FBR. The thermal reactor including the MOX-LWR, however, is not acceptable as the M4
transmutation device from the fuel cycle point of view because of the generation of much heavier actinides
such as Cf-252.

The ABR concept will enable the confinement of troublesome M4 in one closed site of a HLW
management center. The combination of an ABR and a dry process in k fuel cycle facilities will provide a
compact and economic MA transmutation cycle. From the economics and safety view point, the confinement
of MA is desirable.
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Table 1 Minor Actinides  generated
per year in a 3410MWt-PWR

(calculated using JENDL-2
data and SRAC-FPGS code)

Nuclide Weight(kg) Fraction(%)

“7NP 14.5 56.2
‘41AIII 6.82 26.4
‘“Am 3.1 12.0
‘4aCm O. 008 0.03
‘“cm 1.32 5.11
‘“Cm 0.072 0.28

Total 25.8 100.0

Burnup of Fuel : 33000MwD/MT
Cooling before Reprocessing : 3 years
Interval between Reprocessing

and Partitioning : 5 years
Recovery of U and Pu : 100 %
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Table 2 Na-cooled TRU metal fuel burner reactor (M-ABR)
Design parameter

Table 3 He-cooled particle fuel TRU burner reactor (P-ABR)
Design parameter

Fuel concept
Material inner core

outer core
Core height, cm

radius, cm
TRU initial loading, kg 28’Np

Am and Cm
Pu

pin-bundle
Np-22Pu-20Zr’)
AmCm-35Pu-5Y’)

IC:34.O  0C:26.1Z)
1C:32.3 0C:43.6

255
199
212

Reactor power, MWth 170
Power density, MW/m’ average, BOC IC:978 0C:961 BLK:42

maximum, BOC IC:1279 0C:1250
Linear power density, kW/m average, BOC IC:34 0C:34

maximum, BOC IC:45 0C:44
Fuel temperature’), “C maximum IC:834 OC:809
Clad temperature’), “C maximum IC:517 0C:484
Coolant material Sodium
Coolant velocity, m/s 8

ti~ Inlet temperature, “C 300
Outlet temperature(hot channel), ‘C IC:484 0C:446

(core average), “C 430
Total neutron flux, 10’’n/cm’.sec IC:4.1 0C:3.4
N e u t r o n  fluence (E>O. lMev),  10z’n/cm2 IC:2.2 OC:l.7
Core averaged mean neutron energy, keV IC:766 0C:785
Reactivity (%Ak/k)

Burnup swing/cycle -2.7
Na-void reactivity/core 2.52
Doppler reactivity/core -0.01

Kinetic parameters
,19 eff 1.55X 1O-’
!J ,, SW 6. 84x10-’

Cycle length’), full-power days 730
TRU burnup, %/cycle IC:19.O  0C:16.3
1) After 2nd cycle, only NP or Am,Cm to be added.
2) lC: Inner Core, OC:Outer  Core, BKT:Blanket
3) Melting point of fuel (predicted) 900”C
4) Max. allowable temp. of cladding (HT-9) 650”C
5) Fuel irradiation time

Fuel concept coated particle
Particle diameter, mm 1.47
Fuel material (66NpAmCm-34Pu)  I.oN1. o’)
Coating material TiN

Core height, cm 60
radius, cm 74

TRU initial loading, kg
“7NP 765
Am and Cm 598

Pu 702
Total 2065

Reactor power, MWth 1200
Power density, MW/m8 ave./max. 1240/2179
Coolant material Helium

Total flow, kg/s 1088
Inlet pressure, MPa 10
Pressure drop, kPa 13

Fuel temperature’), “C, max. 722
Frit temperature’), “C, max. 560
Coolant temperature, “C inlet/outlet, max. 127/340 ,.
Neutron flux, 10’Bn/cm’”see 8.4
Core averaged mean neutron energy, keV 743
Cycle length’), full-power days 300
Burnup reactivity swing, %Ak/k -2.4
TRU burnup P er cycle, % 17.3
1) After 2nd cycle, only Np, Am,Cm to be added.
2) Max. allowable temp. of fuel 727°C (+ of M.P. 3000K)
3) Max. allowable temp. of frit (HT-9) 650”C
4) Fuel irradiation time



Table 4 Comparison of MA transmutation in various reactors

output (MWt)

Cycle lengthz) (FPD)

Core averaged
Fast neutron flux (X1O1’)

Mean neutron energy (keV)

MA loaded (kg)

MA trasrnutation  rate’)(%/cycle)

(%/year)

MA burnup rate’) (%/cycle)

(%/year)

MA burnup/reactor (kg/year)

MA generated’) (kg/year)

Net MA burnup (kg/year)

MA burnup (kg/lGWt  “year)

MAi) Burner Reactors \ Power Reactors
t

M-ABR P-ABR : U-PWR MOX-FBR LMR

170 1200

730’) 300’ )

3.6 8.4

780 750

666 2065

26.0 25.3

10.7 25.3

17.8 17.2

7.3 17.2

49 355
- - - - - -

49 355

3410

8504)

0.37

thermal

180’)

54.1

19.1

15.0

5.3

9.5

26

-16.5

2600 2632

7504) 9004)

3.3 5.0

480 490

14505) 1200’ )

27.6 38.7

11.0 12.9

9.4 16.8

3.8 5.6

55 67

35 30

20 37
I

287 296 : -4.8 7.7 14

1) MA; mixture of minor actinides such as Np, Am,Cm
2) Fuel irradiation time
3) Fluence limited
4) Burnup limited
5) Concentration of MA in fuel; 0.2% for U-PWR. 5% for MOX-FBR and LMR

6) MA transmutation rate = MA(BOC)  -  MA(EOC)
MA(BOC)

7) MA burnup rate =
MA fissioned

MA (BOC)
8) MA generated from fuel,ie U and Pu
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Table 5a ‘“NP Fission
(unit:% of initial 2’7NP)

Flux Cycle Cumulative Fissioned asR e a c t O r  (X ~olg) No.
Fission NP-237 Pu-238 Pu-239 Pu(O+l) Am Cm

1 6.1 5.64 0.49 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
M-ABR 4.1 10 55.0 32.1 18.6 3.22 0.08 <0.01 <0.01

20 82.8 40.0 30.9 8.20 0.41 0.01 <0.01

1 13.2 10.6 2.4 0.13 <0.01 <0.01 (0. 01
P-ABR 8.4 10 87.1 35.0 36.9 12.1 1.01 0.02 <0.01

20 98.6 36.1 41.0 15.5 2.20 0.09 0.02

1 3.4 2.80 0.57 0.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
MOX-FBR 3.3 10 44.0 15.1 21.4 6.24 0.22 <0.01 <0.01

20 74.7 18.1 35.1 15.9 1.26 0.04 <0.01

1 1.8 0.41 0.24 0.70 0.03 <0.01 <0.01
U-PWR 0.37 10 65.1 1.61 5.35 39.4 13.9 0.26 0.38

20 91.6 1.71 6.70 51.4 21.2 0.47 2.05

One cycle ; 300 days irradiation and 3 years cooling

Table 5b 2’7NP Capture
(unit:%  of initial 2’7Np)

Flux Cycle Residual Capture to
Reactor (XlOIK)  No. Actinide U NP-237 Pu-238 Pu-239 Am cm

1 93.9 0.02 87.1 6.54 0.16 <0.01 <0.01
M-ABR 4.1 10 45.0 2.94 24.9 13.7 3.17 <0.01 <0.01

20 17.2 3.40 6.21 4.91 2.05 0.02 <0.01

1 86.8 0.05 71.3 14.3 0.90 <0.01 <0.01
P-ABR 8.4 10 12.9 1.74 3.23 4.40 2.33 0.03 <0.01

20 1.4 0.53 0.13 0.21 0.17 0.02 <0.01

1 96.6 0.04 85.1 11.0 0.37 <0.01 <0.01
MOX-FBR 3.3 10 56.0 5.22 20.0 22.2 7.12 0.03 <0.01

20 25.3 6.34 4.06 7.61 4.55 0.15 0.01

1 98.2 0.07 75.8 19.9 1.87 <0.01 <0.01
U-PWR 0.37 10 34.8 4.43 6.36 14.4 2.92 0.82 1.59

20 8.3 2.29 0.58 1.80 0.38 0.33 1.73

One cycle ; 300 days irradiation and 3 years cooling
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Table 6a ‘“Am Fission
(unit:% of initial “’Am)

Flux Cycle Cumulative Fissioned as
R e a c t o r  (X ~o~~)  ~o. Fission Pu-238 Pu-239  Pu(O+1+2) Am-241 Am(2+3) Cm

1 5.4 0.13 <0.01 0.03 4.74 0.28 0.18
M-ABR 3.3 10 52.4 13.8 2.18 1.68 23.6 8.73 1.11

20 79.0 23.2 6.09 3.94 27.5 13.0 1.53

1 13.7 0.78 0.03 0.20 9.95 1.49 1.09
P-ABR 8.4 10 86.9 26.6 8.98 5.36 25.7 13.5 4.68

20 96.5 28.5 10.9 8.15 25.9 14.0 5.67

1 3.4 0.18 <0.01 0.03 2.63 0.33 0.19
MOX-FBR 3.3 10 46.5 17.1 5.04 1.67 11.9 8.21 1.86

20 73.9 26.7 12.4 4.37 13.3 11.0 2.25

1 7.8 0.19 0.46 0.04 0.65 6.07 0.36
U-PWR 0.37 10 74.9 4.58 34.6 16.1 1.01 10.5 5.16

20 91.6 5.00 38.5 21.9 1.02 10.7 9.09

One cycle ; 300 days irradiation and 3 years cooling

Table 6b ‘“Am Capture
(unit:% of initial “’Am)

Flux Cycle Residual Capture to
‘eactor (x 10’S)  N o . Actinide U Pu-238  Pu(9+O) Pu-242  Am-241 Am(2+3) Cm

1 94.6 <0.01 2.78 0.05 1.39 84.2 2.41 3.70
M-ABR 3.3 10 46.7 2.86 12.5 3.09 5.17 16.9 3.84 1.02

20 19.6 3.52 4.36 2.76 3.70 2.85 1.28 0.49

1 86.2 0.02 6.52 0.31 3.40 62.6 4.67 8.95
P-ABR 8.4 10 11.6 1.33 2.36 2.52 2.76 0.86 0.72 0.85

20 1.9 0.35 0.07 0.46 0.57 0.03 0.10 0.25

1 96.6 0.01 4.69 0.12 2.32 80.8 2.27 6.25
MOX-FBR 3.3 10 52.5 4.39 16.7 7.05 7.27 11.4 3.01 1.69

20 24.7 4.89 4.64 5.90 4.75 1.44 1.25 1.23

1 91.1 0.06 20.5 1.75 8.38 34.2 2.00 24.2
U-PWR 0.37 10 23.1 3.57 5.35 1.75 3.19 0.16 1.29 6.54

20 6.4 1.35 0.51 0.20 0.68 0.03 0.28 2.95

One cycle : 300 days irradiation and 3 years cooling
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Table 7 Half-lives of Minor Actinides

in a thermal reactor and burner reactors

(unit: year)

U-PWR M-ABR

Minor @=3.7X10’4n/cm2”sec g5=3.8x10’6n/cm2”sec

Decay

“7NP 2.1X1O’ 6.1 121 2.1 7.2 9.4 4.1

‘“Am 433 4.7 54 0.6 8.1 11.3 4.1

‘“Am 7380 7.7 106 1.5 11.1 13.8 5.2

Z“cm 18.1 5.3 66 4.6 8.0 9.1 6.7

Mixture’ ) 5.8 87 1.3 7.8 10.3 4.3

1)  Ef fec t ive  f i s s

direct ly and

2) Mixture:Weight

P-ABR
q5=8.4X10’’n/cm2.sec

3.3 4.7 1. ‘1

3.2 4.7 1.4

4.3 5.7 1.8

3.1 3.7 2.4

3.3 4.7 1.6

on half–life:The  time interval required for one-half of a given amount of MA to  undergo f iss ion

fission secondarily as daughter nuclides  formed by natural decay or neutron capture

f rac t ion  : 207Np, “’Am/’’’Am/ 244Cm=56/26/12/5



Table 8 Effect of MA addition to PWR

(values : per ton of HM)

Item Reference PWR MA-PWR
MA-PWR

Ref. PWR

Nuclide (g)

NP 469 918 2.0
Am 162 276 1.7
Cm 38 296 ‘1. 7
Bk 3.4X 1O-’ 1. 7X10-4 510
Cf 3. 5X10-7 2 .4x  10- 4 690

a - a c t i v i t y 0.29 1.3 4.6
(lOsCi)

(a,n) 6.3 36 5.8

(lOOn/s)
Spn t .  f i s s ion 0.49 3.5 7.1

(10’n/s)

MA addition : 0.2% of HM
U enrichment : 3.2%

Burnup :  33000MwD/T

I r rad ia t ion  :  847  days
Cool ing : 150 days
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ABSTRACT

Reactor core performance for the existing and/or
and/or fast  reactors  is  invest igated from the view P O

When transuranium  nucl ides are mixed homogeneously to

i n i t i a l  e x c e s s  r e a c t i v i t y  a n d  burnup  reac t iv i ty  swing
small, and high conversion ratio is obtained. Because
radioactive minor-act inides(MA) such as 237NP, Am and

advanced thermal
nt of fuel-recycle.
recycling fuels,
become remarkably
Long-lived
Cm make instead of

burnable poison at the initial state, and they are gradually transmuted
to fissile materials with burnup.  BY recycling fuels, i t  is shown that
the MA-nucl  ides are not waste, but incinerated usefully as poison- and
burnning-fuels.  However, it should be noted that coolant void coefficient
depends significantly on plutonium and MA enrichments. Therefore,the
suitable reactors for the MA-transmutation are proposed for LWR and FBR
under the safety consideration that the coolant void coefficient becomes
negative.

INTRODUCTION
In the present atomic energy development,  safety, reliabili ty,  fuel-

utilization and economics are required, and in addition, processing and
management for radioactive waste are required strictly from the point  of view
for  public acceptance.  In order to close the fuel  cycle backend,  nuclear

t r ansmuta t ion  o f  long- l ived  rad ioac t ive  minor -ac t  inides(MA)  to stable or short-

lived nuclides  by exposure to neutron flux has been studied to reduce the
necessary confinement period  of high-level radioactive waste(HLW) from some
hundred of thousound years to a about 1000 years’-6.  For this purpose, it is
expected that the most suitable reactor for these required items is designed
from the view point  of fuel cycles. As a starting point,  in the present study,
reactor core performance for the existing and/or advanced thermal and/or fast
reactors is investigated, when transuranium  and fission product nucl ides are
contained in the fuel recycled with reprocessing and refabrications.  Hence,
at first, in the present study, it is investigated that the MA nucl ides of
237NP, Am and Cm generated with reprocessing and Portioning process are
transmuted by mixing  homogeneously into fuel for the existing and/or advanced
light water and fast breeder reactors. As light water reactors (LWRs),uranium-
fuel PWR (U-PWR), MOX-fuel  PWR (MOX-PWR), high-conversion tight  lattice PWR
(HCPWR)’  and very high burnup  MOX-fuel PWR (VHBPWR)7  are  considered.  As fas t
r eac to r s  (FBRs), the MOX-fueled (MOX-FBR)  and  meta l l ic  a l loy  fue l  (M-FBR)60 g

assemblies are considered.
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Secondly, the suitable reactors for the MA-transmutation are proposed
for LWR and FBR under the safety consideration that the coolant void
coefficient becomes negative.

Finally, a low-decontamination reprocessing process simplified for MA
confinement/transmutat  ion fuel cycles in fission reactors is proposed from
a view point of advanced reactor LWR and FBR developments.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MA NUCLIDES

As long-lived radioactive MA nucl ides, in the present study, NP, A m
and Cm are considered. Half-life and buildup-decay chain scheme are shown in
Fig. 1. The 23TNP is one of the most important MA nuclides  from the point of
view for very long half-life and large hazard index. It should be noticed
that 24LAm becomes 237NP by alpha-decay of half-Life 458 years. The half-lives
for curium nucl ides are small.

Table 1 shows the comparison of cross sections for MA-nucl  ides, 238U,
238Pu and 23SPU. Figure 2 shows the comparison among neutron spectra for
UO*-PWR, MOX fuel high conversion tight  lattice PWR and a typical fast breeder
reactor. From these table and figure, several kind of transmutation process
are considered as follows: The 2 3 7N P has large capture thermal cross section

Table 1 Comparison of cross sections for MA-nuclides

2200MIS R.1. F.A.

2 3 7N P
238P U
241Am
242AB
243Am
242Cm
244Cm
246Cm

capture
181
549
600

1342
79
16
14

346

fission capture
0.02 663
17 156

3 1300
6620 207

0.2 1818
5.0 116
1.2 594

2001 108

fission capture  f i ss ion
6.3 0.2 1.3
32 0.3 2.0
15 0.3 1.5

1528 0.1 1.9
11 0.2 1.3
11 0.1 1.8
18 0.1 1.6

800 0.05 1.9

2 3 8 u 2.7 0.0 279 2.1 0.1 0.3
23’PU 270 741 195 302 0.1 1,8

R.I. is the resonance integral and F.A. is the averaged  c ross  sec t ions
over f ission spectrum.
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and resonance integral, and can be tranmuted to 23aPu by neutron capture
reaction.The 23aPu has also large capture cross section, and can be transmuted
to 23gPu with large fission cross section. In thermal reactors, 2 3 7N P can  a re
incinerated by these capture and f ission process.  Americium 241 is  t ransmuted
to 242Arn  and can be fissioned by large fission reaction. On the other hand, i n

fast reactors, direct fission reactions for MA-nucl  ides may be expected in
addition to the capture and fission process reactions.

FUEL RECYCLING METHOD

The present fuel recycle is based on the assumptions as follows: Spent
fuels are reprocessed and refabricated with cooling times of three years after
burnnig  in reactor core. The reprocessed fuels are adjusted for 236U or
plutonium enrichment so as to reach the burnup rate obtained by initial fuel
compositions in each reactor. The following three cases are considered for
this fuel recycl. 1) MA-recycle: Only the MA-nucl  ides of 237NP, Am and Cm
are recycled. 2) (U, Pu and MA)-recycle:  Uranium, plutonium and MA isotopes
are recycled, 3) (U, Pu, MA, Fps)-recycle  : Uranium, plutonium, MA and
fission product nuclides(Fps)  are recycled. In these recycle, decontamination
factors (DF) of FPs for reprocessing system are assumed as
In the present study, DFs of NP, Am and Cm are treated as
portioning process.

Table 2 Decontamination factors assumed for fission

shown in Table 2.
.0 by consider ng

products

f o r  U-PWR, MOX-PWR.,  MOX-FBR’O
Uranium-fuel

Ru 106

Zr 10’
Tc 102

Plutonium-fuel
Ru 104

Zr 104

Tc 1

for metal lic-FBR”

Ce 250
Y 1000
Nd 1500

other RE 1000
Cs, Rb,Na 1500

Ba 1500
Sr 2000
Zr 1000

noble metal 1000

x RE is  the rare earth materials .
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CORE CHARACTERISTICS OF THERMAL and FAST REACTORS

In thermal reactors, the existing PWR with uranium-fuel and MOX-fuel,  and
advanced PWRS of high conversion tight latticeB and very high burnup  design
cores7 are considered. In fast reactors, MOX-fuel and metallic fuel
assemblies are considered. These core characteristics are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Core characteristics

Thermal reactor Fast reactor
U-PWR MOX-PWR HCPWR VHBPWR MOX-FBR MFBR

Power (MWt) 3410 3410 3410 3300 2600 1720
Burnup(GWd/t) 33 33 50 100 90 50
Fuel enrichment

235u(w/x) 3,2
Pu-fissile(w/%) 3.3 8.0 15.0 11.8 8.5

YKa/vf 1.8 1.8 0.8 2.2 0.73 0.64

x V~/Vf is the volume-ratio of moderator to fuel.

CALCULATIONAL METHOD

Burnup calculations were performed with the SRAC-FPGS code which consists
of the neutron spectrum calculation code SRAC and the burnup calculation code
FPGS-3. SRAC calculates the spectrum for heterogeneous cell geometry with the
use of collision probability method. In thermal reactor calculations, zero
buckling was assumed, and in fast reactos, geometrical buckling was used.
Furthermore, the FPGS-3 code calculates the buildup and decay for about 1200
nuclides  on the basis of the DCHAIN code. In FPGS-3, fission product yields
are mainly based on the data ofJENDL-3,

The SRACLIB-JENDL3  cross section library based on the nuclear data file
of JENDL-3 were used in the present calculations, In the library, the 70-group
structure for fast energy region has 1/4 lethargy width for the 1.855 eV to
10 MeV range and 1/8 lethargy for 0.683 to 1.855 eV. The thermal region is
devided by 37 energy groups with equal velocity width. The self-shielding
effect for all of the nucl ides is calculated by the table-look-up method using
the self-shielding factors tabulated as a function of background cross
sectionsand temperatures. Moreover, resonance shielding effects for important
heavy nucl  ides are calculated accurately with the ultra-fine group method in
resonance energy region below 275 eV.
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THE EFFECT OF MA-RECYCLING ON CORE PERFORMANCE

Burnup calculations for three different fuel cycles were performed and
236U or plutonium enrichment was adjusted so as to reach the reference burnup
rate in Table 3. Here, the obtained nuclear characteristics such as fuel
enrichment, burnup reactivity swing, coolant void coeffient  and conversion
ratio are discussed. The adjusted enrichments are shown in Table 4.

Table 4 235U and Pu-fissile  enrichments adjusted in each cycle.

Cycle No.
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8

MA-recycle
U-PWR 3.2 3.3 3,3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
MOX-PWR 3.3 3.4 3,4 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
HCPWR 8.0 8.2 8.2 8,1 8.0 7.9  7.8 7.8 7.8
VHBPWR 15.0 15.4 15.2 14.9 14.8 14,7 14.6 14.6 14.6
MOX-FBR 11.8 11.8 11.7 11.6 11.5 11.5 11.5
MFBR 8.5 8.5 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4

(U,Pu,MA)-recycle
U-PWR 3.2 2.8 2,8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.3
MOX-PWR 3.3 4.3 4.8 5.2 5.5 5.7 5.8 5.9 6.0
HCPWR 8.0 8.5 8,7 8.7 8.7 8.6 8.5 8.5 8.5
VHBPWR 15.0 15.1 15.6 16.4 16.6 16.5 16.4 16.3 16.2
MOX-FBR 11.8 11.5 11,1 10,9 10.8 10.7 10.7 10.6 10.6
MFBR 8,5 8.4 8.4 8.4

(U, Pu, MA,FPs)-recycle
U-PWR 3.2 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.3
MOX-PWR 3.3 4.3 5.1 5.5 5.9 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8
MOX-FBR 11.8 11.6 11.4 11.3 11.2 11.2 11.2
MFBR 8.5 8.5 8.4 8.4

In MA-recycle, the change of enrichment is very small in each reactor.
This shows that the amount of MA-nucl  ides generated and transmuted in each
recycle is almost same. This is observed from Figs. 3 - 5 in which the MA-
quantities remained at the end of each cycle are shown for U-PWR, MOX-PWR
and HCPWR, respectively. Considerable quantities of “’Am, 243Am and *“Cm
are generated for HCPWR, because of high enrichments of plutonium.

In (U, Pu, MA)-recycle,  the plutonium-enrichments of MOX-fuel thermal
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reactors increase with fuel-recycles. The enrichment of 8-cycle in MOX-PWR
is about two times of the initial one. This is due to the increase of 2 4 2P u
as seen in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the atomic number density of plutonium
isotopes in HCPWR.  The change of 2 4 2Pu in HCPWR is gentler than that of
MOX-PWR.

In (U, Pu, MA, FPs)-recycle, the decontamination factors (DF) of fission
products in reprocessing are given in Table 2. The low DF for Tc is assumed
in purex processing. This low DF value of Tc in MOX-PWR causes gradually
increasing of plutonium-enrichment in comparing it in (U, Pu, MA)-recycle.

In the fast reactors of MOX-FBR and MFBR, the plutonium enrichment is
reduced slightly by fuel-recycle, because of harder neutron spectrum.

BURNUP REACTIVITY SWING
Burnup reactivity changes are shown in Figs. 8 - 13 for the case of MA-

recycle and in Figs. 14 -19 for (U, Pu, MA)-recycle.  The excess reactivity is
reduced with recycling numbers in each reactor, The reduction is remarkable
forU-PWR, MOX-PWR and VHBPWR.  The  reduced reactivities  are 14 % for MA-8-
cyc le  and  20  % for (U, Pu, MA)-8-cycle of U-PWR, and 10 % for (U, PI-I, MA)-8-
cycle of MOX-PWR.  As the result, the burnup reactivity swing becomes very
small.This  shows that the MA-nucl ides behave as it were burnable poisons at
the initial burnup stage, and gradually are transmuted to positive reactivity
worth materials such as 239Pu. This tendency is observed for all thermal
reactors and MOX-FBR, but burnup swing for MFBR becomes positively after 4
cycles, because of harder neutron spectrum in metallic fuel core. The small
burnup reactivity swing reduces remarkably to the burnable poison quantity and
boron-concentration in water, and it is advantageous for safety control and
neutron economy,

CONVERSION RATIO
It was shown that excess reactivity and burnup  reactivity swing became

small in each reactor. This means that conversion ratio increases more than
that of the initial cycle core. The conversion ratio (CR) is defined as
follows:

total capture rate of 2 3*U,  238Pu,  240Pu,  241Am and 2 4 4C m
CR= *

to ta l  absorpt ion  ra te  of  235U, 23ePu,  24’Pu,  2 4 2 mA m  a n d  246Cm

where the capture rate of 24’Am is reduced by branching ratio to 2 4 2 mA m .
The average conversion ratio is obtained by integrating over burnup time:
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ACR= JCR(t)dt/ .i’dt.

Furthermore, as advantageous indicator, the fissile-material  remaining ratio
is defined as follows:

t o t a l  amoumt o f  236U, 23SPU, 24’Pu, 2 4 2 mA m  and 245Cm at EOL
FRR=

t o t a l  amoumt of 236U, 239Pu, 24’Pu, 2 4 2 mA m  a n d  246Cm a t  B O L

Table 5 Conversion ratio

ACR FRR ACR FRR

U-PWR: I n i t i a l 0.61 0.49
MA 8-cycle 0.61 0.50
(U,PU, MA) 8-cycle 0.67 0.71
(U,PU,MA.FPS)  8-cycle 0.67 0.71

MOX-PWR: I n i t i a l 0.75 0.67
MA 8-cycle 0.77 0.70
(U,PU,MA) 8-cycle 0.82 0.85
(U,PU,MA,FPS)  8-cycle 0.80 0.85

HCPWR:  I n i t i a l 0.77 0.78
MA 8-cycle 0.79 0.81
(U,PU.MA) 8-cycle 0.86 0.87

VHBPWR:  I n i t i a l 0.57 0.58
MA 8-cycle 0.59 0.60
(U, PU,MA) 8-cycle 0.68 0.72

MOX-FBR: I n i t i a l 0.89 0.89
MA 6-cycle 0.90 0.90
(U,PU,MA) 6-cycle 0.99 0.97
(U,PU,MA,FPS)  6-cycle  0 .95  0 .95

MFBR: I n i t i a l 0.94 0.96
MA 6-cycle 0.95 0.95
(U, PU,MA) 3-cycle 1.04 1.01
(U, PU,MA,FPS) 3-cycle 1.04 1.01

x ACR is the average conversion ratio and FRR is the fissile-material
remain ratio. In MOX-FBR and MFBR, no blanket is considered.

The ACR and FRR values calculated for initial and recycle fuel cores are
shown in Table 5. The recycle fuels produce higher conversion ratios than
the initial fuels. It should be noted that ACR and FRR of (U, Pu, MA)-8-cycle
in MOX-PWR are larger than those of initial cycle in HCPWR. This causes the
small reactivity swing of MOX-PWR recycle as shown in Fig. 15.

In the (U, Pu, MA)-recycle  of MFBR,  the ACR becomes larger than unity,
that is, the fissile fuels are breeded even in the core without blanket. The
burnup reactivity swing becomes almost zero as observed from Fig. 19.
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COOLANT VOID REACTIVITY
It is necessary on a view point of reactor safety that the effects of

the recycle-fuels mixed with plutonium and MA to coolant void reactivity
are investigated. Table 6 shows the coolant void reactivities  calculated for
various fuel cycles in thermal and fast reactors, Generally, the plutonium and
MA contribute positively to the void coefficients. In U-PWR and MOX-PWR, the
void coefficient is negative for three cases of different fuel cycles, though
it becomes smaller than that of initial fuel. However, it becomes positive for
(U, Pu, MA) 8-cycle in HCPWR and for MA 8-cycle of VHBPWR.  Hence, the
increase of V~/Vf in HCPWR and the reduction of plutonium enrichment in VHBPWR
must be considered to avoid positive void coefficient in the fuel recycles.
The proper parameters will be found between MOX-PWR,  HCPWR and VHBPWR,  There-
fore, a new-advanced MOX-PWR optimized for high burnup, high conversion ratio
and void coefficient should be designed, when the fuel-recycling is considered.

In MOX-FBR and MFBR, the recycling of plutonium and MA makes significant-
ly positive void coefficient.

Table 6 Coolant void reactivity (%dk/k)

U-PWR MOX-PWR HCPWR  VHBPWR MOX-FBR M F B R

I n i t i a l -52 -39 -8 -2 2.6 2.9
MA 8-cycle -51 -37 -4 7 2.7 3.1
(U,PU,MA) 8-cycle -31 - lo 8 25 3.4 3.7
(U,PU,MA,FPS)  8-cycle  -31 - 6 3.4 3.9

PROPOSAL OF MINOR ACTINIDE TRANMUTATION REACTORS

LIGHT WATER REACTOR FOR MA-TRANSMUTATION
In design study for MA-transmutation reactor, it should be noticed that

coolant void reactivity coefficient in the existing LWR or high-conversion
LWR may become positive by including a large mount of MA-nucl  ides, as shown in
Table 6. Furthermore, the reactor core with high burnup as possible should be
designed to reduce the number of MA-recyclings.  For these purposes, we propose
the MA-tranmutation light water reactor with well-moderated core in which the
volume ratio of moderator to fuel (Vm/Vf) is 3.
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High enrichment for 236U or fissile  plutonium are required to obtain high
burnup with the use of fuels including a large amount of MA-nucl  ides. The high
enrichment and a large quantities of MA make inferior void coefficient. The
well-moderated core improves the inferior void coefficient. However, the well-
moderated core produces very high excess reactivity. Fortunately, this high
excess reactivity is reduced significantly by mixing the MA-nucl  ides. The LWR
suitable for the MA-transmutation should be selected by considering three
parameters for the enrichment, MA-quantity and moderator to fuel volume ratio
(Vm/Vf). The core performance for the MA-transmutation reactors obtained by
parameter studies are shown in Table 7.

Table 7 Core characteristics and transmutation efficiency of the
MA-transmutation reactors designed with negative coolant
void reactivity

NP-PWR(U) MA-PWR(U)  NP-PWR(MOX)  MA-PWR(MOX)  MA-MFBR

Power (MWt) 3410
Vm/Vf 3.0
Enrichment (%) 7.6EU
Cycle length (EFPD) 1500
Burnup (GWd/t) 58

MA transmutation rate (kg)
Loading 2700
Transmuted 1484
Generated 74
Net transmuted 1410
Per 300 days 282
P e r  lGWt”300 d a y s  8 3

3410
3.0

7.6EU
1300

51

2700
1335

70
1265
292

86

3410
3.0

9.oPuf
1690

65

2756
1435

650
785
139

41

3410
3.0

9.oPuf
1610

62

2756
1370

640
730
136
40

1800
0.64

lo.oPuf
600

80

2500
615

40
575
288
160

In Table 7, NP-PWR(U) shows the PWR with UOz-fuel assembly that 237N P o f
3 w/% are homogeneously mixed in the fuels, and in MA-PWR(U),  MA(NP, Am and Cm)
of 3 w/% are mixed in the U02 fuels. I n  NP-PWR(MOX)  or  MA-PWR(MOX),  2 3 7N P  or
MA of 3 w/% are homogeneously mixed in the MOX-fuels. The transmuted net
quantit ies for

237Np or MA in PWR(U) are larger than those in PWR(MOX).
Because, the generated MA quantities in UOz-fuels  are smaller than those in
MOX-fuels.
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Table 8 Minor actinide  composition generated per 300 days
from a U02-PWR(3410MWt), burnup 33GWd/t and 3 years
cooling before reprocessing.

MA-nuclide weight (kg) fraction (%)

237NP 13.7 59.3
241AM 6.51 28.2
242rnAm 0.02 0.09
243An 2.28 9.9
243CM 0.006 0.03
‘“cm 0.57 2.5
246cm 0.033 0,14

Total 23.1 100.0

In the existing UOz-fuel  LWRS with burnup  of 33 GWd/t, the MA-quantities
generated per 300 days are 23 kg as shown in Table 8, Thus, MA-PWR(U)  or MA-
PWR(MOX) can transmute the MA-quantities generated from about 13 or 6 existing
LWRS, respectively. When we tranmute

2’ 7N P only by using NP-PWR(U)  or NP-
PWR(MOX),

237Np-quantities generated from 20 or 10 LWRS can be tranmuted per
300 days, because

237Np generated per 300 days from a typical LWR is 14 kg,

FAST BREEDER REACTOR FOR MA-TRANSMUTATION
When a large amount of MA-nucl ides are mixed in the fuels, the positive

sodium void coefficient in fast breeder reactors for both the MOX and metallic
fuel assemblies become more larger as shown in Table 6.

In design study of fast breeder reactor, reduction for positive sodium
void reactivity coefficient is noticed as one of the most essential problems
in the view point of inherent safety, especially, after the Chernobyl
accident. To reduce the positive void reactivity, several ideas have been
considered: flattening pan-cake core models utilizing neutron leakage,
heterogeneous core models with axial depleted uranium blanket as low
importance region, etc. To design the core with nearly zero void reactiv
using these reduction methods, there are needed very flat core or large
blanket which are not realistic models. Furthermore, there are passiv e s i

fast reactors such as LMR developed by ANL, In these reactors, negative

ty by
nner
fety

reactivity effects such as flowering expansion of core supporting plate and/or
extension of control rods which are caused by temperature rising are
considered to overcome the positive void reactivity. However, these are
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significant time-delayed effect in comparison with instantaneous Doppler
effect. Moreover, inherent safety fast reactors with nearly zero void
reactivity coefficient are also considered. These have very small cores
without blanket region to make neutron leaky. Therefore, neutron economy is
very bad and breeding ratio becomes smaller than unity.

Table 9 Core performance of MFBR

Parameter Th/Pu core

Reactor power (MWt) 1800
Core height(cm) 100

radius(cm) 164
Inner core radius(cm) 83
A x i a l  b l a n k e t 30
Average linear heat rating(w/cm) 348
Cycle length(EFPD) 600

Fuel
Inner core(IC)
Outer core(OC)
Enrichment(w/o)

Icl/lc2/oc
M o d e r a t o r
Breeding ratio
Average burnup(GWd/t)

lC1/IC2/OC
Burnup swing(%dk/k)
~ .~~(%dk/k)
Na-void reac t iv i ty  in  IC(%dk/k)
Instantaneous temperature

reactivity in IC (%dk/k)

Th-233U-10%Zr
DU-Pu-10%Zr

9,0/7.5/20.4
graphite

1.5

105/132/80
0.56
0.41

-0.08

-0.21

A concept of advanced fast breeder reactor with instantaneous negative
temperature coefficient has been proposed 12 recently in which the sodium void
reactivity and/or the summation in the void and Doppler reactivities becomes
negative. This advanced reactor consists of two-region core as follows: The
central core region has negative void reactivity and/or instantaneous negative
temperature reactivity, and outer core region becomes high breeding
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composition with positive void reactivity. Moreover, important condition is
that linear heat rating in the central region is more larger than that in the
outer core region. This reactor can make shutdown before sodium void propagate
to the whole core range. Because, when sodium flow is reduced by pump trip
accident ,  a t  f i r s t , the sodium are voided from the central core region with
higher linear heat rating, and the effective multiplication factor (keff) is
reduced instantaneously by the negative temperature reactivity.

This advanced metallic fuel FBR (MFBR) can be used as the MA-transmuta-
tion reactor to avoid positive void coefficient by including MA-nucl ides, The
core performance of MFBR is shown in Table 9. The transmutation rate for MA
is shown in Table 7, when MA-quantities of 5 w/% are homogeneously mixed for
the fuel of DU-Pu-Zr in the outer core assemblies. The transmutation rate of
MA-MFBR  per 1 GWt”300 days is about 4 times better than that of MA-PWR(MOX).

Table 10

PROPOSAL OF LOW DECONTAMINATION FUEL CYCLE

shows the comparison of MA-quantities transmuted and generated
per cycle calculated for each reactor. It is observed from this table that the

Table 10 Comparison of MA-transmutation and build-up
quantities per 1000MWt  and 300 burnup days

Reactor MA-quantity(w/%)  Build-up(kg) Transmute(kg)
U-PWR 0.2 6 10
MOX-PWR 1.0 23 36
HCPWR 1.0 33 34
MOX-FBR 1.0 11 12
MFBR 1.0 11 16

generated MA can be transmuted by recycling in each reactor. From this result,
“MA-confinement/transmutat  ion fuel cycle” may be considered. The MOX-fuel and
metallic-fuel cycles are distinguished clearly by the different reprocessing
systems. The reprocessed fuels can contain 237N P and Tc nucl  ides in recycling

Therefore, a simple and economical reprocessing cycle may be considered for
this fuel cycles. In the present fuel reprocessing, NP and Tc are extracted in
the 2nd and 3rd processing cycles as shown in Fig.20.  In the MA-transmutation
fuel cycle, a simplified reprocessing system may be considered without extract-
ing Np and Tc, that is a low decontamination reprocessing process.
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Present cycle:
Fuel + 1st C Y C

J
+

e + Zn(j Cyc]e + Srd cyc e + (u, Pu)

$ $
NP, Tc etc

HLW(Am,Cm,FPs)

Low decontamination reprocessing cycle (LDR):
Fuel + Simplified cycle + (U, Pu, NP, Tc)

J
HLW(Am,Cm,FPs)

Np-transmutation cycle in PWR:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
t $ t

EU + PfR(U) + Reprocessing  + Np-PwR + LDR + (u, PIJ, Np, Tc)

$ U,PU,NP J
Am, Cm, FPs Am, Cm, FPs

Fig.20 Low decontamination reprocessing fuel cycle

A metallic fuel cycle with pyrochemical  processing is more better than
purex processing cycle from the view point of MA confinement/transmutati on.
The MA remained finally in the LWR fuel cycles should be transmuted by MFBRs,
in future.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Reactor core performance for the existing and/or advanced thermal and/or
fast reactors has been investigated from the view point of MA-recycle. When
transuranium  nucl ides were mixed homogeneously to recycling fuels, initial
excess reactivity and burnup reactivity swing were reduced remarkably, and
higher conversion ratio was obtained. Because long-lived radioactive nucl ides
(M A) such as 2’7NP,  Am and Cm make instead of burnable poison at the initial
state, and they are gradually transmuted to fissile materials with burnup.
By recycling fuels, the MA-nucl  ides are not waste, but incinerated usefully
as poison- and burnning-fuels.  However, it should be noted that coolant void
coefficient is dependent on plutonium and MA enrichments.

B Y considering the negative void coefficient and high burnup, MA-trans-
mutation reactors have berm proposed for both LWR and FBR. In LWR, there were
considered the NP-PWR(U)  for 237NP transmutation only which the quantities
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generated from 20 existing U02-LWRS  per 300 days are transmuted, and the MA-
PWR(MOX) for MA-transmutation which the quantities generated from 6 UO,-LWRS
can be transmuted per 300 days, In FBR, the metallic fuel fast breeder reactor
with negative void reactivity in central core region was considered for MA-
transmutation. This reactor can transmute about 4 times MA-quantities than MA-
PWR(MOX) per lGWt”300 days .

In future works, a feasibility study of the low decontamination fuel
cycle for MA-transmutation should be done from a view point of fuel-reprocess-
ing, -refabl ication and –transportation systems.
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Characteristics of TRU Transmutation in an LMFBR

M. Yamaoka, M. Ishikawa, and T. Wakabayashi

O-arai Engineering Center
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation

4002 Narita, O-arai-machi, Ibaraki-ken 311-13 JAPAN

ABSTRACT

It is generally acknowledged that LMFBRs would be superior TRU
transmutation devices, mainly due to their hard neutron spectrum. In the
present study, the characteristics of TRU transmutation in a 1000 MWe-class
LMFBR with mixed-oxide(MOX) fuel were quantitatively investigated to
substantiate the feasibility.

We considered here two typical methods transmuting TRU in the LMFBR core.
One is the method dispersing TRU homogeneously throughout the entire core
(homogeneous TRU-loading method). It was found that the homogeneous method
had no serious penalties of TRU ioading to the reactor core performance, and the
TRU transmutation rate reached approximately 11% per cycle (15months) with
the loading of the weight ratio of 5% TRU in MOX fuel. The amount of the TRU
transmutation in the LMFBR is almost six times as much as that of the TRU
production from a 1000 MWe-class LWR. As another desirable property, the TRU-
loaded core was found to reduce the burnup reactivity loss by 40% compared with
the reference core without TRU. It can be concluded that the TRU transmutation
in an LMFBR has no serious problems from the viewpoint of the core
performance, provided that the homogeneous method could be employed.

The other possible method is the use of small number of subassemblies (target
S/As) which concentrate TRU in fuel (heterogeneous TRU-loading  method). The
weight ratio of 50% TRU fuel was assumed to be loaded in the target S/As. The
calculated results showed that the swing of power peaking near the target S/As
became quite severe and critical for the thermal design criteria, although the
TRU transmutation rate and other reactor core performances of the
heterogeneous method were roughly comparable to those of the homogeneous
method. It seems from the present study that the heterogeneous method has a
serious problem to be overcome and much effort would be needed to make the
method feasible.
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$1. Introduction

There is a strong social requirement not to leave the radiological hazardous
material to future generations in utilizing the nuclear power. Most of fission

products in the high level waste(HLW) from reprocessing have relatively short
half-lives and decay to stable form within a few hundred years, while the
transuraniums (TRU) like z3TNp and z43Am have extremely long half-lives of
over thousands of years and contribute to the long-term radiotoxicity of the HLW.

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) has
launched the project of the TRU transmutation study in LMFBRs from the view
point of both reactor core characteristics and nuclear fuel cycle.

Because of their hard neutron spectrum, LMFBRs are considered to have the
potentiality of transmuting the TRU nuclides effectively (Ref. 1). We studied the
characteristics of TRU transmutation in a large LMFBR quantitatively to
substantiate the feasibility. Two typical methods loading TRU fuel in the
LMFBR core are considered in this study. One is the homogeneous TRU-loading
method (HO method), where the TRU fuel is dispersed uniformly throughout the
core. The HO method is expected not to affect the core characteristics seriously.
The other is the heterogeneous one (HE method), where small number of
subassemblies (S/As) with concentrated TRU fuel (target S/As) are loaded in the
core. The HE method can have the advantage in manufacturing the TRU-loaded
fuel since the numbers of TRU-loaded fuel pins and WAS are fewer than those of
the HO method, although the core characteristics maybe affected locally because
of the loading of the concentrated TRU fuel. We made comparison quantitatively
between the two TRU-loading methods from the view point of the influence upon
the core nuclear and thermal characteristics. The followings are the results of
the study.

$2. Assumed Conditions and Method of Analysis

A 1000 MWe-class typical LMFBR core with MOX fuel was defined as the
reference whose main parameters are shown in Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.1. The
loaded-TRU material was assumed to come from LWR spent fuel with five-year
cooling time before reprocessing. The isotopic composition of the TRU shown in
Table 2.2 was calculated by the 0RIGEN2 code (Ref. 2).

The nuclear characteristics of TRU-loaded cores were calculated by two-
dimensional diffusion theory with depletion chain. The cross sections used were
seven effective group constants condensed from the Japanese standard 70-group
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constant set, JFS-3-J2 (Ref. 3), which is based on an evaluated nuclear data
library, JENDL-2 (Ref. 4).

$3 Parametric Study of TRU-loading Methods

In this section, we show the results of the parametric study of the TRU-loading
methods. The effect of the loading mass and position of TRU upon reactor core
characteristics was studied for each TRU-loading method.

3.1. Homogeneous TRU-loading Method

Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between the amount of TRU transmuted and
that of loaded-TRU in the core. At least, one percent of TRU-loading to fuel would
be needed to eliminate TRU, and the amount of TRU transmuted increases
linearly with that of loaded-TRU.

As shown in Fig.3.2, the TRU-loading to core results in significant decrease of
burnup reactivity loss mainly due to 238Pu build-up. A proper amount of TRU-
loading might be advantageous to the extension of reactor operation period.

Figure 3.3 shows the swing of power distribution between the beginning and
the end of equilibrium cycle (BOEC and EOEC) with the parameter of TRU mass
loaded in the outer core region. It could be possible to minimize the power swing
by optimizing the ratio of loaded-TRU amount between the inner and the outer
core regions.

3.2. Heterogeneous TRU-loading Method

The survey cases and the TRU transmutation rate calculated are summarized
in Table 3.1.

As seen in cases A30 through AlOO, or B30 through B1OO of Table 3.1, the TRU
transmutation rate increases with the amount of TRU loading, but the tendency
is not always linear and also depends on the position of the target S/As. The
TRU transmutation rate in the case where the target S/As are loaded at the
periphery of the inner core is much larger than that in the case where they are
loaded at the core center with roughly identical TRU mass. This means that the
target S/As perform high transmutation rate when they are loaded in a dispersive
manner to avoid the depression of neutron flux.

In addition, quite a surprising fact was found from the case AB50, in which the
target S/As with 5070 TRU were loaded at just the same positions with cases A50
and B50. The amount of TRU transmuted in the case AB50 was by 80% larger
than the summed value transmuted in the cases A50 and B50. This curious
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behavior of TRU transmutation was found to be caused by the increase of flux
level in each TRU-loaded region due to the positive interference effect between
the two regions.

The case C50 shows the radial blanket region is another possibility to load
TRU, since a large number of target S/As can be accepted there with almost no
influence to core characteristics and transmute sufficient mass of TRU in spite of
their low TRU transmutation rate.

Figure 3.4 shows the power distribution of the cases A30, A50 and A lOO. That
of the case REF with no TRU loaded is also shown in the figure for comparison.

The power of the TRU-loaded region in each case is quite depressed at BOEC
and increases remarkably from BOEC to EOEC. The degree of the power swing
tends to increase with the mass of loaded-TRU in the target S/As, but the
dependency on the mass of loaded-TRU is quite non-linear, especially in the case
AlOO. This marked non-linearity can be interpreted as the complicated effect of
the dominant isotope z37Np in TRU nuclides,  which acts as both strong poison
and fertile of active Z38PU.

$4 Comparison of Homogeneous and Heterogeneous TRU-loading Methods

The HO and HE methods were compared from the view point of the influence
upon the core nuclear and thermal characteristics. Based on the previous
survey, a typical TRU-loading core was assumed for each of the HO and HE
methods. The total mass of TRU loaded is set to be approximately identical
between them, that is, 5% TRU in the whole core fuel in the case of the HO
method, and 37 target S/As(about 107o of the core fuel S/As) which have 50~0 of
TRU in fuel in the case of the HE method. Figure 4.1 shows the loading pattern of
TRU-loaded S/As in the HE method. The reference core with no TRU loaded was
also analyzed as the reference case.

4.1 Nuclear Characteristics

The basic nuclear characteristics was calculated by means of two-dimensional
RZ diffusion-depletion theory. The three-dimensional power distribution and
burnup compositions were obtained with the combination of two-dimensional RZ
and XY calculation. The plutonium enrichment of each core was determined to
sustain criticality at EOEC, where the control rods are all withdrawn from the
core.

Table 4.1 summarizes the TRU inventory and transmutation rate of these
three cores. There is almost no difference in TRU transmutation between the two
TRU-loaded cores, and they can transmute TRU by 11- 12?10 (180kg) per cycle
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(15months).  Since a 1000MWe-class  LWR produces about 26 kg of TRU per year,
an LMFBR with 570 TRU-loading can transmute the TRU mass from six LWRS in
rough estimation. In detail, Np and Am were eliminated after depletion, but Cm
increased on the contrary. This would be a problem from viewpoint of the fuel
fabrication and transportation in fuel cycle.

Fig. 4.2 shows the spectra of neutron and adjoint flux in the three cores. It is
found that the neutron spectrum gets harder and the high-energy importance
becomes larger with TRU-loading.

Table 4.2 compares the calculated results about the nuclear characteristics of
the TRU-loaded cores and the reference core.

The swing of region-integrated power in the inner and outer core and blanket is
almost identical among these three cores. However, the power swing of the TRU-
loaded region of the heterogeneous TRU-loaded core is much larger than that of
the corresponding region of the homogeneous TRU-loaded core as shown in
Fig.4.3. This power swing would be a great obstacle for thermal characteristics.

The control rod worth of the TRU-loaded cores decreases from the reference
core by 1O-2O9’O. This maybe caused by the hardening of neutron spectrum.

Due to the production of zssPu from zsTNp in TRU, the burnup reactivity in the
TRU-loaded cores is 4070 smaller than that of the reference core.

The Doppler coefllcients  of the TRU-loaded cores are 20-3070 smaller in
absolute value, and the sodium density reactivity coefficients are 509?0 larger than
the reference core mainly because of the the spectrum hardening. Similarly, the
values of prompt neutron life time in the TRU-loaded cores become shorter by
20% than that of the reference core.

4.2 Thermal Characteristics

The coolant flow distribution was optimized for the no TRU-loaded reference
core, and the influence of TRU-loading  was evaluated about the thermal
characteristics. The results are shown in Table 4.3.

There are no serious thermal problems about the HO method, since the power
distribution hardly changes from the reference core. On the other hand, the
positi’on where maximum temperature of cladding occurs in the heterogeneous
TRU-loaded core moves from the reference core, and the hot spot temperature of
the cladding is higher than that of the reference core by 40 degrees.

Although there might be rooms for optimization of the flow distribution,
significant influence of power swing upon the thermal characteristics is
inevitable for the HE method.
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$5. Conclusions

The characteristics of TRU transmutation in a 1000 MWe-class  LMFBR with
MOX fuel were quantitatively investigated to substantiate the feasibility.

There would be two typical methods transmuting TRU in the LMFBR core. One
is the homogeneous TRU-loading method. The TRU transmutation rate was
found to be about 11% per cycle (15 months) with the homogeneous TRU-loading
of 5% in the whole core. The amount of the TRU transmutation is almost six
times as much as that of the TRU production from a 1000 MWe-class LWR. As
another desirable property, the burnup reactivity loss was found to decrease by
4090 compared with the reference core with no TRU loaded. This feature results
from the enhanced internal breeding mainly due to the conversion of z3yNp to
238Pu, which is advantageous in extending the operation cycle length. The
power swing due to the fuel burnup and the maximum cladding temperature are
almost the same as those of the reference core. It can be concluded that the TRU
transmutation in the typical large LMFBR with oxide fuel has no serious
problems from the viewpoint of the core performances, provided that the
homogeneous method can be employed with the ratio of the TRU fuel of several
percent.

The other possible method is the heterogeneous TRU-loading method, in which
small number of target S/As with concentrated TRU fuel are loaded in the core.
It was found that the swing of power peaking near the TRU loading S/As for the
method becomes quite severe and critical for the thermal design criteria,
although the TRU transmutation rate and other core performances are roughly
comparable to those of the homogeneous method. It seems from the present
study that the heterogeneous method has a serious problem to be overcome and
much effort would be needed to make the method feasible.

The remaining issues of researches to accomplish the TRU transmutation in an
LMFBR include: (l)accumulation  of data related to material property and
irradiation characteristics of TRU-loaded fuel, (2)improvement of nuclear data
for TRU isotopes, (3)establishment of reactor core design method including
uncertainties of nuclear and thermal data of TRU, (4) optimization of TRU
loading method, and (5)consideration  of FBR plant system to treat TRU fuel with
high radioactivity, especially fuel handling system.
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Table 2.1 Main design parameters of the 1000 MWe-class reference LMFBR

Design parameters Data

1. Plant parameters
“Reactor thermal power 2517 MWt

“Coolant temperature 530/ 375°c
(Reactor outlet /inlet)

“Operation cycle length 456 days

1. Core parameters
“Core concept 2-region homogeneous core
“Core layout see Fig.2.l
“Number of core fuel S/As 175 / 180
(inner/outer)
“Number of radial blanket S/As 72
“Number of control rods 18/6

(primary /backup)
“Number of shielding 78/277

(Stainless Steel / B4C)
“Core diameter /core height 3.68/1.00 m
“Thickness of axial blanket 0.20/O.20m
(upper/lower)

1. Core fuel parameters
“Fuel composition PU02-U02
.Pu isotope ratio(239/240/241/242) 58/24/14/4
.Pu enrichment(inner / outer) 15.3 /19.3 Wt%
.Pattern of fuel exchange 3 dispersed batches

1. Blanket fuel parameters
Fuel composition U02
U isotope ratio(235 / 238) 0.3/ 99.7
.Pattern of fuel exchange 4 dispersed batches
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Table 2.2 Isotopic composition ofloaded TRUfuel*

Isotopes

Np-237

Am-241

Am-242m

Am-243

Cm-242

Cm-243

Cm-244

Cm-245

Weight ratio(%)

49.14

29.98

0.08

15.50

0.05

4.99

0.26

* Discharged from PWR (35 GWD/’T) and
cooled for 5 years before reprocessing
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Table 3.1 Effect of loading region and loaded amount of TRU upon the transmutation characteristics
(Heterogeneous TRU-loading Method)

TRU-loading Amount of
Loading region of Number of

TRU
Case name TRU

target S/As target SIAS
ratio in target

transmuted
transmutation

SIAS (%)
(kg/cycle)

rate* (YO/cycle)

REF o 0 -47

A30 Center of the inner core 19 30 5 0.9

A50 Center of the inner core 19 50 18 1.9

AlOO Center of the inner core 19 100 72 4.0

B30 Periphery of the inner core 18 30 25 4.8

B50 Periphery of the inner core 18 50 65 7.9

B1OO Periphery of the inner core 18 100 153 9.5

AB50 Center and periphery 37 50 147 8.7
of the inner core (19 + 18)

C50 Radial blanket 72 50 153 2.3

*(Amount of TRU transmuted) / (TRU inventory at BOEC)
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Table 4.1 Summary of TRU inventory and transmutation rate

Amount of TRU inventory Amount of Amount of TRU

Core TRU TRU TRU
Isotope

transmutation
loaded discharged transmuted rate*

(kg/cycle) BOEC(kg) EOEC(kg) (kg/cycle) (kg/cycle) (%)

Reference core Np o 6 11 5 -5

(no TRU loaded) o 46 82 36 -36

Cm o 4 8 5 -5

Total o 55 101 46 46

Homogeneous Np 289 719 590 160 129 18.0

TRU- loaded core 268 710 624 182 86 12,2

Cm 31 142 173 63 -31 -22.1

Total 589 1571 1387 404 184 11.7

Heterogeneous Np 302 769 647 180 122 15.8

TRU-loaded core 280 752 669 197 83 11.0

Cm 33 140 168 61 -28 -20.4

Total 614 1660 1485 438 176 10.6
,,. - - - - - . . ,,r.’l-rr . # --HA.+@mount ot ‘l’Mu transmuted) / [l”Ku inventory at Dubu)



Table 4.2 Comparison of nuclear characteristics of TRU-loaded cores

Reference core Homogeneous Heterogeneous
(no TRU-loaded) TRU-loaded core TRU-loaded core

Pu enrichment 15.3/19.3 WtTo 16.2/19.6 wt~o 15.7/19.7 Wt%
(inner core/outer core)

Region-integrated power
ratio (BOEC/EOEC)

Inner core 46.8/50.9 % 49.9/53.5 % 48.8/53.6 %
Outer core 47.6/41.8 % 44.7/39.5 % 45.4/38.9 TO

Radial and axial blankets 5.6/7.4 % 5.3/7.0 % 5.8/7.5 %

Max.linear heat rate
(BOEC/EOEC)

Inner core 380/419 w/cm 376/43 1 wlcm 391/419 wlcm
Outer core 420/357 wlcm 416/355 wlcm 411/332 wlcm

Control rod worth 1.7 %Ak/kk’ 1.5 %Ak/kk’ 1.4 %Akfkk’
(BOEC. 33cm insertion of (1.00)* (0.87)* (0.81)*

primary rods)

Neutron spectrum see Fig.4.2 + +
(core center)

Burnup reactivity loss 3.3 %Ak/kk’ 1,9 %Aklkk’ 2.2 %Ak/kk’

Doppler coefficient -1.05 X10-z Tdk/dT -7.08 X10-3 Tdk/dT -8.35 x 1O-3 Tdk/dT

Density reactivity
coefficient of Coolant -1.73 x1 O-Z -2.5 OX1O-Z - 2 . 6 7 x  10-2 ~

(Ap/p/100Vodensity change)

Peff 3.71 X1 O-3 3.47 X1 O-3 3.31 x 10”3 ~

Prompt neutron life time 0.406 psec 0.338 psec 0.326 psec

*) Value in parentheses denote relative control rod worth
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Table 4.3 Comparison of thermal characteristics of TRU-loaded cores

Magnitude of relative

Core Max. assembly power*
change ofmax. hot spot

cladding temperature from
that of the reference core

Homogeneous

TRU- loaded core

. Inner core(EOEC) 9.89 MSV +9°c

(9.65 iWW)

● outer core(BOEC) 8.84 MW - I ” c

(8.87 MW)

Heterogeneous

TRU- loaded core

. Inner core(EOEC) 9.86 MW +32°C

(9.08 MW)

8.98 MW +43 “c
● Outer core(BOEC)

(8.06 MSV)

*) The value in parentheses denotes the power for the assembly
at the same position as in the reference core



. {units: mm)
r -.

@ 1 7 9 .  8LU

81*
* 181.21n

Inner core fuel 175
Outer core fuel 180
Primary shutdown control rods 18
Backup control rods 6
Radial blanket 72
Neutron shield (Stainless Steel) 78
Neutron shield (B4C) 277

(total 799)

Fig. 2.1 Core layout of 1000 MWe-class  reference LMFBR
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Fig. 3.1 Relationship between
amount loaded in fuel

amount of TRU transmuted and ratio of TRU
(Homogeneous TRU-loading  method)
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MIXED OXIDE FUELS WITH MINOR ACTINIDES FOR THE
FAST REACTOR

PROBLEM WITH TI-208 WHEN BURNING NP-237
IN A FAST REACTOR

S. PILATE
Belgonucleaire, Belgium

presented by Dr. L. BAESTLE
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‘Hixed Oxide Fuels with Minor Actinides for the Fast Reactor’

Excerpts from a paper of same title by S. PILATE, R. de WOUTERS,
G. EVRARD (BELGONUCLEAIRE), H.W. WIESE (KfK, Karlsruhe)  and U. WEHMANN
(INTERATOM), presented at the ENS/ANS Conference on the Physics of
Reactors : Operation, Design and Computation (PHYSOR), Marseille,
April 1990.

Abszract

The addition of a few percents of Neptunium-237 to the fuel of a large
fast breeder like EFR is found advantageous to the core operation, as it
allows to reduce the plutonium enrichment, to lower the burnup reactivity
loss (and simplify the design of control rod absorbers) and to increase
the plutonium breeding gain. The two latter effects are also found in
the case of plutonium ageing (long storage) leading to the accumulation
of Am-241. If required, the use of uranium from reprocessing does not
bring noticeable penalties on reactor operation. The efficiency of the
FBR as an actinide burner is compared to that of U- and MOX-LWRS and
found equal or better, depending on the isotope.

Introduction

Earlier similar work was already published for the case of Neptunium-237,
added to the fuel of the SUPERPHENIX and SNR2 cores. In SNR2, the fuel
was assumed to stay in pile 1370 equivalent full power days (EFPD), i.e.
5 years at a 0.75 load factor, reaching a peak burnup target of about
16 % (heavy atoms).

The case of the European Fast Reactor (EFR) is considered here, with a
target peak burnup of 20 Z, corresponding to 1650 EFP days over a period
of 6 years.

Simple burnup calculations were performed starting with an average fuel
enrichment of 20.9 X and a reference plutonium isotopic composition of
about 1/58/24/9/5 X (Pu-238/239/240/241/242) plus 3 X of Am-241, a
simplified and averaged core composition of the current EFR design.

in parallel, the ORIGEN-2 and KORIGEN  code versions were used, so as to
test the sensitivity of the results to the methods and data. This
sensitivity was found to be small enough to guarantee the trends
presented below.
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Effect of ND-237 on FBR Core Properties

The main calculation was made with an amount of 2.3 % Np, chosen to limit
the end-of-life relative content of Pu-238 to 5 X of the total discharged
Pu . This ratio is considered prudent not to exceed, because it heats up
the fuel, affecting fabrication and reprocessing. It is worthwile to
notice that in the case of multiple recycle of plutonium in LWR reactors,
one could also approach 5 Z Pu-238/Pu, so that the problems would be
similar.

The insertion of 2.3 % Np on the main core properties leads to three
advantages :

- the plutonium enrichment is reduced from 20.9 to 20.0 Z,
the burnup reactivity loss is reduced by 22 Z relative,
the plutonium breeding gain increases by + 0.06, a substantial gain
explained both by the lowered enrichment and the better fuel balance.

Effect of Am-241 on FBR Core Properties

The MOX fuel can contain much Am-241, either if Americium is not
separated from plutonium at reprocessing, or if plutonium fuel has to be
stored several years before reactor loading. The consequences of
plutonium ageing on fast reactor performances have been assessed by
comparing the loading of the reference fuel with the loading of the fuel
after 6-year storage, so that the PU-241 and Am-241 relative amounts
become, respectively, 7 and 5 Z.

The results show that this Americium build-up has no adverse effect on
reactor operation : while the reactivity of fresh fuel has decreased,
that of the fully burnt fuel also decreases, but less markedly. To
compensate this, a slight fuel overenrichment is needed (21.2 Z instead
of 20.9). The reactivity requirements of the control rod systems are
smaller, and the plutonium breeding is improved by + 0.03.

The last beneficial effect is due to the conversion of part of the Am-241
in~o Cm-242, which itself decays into Pu-238 : there is a ‘return’ to the
beginning of the Pu chain, so that we are in the same favorable
situation as above for Np-237. The consequence of the improved breeding
gain is a mitigation of the penalty in terms of additional loaded Pu mass
due to the ageing period.
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Calculations with Various Pu Compositions

The calculations with Np-23? and Am-241 have been repeated with two
different plutonium compositions : Variant ‘a’ is a clean plutonium
vector separated from MAGNOX spent fuel, and Variant ‘b’ is a degraded
vector supposedly discharged from a MOX-fuelled  PWR at 45 GWd/t. As far
as Np-237 insertion is concerned, all advantages quoted above are
confirmed for both variants : decrease in plutonium enrichment and in
burnup reactivity loss, and increase in plutonium breeding gain. Mith
Variant ‘b’ the end-of-life PU-238 concentration is larger (but the
increase is not linearly correlated with the initial amount).

Com~ar ison of Minor Actinide (MA) Transmutation in Various Reactors

Three types of power reactors are compared with respect to the aim of
reducing assumed stocks of separated Np-237 and Am-241 :

a) Fast breeders of a design similar to the current EFR project,
b) PWR fuelled with enriched uranium, with a discharge burnup 45 GWd/t,
c) PWR fuelled with self-generated Pu-enriched MOX and the same residence

time.

The transmutations occurring in samples of NP-23? and Am-241 were
estimated with the programme  oRIGEN-2 and KORIGEN.

The general conclusion is that both the U-fuelled LWR and the YBR can
burn between l] X and 27 Z of an initial quantity of Np-231 or Am-241
during a standard assembly residence time. Real advantages of the FBR
are essentially related to the high reactivity worth of the transmutation
products, which improve the breeding gain and do not request additional
overenrichment.

Neptunium or Americium recycling in MOX-fuelled  LWR seems comparatively
unattractive from the transmutation efficiency viewpoint.

6 viewfoils are attached, to illustrate this short text (referred to as
Fig. 1, 2, 3, Tables 1, 111, IV).
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TABLE I

Effect of Np-237 Insertion, Am-241 (Pu Ageing) and
on FBR Core Properties with a Typical Pu Vector

/

Reprocessed Uranium
of the Loaded Fuel

1 ,

Cases
Enrichment a/c
(PIJ+Am)/HM

1. Ref.

2. 2.3 Z
Np-237/HM

3. Am-241
(Pu ageing)

4. Reproz
cessed U I

20.9

20.0

21.2

20.7

Bur nup
Reactivity

Loss
(Relative to
Reference)

1.

0.78

0.93

1.03

Plutonium
Breeding Gain
Change from
Reference

0.06

0.03

0.01

Discharged
Pu-238/Pu (%)

1.1

5.2

1.4

1.2
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Isotope

Np-23 7

Fu-238

Pu-239

Cm-2 42

Cm-244

Fissioned

TABLE III

End-of-Life Quantities of MA Issued
from an Initial Unit 14ass of Np-237

FBR ‘a)

0.440

0.282

0.041

3.4 E-7

2.5 E-8

0.225

LWR-U02
(b)

0.367

0.345

0.069

1.2 E-4

2.7 E-4

0.165

LWR+lOX
(b)

0.461

0.377

0.059

1.8 E-5

1.2 E-5

0.075

TABLE IV

End-of-Life Quantities of MA Issued
from an Initial Unit ~ss of Am-241

Isotope

Am-2 41

Pu-238

PU-239

Pu-240

Cm-2 42

Cm-2 44

FBR ‘a)

I
LWR-U02

(b)

0.412

0.197

0.026

2.1 E-3

3.4 E-2

1.8 E-3

0.034

0.355

0.064

0.020

4.3 E-2

4.1 E-2

I Fissioned
I

0.214
I

0.271

LWR-MOX (b)

0.126

0.388

0.061

0.017

7.3 E-2

2.4 E-2

0.156

(a) Irradiation during 1650 EFPD
(b) Irradiation during 1100 EFPD
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‘Problem with T1-208 when burning Np-237 in a Fast Reactor’

Summary in English of a thesis published in French by J. LOBRY (Faculte
Polytechnique  de Mons)

Potential penalties on fuel cycle operations such as transport, storage,
reprocessing and fabrication of fuel containing reprocessed plutonium can
arise due to the buildup of the hard gamma ray emitter T1-208, a daughter
product of (n, 2n) reactions on Np-237. Parametric studies, with the
ORIGEN-2 depletion programme, have been carried out with various storage
times before and after reprocessing of fast breeder fuel containing
respectively O X and ‘2.3 X Np-237. The effect of Np-237 on the gamma
dose, with special attention to the T1-208 component, has been
investigated in the fuel before reprocessing, and in the reprocessed
uranium and plutonium effluents. The addition of Np-237 does not affect
significantly the gamma dose in the irradiated fuel before reprocessing,
which is predominantly due to fission products. After reprocessing, the
gamma dose in the uranium flow is multiplied by a factor 30, due to the
T1-208 generated from the Np-237. A factor of about 2 is calculated in
the plutonium flow. Reduction of the gamma dose would entail long-
storing times of the plutonium, which conflict with the incentive to
limit the amount of AM-241, itself a precursor of Np-237, so that a
compromise is to be found.
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TRANSMUTATION OF TRANSURANIUM  ELEMENTS

BY A METALLIC FUEL FBR

T. INOUE, T.  MATSUMURA, A.  SASAHARA

Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI)

L. KOCH, J.C. SPIRLET

European Institute for Transuranium Elements
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TRANSMUTATION OF

Concept : Burning in a Commercial

under Development.

ACTINIDES

FBR with Metallic Fuel

Based on the Alloy of U-Pu-M~-Zr with some amount
of impurities~*

Subject : ● Analysis of Transmutation Rate of MA by simulation Code
u
~ and Design Study of Fuel with MA including Core Analysis.

● Fabrication and Characterization Studies of Fuel Alloy and

Irradiation Study with PIE .

n n

*
: MA : mainly Np, Am, Cm

** : The Amount of Impurity depends on the refining
efficiency of Pyrochemical  Separation



Analysis of Transmutation Rate of IVIA

— Development of the Analysis Code that can treat
complicated Nuclear Transformation of TRUS.

CITATION-TRU Code

*
o
0

— Analysis of Transmutation Rate by the
CITATION=TRU Code ■

Ex. Metallic Fuel vs. Oxide Fuel (MOX)

Metallic Fuels with TRUS vs. with TRUS + REs
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Fig. Burn-up chain of heavy metal
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FBR spent fuel

10OOMWeFBR

I Fue l  preparat ion ‘1
Depleted U

u : 4977 (kg)
Pu : 1284 (kg)
TRu : 251 (kg)
RARE-EARTH : 610 (kg)
FP 716 (kg),1

+=

~
: 4977 (kg)

RARE-EARTH separation

[

TRu : 143 (kg)

1

efficiency :59.3Yo
IRARE-EARTH : 143 (kg)

Pu : 77 (kg)

t<

● Burnup:3  years.
“ Cooling :4 years.

1000 MWeLWR ● Partitioning.

A!!!!mLx’p’an’s

(b) TRUS with RARE-EARTH

Fig. FBR equilibrium recycle (TRUS 5%,REs 5%)
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Fuel preparation
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FBR spent fuel
. \
u : 5357(kg)
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MICROSTRUCTURE OF FUEL ALLOY
WITH MINOR ACTINIDES



Preparation of Actinides

Np Metal
CaCl ~

Np02 + 2 Ca ~ 2 CaO + Npfl

Pu Metal

Cm

Puc +

PU02 +

Metal

T a  ~ TaC +

Th ~ Th02 +

‘203 + 2 La ~ Laz Os +

Metal

CmO 2 + +

2Am?f



Table AUoys Fabricated for Metallographic Analysis

u Pu Zr Np Am Ce Nd Y

CR1
CR2

U- Zr-Y-Nd-Ce 62.7 7 5.2 16.1 1.04
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CR6 U -  P u - Z r - N p - C e - N d 45 19.3 10.7 9.7 3.7 11.6
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . -------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CR7 U- Pu-Zr-Np-Ce-Nd 68.9 18 10 1.2 0.5 1.4
. . . . . . . . . --------- . . . . . . . . . . ----------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- . . ------ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------- . . . . . . . . -------- . .

CR3 Pu-Am 50 50
. . . . . . . ..- ---------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CR4 u - A m 90 10
--------- -------------- . . . . . . . . . ------------ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------------- .------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ . . . . . . . . -------- . . . . . . . . -------- . .
CR5 Np -Am 67 33

------- ---------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ --------- ------- . . . . . . . . . .

CR8 U- -Np 40 60
--------- ------------ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------- - . . . . . . . . -------- . . . . . . . . . . --------- --------------- -------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- -------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CR1l U -  P u - Z r - N p - A m - C e - N d 68 18 10 1.2 0.8 0.5 1.4



Fig. 15 Photomicrograph  of specimen CR 1

——
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Sample current u

C e Nd

Fig. 16 Electron absorption and X-rqi scanning micrographs  showing the
specimen CR 1.

microstructure and components of the phases in area 1 of



‘CR 3

CR 5

CR 4

LK 7

Fig. 1 I Specimens CR 3 to CR 8 as revealed by a-autoradiography,
a-activity.

CR 8

White spots correspond to high
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specimen Nr:c R 3 C..wition  ( wt% ) ! .~~ y CT !’ ! .:--------------------------------------------------------------- ——————
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CR 3 u Pu Zr Ce Nd Np Am
Specimen Nr: Composition ( wt% )

-50 - - - .- -50
____________________________________________________________________________

.

●

f.

x 1000
.

“k

.

x 1000
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——

CR 4
u Pu Zr Ce Nd Np Am

Specimen Nr: Composition ( wt% ) -90 - - - - - -10

--------------------------------------------------- ___ ———__— ———_—____—  —— ____

x 20
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C R 5 Composition ( wt~ ) u
Pu Zr Ce Nd Np Am

Specimen Nr:
--67 -33

--— ———  ——— —— ______ ——
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CR 11
u P U ~r Ce Nd Np Am

Specimen Nr: Composition ( wt% )
68.1 18 10 0.5 1.L4 ~ 1,2 0.8

___________________________________________________________________________

a  autoradiograph

●
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CR 11
u Pu Zr Ce Nd Np Am

Specimen Nr. Composition ( wt% )
68.1 18 10 05 1.L 1.2 0,8
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Summary

1. The actinides are miscible in the molten state.

2. Neighboring actinides in the periodic table exhibited the
best miscibility. (e.g. U - Np and Pu - Am)

3. Dendrite formation was stronger for Np -Am and in the case
of U - Am large crystals were formed.

4. U - Pu - Zr alloy with minor actinides and rare earths of
2 WWO in each shows homogeneous microstructure with
small particles having Am and rare earths along the
grain boundary.



1392 The me~allic state

150(

100(
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19.1 Schematic binary phase diagram of the actinide metals. (After Smith and
YmotLn r21 )



MINOR ACTINIDES TRANSMUTATION STUDIES

AT CEA: SOME REACTOR PHYSICS ASPECTS

M. SALVATORES
CEA/DRN/DER/SPRC

CEN Cadarache, France
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AN EXAMPLE

“SELF-RECYCLING” IN A SUPERPHENIX-TYPE REACTOR (IN AN HOMOGENEOUS
MODE):

● INITIAL REACTOR LOADING FROM STANDARD-PWR  PU (AT 33GWd/t),
INCLUDING MINAC;

s SUCCESSIVE RECYCLING:

- IRRADIATION CYCLE OF 960 DAYS AT NOMINAL POWER

- COOLING TIME/AGEING: 1 YEAR

- NO LOSSES AT REPROCESSING

THE EQUILIBRIUM IS OBTAINED AFTER -12 CYCLES

(THE INITIAL PU LOADING IS EQUIVALENT TO WHAT WOULD COME OUT FROM
THE OPERATION OF A STANDARD PWR DURING 30 YEARS).
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BASIC DATA

INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS

CORE AND FUEL CYCLE STUDIES
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BASIC DATA
I

1- THE J13F-2 DATA BASE IS AVNLABLE (February 1990)

MINAC NEUTRON DATA MOSTLY FROM JEF-1.

2- VALIDATION : CADARACHE

SATISFACTORY RESULTS

3- NEW AND WIDER BENCHMARKING UNDERWAY

4- DATA/VALIDATION (PARTLY) MISSING UP-TO-NOW :

- RESONANCE SELF-SHIELDING

- DELAYED NEUTRON DATA

- DECAY HEAT RELATED DATA

- COVARIANCES

- PHOTON PRODUCTION DATA
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II INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS AT CEA II

IRRADIATED FUEL EXPERIMENTS :

==== ==== ==== ==== ==== ===

,) FBR SPECTRA (PHENIX) :

. SEPARATE ISOTOPE SAMPLES IRRADIATION

(PROFIL-IAND  PROFIL-11)
- SPECIAL FUEL PINS IRRADIATION (TRAPU)
. ACTINIDE PINS IRRADIATION (SUPERFACT)

b) LWR SPECTRA (MELUSINE)

. SHERWOOD (5 x 5 SQUARE LA’ITICE  WITH

STANDARD 17 X 17 PWR FUEL)

CENTRAL PIN WITH U02 PELLETS, DOPED WITH

MINAC

. ANALYSIS OF IRRADIATED FUEL IN STANDARD p~s
(WITH VARYING BURN-UP), AND IN PWR WITH
MOX RECYCLING
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C/E values with JEF-1 data

TABLE V

on 237
ND reaction rme~. obtained  from ●

237
.

Np sample analysis ● fter ;rr~di~tion  h ths PHENIX core.

! C/E !

~ 237 J I
Np 1 o.90~o.05 !c

237 !
o Np ! 1 . 1 9  ~ Ools(a) :n,2n 1 I

(8) This results is ● ssociated to ● spcclfic branching ratio of the

236
237 Np (lOTlg lived)

reaction Np — > conaistant with CARDNER ● nd,
CARDNER  ● valuation.

n,2u
236NP (short lived)



237NP

(n,2n)

(yln)

236W

a
‘1

= 2.85 y

z

<

6-
49 t

51 t
Co.

c 1

236U

DECAY SCHEME RELATED ~

237 Np(II,21t) and (Ytn)



TABLE I
ISOTOPIC COtiPOSITION OF TNE THREE TRAPU FUEL PINS

% Pu isotope composition

Experiment

2J8PU 1)9 i%

TRAPU- 1 0.1 73.3

TRAPU-2 0.8 71.4

TRAPU-3 0.2 34.0

TABLE

‘“PU abl
P u 2’2PU

21.9 4.0 0.7

18.5 7.4 1.9

49.4 10.0 6.4

II
SEPARATE ISOTOPES IRRADIATION IN PROFIL EXPERIHENI’S

Experiment Th u Np Pu

238
23S 239

PROF I ~1 240
238 241

242

233 238
234 239

PRoFIIr2 232 23S 237 240

238 242

Am cm

241

241
244

243

‘
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TABLE 3
C/E VALUES FOR T1[E PROFIL EXPERItlENTS USING

JEF-1 DATA

DATA TYPE (A)

0=( ‘“u )
u= ( 23’U )
a= ( 2y7Np)

a ( 2J7Np)
n,Zn

CJc[ 2Y’PU)
a.( 2J’PU)

a ‘( 239pu)

n,Zn
ac( 2“PU)

o ( 2b’Pu)
“&’lPu)

a= ( 2b2Pu)
a=( Z“Am)
~c ( 2byAm)

atOt( ‘OB )

C/E WITH JEF-1

AVERAGE VALUE
(PROFIL-l+PROFIL-2  )

0.97 * 1.4%
0.96 t 1.6%
0.90 t 4.1%
1.19t 15%
0.95 i 3 %
0.97 k 1.8%
1.38 k 11%
1.06 f 1.6%
0.83 k 14 %
1.11 t 3.7%
1.16 ~ 3.5%
1,03 k 1.4%
0.94 k 5 %

(A) All the results are average reaction rate ratios (“spectral indices”)
related to the 2JSU fission rate.
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TABLE IV
C/E VALUES ON FINAL (END OF IRRADIATION) COMPOSITIONS

IN THE TRAPU EXPERIMENTS (PERCE~AGE VALUES) USING JEF-1 DATA

23~u=lo(j

236 u
21s u
23t u
2 ] 7NP

2“PU
2Jlpu

24’PU
2b1Pu
abl~
2*1

Am
2b3

Am
251

Am

2*2C8
2b3cm
Z**cm

TRAPU-1

0.98 i 2.5%
0.99 *0.3X
0.98 t 0.5%
0.91 t 6.82
1.02 * 0.92
1.OO i 0.4%
0.99 k 0.42
1.03 t 0.4%
1.08 i.O.SX
0.95 * 3.02
1.36 i ~.6!C
1.08 f 3.6%
0.96 t 2.42

—
1.03 t 2.02

TIWW2

I.oof 1.3%
1.01 * 0.2%
1.00 t 0.4%
0.90 * 3.3%
1.00* 0.4%
0.98 i 0.3%
0.98 f 0,3%
1.00 i 0.3%
1.03 * 0.42
0.96 i 3,6X
1.41 t 4.0%
1.05 i 4.0%
0.95 * 2.62
1.13 f 2.7%
1.15 * 2.2%

TRAPU-3

1.04 * 1.0%
1.01 t 0.2%
0.99 * 0.3%
0.85 k 3.2X
0.99 * 0.4%
0.98 * 0.3%
0.98 t 0.3%
1.02 to.3%
1.01 * 0.3%
0.97 i 2.12
1.36 t 2.5X
1.08 t 2.5%
0.94 * 2.1%
1.13 t 2.6%
1.16 t 1.7%’
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SUPWACT 1

CAPSULE EXPERIMENTALE PHENIX

REPARmlO#J DES AIGUIUES

/

VUE de DESSUS

aiguiile standad

@



Reaction Rate

23% fiso~ti~

23% Capture

23N Capture

239PU capture

240Pu Capture

241 Pu Capture

242 Pu Capture

24’Am capture

243Am Capture

244CIII Capture

Experimental value normalized

23% fission reaction ratetb the

1.233 ~ 0 .017

0 . 2 3 3  t 0.CX)3

0 . 0 1 9 1 7  t o.m14

1;s08’ * 0.010

.
5.1(X3  ~ 0 . 0 7 5

1 . 0 2 2  Y 0 . 0 2 9

0 . 6 0 4  t 0 . 0 1 6

3.18s t 0.065

1.248 t 0.025

0.316 z 0.015
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/’
*

enrlchlssement
I n i t i a l

REP standard I 2.I% 2 . 6 % e t  3 . 1 %
PWR

hauts taux de
I

3.1%
cOmmst Ion

JEnr chlsserrmt
I

4.5%
f ttal &lev&/

T5w+

\

Dmaine de taux d
Combust ion

===> 33 wJ/t
GQbt..t

===> 58 GWj/t

““=> 45 Guj/t

/

I

\ PLAGES D’ENRICHISSEMENT  I N I T I A L

ET DE TAUX DE COMBUSTION ET UDIES
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C) HCLWR  SPECTRA (MELUSINE)

. ICARE EXPERIMENTS:

TWO EXPERIMENTAL PINS WITH U02 PELLETS, DOPED

WITH MINAC, AT THE CENTER OF 261 PIN LAITICE

OF MOX FUEL (8,5% ENRICHMENT)

. TWO VALUES OF THE Vm/Vf RATIO HAVE BEEN STUDIED :

Vvnh = 0.5 and 0.9

(THESE EXPERIMENTS ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE

CRITICAL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM ERASME,
PERFORMED lN THE CRITICAL FACILITY EOLE AT

CADARACHE)
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Crayon exp&imentaux Crayons 110-2-PU~

Assemblage DE SECTION CARREE  450x 450 mm2

OCCUPANT  IA PIACE DE 4 EtEME~ MEUJSINE
FIGURE 6
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I_RRADi AT ION mI C A R E  DAM i!EiiSINE.-. ----

I . ., I

m

Puissance MELUSINE

Puissance 1 WMque

Taux de cgmbust ion

●
●

I CARE

ICARE

8 MWTh

●
● -45 iu/cti

s
● 270 MWJ/t par mof:
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CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS

==== ==== ==== ===

FISSION CHA.MBER  MEASUREMENTS OF :

F (Np-237) AND OTHER pu ISOTOPES

F (Am-241)

F (Am-243)

F (Cm-244)

F (Pu-238)

A VARIETY OF CRITICAL CONFIGURATIONS:

FBR SPECTRA IN MASURCA

LWR SPECTRA IN EOLE
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.

.

CORE NEUTRONICS AND FUEL CYCLE STUDIES

STRATEGY STUDIES (COSI CODE)

RADIOTOXICITY IN DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

FBR CORE STUDIES FOR TRANSMUTATION (ALSO ADVANCED
LWRS)  a HOW FAST AN EQUILIBRIUM (Np, Am) IS REACHED

DESIGN PARAMETERS UNCERTAINTY STUDIES IN FBRs:

- N2 VOID COEFFICIENT

- DOPPLER

-  Aq/CYCLE (IBG)

WHAT ARE THE DESIGNS FOR AN “OPTIMUM” BURNING STRATEGY

e.g. a “OUT OF CORE” POSITIONS IN AN LMFBR

= IF HOMOGENEOUS RECYCLING, WHAT INTERNAL BREEDING GAIN
(IBG) SHOULD BE ADOPTED
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Survey of codes relevant to design, engineering and simulation of
transmutation of actinide by spallation.

(The cost estimation of accelerator for incinerator and the problem
of radiation hazard)

Hiroshi Takahashi
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York, l1973

Abstract

The summary of the survey of codes relevant to design of transmutation of
actinide by spallation is presented. The accelerator actinide incinerator has
been studied by using the codes of nuclear cascade calculation including a high
energy fission. The validity of the codes has been examined by comparing the
experimental data of the yields of neutrons, and of spallation and fission
products by a interaction of medium energy proton and thin and thick uranium
targets. The cost of accelerator for incineration was estimated using the data
obtained from studies of accelerator breeder and accelerator tritium producer.
The problems of radiation hazard which are shielding, beam loss, and the other
radioactivity, are discussed.

1. Introduction

Studies have been made of the possibility of incinerating actinides in light-
water reactors and in liquid metal fast breeders without processing the long–
lived nuclei[Cl,821’. Howeverr thermal neutrons and fast neutrons, whose
spectrum is not sufficiently hard, do not incinerate actinide efficiently. To
do so, a fast neutron spectrum is needed that is hard enough so that the fission
reaction dominates the capture reaction.

This requirement might be met by using Np-237 elements that give a harder neutron
spectrum in the target assembly than the spectrum from conventional LMFBRJMT,88]  .
However, the lifetime of neutrons in this hard spectrum is very short and the
transient behavior of the reactor increases rapidly as it approaches the
supercritical condition. Furthermore, the delayed neutron fractions of Np–
237[Tm,89] fission are smaller than those of the uranium isotopes, which somewhat
restricts their control.

To keep a minor actinide fuel reactor running, the choice of the composite
materials of fuel, cladding structure, and coolant is limited: this limitation
makes the safety problems associated with criticality much more severe.

The accelerator actinide incinerator can resolve the difficulties associated with
criticality in reactor safety because it is a subcritical reactor,assisted  by
neutrons created by high-energy proton spallation and the high–energy fission
reaction.

Studies of the incineration of actinide nuclei[BR,87],  [ Ta,85] that have very long
half–lives,such  as Np-237, suggest that the power from a small beam, in the order
of 15-30MW,  can incinerate the actinide produced by about ten lGWe light water
reactors. Furthermore, an incinerator with 900Mw thermal power can produce 270–
240MWe of excess electricity,as well as 100kg of fissile materials, such as U
or Put when its core is surrounded with fertile material such as Th or U,
respectively.

1 Only references with underline are cited in the reference section
because of space limitation.
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The concept of accelerator incinerator is new, and has not yet been studied
extensively as much as the accelerator breeder which has been promoted in many
laboratories. Because of the similarity between the accelerator breeder arid the
incinerator, many materials were taken from the studies of the accelerator
breeder.

This report is a summary of my voluminous report prepared for OECD, for more
detailed information please refer to the forthcoming report (Ta,91).

2. Accelerator Actinide Incinerator

In the process of transmuting actinides, large numbers of fast neutrons generated
by spallation  processes incinerate minor actinides by fission. In quantitative
terms, the total number of fissions, Nfi,,, can be expressed by:

N
k

fi Ss ‘Nh+sh (~_k)V (1)

where Nf~,, = total nUtier of fissionsl N~ = total nunber of fissions by high–
energy proton reactions, S~ = number of neutrons produced by high–energy proton
reactions (spallation, evaporation, and very high energy fission), v = number
of neutrons per ‘regular’ fission and k = multiplication factor for ‘regular’
fission neutrons. By increasing the k value, the proton current required to
incinerate the minor actinides can be reduced. The k value of the incinerator
should be considered from many aspects, such as safety, operational procedure,
choice of materials, and the cost of the incinerator. Since these parameters have
not been studied, the value of k = 0.9 -0.95 has been arbitrarily chosen. When
Np-237 captures a neutron it converts the fertile material to fissile material
and the reactivity of the target increases during the operation of incineration.

2.1 Study at EURATOM,CERN,and BNL[BR,871

About 250kg of minor actinides are produced annually from 10 units of 3000MW(Th)
LWR without uranium iSOtOPeS; and the thermal power generated by incinerating
this amount of actinides is 900 MW. When this 900MW thermal power is generated
with a specific power of 150W/gr HA, the total amount of actinide in the reactor
becomes 6 tons.

The target lattice system we studied was made up of actinide–oxide fuel pellets
clad by steel can, and cooled by sodium or helium. The V–shaped geometry target
was surrounded by a thorium blanket to capture the large fraction of leakage
neutrons that produce the fissile material of U–233; the target lattice was
irradiated directly by a l-GeV proton beam, which is spread by a magnetic field.
Table 3 shows the results of these studies.

Table 3. Requirements for accelerator-driven sodium - or helium–cooled
incinerators.

Coolant Keff Beam Beam Current Reactor u-233 produced.
Power lGeV 3GeV Power in blanket
(Mw) (MWth ) (Kg)

Na .90 27.9 27.9 9.3 900 85
He .95 13.0 13.0 4.3 900 103

The requirement for a relatively low beam current favors the comparatively
inexpensive “Multistage Cyclotron Technique”.
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2.2 JAERI Incinerator Study, [TK,89]

An accelerator-driven TRU target system designed at JAERI was operated at a
subcritical condition of k= 0.99-0.95. The target core was 2m long in the
direction of the beam, and l.Om in height and 0.85m in width. This core was
surrounded by a 0.2mm thick stainless steel reflector. The beam window was
located at a depth of 0.7m from the front face. Heat was removed by forced
circulation of a liquid metal coolant of Na or Pb-Bi. The metallic alloy fuels
of Np–Pu- Zr and Am-Cm- pu-Y give a much harder neutron spectrum than oxide fuel.
These alloys are expected to have a sufficiently high phase stability, and with
the addition of 20 wt% of Zr, the melting point of Np is expected to increase
from 640”C to about 900°C. For Na cooling, the maximum thermal power is 390MW
and the beam current required is 18.lmA. For Pb-Bi cooling, the maximum thermal
power is 163Mw, requiring a 5.4mA beam current.

2.3 BNL Larqe Scale Incinerator Study, [VT,90]

In order to use the present technology, the incinerator target assembly was
designed in very conservative way. Initially, a sodium-cooled oxide fuel lattice
based on the FFTF reactor was chosen as the target. We chose to use the large
linear accelerator, with a peak current of 250mA of 1. 6GeV protons, to derive
a subcritical lattice of K=0.9.

After two years of operation at 75% capacity factor, the fuel reached an average
burn-up of 8.6%, with an additional 12.7% converted to plutonium. The use of a
two-year cycle assures that more than 80% of the plutonium is PU-238.

The conbined inventory of neptunium and americium decreased by about
2.6 tonnesiyear, with 1.55 tonneslyr being converted to plutonium. Thus, one unit
of the incinerator would transmute the minor actinide wastes from about 75
1000 MWe LWRS.

2.4 LANL Thermal Neutron Incinerator Study, [ B0,90L

Another accelerator incinerator of actinide, as well as of fission products such
as CS-137 and Sr-90, was studied by LANL ~Bo,901. Instead of using fast
neutrons, the LANL incinerator creates a high-intensity thermal neutron flux,
similar to that in our earlier study of a fission product incinerator using
spallation neutrons [TM,80L. However, the geometry of the target system is
different and the high energy proton is injected vertically in the eutectic
flowing target. The irradiating material is immersed into the D20 moderator which
surrounds the eutectic flow target. Using thermal neutrons of 4.8 1015 n/cm2/sec
maximum flux produced by a beam energy of 1.6GeV and proton current of 25mA, the
minor actinides and fission products would be incinerated. The incineration of
the actinide will occur by fission of these resulting nuclei. The processes
of capture and the fission that follows are rather complicated; their assessment
requires detailed calculations using burn-up codes. They estimated that the
spallation neutron produced from a 400 Mw proton beam accelerator
(8.6* 102s neutronlyear)  could destroy the minor actinide output of 84 PWRS!

3. Nuclear Cascade Calculation(Medium Energy Nucleon–Nucleus interaction)

When medium energy protons collide with the nucleus, a nuclear reaction occurs
by a two–step process of spallation and evaporation of the residual nucleus. When
the residual nucleus has a large mass and moderately high excitation energy then
it might undergo fission in competition with evaporation. The third process is
the emissionjBr,711  of a cluster and a particle before reaching the thermal
equilibrium state, the so-called the pre-equilibrium emission of the particle.

When a medium–energy proton collides with the nucleus, the transport of the
nucleon inside the nucleus can be treated as a classical particle, because the
wavelength of the nucleon is smaller than the nucleon’s average distance. A
collision of a nucleon with a nucleon is treated as a two–body collision. The
n mesons which are created in such a collision are also included in the
calculation of the cascade process.
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The residual energy after spallation thermalises the nucleus, and neutrons,
protons, or other light nuclei are evaporated. When this energy surpasses the
fission barrier in the heavy nucleus, fission competes with the evaporation
particles of light elements.

The particles emitted from the nuclear collision travel until encountering the
next nuclear collision (called an inter–nuclear cascade) ; then, a similar process
as that described is repeated until the energy of the particle falls below the
cut-off energy. When the particle emitted or scattered from the nucleus is a
charged particle, its energy is lost by exciting the electron surrounding its
tracking path; this process is called the inter–nuclear cascade process. The
cascade process inside the nucleus is called the intra–nuclear  cascade. The
information provided by the intra–nuclear  cascade calculation consists of the
energy and direction of each emitted neutron, proton, d, t, and n-meson , as well
as the excitation energy, recoil kinetic energy, charge, and mass of the excited
residual nucleus.

Neutron and photon transport below the cut-off energy has been accurately
calculated in conventional reactor calculations which are very familiar to
nuclear engineers; therefore, these subjects are not discussed here.

4. Procedure to Calculate the Nuclear Cascade Reaction

4.1 NMTC and HETC codes

The NMTC and HETC codes are most commonly used to calculate the intra–nuclear
cascade.

To calculate the nucleon’s cascade inside the nucleus, a model is required for
nuclear matter, which is described here as the degenerated nucleons in the Wood-
Saxon type potential.

The collision of a nucleon with a nucleon inside the nucleus is treated as a two-
body collision, which satisfies the law of relativistic energy momentum
conservation. After the collision, when the energy of the particle is less than
the Fermi energy, this collision event is discarded and another collision is
performed. When the particle’s energy after a collision becomes less than the
cut-off energy, then the history is terminated.

When the kinetic energy of the nucleon scattered through the nuclear surface is
above the binding energy of nucleon, the nucleon escapes from the nucleus, its
kinetic energy being decreased by the value of its binding energy.

When the nucleon’s kinetic energy inside the nucleus is less than the binding
energy , the nucleon gives kinetic energy to the nucleus as excitation energy.
This energy thermalizes the residual nucleus, and neutrons, protons, or other
light nuclei are evaporated. When this energy surpasses the fission barrier in
the heavy nucleus, fission events will be compete with the evaporation of light
element particles.

The cascade of nucleon in the nucleus is calculated by the code MECC2, developed
by Bertini; the evaporation process from the excited nucleus is calculated by
EVAP developed by Dresner. The transport of particles in the heterogeneous
medium is calculated by many subroutines developed in the 05R codes.
Furthermore, many subroutines can be added to calculate the transport of charged
particles and the nuclear reaction associated with pions. The EVAP subroutine
was improved by Guthrie, and the evaporation reaction is presently treated by
subroutine called by DRES; the MECC2 in the NMTC code is named the BERT
subroutine. In the HETC code, which can treat a higher energy reaction than the
NMTC code, the MECC7 subroutine is used.

In the commonly used nuclear cascade codes NMTC[CA,70,71] and HETC[CA,72],  the
data for the nucleon -nucleon collision is obtained from Bertini’s  evaluated
data[Be,631, and the production of the meson is treatedby using the Isobar model
developed by Sternheimer and Lindenbaum[SL,  58,611.
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The original NMTC and HETC codes have no capability for calculating the high
energy fission which is very important for nuclear targets of high atomic number,
such as the nucleus of uranium and of actinides.

By adding their own fission models to the NMTC code, the NMTC/JAERI  andNMTC/BNLF
codes have been generated. The LAHET code JPr, 89] was made by adding the RAL
(Ratherford Appleton Laboratory) and ORNL models to the HETC code.

In both the NMTC and HETC codes, the nucleon number density is calculated using
Hofslader’s  formula, and the momenta of the nucleons are distributed as the
degenerated Fermi momentum distribution with absolute zero temperature. The
nuclear potential is described by assuming that the nucleus is composed of three
segmented regions. The nucleon-nucleon cross section to calculate the two-body
collision inside the nucleus are the semi-empirical fit of the data by Hess
et al.

A) Nucleon Distribution skipped.
B) Momentum Distribution skipped.
C) Distribution of Potential Enerqy skipped.
D) Nucleon-Nucleon Cross Section skipped.
E) Meson Production Model

For particle-particle reactions that lead to the production of n-meson, the (El)
Steinheimer-Lindenbaum isobar model account only for single- and double-pion
production in nucleon-nucleon collisions and single-pion production in pion-
nucleon collisions. The practical thresholds for ternary–pion production by
nucleo double-pion  production by pions are about 3.5GeV and 2.5GeV, respectively.
Thus the energy ranges of incident proton and pion are limited to these energies.

F) To treat the higher energy reactions, the extrapolation model of Garthier is
provided, as discussed in HETC. To estimate the particle production for higher
energy (EP >3GeV) collisions, this extrapolation employs particle-production data
obtained from an intranuclear-cascade  calculation for intermediate-energy,
(3GeV), nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus collisions, together with the energy,
angle, and multiplicity scaling relations that are consistent with the sparse
experimental data available for high-energy collisions.

G) Charqed-Particle  Enerqv Loss such as protons, charged pions, and muons due
to the excitation and ionization of atomic electrons is treated by the well-
established stopping power formula, based on continuous slowing-down
approximation.

H) Multiple Coulomb Scatterinq of primary charged particles is treated by Fermi’s
joint distribution function for angular and lateral spread, and Rutherford’s
formula for a single-scattering cross-section.

4.2 ISABEL (Veqas) code

A code Vegas, similar to Monte Carlo Nuclear cascade code was developed by
K. Chen et al. [CFF,68,CFM,68] at BNL. This code takes into account the refractive
process which is neglected in the NMTC and HETC codes. However, the original
Vegas code did not take into account meson production, as does the NMTC and HETC
codes, because nucleon energy is limited to the rather low energy of 380MeV.
Therefore, Vegas was extended to calculate meson production, by incorporating
the isobar model and model for the nucleus-nucleus collision by Y. Yarif and Z.
Fraenkel[YF, 79,81]. To calculate the collision between antiproton and nucleus
the model by M.R.Clover et al. [CD,821 was used.

The code named ISABEL, which was developed from the VEGAS code, is used in the
LAHET code[Pr.89] together with the HETC code, to calculate the nuclear cascade
calculation at LANL.

4.3 The Cascade Calculation for Liqht Mass Nucleus

The original NMTC code does not taken into account the nuclei whose mass is
between 2 and 7. This omission is due to the lack of accuracy in the model
describing the nuclear reaction. In the NMTC/BNLF and NMTC/JAERI codes, this
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limitation is simply relaxed to encompass a mass range between 2-5, so that Li-6
and Li-7 then can be handled. Deuteron is treated as two protons in the
NMTC/JAERI code, because the binding energy of the deuteron is only 2. 2Mev.

4.4 Fermi’s Break-up Model

In the LAHET Code, Fermi’s break-up mode 1, which was developed by
T.S. Suberamanian et al. [su,83], has replaced the evaporation model for
disintegration of light nuclei; these replacement models apply only to residual
nuclei with A<17.

4.5 The Pre-equilibrium  Model

It is appropriate to consider that after spallation,  the residual nucleus is not
in a state of equilibrium and emits particles. This pre– equilibrium model has
been studied by M.Blann[Bl,711, A.V. Ignatyuk et al. [1S,75] E.D.Arthur[AR,88],
R.E. Prael and M. Bozoian [PB,881,  and many other authors [KA,851, [NN,861. In
those theories, the pre-equilibrium states are described by the exciton state,
which is the many particle and hole state of the single particle state.

In the LAHET code, the multi-stage pre-equilibrium model (MPM) is used for the
emission of neutrons, protons, deuterons, He-3, and a particles at each stage
of exciton states. The MPM terminates upon reaching the equilibrium exciton
number; then the evaporation model (or Fermi’s break-up model) is applied to
the residual nucleus with remaining excitation energy.

4.6 The Frac?mentation of the Nucleus

When the incident proton energy is increased, the nucleus may fragment. This
process produces heavier nuclei with mass number A=20-40, even though this
probability is much smaller than the probability of emitting the nucleon,
deuteron, tritium, He-3, and U particle. It has been conjectured that multi-
fragmentation is the manifestation of a liquid-gas phase transition occurring
during compression - expansion of nuclear matter. [Ai, 84]. Other models or
theories are based on either a statistical and chemical equilibrium picture, or
a fast break-up process in which only minimal statistical assumptions are
made[Mo,85] . However the actual process of fragmentation is so complicated that
none of the theories has succeeded in offering a convincing explanation. [cd,84]

4.7 Neutron spectrum and yields of spallation and fission products

The neutron spectrum in the spallation reaction, using a rather thin block
target, has a small bump in the region of 20-80Mev. To explain this small rise,
several models such as a multi-temperature model and a moving source model have
been proposed. Some improvements are seen, but the model cannot completely
explain the rise in the neutron spectrum.

The spallation products including fission products and evaporation products have
been extensively studied by Nishida and Nakahara[NN,86], using Yamada’s mass
formula.

5. Hiqh Enerqv Fission Model

5.1 General

To evaluate the yields of neutrons and reaction products in a heavy-mass target
irradiated by a high energy proton beam, it is very important to take high
energy fission into consideration. Several models of high energy fission have
been proposed and incorporated into the high energy nucleon meson transport code
HETC by AtchisonJAT,79,80] and Alsmiller et al.~Al,81] and into NMTC by
TakahashiJTa,84b]  and Nakahara[Na,801. Baklashenkov et al. [Ba,781 independently
developed a high-energy fission model.

Theoretically, all of these models are based on the statistical theory of fission
[F0,69], but their computational schemes differ in practice, in physical
assumptions, and in the data used to calculate fission probability, mass and
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charge distributions of fission fragments, excitation, and kinetic energies  of
residual nuclei.

When there is a possibility of fission, it can be considered to occur in
competition with evaporation. The fission process itself can be treated as a two–
step process. At the moment of fission, a nucleus splits into two fragments, from
which particles subsequently do or do not evaporate, according to excited levels.
For branching ratio calculation,since  there is possibility of emitting p,d,t
he-3 and a particle, these emission other than fission and neutron are so small
that they can be neglected.

5.2 Branchinq Ratio of Fission to Neutron Emission

A) In the RJAL (Atchinson) model, the branching ratio of fission to neutron
emission is calculated using the systematic of Vandenbosh & Huizenga[VH,581 for
Z < 90 nuclei. It is assumed that no fission occurs for excitation energy E’ <
6 MeV. For the sub–actinide region of z <90, the other statistical model is
used, which fits the experimental data.

B) The ORNL model(Alsmiller) adopted Hahn and Bertini’s fission
model. [HB,72],which is essentially same as the simple model developed by
Sikkeland, Ghiorso, and Nurmia[SG,68]  . In this ORNL model, the fission of nuclei
whose z number is less than 90 is neglected.

C) BNL and JAERI models

In the JAERI and BNL models, the branching ratio is calculated using the fission
barrier heights evaluated by 11’inov et al. [IC,80] based on the liquid drop
model of Meyers-Swiatecki [MS, 66,67] and Nix[NI,69]. The JAERI model takes into
consideration the possibility of fission only for nuclei with masses greater than
175. The level density parameter, a., is calculated from LeCouteur’s  expression:

an= + [1+1.5(%3’1
o

(C,2)

where BO is a universal constant, and BO = 8 is used in NMTC and NMTC/JAERI.
(Atchison JAt,791, and Alsmiller et al. [A1,81] use different values for BO) . BO
seems to range from about 8 to 20 MeV, but the best value has not been evaluated.

The level density parameter for a fissioning nucleus, a~, was fitted to the
experimental data compiled by Vandenbosh and Huizenga[VH,581. The neutron binding
energy, B., is obtained in the same way as in the subroutine DRESS of NMTC.

5.3 The Mass and Charqe Distribution after Scission

If it is decided that fission will occur, the masses, charges, and parameters
such as kinetic and excitation energies have to be selected for the fission
fragments. These parameters also are determined using the statistical model,
in which it is assumed that the fission process is so slow that an instantaneous
equilibrium state will be established every moment of the process.

A) In the RAL and JAERI models, these distributions are determined by statistical
theory based on the fluctuation probability with Gaussian distribution and on
the experimental data.

In the RAL model, the mass distribution after scission is determined for the
actinide region by taking into account the two competing modes, asymmetric
division (dominant at low excitations) and symmetric division (which takes over
at high excitations) . For nuclei in the sub–actinide region, the mass split is
always assumed to be a symmetric, i.e., about A/2 [NF,63]

The charge distribution function for one fragment (the heavy one in the case of
asymmetry) is assumed to have a gaussian distribution with a two–charge unit for
the width. The charge of the other fragment is determined from conservation of
the number of protons.
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The total recoil kinetic energy correlates well with the Coulomb repulsion
parameter Z2/Al’3, and this RAL model takes the correlation of E from E.K. Hyde
[HY,64] The excitation energy of the fragment is computed by assuming a uniform
distribution of both excitation and binding energy in the fissioning nucleus plus
conservation of energy.

In the JAERI model, Pik-Pichak and Strutinskii’s model[PS,  ] is used to determine
the mass and charge distributions of the fission fragments. The total kinetic
energy, E~, of the fission fragments is determined by the Coulomb repulsion at
the moment of splitting. The recoil energies of fragments are determined by
assuming that they are proportional to the masses of the fissioned fragments.

B) In the BNL[Ta,84] and 0RNL[A1,81]  models, the Fong’s statistical model[Fo,691
is adopted instead of the empirical formula used in the RAL and JAERI models.
According to the Fong’s statistical theory, the probability of producing
fragments of fission products (AI,ZI) and (AZ ZZ) is expressed by the function of
the following quantities; C (the mutual Coulomb energy of a fission pair at the
moment just before scission),  k (the total translational energy of the same),
D (the total deformation of two fission fragments), and E (the total energy
available to the compound system C minus k), with a given partition of excitation
energy E1,E2 and with given angular momenta, jl and jz , for the two fra9ments,
where it is assumed that j=O and there is no orbital angular momentum.

Incorporation of this most general distribution function of fission product into
the calculation to the intra-nuclear cascade code is very time consuming.
Therefore in the BNL model, a simplified distribution function is derived for
a few variables by carrying out the summation of j, and the integration of k and
excitation energy, E.

In the ORNL model[Al,81], the statistical functions at the scission and
evaporation times are derived according to Fong’s theory, but more reliance is
placed on the empirically derived function than on the above models.

5.4 Photo-Fission

In recent years, there has been growing interest in electromagnetic interactions
of heavy nuclei at intermediate energies. Such information provides data on the
nature of the nuclear force, and the mechanism of intranuclear cascade. A broad
program of studies is been carried out on nuclear photo-fission and photo-
fragmentation using back-scattered laser photons. At present, studies of photo-
fission of both u-238 and Np-237 have been made by D.I. Ivanova et al. [11,89].

6. Accelerator Reactor Code System

To analyze the accelerator breeder and the high-intensity neutron source
facility, code systems were developed combining the nuclear cascade code and the
conventional neutron and photon transport code used for the nuclear reactor at
BNL[BR,87],  RAL[At,791,  JAERI[NT,89L,  and LANL[Pr,891.

A. BNL code svstem[BR,871

Fig.A.l shows the code system developed at BNL for analyzing the accelerator
breeder and accelerator tritium production. The BNL computer code system has
six main programs: NMTC/BNLF,  HIST3D, EPR, (DLC-2), TAPEMAKER, ANISN, TWOTRAN-11,
and three auxiliary programs:FIND, SURF, MULTISUM. The nuclear cascade is
calculated by the nucleon meson transport code (NMTC) with the BNL fission model;
neutron transport is treated either by the two-dimensional Sn code, TWOTRAN II,
or the three-dimensional Monte Carlo code, MORSE-CG. The neutron source
distribution to be used in the TWOTRAN calculations is prepared by HIST3D, which
was designed to analyse the collision events file created by NMTC/BNLF. FIND
and SURF were prepared to provide graphic representations of the output from the
TWOTRAN-11 processing programs.

B. RAL Code SVstem, [At,79]

Fig.B.l shows the code system which was developed at RAL. This code is based
around the HETC code, and contains two major codes: HET which, for RAL’s
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particular case, transports, the incident protons and the produced neutrons,
pions, and muons. The second part is 05R which takes the neutrons from 77MeV to
0.14MeV. The low-energy neutrons which escape are passed onto the TIMOC coder

a time based neutron transport code, which was used in the moderator calculation
by A.Taylor. Energy deposition is very important because the target has to be
cooled, in particular, with uranium.

The most important quantity in the RAL project is the first source of low energy
neutrons, useable for the moderator calculations. Also, it receives a
contribution to energy deposition and some more contributions to nuclide
distribution. The Y–transport code is calculated by MORSE code.

C. The JAERI CODE System[NT,89],  [ NT, 82]

Figs. C.1 shows the Accelerator code system (ACCEL) code system developed at
JAERI . This system originally was developed from the BNL code system, so that
there is lot of similarity between them. The nuclear cascade is calculated by
NMTC/JAERI, which uses Nakahara’s fission model. In the NMTC/JAERI, the
calculation of the neutron transport uses the ENDF/B–4  nuclear data file library.
The neutron sources used for lD-transport ANISN and 2D-transport TWOTRAN
calculation are, respectively, preparedby using HIST3D/A  and HIST3D/B  processing
codes of the neutron files created by NMTC/JAERI. This system also uses the Sn
transport code TWOTRAN and the Monte Carlo code, MORSE-DD (the JAERI version of
MORSE-GC) to calculate neutron transport below the cut-off energy 15MeV.

D. The LANL Code System (LAHET) [l?r,891

Los Alamos National Laboratory developed a code system based on the LANL version
of the HETC Monte Carlo code by adding many new features. Fig.D.l shows the LAHET
code system [Pr,89]L The geometric transport capability in LAHET is that of
LANL’s continuous energy neutron-photon Monte Carlo code MCNP. LAHET includes
two models for fission induced by high-energy interactions: the ORNL and RAL
models. The alternative intranuclear cascade model in LAHET was adopted from the
ISABEL code, which allows hydrogen and helium ions and antiprotons as
projectiles. The ISABEL intranuclear  cascade model itself is derived from the
VEGAS intranuclear cascade code. The HMCNP computation may be executed as a
coupled neutron–photon problem; however, to obtain a photon source from the high
energy interactions computed by HETC, it is necessary to execute the PHT code.

6.2 Burn-up codes

The code system described above do not include a burn-up calculation for the
target lattice. The burn-up of actinide can be calculated with the conventional
burn up code used in the nuclear reactor if the change in the neutron spectrum
due to spallation neutrons[LH,69] is taken into account.

6.3 Monte carlo codes used often in the accelerator reactor calculation below
cut-off enerqy ( 15 or 20 MeV) Skipped - see complete report

6.4 Sn transport codes Skipped - see complete report

6.6 Computer codes for electron cascade shower

We do not discuss the electron accelerator in this report. The following codes
are useful for the shielding calculation of the electron accelerator.

A. The EGS4 code written by W.R.Nelson, H. Hirayama, and D.W.Rogers at SLAC, will
calculate various parameters of the electron photon in the range of 10TeV down
to few ten keV by using the Monte Carlo methods. The output of this code include
particle flux distributions, and energy deposition. The advantage of this
program is the QED process that is very well understood and for which there are
many numerical examples.

B. The ITS (Integrated Tiqer Series) code was written by J.A. Halbleib and T.A.
Melhorn; it is kept at RSIC and Sandia National Laboratories. This code
calculates time-independent coupledelectron/photon  radiation transport from lGeV
down to lKeV including or omitting macroscopic electric or magnetic fields that
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is calculated by the Monte Carlo method. Slab, spherical, cylindrical, or
combinatorial geometries can be handled.

7. Analysis of the Experimental Data (code verification and its limitation)

Only few integral experiments have been carried out with non-fissile and fissile
materials. To evaluate the accelerator breeder concept, Fraser’s group made
measurements in collaboration with ORNL. Similar experiments were repeated by
LANL’s and Fraser’s groups, Vasilkov’s group measured the production rate of Pu
using large, block-size uranium.

7.1 Microscopic Analysis

A. Alsmiller’s Analysis[Al,81] of the Fission Reaction Because of the spread
of the experimental data of fission cross section, it is difficult to judge
whether the calculated results agree with the experimental data; however, in the
100Mev to lGev energy range, they are in approximate agreement. The calculated
value for the neutron yields are not so sensitive to the values of level density
parameter of B, but this is not the case at high energies.

B.Armstronq  and Flieqe’s  analvsis[AR,8310f fission cross section indicated that
the values calculated using the RAL model are about 15-20 % lower than those for
the ORNL model with beam energies below lGeV, and the energy dependence of the
cross section above lGev differs. The spread of the experimental data is too
large to judge whether either model is correct.

C. The Neutron Spectrum in the Spallation Reaction

In addition to the data discussed in section 3.1, Prael[PB,88] analyzed the LANL
experimental data for l13Mev and 256Mev proton on stopping–length targets and
thick target using the MCM model described the above. He examined several options
of combining the Bertini’s and ISABEL INC (Vegas) codes with MPM and without MPM,
the Fermi break-up model. He concluded that the motivation for introducing the
MPM has been to improve the agreement with experiments at back angles.

D. Spallation products

In addition to the one discussed in section 4.7, the spallation products,
including fission products and evaporation products, have been studied by Russel
et al.JRu,80] ; good agreement between theory and experiments was found. Such work
is important in evaluating the radiation level and radiation hazard to maintain
the accelerator operational.

7.2 Inteqral Experiment

A. Chalk River TRIUMF Experiment (FERION Experiment) [Fr,80]

To obtain data for the high intensity neutron source, Fraser’s group performed
several experiments using a small block of uranium surrounded by a water bath
in 480-MeV proton beam of the TRIUMF facility. The analysis indicated that the
calculations with level density parameter of BO=8MeV give reasonable agreement
with the experimental values.

B. Chalk River, ORNL Experiment[Fr,751

In collaboration with OWL, Fraser’s group performed similar experiments long
before the experiment described above (in A) using 540, 720, 970, and 1470 MeV
energy proton beams taken from a 3GeV cosmotron at BNL. In a series of
experiments they used different sizes and material of Be, Pb, and U. Despite the
small size of the target these data are often referred to as the basic data for
the accelerator breeder conceptual design. The target geometry is qualitatively
similar to that described in experiment C below. Alsmiller  and Takahashi have
analysed these experiments on uranium target. All of Alsmiller’s calculated
values are smaller than Takahashi’s calculated values and close to the
experimental values supplied by Garvey, except in the case of 1470MeV. The values
calculated by Takahashi using BO = 10.MeV are close to the original experimental
values. Neglecting the high-energy fission of nuclei (Z < 90) in Alsmiller~s
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calculation results in a smaller neutron yield. For such nuclei without high
energy fission our calculation shows a reduction of 12% in neutron capture.

C. LANL exPeriment[Ru,801,  [ RU,811

Experiments similar to those of Fraser (A&B), performed by Russel’s group for
cluster type fuel rod, were analyzed with the LAHET code system. Calculation
using the ORNL and RAL Models (without high energy fission) showed that either
version could predict radiative capture in uranium or thorium to within 7% of
the measured values. However, the models gave lower number of fissions by factors
of - 1.5 for uranium and -3 for thorium.

Of these two targets, thorium provided the more stringent test of the theoretical
models because over 60% of the fissions were at energies >20 MeV.

The LANL group could not determine the values of the level density parameter BO,
(see sec.5.2)  from the experimental data on fission product yields, the number
of fissions, or the measured spallation products for either target. However, they
concluded that Armstrong’s suggested value of BO = 8 MeV for proton energies
<lGeV, in the RAL model substantiates their general finding.

D. Vasilrkov et al.’s experiment (the Larqe uranium block experiment) [Va,78]

So far, only one experiment has been performedby Vasil’kov et al using a target
assembled from rectangular block of natural (2x4x8cm3 ) and depleted (8x8x16cm3)
uranium. The total linear dimension of the target was 56x56x64cm and it was
covered with a layer of lead O or 20cm thick. The experiment was carried out
with an extracted beam of 300, 400, 500 and 660MeV protons.

The density distribution of (n,y)capture  was measured by Np–239,distinguished
radio-chemically from uranium samples irradiated at various points in the target.

This experiment was analyzed by TakahashiJTa,84],  Nakahara et al.JNT,79L,
Garvey[Ga,79], and Barashenkov et al. [Ba,781:

E. Calculation for an Infinite u-238 block was performed by Barashenkov [Ba,781r
Alsmiller[Al,811  and Takahashi[Ta,84].

The values calculated by Varashenkovr Nakahara, and Takahashi of neutron capture
by u-238 for 600 MeV incident proton energy have a reasonable agreement with the
experimental value but the calculated values for 400MeV are smaller than the
experimental value except for Varashenkov’s calculation. The values calculated
by neglecting the high energy fission are 23%-38% lower than the values with the
fission.

Takahashi’s values are close to those of Barashenkov; Alsmiller et al’s
value is 15% less than those of Takahashi and Barashenkov.

Recently, Vasil’kov[Va,90] compared the values reported by several authors
for neutrons captured including the data discussed above. He found a large
disagreement among them. Some of the results were obtained by extrapolating
the calculated value for a finite uranium block. The calculated values for
the yield of PU-239 are scattered around two experimental values of Dubna and
ORNL-CRNL at BNL; still the uncertainty is about f 15%. The calculated
values for the fission number/proton are about 30% smaller than those from
Dubna’s experiment.

To overcome the lack of the experimental data, Vasil’kov is constructing an
experimental facility with a cylindrical target of depleted metal uranium,
having a total mass of 21 metric ton, and a beamline for transporting protons
or deuterons with momenta 1.4- 3.4GeV/c.

8. Cost analysis of accelerator for incinerator

The target reactor used in the accelerator incinerator is rather similar to
the conventional fast reactor, thus data on the cost of fast reactor can be
used for estimating the target cost. Since the fuel processing cost is not
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well established yet, we will not try to estimate the cost of incineration
using this accelerator incinerator: we will limit ourselves to estimating
the cost of the accelerator used for the incineration of minor actinidea.

8.1 Meson factory Accelerator and other accelerators planed[Ku,89]

The existing accelerators used in the facilities of TRIUMP, PSI, LAMPF, and
INR Moscow Meson Factory are the closest to the accelerator which might be
used for incinerator.

The cyclotron of SPI in Switzerland has been reconstructed to increase the
beam intensity to 1.5mA, and future plans are to increase the intensity to
10mA. This is rather close to the segmented cyclotron discussed in the
incinerator section. The 800MeV proton synchrotrons is a rapid–cycling,
strong-focusing machine designed to provide an average 200 microamps at a
repetition frequency of 50 Hz.

8.2 Hiqh power linear accelerator for accelerator breeder[Ko,77] and
incinerator

There are several estimate of cost for the accelerator breeder, which uses
the high power linac of 300-400MW proton beam power. In the linac studied for
accelerator breeder at CRNL, the ion source is placed at high energy of 75Kv,
and, after injection, protons are accelerated by radio frequency quadruple
(RFQ) . The assembled protons are accelerated by drift tube linac (DTL), that
is called the Alvarez linacr up to 200MeV. Protons are further accelerated
by coupled cavity linac (CCL) above 200MeV to reach a final energy of lGeV.

The accelerators studied by LANL and BNL are very similar to the CRNL
accelerator. Recently, a Russian group designed a linac for an incinerator
that also is similar to these except that both H- and H+ beams are accelerated
in the initial part (1P) , first, and second parts.

8.3 Cost analysis of the Linac

Table 3.1 shows the breakdown of the capital cost estimated by LANL ,BNL, and
Chalk River. In addition to capital costs, we have to take into account the
running costs of the accelerator hardware. The lifetime of the PEP klystron
of 500KW CW with a frequency of 353MHZ and 65% efficiency is 20000 hr
(experimental value). Thus, the cost of this klystron is roughly $100 K, (in
1980 $), and the consumption cost of the Klystron is 1 C /RF Kwh. When the
beam loading factor is 5.5 and the (ratio of RF generator to beam loading)x
(control range ratio)=.85,  then the total power of RF generator is 420MW, and
the consumption cost for the Klystron for 420Mw is $4.2K /hr=M$32.8/year. If
we take the same life time of 20000 hr for the accelerator’s structure, this
consumption cost calculated by BNL, is M$ 32.8 /year.

Linac Chalk River LANL BNL
C u r r e n t 300. 15. 300. 15. 300. 15.
Energy(GeV) 1.0 1.0 1.0
Year M$ 1981 1979 1979
Accelerator
Structure 95. 47.5 54. 30. 75. 37.5
RF 261. 13. 160. 8. 350. 17.5
Total 356. 60. 214. 38. 425. 55.

Table 3.1 The cost estimations of CRNL,LANL,  and BNL linacs.

In the cost estimated by LANL, BNL, and Chalk River, the capital cost of the
accelerator’s structure is 20-25 % of the total capital cost of the
accelerator. In the case of Accelerator tritium producer (ATP) [AT,90] the
accelerator structure is about half of the total cost. This cost can be
reduced by lowering the proton energy, but a low energy proton gives a small
neutron yield. Because the cost of the accelerator structure can not be
greatly reduced, even when the beam current is small, in the order of 15-
30mA, it has been suggested that the segmented cyclotron accelerator is used
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instead of the linac. The accelerator structure of the linear accelerator is
rather expensive, therefore when we use the linear accelerator to incinerate
minor actinides, the high power accelerator is more economical. A 300MW beam
power can incinerate all the minor actinides produced in a 200 LWR when the
multiplication factor of the target is k=O.95. However, the beam must be
segmented to irradiate a reasonable sized target, and it is not expected that
there will be a large inventory of minor actinides in order of 120 tons in
the near future.

8.4 Cost Analysis of the Seqmented Cyclotron

The cost of the accelerator structure can be reduced substantially by using a
cyclotron type accelerator. Recently, the economics of a 1.5 GeV and 10 mA
proton cyclotron was studied by Odera[Od,901.

This cyclotron was designed and its cost was estimated conservatively;
Table 4.1 shows the cost of each components in 1990 10aY.

Ion Source RFQ Cycro-1 Cycro-2 Cycro-3 total

Source 2. 2.
Magnet 4 40. 60. 104.
accel.Cav. 1.5 5 18 36 60.5
RF( incl.DC) 2.0 6 18 36 62.
Vacuum. 2. 1.0 2. 4. 8. 17.
others 1. (Dev.)1.5 1. 3. 5. 11.5
sum 5. 6. 18. 83. 145. 257.
The costs of other components (again, in 1990 106) are:

Beam transport system (Between accelerator. achromatic system
between accelerator and target system) 25.
Diagnostic of beam and Safety system (Non ) 15.
Control and Operation system (Including . remote control maintenance
apparatus) 30.
Cooling system (Ion, removal apparatus) 15.

sum 85.
Total sum 342

Table 4.1 Cost of segmented cyclotron (1.5GeV,10mA)

8.5 Comparison Between Linac and Seqmented Cyclotron

To make an approximate comparison between the cost of the linac and the
cyclotron with small beam power, the following assumptions are made. The cost
of the RF generator is proportional to the beam power and the cost of the
accelerator structure is proportional to U power (U = 0.2 ) of the beam
currents. The estimated costs of the 15mA, lGeV proton linac, calculated at
various laboratories using the above assumptions, are shown in the table 5.1.
The cost estimated from the LANL data is low compared the costs calculated
from the data of BNL and Chalk River. The cost of the accelerator structure
for 1 GeV and 15 mA is 40-50 M$ (1980), and cost of a RF generator is about
13-18 M$; that is, the cost of the accelerator structure is about three
times that of a RF generator for a 15mA accelerator. This ratio can be
reduced by increasing the beam currents.

In the table 5.1, the cost of a cyclotron is compared with the cost of the
small beam power linac (lGeV, 15-30mA), which is calculated from the data
from the ATP[AT,901 accelerator, using the same assumptions as above.
Because of the high cost of the accelerator structure in ATP, the cost of the
accelerator structure is more than 10 times of the cost of RF generator for a
15mA beam current.

The cost in US M$ (conversion ratio of 150 Y to 1 $) of the segmented
cyclotron is shown in column (a) . The cost of accelerator structure includes
the cost of the magnet which is almost twice that of the accelerator
structure. Column (b) shows the cost calculated by normalizing the cost of RF
generator to that of the ATP (15mA accelerator).
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8.6 Cost of small accelerator for incineration

When we use the cost data of the ATP, a substantial part of the cost of the
accelerator incinerator comes from the accelerator portion, even for a small
beam power. However, this incinerator produces a large excess of electric
power, and also of fissile material, PU, u–233, or tritium, as by–products,
When the high-power accelerator is used for incineration, this system earns
more money by selling the excess electricity and fissile material: this
excess power corresponds to 114 M$,and 100 kg of the fissile material earns
on the order of 5M $. If we use the accelerator power of a 300 MW beam, we
can incinerate 20 times more actinides than in the previous case when we use
a target with k=O.95; the earnings from selling the electric power become
2.3B $/year, and the earnings from the production of fissile material become
100 M$/year. These amounts far exceed the costs of the accelerator and
target.

Accelerator of ATP Cyclotron

C u r r e n t 15 30 250 10
Energy(GeV) 1.0 1.0 1.6 1.5
YearM$ 1989 1989
Accelerator (a) (b)
Structure 320 368. 991. 165 73.45
RF 27.6 55.2 738.8 62. 27.6
Total 348. 423.3 1729.7 227. 101.

Table 5.1 The cost Estimation of ATP linac and Segmented Cyclotron

9. Problem of Radiation Hazard[IA,88],  [MC,83]

The problem of radiation hazard associated to the accelerator facility is
somewhat different from that in conventional nuclear reactor plants. The
target size may be similar to the nuclear reactor; however, the shielding
problem in the direction of the high energy proton beam is unique.

9.1 Proton EnerqV vs Shieldinq
skipped - see complete report

9 . 2  Shieldinq

9.2.1 Shieldinq at proton enerqies  enerqv less than 3 GeV

The principal concern in shielding proton accelerators of less than about
3GeV is the neutrons produced by the high energy proton. Most of the
published experimental and theoretical data in this energy range concerns
neutrons whose energy is less than 400MeV. It is difficult to treat
theoretically the energy region between 400MeV and 3GeV because the hadron
cascade process has not then stabilized. Experimental data are scarce,so we
have to resort to interpolation from data between 400 MeV and the ‘ high
energy limit’ achieved at proton energies of several GeV.

At proton energies above 3GeV, the longitudinal shielding may be dominated by
simple models. At these higher energies simplification is possible because
the attenuation length of high-energy neutrons is independent of neutron
energy above 100MeVr and the yield of high energy neutrons is roughly
proportional to the primary proton energy EP.

* Particle Vields from the proton-nucleus interaction

Tesch[Te,85] reviewed the published information on the total number of
neutrons produced per proton interacting in various target materials (C, Al,
Cu, Fe, Sn, Ta and Pb) over the energy range from 10MeV to 1.45GeV.

* Transport of the mono-enerqetic neutron throuqh shieldinq

Below 400MeV , neutron transport in the shielding can be treated by the
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standard method of solving the Boltzman transport equation, especially by the
method of spherical harmonics, the method of discrete ordinates, and the
Monte Carlo method. Studies by O’Brien and Alsmiller et al. showed that
these methods give essentially equivalent results [OB,70, Al,69a].

Discrete ordinate calculations of the penetration of neutrons in broad beam
geometry through concrete in the energy range from SO to 400MeV were reported
by Alsmiller  et al [Al, 69b], and from 1 to 100MeV by Wyckoff and Chilton
[WY731 . There is agreement between these two sets; also both sets agree with
the calculation of O’Brien, using the spherical harmonic method. [OB,70]

Paterson described some early shielding studies for 90 MeV neutrons[Pa,57],
suggesting that the attenuation length k was approximately given by the well-
known relation [Pa,73].

k= 1 / N CTinel

where CT~.,l is the inelastic cross-section of the shield material. Theoretical
studies suggested that, at least for high energies, the effective attenuation
length ~e,, would be somewhat greater than lambda in,,. The experience of
Sychev et al. [Sy 66a,b] at Dubna suggested that for broad beam geometry in
the energy range between 350 MeV and 660 MeV the attenuation length was given
by : ~ .,. = (1.3t0.1) k~.el.

9.2.2 Shielding of proton accelerators at energies greater than 3GeV

At proton energies about 3GeV, calculation of the hadronic cascade is
important to determine the shield thickness of the proton accelerator; above
10GeV, the production of muons must be taken into account for specifying
shielding in the forward direction. Fairly detailed reviews of the early
shielding studies in the GeV energy region are given in the references of [
Li,61, Pa ,71, Pa,73, Ri,73].

9.3 Skyshine

Skyshine (air scattered) neutrons commonly contribute significantly to the
radiation dose in uncontrolled areas. Measurements have verified that
mathematical models used to calculate doses of neutron skyshine are in good
agreement up to about 200ft. However, at distance of half a mile or more,
the various models may disagree by at least an order of magnitude.

A summary of the skyshine phenomenon around the accelerators was discussed by
Rindi and Thomas, who reviewed experiences up to 1973 [Ri,73] .

9.4 Total radioactivity

The total quantities of radioactivity produced in an accelerator structure
may be related to the total number of inelastic interactions produced by a
proton in the materials of interest.

A simple, approximate relationship between the total saturated activity (A,,~)
and the value of inelastic interactions per second, N, is expressed as:

Asat =kN (6.1)

where k is a constant to be determined.

9.5 Radioactivity in earth and water

The radionucleides that can be produced by hadron–induced spallation
interactions in the oxygen of the cooling water are summarised by Christensen
et al. [Ch 781.

9.6 Beam loss problem

The beam loss problem was discussed by D. Young [YO.79] taking the example of
the 300 ma in the Fermi lab 200 Mev linac.
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He concluded “I maintain that beam loss problems are serious concern in a
high intensity, high-energy linac, but that it should be possible to limit
beam loss so that “hands on” maintenance and repair of accelerator components
can be performed”.

Jameson [Ja.90] also studied the beam loss problem in the LAMPF and TPA
accelerators. By analyzing the experimental data of LAMPF accelerator, he
concluded that the hands-on maintenance can be retained by lowering the
fractional loss /m in the case of ATp. A linear accelerator is considered
to be radiation free if the induced ~-activity does not 28 pGy/hour. The
corresponding level of beam losses amounts to:

Wq=lGeVnA/m (8.1)

Under this condition and with specific acceleration of 1 MeV/m in the second
part of accelerator (i.e. 0.1-1.5 GeV), the total permissible beam current
loses amount to 3p.A. With the beam current of the 300mA the permissible
relative losses are about 10-5. A recent Russian study concluded that
radiation-free accelerators can be achieved by the methods of beam phase
volume filtering, suppression of coherent longitudinal and transverse
oscillations, contact-less beam parameter measurement, beam diagnostics
through the beam loss measurement, and residual gas limitation in the H- beam
channel.

9.7 Other Radiation Sources

There can be other radiation sources such as klystrons, experimental devices
in other buildings, or RF tests. Such sources can be much harder to control
because the health physicist may not know they exist.

10. Conclusion and Recommendation

At present, almost no nuclear data are available for minor actinide, so to
design the accelerator actinide incinerator, the theoretical model used for
studying the accelerator breeder with the u-238 target was used. However,
the nuclear data for u-238 are also scarce and considerable uncertainties
exist in the wide spread of experimental data for neutron yield and a fission
cross-section as discussed above. It is highly recommended to make
measurement of the neutron yield and neutron spectrum measurement for both
uranium or plutonium thick and thin target because of the scarcity of the
minor actinide at present time, and to make highly reliable theoretical model
to simulate medium energy proton reaction for actinide materials. For the
shielding problem of the target, the bump observed in the neutron spectrum
should be studied to make a more predictable theoretical model.

At present, the neutron yield caused by injecting the medium energy of proton
into minor actinide can be estimated in the error range of +– 20 %. Thus we
can make an approximate evaluation of the concept of an accelerator minor
actinide incinerator. To make a more detailed evaluation of this concept it
is required to find a more reliable theoretical model.As discussed in the
section of the cost analysis, the linear accelerator is more economical for
high power accelerator of 300-400MW. The high power accelerator has too much
excessive power to incinerate the actinide with the target which is near
critical. By using the beam of H“ instead of proton, the beam can be easily
segmented into many small beams before injecting the incinerator targets by
using the foil or gas target. Thus this high power accelerator can
economically run many subcritical actinide targets.

Recently a metal fuel fast reactor has been studied extensively at ANL. This
has many interesting feature such as small reactivity change from initial
phase to final phase in one burn up cycle. Because of this small reactivity
change, the sub-criticality of the target can be maintained close to near
criticality, and it makes a proton beam current small and can alleviate a
radiation damage problem associated with medium energy proton. Furthermore it
makes the power distribution flat and can reduce the power peaking factor. By
providing a external neutron created by small intensity proton beam to the
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subcritical fast reactor, it can be operated more safely and makes more
flexible choice of structural and fuel materials to get higher breeding gain.
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REDUCTION OF THE LONG-TERM TOXICITY
OF NEPTUNIUM AND OTHER MINOR ACTINIDES

BY NUCLEAR SPALLATION

Dr. P. WYDLER

PAUL SCHERRER INSTITUTE
Switzerland

Aim of the study

To examine the effectiveness of high-energy proton-induced
reactions (spallation and fission) for reducing the long-term
toxicity of Np-237 and other minor actinides

To identify particular aspects of the overall process which “
work in favour of, or against, toxicity reduction

PS1-F4 / Advanced Systems/ 30.10.90 / PW
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Basic advantages of the high-energy reactions

● High jksion probability

Fission probability is higher than for neutron-induced reac-
tions at lower energies.

● Tendency of the spallation reactions to directly reduce the
atomic mass number of the bombarded nuclei

Neutron-induced capture reactions at lower energies lead to
the build-up of new higher actinides.

PS1-F4 / Advanced Systems/ 30.10.90/ PW
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I Cases studied]

● Mass yield distribution in a thin iVp-237 target

Results may be compared with those from other calculations
and thin foil experiments.

● Mass yield distribution and toxicity of spallation and jission
products produced in a quasi- injini~e Np-237 target

System is physically unreal but will show the maximum con-
tribution from the nucleon meson cascade.

● Mass yield distribution and toxicity of the spallation products
produced in a quasi- injinite target consisting of a typical rn.ix

ture of minor actinides from LWR spent fuel

Minor actinides recycling schemes
a) without separation of newly generated U and Pu
b) with separation of newly generated Pu
c) with separation of newly generated U and Pu

PS1-F4 / Advanced Systems / 30.10.90 I PW
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[Calculational methodsl

. The interactions of the nucleons and mesons with the target
nuclei are calculated using the code package HETC.

. The PSI version of HETC includes a high-energy fission
model.

. Neutron transport below 15 MeV is neglected.

. A chain-yield analysis of the transmutation products over a
period of 107 years is performed.

● Dose conversion factors for ingestion are taken from ICRP-
30.

PSI-F4 j Advanced Systems / 30.10.90 / PW
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I Conclusions I

●

●

s

●

●

●

●

The basic potential of high-energy proton-induced reactions
for reducing the long-term toxicity of minor
firmed.

The energy multiplication factor for a pure
is only about 1.6 but may
used for other purposes.

The long-term toxicity is

For pure Np, the toxicity
to more than 500 in the
years.

actinides is con-

spa~lation target
be acceptable, if the facility is also

dominated by spallation products.

reduction factor increases
time period from 103 to

from 40
-2 .107

For a MA mixture, the toxicity reduction factor is at least 60
and reaches a maximum of 900 around 107 years, if Pu is
separated from the transmutation products.

Beyond 107 years, the remaining toxicity of the transmutation
products is about the same as that of an equal amount of pure
u30&

The theoretically achievable toxicity reduction depends on
the high-energy fission model.

PSI-F4 I Advanced Systems/ 30.10.90/ PW
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(Abstract)

Researches on the TRU transmutation with a proton accelerator, which
were performed at JAERI in these years, have been promoted as one of main

themes in the newly started national project O~KGA, which aims to establish

new safer technologies to process long-lived radio-active wastes. Conceptual
design studies of the transmutation plant have been made from thenucleonics
and hydraulics analysis points of view. The present transmutation systemis

a hybrid one of an intense proton accelerator, a tungsten target cooled with

sodium and a subcritical core loaded with the TRU alloy fuel. In this system

the transmutation rate of about 200 kgTRU a year (generated from about 8

units of 1 GWe PWR) are attainable and the marginal electricity more than one

needed to drive the accelerator can be produced.
With the aim to make assessment of the system design and to upgrade the

computer codes for simulating nuclear spallation  processes in the

transmutation system, the integral spallation experiment has been planned.
The lead target has been set UP along the 500 Plev beam line of a proton

synchrotrons booster at KEK. The first irradiation experiment has started

Autumnin 1990.
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1. Introduction

The management of minor actinides  and fission products in the high level

wastes is an important, hazardous problem due to their strong radio

activities. In particular, transuranium nuclides(TRU)  have a very long half

lifetime of millions of years. Most of countries promoting the nuclear power

generation have developed the vitrification and geological disposal

techniques for managing these wastes. This subject, however, should be

re-examined from the view piont of applying new, advanced technologies at

present. By establishing new transmutation technologies the upgrade of

safety assurance in the waste managnent will be achieved.
In Japan the OMEGA project(Option Making Extra Gains from Acitinides and

fission products) started to research and develop the new technologies on

nuclear waste partitioning and transmutation as the long term one. As a part
of the project, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute has set up the R & D

plans mainlyon

1) advanced partitioning technology,

2) TRU transmutation in burner and power reactors and

3) TRU transmutation with proton accelerators. ”

4) basic researches for TRU technology.
The research for the item (3) at JAERI is being promoted as following

items (a) - (d),
a) development of the basic simulation code system,
b) conceptual study of the TRU transmutation system,

c) spallation integral experiment,

d) development of an intense proton beam accelerator.

As for the item (d) the detailed description is given in another proceeding
paper by Dr. Mizumoto. In the present paper brief descriptions are given for

the spallation reaction & the particle transport simulation codes, some
results in design studies of TRU transmutation target-core system driven by

proton accelerator and spallation experiment. Tree structure illustration

of R & D Items for the TRU Transmutation Plant and High Intensity Proton Beam

Accelerator is shown in Fig.1.

2. Research of transmutation system driven with proton accelerator
2.1 Nuclear spallation reaction occured by high energy protons

Figure 2 shows the schematic illustration of main nuclear reactions and

the particle transport process generated in the transmutation target system
discussed in the present paper. Above the cutoff energy of 15 MeV the
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intranuclear and internuclear cascade processes with the spallation,

evaporation and high energy fission reactions occure from the proton

bombardment. Through these processes many light particles such as neutron

and helium are emitted. Most of evaporated neutrons transport in the target
after slowing down into the energy range below 15 MeV.

The flow sheet inFig.3 shows the mutual relation among the simulation code
systems prepared at JAERI. The High Energy Nuclear Reactions and
Nucleon-Meson Transport CodeNMTC/JAER12) is main code in this code system.

The NMTC/JAERI-NIWI’A  and NUCLEUS= codes included in the right side of

vertical dot-line simulate the high energy nuclear reactions above 15 MeV.

MORSE-DD”) and TWOTRAN codes in the other side carry out the neutron
transport calculation below 15 MeV. SPCHAIN and ORIGEN-2  calculate the time

evolution process in the energy range larger and smaller than the cutoff
energy respectively.

The results computed by these spallation codes presents us the important,
basic dataS’06) for researching the feasibility ofTRU transmutation, as

represented in the following figures. As seen in Fig. 4thebirdeye’s views

of yields of products are drawn in log scale for the cases of 1 GeV proton

impinging on a) uranium and b) lead nuclei. The yield consists of three

components of the hill ofspallation  product, the spire of evaporated
particles and the valley of high energy fission products between them. It is
apparent that the yield of SP is more by two orders than FP. Table 1
summarizes the number of produced light particles such as proton, neutron
and so on. They are emitted from a uranium target nucleus bombarded by

protons with the energies ofO.5 GeV to 3 GeV. The number of emitted

particles has the maximum value around 2 GeV, where the neutrons more than

17are emitted per one uranium nucleus. The results show that the incident

energy has the optimum value around 2 GeV for the neutron production.

Figure 5 shows the histogram of half-life distributions of products whena2
GeV proton bombarding on2=7Np and 2“1Am target nuclei. The shaded

portions in the calssifications of7 and 9 represent toritons and deuterons &

heliums respectively. The nuclides included in the classification 8 are a few.

These nuclides are considered to be most harmful from the hazardous point of
view. Most ofSP in this case have the halflife shorter than one year except
toriton and deutron. High energy nucleons generated in the spallation  can

transmute TRU nuclides through the cascade processes. Figure 6 shows the
dependence of the number ofspallated nuclides on the incident proton

energy when the proton injects on the ‘37NP metal target ( 20 cm @ x 60 cm ).
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The number of nuclides transmutated at 1.5 GeV is about 5 per incident proton.

The rough estimation shows that it is too small to process TRU wastes in the

commercial base unless the proton beam can have current higher than 300 ml.

The heat generation is not sufficient to drive the intense accelerator.
However it is noted that several tens neutrons with hard spectrum similar to

the one in the fast reactor are emitted in the spallation process. The
computer simulation result shows that the number of spallation  neutrons

generated in the targets of actinides  such as U, Np and Am, and heavy

elements such as Pb and W increases monotonously when the proton energy

increases up, as shown in Fig. 7. For the case of 237NP target bombarded by

a 1.5 GeV proton the neutron number is -40. As seen in Fig.8 7) the (n, f)

cross section of 237NP is larger by a factor of two or three than the (n, 7 )

cross section of 2=7Np in the energy range above 0.5 MeV. These facts
suggests that the application of these neutrons to the TRU transmutation
system is very promising.

The recent advance made in accelerator technology during the past

decade has given the high possibility of providing the intense proton beam to

the present transmutation system.

2-2. Basic design study of the TRU transmutation system

At the present stage the accelerator-driven transmutation system mainly
utilizing the fission reactions in’’duced by spallation neutrons has been
studied as the type of transmutation plant because of high transmutation

rate and good energy balance. We have been promoting the conceptual

studies on the TRU transmutation in the target-core system driven by an

accelerated proton beam.7)-= The basic conditions settled for the system
design are (1) high transmutation rate of TRU, the goal line of which is the

transmutation of amount of TRU produced in about ten commercial 1 GWe PWR

plants, and (2) good energy balance, in which it can generate enough
electricity to operate the accelerator at least. The yields of TRU produced

per year from 1 GWe PWR are summarized in Table 2. Total amount of TRU is

about 26 kg/y, 56 % of which is 2=7Np.

Therefore it is considered to be advantageous to adopt high energy

proton-induced spallation and the secondary neutron causing fission
reactions as a means of the nuclear transmutation of TRU. Figure 9 shows the
target-core of hybrid plant driven by high power proton beam with the

energy of 1.5 GeV and the current of several tens of mA. The core design
parameters are summarized in Table 3. The tungsten target is 60 cm long in
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the direction of the incident beam, 1 m high and 10 cm wide and is installed

in an TRU-fueled subcritical core (keff: 0.9- 0. 94). The core has dimensions

of 2- 2.6 m length, 1 m height and 1 m width, surrounded by the HT-9 steel

container with thickness of 20 cm. A beam window is located at a depth of 0.7

m from the front face and has a rectangular cross section with dimensions of

1 m high and 0.1 m wide. The heat generated in the TRU fuel is removed by

the forced circulation of liquid metal coolants Na/Pb-Bi.  The heat removal
performance is one of the major factors to determine the rate of TRU

transmutation in the system. The core consists of metallic alloy fuel of TRU

and provides considerably harder neutron spectrum than the other types of

fuels. The fuel consists of two types of alloys, Np-22Pu-20Zr and

AmCm-35Pu-5Y  and has the sufficiently high phase stability=. The fuel pin
cell geometry is shown in Fig- 10, with a diameter of 4 mm cladded with HT-9

steel. The pin pitches has been adjusted to be 8 mm and 10 mm for Na and

Pb-Bi cooled cores, respectively, to keep keff around 0.86 - 0.95. Here Pu

is added initially to the fuel in order to suppress the reactivity swing within

an acceptable burnup range. With addition of 20 wt% of Zr, the melting point

of Np is supposed to increase from 640 “C UP to about 900 “C. The fuel
assembly in the core is similar to that employed in a TRU burner reactor

design. ”
For neutronics calculations the target-core system is approximated by an

axially symmetric cylinder with the same volume as the original system for

the efficient computation. A circular beam window located at the center line

has a diameter of 0.36 m and the maximum beam diameter is 0.2 m. The nuclear

spallation  processes above the cutoff energy of 15 MeV were calculated by

NMTC/JAERI code. For the reaction below 15MeV the Monte Carlo transport

code MORSE-DD was used with 52 neutron group constants edited from JENDL-2
and ENDF-B4, where spallation neutrons were treated as the source. The
results of the neutronics calculations, for four cases of the system cooled

by Na and Pb-Bi, with and without the tungsten target, are summarized in

Table 4. The number of TRU nuclei disintergated in fast fission reactions is

much larger than that in the spallation reaction for each case. Profiles of
the two-dimensional power distribution for these cases are shown in Fig. 11 (a)
to (d), respectively. It is apparent that the power peaking which occurs just

behind the beam window is lower in the system with the tungsten target than
in the one without it due to the flattening effect for cases of both coolants
and the flatter power distribution increases the number of transmuted
nuclides. The maximum transmutation rate is 202 kg/year in the core with the
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target cooled byNa (reference system).

Thermal hydraulics calculations for the system were done to obtain the

maximum achievable thermal power within the rnaxhmrn temperature limits of
fuel and cladding. Maximum temperatures in the TRUfuel and theHT-9

cladding tube are limited to 900 “C and 650 “C, respectively, where the
temperature at the inlet of coolant is set to 300 “C. The temperature

distributions along the hottest fuel pins cooled by Nainthe core with the

tungsten target are shown in Fig. 12. The maximum thermal power is limitedby

the maximum allowable fuel temperature of900 “C. The operating conditions

of the target-core system are summarized in Table 5. In the case ofNa
cooling and the tungsten target the maximum thermal power is 691 MW with the
maximum and average power densities of 889 W/Cc and 307 W/cc. The thermal
power is sufficiently large to supply the electric power to the accelerator

while the beam current required for the power is 22.6 mA. Without tungsten

target the thermal power is405 MW with the maximum and average power

densities of776W/cc and 159MW/Cc and its peaking factor is larger bya

facterofl.7 than the case with the tungsten target. Themaxinium powers of
Pb-13i cooled core with and without the target are considerably lower than
those of the Na cooled one and the beam current required is less than 8 nul.

This is attributed mainlyto the lower thermal conductivity of the coolant
and the wider fuel pin pitch than in the case ofNa cooling. The variation of
multiplication factor ke77 with burnup days was calculated as shown in Fig.

13. The increase tendency  ofkeff at the initial stage turns the decrease
around 1000 days and the subcritical operation of the system can be kept
during the burning time. The changes of concentrations of some minor

actinides with burn-up days in the reference system( Na cooling, with

tungsten target ) were also calculated, as shown in Fig.14,  using the burnup

code ORIGEN2. The amounts of 2=7NP and 2“1Am at 1500 burning days become

one half of their initial inventories, while 23SPU and 242Cm, which are not
contained in the initial loading, build up.

The hybrid transmutation system of accelerator-target-core hasthe

additional merits :

(1) The system can be quickly shut down only by switching off the beam
current of proton accelerator.

(2) Since the hybrid target-core is always operated in a subcritical
state, it can have a simpler structure without safety and control rods
than the reactor.

(3) The higher burnup rate is expected for the TRUfuel in this system
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with no constraints for the criticality. In this case the main

limitation is the lifetime of fuel and structual material under the

irradiation conditions.

(4) The target-core designing is flexible because it is free from the

safety requirements of non-positve Na void coefficients and the
poisoning effect due to variation of isotope abundances in the fuel

composition as the fuel is burning.

However there are technological items requiring further researches and

developments:
(a) an intense proton beam accelerator (1.5 GeV, -10 MA),

(b) TRU technologies,

(c) high energy radiation shielding.
Moreover the spallation  target system can be used for other applications

such as the breeding of fissile nuclides and the creation of very intense

neutron sources. The useful nuclides or short-life RI’s used for special

purposes can be produced from residual nuclides after transmutation and

nuclide partitioning processes also.

2-3. Spallation intergal experiment

More accurate experimental data for the spallation reaction in the
energy range of - 100 MeV to - 1 GeV are needed to examine the actual

efficiency of TRU transmutation by spallation reactiono] 01” and to upgrade

the simulation code system for the TRU transmutation processes. The research
plan of spallation  integral experiment by using the high energy proton beam

has started. The lead cylinder system for the experiment has been set up

last March near the dump of beam line connected to the proton synchrotrons

booster at KEK. Figure 15 shows the lead cylinder installed in a Stainless

Steel container with 100 cm length and 60 cm diameter. This has several small
holes parallel to the central axis, which are pluged by specimen wires such
as Ni, Au, Cu and Fe. Reaction products in these specimen by irradiation of

500 MeV protons are identified from their 7 -ray emissions measured by a

Ge(Li) detector. The energy of spallation neutron can be known from the

activity of specimen foils with the threshold energy of neutron emission,

imbedded in the holes in the cylinder. The safety analysis for spallation

experiment has been made to know whether the activity in the irradiated
specimen and the dose rate are lower than the values restricted by the law
when they are transported in the cask to be measured at JAERI. The

switching magnet has been newly equipped on the booster beam line to
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control the intensity of irradiating beam by adjusting the number of pulses

in current. The irradiation experiment for the lead system has started

November this year. In the next step, a tungsten or a depleted uranium
target, which is inserted in the central region of the lead cylinder, will be

used to simulate the TRU target spallation experiment.

3. Summary and Conclusion

Finaly the report is summarized as follows.
The computer code system has been developed and upgraded for simulating

the spallation  reaction induced hy high energy protons and designing the

TRU transmutation system .

The conceptual design studies have been made for comparison of the
accelerator-driven TRU transmutation systems with and without the

tungsten target. When the Na cooled TRU metal fuelled core with

tungsten target is operated at the thermal power of 691 MW and the beam
current of 23 mA, this system can transmute about 200 kg TRU per year. In

the case of the Pb-Bi cooled system at the thermal power of 342 MW and the
beam current of 7.5 mA, it can transmute 140 kgTRU annually. Improvement

and optimization of target-core design will be carried out also in more

detail through the plant design studies. The performance of transmutation

plant of the type of molten TRU is examined as the next step.

The spallation integral experiment for lead target will start soon, using 500

MeV proton beam at the KEK booster facility .
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Table 1 Number of particles emitted from a spallated nucleus

IIllli tteci

particle

Proton

Neutron

Deutron

Tr iton

Ilelium 3

Alpha

Energy of incident proton ( MeV )

380 1000 2000 2900

0.994

12.085

0,1249

0.0576

0.0010

0.0732

2.924

16.050

0.7063

0“.2719

0.0258

0.2777

3.697 3.276

170319 15.243

0,9108 0.7729i

0.3407 0.2956

0$0411 0.0361

003079 0.2588



Table 2 TRU production per Year from 1 GIVe PWR

Nuclide Weight (kg) Fraclion (O/J

237Np 14 .5 5 6 . 2

2qiAm 6 . 8 2 2 6 . 4
2 4 3A m 3.1 12.0
2 4 3C m
2 4 4C m

24sCm

0.00T8

1.32

0 . 0 7 2

0.03

5.1

0.3

Total 25.8 ( l(g) !“00.0

F u e l  B u r n  U p : 33)ooo MwD/T
Cool ing T ime before Reprocess ing : 3 years

C o o l i n g  T i m e  b e f o r e  P a r t i t i o n i n g  :  5  years

C o l l e c t i o n  Rale o f  U  and  Pu ~ 100 0/0



Table 3 Target-core design parameters

Coolant

Proton energy

Target

Length

Height

Widlh

.Tungsten

Length

Height

W i d t h

Ref lector

Compos tion

Thickness

Fuel

Composition

Bond

Clad

Fuel slung

Na/Pb-Bi

L5Ge V

2 0 0 - 260 c m

100 cm

100 cm

60 cm

I 00 cm

Stain

10 cm

ess steel

20 cm

Np-15Pu-30Zr

Am Cm-35  Pu-10Y

Na

tiT - 9 steel

d iameter 4 . 0 0  m m

Clad outs ide diameier 5 . 2 2  m m

Clad th ickness 0.5 m m

P i n  length 1000 mm
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Table 4 Target-core operating condition

Reference Version-1 Vers ion -2 V e r s i o n - 3

Pins

Coolant

Proton Beam Cu,rren C [d]

Thernal Power [IIH?]

Power Density (R’/cc] refix.

ave.

Linear  Power Rat ing [w/cm] max.

ave .

Coolant  Temperature (°C] outlet

Clad “1’emperature [°C] max.

Fuel Temperature [°C] max.

Coolant Velocity [m/s] infix.

P ressure  Drop  [)@a]

TRU+’)1’

Yla

22.6

691

889

307

695

240

389

492

900

8

78

TRU+i

Pb-Bi

7.5

484

S23

246

499

235

451

610

900

2.35

67

- TRU

Yla”

18.1

403

776

159

713

146

352

481

900

8

62

TRU

Pb-Bi

5.4

163

425

83

530

.103

377

589

900

2.33
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11 & D of T R U  Transmutation

with Proton Accelerator

I
1

1

-=

Researches of Trfinslilut~t ion

Fig. 1 Tree Structure of R & D Items for TRU Incineration Plant
Driven byHi~h Intensity Proton Accelerator
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Development program for high intensity proton linear accelerator

Motoharu Mizumoto

Tokai Research Establishment
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Abstract

The conceptual design bf the Engineering Test Accelerator
(ETA) for actinide transmutation has been proposed by Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute JAERI ,

1-2’)
with a beam energy of

1.5 GeV and a current of 10 mA . This accelerator represents
a large scale system when compared to the contemporary proton
accelerators that are used mainly for basic nuclear physics
experiments. In particular, an average proton current of 10 mA
is nearly 10-50 times larger than that for existing accelerators.
A beam spill should be minimized not to cause serious problems
due to the high level activities induced in accelerator struc-
tures.

As a first step in the development, the low energy portion

of the accelerator structure is being studied, since the beam
quality is determined mainly by this low energy portion. The
Basic Technology Accelerator (BTA) with a beam energy of 10 MeV
and a current of 10 mA is planned to be built, which consists of
ion source, radio frequency quadruple (RFQ) and drift tube linac
(DTL). The high energy portion of the accelerator (high B
structure) will be also studied in advance of the construction of
ETA ,

Survey activities and preparatory design works have started
in 1989. Studies for the optimization of the accelerator system
and the conceptual design of accelerator structure are being
carried out in 1990 which will be followed by various R&D activi-
ties in 1991. Investigation for an accelerator building and
utilities has been continued simultaneously.

1. The present status of intense accelerator

For last two decade, various advances in accelerator tech-
nology have been made. Among them, the following four items are
significant.

(1) Newly developed accelerator structure, radio frequency
quadruple (RFQ) has given great impetus to the improvements of
the beam quality and beam “ntensity. This was fist proposed by
Kapchinskii 3fand Teplyakov . This structure was, j en, inten-

?sively studied and put in practical use in Los Alamos . The RFQ
has been operating successfully in various accelerator laborato-
ries all over the world,

(2) Detailed study on beam dynamics property has been car-
ried out and the effect to the beam characteristics now becomes
well understood.
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(3) Because high intensity accelerators use high power micro
wave RF (radio frequency) source as a power supplY, developments
of efficient and high power RF sources (tetrode or klystron) are
extremely important. Various RF sources now become available
for various accelerator frequency range between 100 MHz to sever-
al GHz.

(4) Due to the very rapid development made on electronics
equipment and computer technology, elaborate control and beam
diagnostics are now possible so that operation of a large and
complicated accelerator system can be done reliably, safely and
also economically.

In the past, several high intensity accelerators were pro-
posed to build and partly operated. A large amount of R&D re-
sults have been accumulated. In 1950’s, the deuteron accelerator
was proposed and built in Livermore called MTA, Material Test
Accelerator for nuclear fuel 239Pu production with the goal of
500 MeV and 300 mA. The acceleration of the beam of 30 MeV and
50 mA was actually achieved. Situation on uranium fuel supply,
however, was changed later on and this project was canceled.
After long ceased, this accelerator breeding design study has
been again continued in 1970’s at BNL, ORNL and ANL, and they
have accomplished to prove its technical feasibility.

In LANL, neutron distribution and spallation nucleus yield
have been studied as the research activity for FERFICON (FERtile
to FIssile CONversion) project in the past. Recently, they are
proposing the high intensity CW proton accelerator ATW (1.6 GeV,
250 mA) for accelerator-based transmutation of nuclear waste.
LANL has also proposed the FMIT project (Fusion Material Irradia-
tion Test Facility) jointly with Hanford Laboratory. In that
project, high intensity RFQ was built and successfully operated
with hydrogen molecular beam of 50 mA. At the present, the study
of more intensive version IFMIF (35 MeV, 1 A) is being continued.

In Chalk River, Canada, the high intensity proton accelera-
tor project was proposed for the nuclear fuel cycle and still
various R&D works are continued with the emphasis on the continu-
ous was (CW) operation.

For pulsed neutron source for material researches, a 1.1
GeV, average 5 mA accelerator SNQ (Spallations-Neutronenquelle )
was proposed in Julich, Germany. The conceptual design study and
some detailed R&D works were completed.

In Table 1, the present status of the high intensity
accelerator including existing and proposed accelerators is
given. At present, the most high intensity accelerator is LANPF
in LANL which accelerates a 800 MeV and 1 mA proton beam. This
accelerator was built in 1972 and has been stably operated for 20
years. In Europe, ISIS at the Rutherford and Appleton Laborato-
ry,England, and SINQ at Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland, are
routinely operated for the neutron source, and meson and muon
production. The detailed re

U
rences for above mentioned acceler-

ators can be found elsewhere .
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2 . The time schedule of the ETA and BTA development

The research plan for developing the high intensity proton
linac is proposed by JAERI with the goal of the project as shown
schematically in Fig. 1.

(1) The 1st step development. (BTA)

The basic technologies are investigated for the development
of a proton accelerator within the range of 5 - 6 years. The
research building will be built at the Tokai Establishment of
JAERI . The feasibility study and trade-off study for the accel-
erator and transmutation plant are carried out in this initial
period. The various activities in the accelerator research field
will be organized to provide technologies and staff that are
required to build such an intensive accelerator. The Basic
Technology Accelerator BTA with a current of 10 mA and an energy
of 10 MeV will be constructed and operated for these initial
studies. The conceptual layout of BTA is shown in Fig. 2.

(2) The 2nd step development. (ETA)

A proton accelerator ETA for the research purposes with a 10
mA current and 1.5 GeV energy will be designed and constructed.
The construction is expected to start in about 1996, after sever-
al check and reviews have been completed. The various engineer-
ing tests of the incineration process, including medium and large
scale integral test, mock-up test and prototype experiments, will
be made using this accelerator. Some other accelerator applica-
tions such as material researches, radio-isotope production,
nuclear data measurement, meson physics and radiation therapy
will also be carried out. The schematic layout of ETA is given
in Fig. 3.

(3) The 3rd step development. (commercial Plant)

A commercial incineration plant utilizing an intensive
proton linac will be constructed, after all the engineering and
pilot plant tests both for accelerator and target system have
been completed. As an industrial plant, every accelerator param-
eters such as proton energy, current and operational mode as well
as the target system will be fully evaluated and optimized.

3. Conceptual design study for high intensity accelerator

(1) General consideration

The main characteristics of the BTA and ETA is the high beam
current. In the conceptual and detailed design of the system,
much attention has to be paid in order to maintain the small beam
spills. The caution has to be also taken to the design of other
various parts such as the radiation shielding and beam control-
ling on the same reason.
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As the first step of the development for BTA, the accelera-
tor structure consists of the following components; ion source,
radio frequency quadruple (RFQ) and drift tube linac (DTL). The
high energy portion of the accelerator (high B structure) will
be studied also in advance of the ETA development.

The parameters for the BTA are determined by aiming at
proving the validity of the low energy part of the ETA. Various
tests of the characteristics of the accelerator structures will
be conducted so that the design and operational experience can be
accumulated. The beam energy is chosen to be 10 MeV, below the
Coulomb barrier to avoid proton induced reactions in accelerator
structural materials.

The acceleration frequency of 200 MHz is chosen for our pur-
pose both for RFQ and DTL mainly due to the availability of RF
source and heat removal problem. The high frequency has a prob-
lem of the heat dissipation per unit area, therefore it is easy
to occur resonance frequency drift, gas release and electric
discharge.

As the first step of the accelerator operation, low duty
operation is appropriate to adjust the various parameters so that
the adequate parameters can be obtained before future full CW
operation. Therefore, the pulse operation is prepared for the
optimum development step with the necessities to provide suffi-
cient electric power SUPPlY for CW and pulse operation.

( 2 ) Ion source

Duoplasmatrons  and the duoPIGatron 6) have been widely used
in proton linacs as an intense ion source. Multi-cusp type ion
source has been developed fo

~)n Further development of intense
eutral beam injectors (NBI) in

fusion reactor heating devices .
ion sources is necessary for high intensity and high duty opera-
tion. In the case of accelerator applications, necessary beam
qualities such as emittance and beam size for acceptance into the
following accelerator structures is more severe than those that
contemporary sources can provide. Simultaneous acceleration of
the H and H- beam may be also desirable for the later basic
research proposes. The injection voltage of about 100 keV is
chosen at present. Table 2 shows the preliminary parameters for
the BTA ion source.

(3) RFQ

The RFQ is the only choice for an accelerator structure that
can accelerate an 10 mA proton beam up to 2 MeV with good beam
quality acceptable by the next structure DTL. The various
evaluation and test of the RFQ are still needed with low and high
power RF tests, and actual beam test during the construction of
the structure. The design parameters of the RFQ is shown in
Table 3.

As the test calculations for the design of the RFQ for our
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purpose, the computer code PA RMTEQ was used. An example of
calculated result of the beam dynamic calculations is shown in
Fig. 4.

(4) DTL

As DTL development, a high electric field and a high fre-
quency are preferred, because of the higher effective shunt
impedance and the efficient longitudinal focusing that result in
a shorter total accelerator length. Our accelerator require-
ments, however, call for extremely small beam spill in the high
energy section resulting in the 200 MHz structure with the inner
diameter size of 88.63 cm and the tank length of 380 cm.

The test calculations for the design of the DTL have been
made using the computer code PARMILA. The tentative parameters
for the test calculation is given in Table 4 and an example of
the beam dynamics calculation is shown in Fig. 5.

(5) RF source

As the first step of the development, the RF power source of
1 MW (peak) is necessary for 10 MeV beam energy and 10 mA beam
current. While the klystron for the high frequency region above
350 MHz have become currently available for the MW class RF
source, those for the low frequency region are difficult to
obtain. The klystrodes newly developed are only available so far
with the several hundred kW output power range. The triode or
tetrode tubes are, therefore, considered to be our choice used
for BTA with multistage amplifier configuration. Table 5 shows
the presently available 200 MHz hard tube amplifiers. If the
development of the MW class klystron or Klystrode with the 200 -
350 MHz range and CW operation are available on the commercial
base, these amplifiers will be useful for our purpose.

(6) High j9 linac

The detailed development works of the high fl linac will be
started after the first step accelerator development has been
completed, because their R&D for this section is still in
progress. There could be several possible candidates for the
structures, either single cavity or coupled cavity structures.
In particular, as to the coupled cavity structures, many candi-
dates are now being investigated in various laboratories: side
coupled structure (SCS), alternating periodic structure (APS),
disk and washer structure (DAW) and annular coupled structure
(ACS). After 5 years development period, some new conceptual
design may also come out other than those choices. We have to
investigate and carry out survey work for these choices. The
choice itself will depend on many aspects such as the space of
the accelerator building, the capacity of power supplies and the
availability of RF sources.

4. The summary and works carried out in 1989 and 1990
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Fig. 6 shows the time schedule for the R&D program and con-
struction for BTA and ETA. In 1990, we are in the stage of
system and conceptual study. Actual R&D works will be started in
1991 with the design and construction of various prototype accel-
erator structures for cold model test and hot model test. For
hot model test, RF power source will be prepared and measurements
of the electric magnetic characteristics of the accelerate struc-
ture will be conducted. Problems of heat dissipation and heat
removal in the structure will be studied. The validity of the
various computer design programs which we are now using, has to
be checked by comparing the results from R&D works with the
calculated results.

We are expecting to start accelerator construction of BTA in
1992 and complete the fabrication and assembly till the middle of
1994. The test operation will be started in 1994. The detailed
design works for the ETA construction is planned to begin in
1996. Simultaneously, the conceptual design study and various
trade-off study for the accelerator parameters of ETA is being
carried out before the actual construction will start.

The major activities for the developments in 1990 are summa-
rized as follows,

1) Survey activities of high intensity proton accelerators.
Preparation and test run of computer programs for design
calculation.

2) Determination of operation mode (CW, duty cycle, RF frequen-
cy, energy configuration etc.)

3) System studies of Basic Technology Accelerator.
4) Conceptual design studies of accelerator elements: Ion

source, RFQ , DTL, RF power source, control system etc.
5) Design of cold and hot models for RFQ, DTL and RF source.
6) Studies of utilities such as electricity, water consumption,

space and layout required for the BTA building.
7) Trade-off studies of the Engineering Test Accelerator.
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A CONPARISON Or llXIS’1’lNC AND PROPOSED llIGII INTENSITY PROTON ACCELERATORS
l!l~o/1/20

Name Country Lab. Type Ener[;y Current Width Rep. Rate Power status

(l!eV) (NA)  /!fS (Hz) (NW)

KENS

IPNS I

TNF

1s1s

SIN()

LANPF

JIIP

SNQ

ASPUN

I;URAC

JAIIR1

l)Et’lo

AT P

Japan
us

Canada
UK

Swiss
us
Japan
FRG
us

Ec

Jtipiil)

Canlrlir
us

KllK
ANL
TRIUNP
RAL
PSI
LANL
KEK
KFA
ANL
Ispra
JAl;R1
CRNL

LANL

Synclo 500
synclo 500
Cyclo 450

synclo 800
Cyclo 600
1 irlac 800
linac 1000

linac 1100
Synclo 1100

lirrac/cyclo  600

linac 1500
linac 1000

linac 1600

0.006’7

0.012

0.100

0.200

1.
1
1 .

0.200

5.

3.5

6.

10.

~oo.

250.

10,100 20

3,10 5

Cw

3,10 50

Cw

500 12

400 rjo

250 100

3,10 35

Cw

CW/pulse
Cw
Cw

0.003

0.006

0.045

0.16

0.6

0.8

0.20

~lj

3.85

3.6

15.

300.

400.

Operatinjj
Opcrat.inc
OpcrJting
OpCriitiIlu

Operating
Opearting
Proposed
Cancelled
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
I)roposed
Proposed

Table 1 A coulparison  ol’ existing and proposed high intensity
proton accclerutor



High Brightness H+ Ion Source

Overall
Energy
Current
Duty Factor
Emittance
Proton Yield
Impurity

Plasma Generator
Type
Size
Plasma Production

Operating Pressure

Extractor
Type

Insulator
Current Density
Aperture

50-100 KeV
100mA(H+)
Cw
0.5xmm.mrad
>9070
<1 70

Multicusp
20cm$x17cm
ECR(2.45GHZ)
ikrc(LaB6 Cathode)
Arc(W filament)
0.2 Pa(H+)

Two-stage Extraction
(4 Grids)
Alumina Ceramic
200mA/cm2(H+)
8mm(H+)

Table 2 Preliminary design parameters for ion source
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RFQ Parameters

Energy ( Shaper output )
( GB Output )

Vane Length RM
Shaper
GB
Accelerator
Total

Cavity Diameter
Minimum Aperture
Maximum Modulation Factor
Vane Voltage
Synchronous Phase
Wall Loss Power
Beam Power
Transmission
Normalized Emittance

x Input (loo%)
output (loo%)
output (90%)
Output (rms)

Y Input (loo%)
output (loo%)
output (90%)
Output (rms)

z Input (100%)
output (loo%)
output (90%)
Output (rms)

0.068 MeV
0.51 MeV
1.54 cm

56.87 cm
64.34 cm

102.74 cm
225.49 cm

66 cm
0.384 cm
2.24

0.128 MV (1.8Ek)
-30 deg.
221 Kw
216 Kw

96.0 %

0.049 x.cm”mrad
0.38 z.cm”mrad

0.095 n“cm”mrad
0.020 n.cm”mrad
0.046 n.cm”mrad
0.38 z“cm.mrad
0.11 z.cm”mrad

0.023 z.cm”mrad
2.98 n. MeV”rad
0.38 x“MeV”rad

0.015 x. MeV”rad
0.0026 n. MeV.rad

Table 3 preliminary design parameters for RFQ
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- -.
l_)”l”JJ lJarameters

Length of Tank
Inner Diameter of Tank
Drift Tube :

Outer Diameter
Inner Diameter
Cell Length

(a t  2MeV)
( a t  6MeV)
( at 10MeV )

Gap Length
( a t  2MeV)
( a t  6MeV)
(at 10 MeV )

Number of Cell
Synchronous Phase
Wall Loss Power
Beam Power
Transmission
Normalized Emittance

x Input (100%)
output (loo%)
output (90%)
Output (rms)

Y Input (100%)
output (loo%)
output (90%)
Output (rms)

z Input (loo%)
output (loo%)
output (90%)
Output (rms)

380.97 cm
88.63 cm

18.00 cm
2.00 cm

9.91 cm
16.85 cm

21,57 cm

1.94 cm
3.97 cm
5.60 cm

23
-30 deg.
900 Kw
800 Kw

98.6 %

0.38 n“cmmrad
1.1 n“cm.mrad

0.51 n.cm.mrad
0.097 x.cm.mrad
0.41 n.cm.mrad

1.7 n“cm. mrad
0.52 n.cm. mrad

0.077 n.cm.mrad
0.061 n. MeV.rad
0.14 n. MeV.rad

0.037 n“MeV.rad
0.0062 n. MeV.rad

Table 4 Preliminary design parameters for DTL
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I RS2074SK I Rs20~2s K 8973 7835 TI152G I ‘rIll 16

I  tlanufacturer I Sienlens ] Sieluens I ~ililac I Burle I Thomson I Thotiison  I

Output Power 1.6 I 1 I 1.6 I 4 I 2.5
(MV peak) I (108 MIIz) I (150 Mtlz) I (70PIIIz) I (250MHz) I (155~lllz)

(5111s) (4111s) (1111s) (2111s) (300NS)
Duty Factor 25 40 33 6 3

(%)
Anode Voltage 24 14 20 30 24

(I(v)

Triode I

1-250

I

2.2 I
(200 NIIZ) I

-t

(700 Jls)
3

30

Efficiency 65 66 60.6 60.7 fltl.1

(x)

Appl icatipon Gs I Gs I JT60 BNL KEK

NIRS RCNP JET FNAL CLRN

LANL

Table 5 the presently available 200 MHz hard tube amplifiers.



Nuclear fusion :

OMEGA project
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Intense proton occelerotor
for procticol u s e

( 1.5 GeV, severol tens of mA ) ( In tense  neu t ron  source  ~
(substitute for nucleor  reoctor)~eT==

ESNIT progrom ‘1 ( 1.5 GeV, 10mA) / “

&2$Y%l?L!
)gy

Jcl)4~f/ _, Iosis
rodio - isotope production
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y I’”’ic ‘e%l?’,lowerotor I ~

Goal of the Basic Technology Accelerator Development

Fig. 1 Goal of the Basic Technology Accelerator
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I n t e n s e  P r o t o n  L i n e a r  A c c e l e r a t o r  P r o g r a m

(Oct. 16, 1990)
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(1) System&Concept Study Survey,Study,Concetual  Design I I
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s ( 3 )  B u i l d i n g Prelim.&Excution Design,  Construct ion ]

t I 1
1 I I

Basic Technology Accelerator I I I I I I I
s (lOMeV,lQmA) I I lon  Source,RFQ,DTL ]
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( 4 )  High /3 Linac I I I Preliminary S t u d y I I

I I I
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Fig. 6 Time sctledwl~e  of intense proton linear accelerator
program



DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL OF AN ACCELERATOR
FOR NUCLEAR TRANSMUTATION

S.  TOYAMA
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation

Tokai Works (PNC Tokai, Japan)

C O N T E N T S

1. Transmutation of Fission Products
2. Beam Power for Transmutation
3. Test Linear Accelerator R&D
4. Recent Progress

● Klystron
● Accelerating System

5. Schedule
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Nuclides
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Block Diagram of PNC Test Linac

D
K I  KLYSTRofl

o
K2

-f-

1

GcPBB ACI AC2

G : Gun B : Buncher

C : Chopper KI,2 : Klystron

PB : Prebuncher ACI-7 : Ace. tube & Directional coupler

AC3 AC4 AC5- A C 6  AC7

V Phase shifter

El Attenuator

% Dummy load

Major R&D Items

High Power Radio Frequency System
● Klystron

Accelerating System for High Current

● Beam Dynamics

● Cooling and Thermal Stress

Analysis
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Model Test 2 ( 1989- )
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‘Cooling Test of Collector
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Beam Dynamics

Beam Instability on High Current
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Spallation  Nuclear Data

Yasuaki Nakahara

Department of Reactor Engineering

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken  319-11, Japan

Abstract

Brief reviews are made of the theoretical models, the nuclear and

nucleon data used in the simulation calculations of the nuclear

spallation process.

The spallation, as seen from the spallation neutron spectrum, can

be described quite well as the successive three

(1) intra-nuclear cascades,

(2) particle emissions from the pre-equilibrium

step process:

state,

(3) competing decay of the residual nucleus by fissions and

evaporations.

As for the spallation product yields, their dependence

mass formulas has been examined.

spallation products with unknown

the nuclear multifragmentation.

Discussions are made also

particle

on the

on the

half life and those certainly due to

Presentd  at
The first OECD/N12A  Information Ekchange Meeting
on Actinide and Fission Product Partitioning and
Transmutation

( Nov. 6-8, 1990, Mite, Japan )
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1. Introduction

As for the compiled nuclear data in the nuclear spallation energy

range (20 MeV - several GeV), the published data file is only one as

yet. This is the ENDF/B-VI High Energy Library for the Fe-56 target

and the protons and neutrons with the energy up to 1 GeV. (1) *O

nuclear data file exists for the TRans-Uranium elements and also in the— .

energy range above 1 GeV.

In the situation without any available nuclear data file, the

Monte Carlo codes have been developed to make simulation calculations

of all the reaction processes involved in the nuclear spallation.
(2)

On the base of a poineering work by Bertini , two major series of

the Monte Carlo codes have been developed, i.e., NMTC (3) and HETC(4)

series. The high energy fission process, however, is not taken into

consideration in these codes. Takahashi (’) and NwH.MW(6) incorporated

the high energy fission process in NMTC independently. The similar
(7)improvements of the HETC code were made by Alsmiller et al. ,

Atchison (8) and Cloth et al. ( 9 ) Armstrong and Filges investigated

the four fission models, i.e., the BNI,(5) , the JAERI (6) the 01CNL(7)

and the ML(8) models. “0)

In the following #Chapters a brief review is made of the theoretical
.,’

models, the nuclear and nucleon data used in the simulation calculations

of the nuclear spallation process.

2. Spallation Neutron Spectrum

The spallation neutron spectrum can be expressed quite reasonably

by considering that it consists of three components, as shown by

Tsukada and Nakahara
(11)

, i.e.,

d2a
~ = ~ A.(E/E .)exp(-E/E  .).

01i=l 1 01
(1)

(12)
Figure 1 shows the parametric fit of Eq.(1) to the KfK data . The

terms of Eq.(1) correspond to the neutron emissions during the intra-

nuclear cascades (Step 1), the pre-equilibrium decay of the residual
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nucleus (Step 2) and the compound nucleus decay. The nuclear. spallation

process can be described as the three step process, as schematically

shown in Fig. 2.

Nakahara and Nishida formulated the Monte Carlo algorithms for

simulating particle emissions from the pre-equilibrium states,
(13) using

the exciton model of Gudima, et al.
(14)

and Kalbach, et al. (15) ~~e

Monte Carlo scheme of the Step 2 calculations is shown in Fig. 3.

Ishibashi, et al.
(16)

incorporated this algorithm in HETC
(4)

and

succeeded in getting the spallation neutron spectra in good agreement
(17)

with the experimental data obtained by Cierjacks,  et al. for 585

MeV protons on the lead target. Figure 4 shows the comparisons

between theoretical and experimental spectra. The origins of discrep-

ancies seen in the high energy wing tail, especially in the case of

150°, have not been made clear yet.

3 . Nuclear and Nucleon Data

The socalled nuclear data files have not been used in the spallation

calculations, as is clear from the fact that there is no available file

in the energy region above 1 GeV. Both NMTC and HETC simulate all the

elementary nuclear reaction processes. The data used in the simulation

calculations are only the nuclear structure and nucleon-nucleon

scattering data.

A set of the nuclear structure data consists of the following

quantities:

. Nuclear radius,

. Fermi energy distributions in the nucleus,

. Nucleon (p,n) density distributions in the nucleus,

The nucleon-nucleon scattering data sec contains the cross section

data for the following events: for t%i (njp) and (p,p) scattering,

. elastic scattering,

. parameters for the differential scattering,

. inelastic scattering with 1 pion production,

inelastic scattering with 2 pion production,

and for (n–,p), (ir”,p), (T+,p) and (ii”,n) scattering,
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.

.

.

.

elastic scattering,

charge exchange between charged particles,

parameters for the differential scattering,

absorption,

inelastic scattering with 1 pion production.

A caution is necessary here. The nucleon-nucleon data sets

prepared on the basis of the experimental data obtained in 1950s are

used even now in NMTC, HETC and their revised versions. Meanwhile

Bugg made a survey of the nucleon-nucleon data and evaluated their
(21)

completeness. The data of good qualities have been obtained at

SIN, LAMPF and TRIUMF. Now it is the time to start the work to

revise the nucleon data files.

4. Spallation Product Data

To make the assessment of the real feasibilities of the transmu-

tation (or incineration) of TRU Wastes, it is necessary to estimate—

what kind of nuclides are produced as the spallation (including the

high energy fission) products. In the spallation  reaction almost

every kind of nuclidesuare  produced and they can absorb or emit

neutrons. So it is also necessary to make time dependent analyses of

the decay and build-up of nuclides under the continuous bombardments

by protons and neutrons.

Figure 5 shows the spallation product distributions for a single

nucleus and a cylindrical rod bombarded by protons with the energy of

1 GeV. The calculation for a single nucleus was done by using the
(22)

NUCLEUS code . The differences between the two distributions

reflect the effects of internuclear nucleon cascades. Figure 6 shows

an example of the spallation and internuclear cascade event history

in the NMTC/JAERI  calculations.

The spallation product distribution also depends on the mass

formula used to

evaporated from

use the Cameron

compile by Waps

calculate of the binding energy of a particle to be

the nucleus at the excited state. Both NNTC and HETC
(23)

s mass formula supplemented with the mass table

ra , et al. (24) Nishida and Xakahara found that the
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NUCLEUS calculations with the Cameron’s mass formula fail in reproducing

the neutron excess sides of the spallation product distributions.
(25)

They showed also that the use of the Uno and Yamada’s mass formula
(26)

(25)
gives good agreements. Figure 7 shows the comparison between the

calculation with the Uno and Yamada’s mass formula and the experimental

data obtained by G. Friedlander, et al.
(27)

for the 1 GeV protons

incident on a uranium target.
(25)

In Fig. 8 the mass yield cross section is shown for the case of a

3 GeV proton impinging on a silver nucleus.
(28)

The experimental
(29)

values are due to Katcoff, et al. Our calculations show good

agreement with the measurements for A > 80, while they give considerably

lower values for 30 < A < 80 and the increase of the cross section for

A < 30 is not reproduced in our calculations. A main cause of this

discrepancy in the mass regions can be considered to be due to the

absence of the fragmentation process in our computational sheme.

the absence of a plausible fragmentation theory, it is difficult

estimate the effects of the fragmentation at present.

In the nuclear spallation almost every kind of nuclides are

produced, especiallyneutron deficient nuclides. Figure 9 shows

But

to

the

(N,R) distribution of the nuclides  generated in the spallation  of the

Np-237 nucleus and the]decay  constants of which are not determined
yet (30) In this respect we.are developing a Spallation Product

B-Decay (SPD) code to estimate the half-lives and to perform the decay

heat calculations by generating the GROSS-M and GROSS-P codes made

by T. Yoshida(31).

Finally we review the present status of the experimental data on

the spallation and fission product yields for the high energy proton

bombardment. Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the results of our survey

on the spallation  and fission product yields, respectively.

5. Conclusion

It has been shown that the spallation neut ron  spec t rum can  be

e x p r e s s e d  q u i t e  w e l l  w i t h  t h e  t h r e e  s t e p  met’nod. .\s for t h e  spallation

p r o d u c t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  t h e r e  a r e  l a r g e  d i s c r e p a n c i e s  b e t w e e n  the
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theoretical estimates and measured data. These discrepancies are

considered to be due to the nuclear multifragmenlation,  which is not

taken into consideration in the simulation calculations. Many models

have been proposed to explain the mechanism of the nuclear

multifragmentation.
(32)

But the theoretical foundation is not

established yet.
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Table 1 Status of the experimental data on spallation product
yields for high energy proton bombardment

Target material
or nuclides

TRU nuclides
Nat. U
Depleted U
U-238

u-235
Th-232

Bi
Pb

Ta-181
Ag

Nb-93
Y-89
Ga-71
Ga-69
Mn-55
As
co
Fe

v
Al
c

Spallation product
data; available?

No
Yes
No
Yes

No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Incident energy
(MeV)

480, 2.9GeV, 5.5, 28.0

100, 125, 140, 150, 160,
175, 190, 200, 220, 250,
270, 300, 340

100, 200, 250, 300, 340,
480
480
390, 600, l.OGeV, 1.6,
2.2, 3.0
340, 6GeV
210, 300, 480, 3GeV, 4.9
11.5
500, 720
240
1.5GeV
1.5GeV
170
170, 378, 2.9GeV
170, 240, 370
130, 340, 500, 730, 800
1.5GeV, 2.9
60, 100, 175, 187, 240
4.9GeV
4.9GeV
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Table 2 Status of the experimental data on fission product
yields for high energy proton bombardment

Target material
or nuclides

TRU nuclides
Nat. U

Depleted U

U-238

U-235
Th-232
Bi
Pb
Pb-206
Pb-204

Fission product
data; available?

No
Y e s

Yes

Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Incident energy
(MeV)

100, 170, 340, 380+

480, 2.9GeV, 28.0
800

32, 70, 100, 150,
200, 250, 300, 340
50+, 75+, 100+, 125+,
150+, 170+, 190+

38+, 450, 480
190+, 480
600, 2.9GeV, 3.0, 28.0
41.9+
41.9+

Notes

+ for c

large
target

+ for a

+ for c
+ for d

+ for u
+ for c
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the spallation  product distribution
(a) obtained by NUCLEUS for a nucleus with that
(b) by NMTC/JAERI for a rod target (L = 60 cm,
R=10 cm), in the case of a 1 GeV proton
impinging on a uranium target
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Presentation by Dr. Koch

After reviewing the outcome of a Workshop on Partitioning and Actinide  Transmutation(l ), of
which the Recommendations are attached, Dr. Koch expressed the willingness of his Institute to
cooperate with others by preparing and analysing targets. He stressed the need to avoid
duplication of effort and invite the IAEA and NEA to respond to this point. Mr. Crijns said that in
principle the IAEA was prepared to support cooperation and, subject to budgetary limitations, could
call meetings of experts to decide on further work. Mr. Stevens said that the current NEA
involvement was limited to organizing the Information Exchange Programme. This did not extend
to organizing additional specialist workshops but there was no reason why the NEA should not help
others in organizing such meetings.

(1) EUR 13347en (1991), L.Koch and R. Wellum, editors
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R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

The participants of the Workshop, conscious of apparent gaps in the present state of knowledge in the
field, recommend the following studies shotdd be undertaker

1. A task force should be set up to discuss the utilisation of present FR’s for the transmutation
of minor actinides.

2. A task force should be set up to discuss the teehnieal feasibfity  of partitioning processes at
present under study.

3. Collection of experience in industrial ac&ities of pertinence in designing transmutation
schemes.

4. Deftition of experimental studies in the field of wcelerator spulkition ot’ MA’s { and f.p.’s).

The participants note that these proposals should not lead to a duplication of similar efforts beii carried
out by other organisations.

Collaborations should be coordinated within the framework of existing arrangements (e.g. NEA, CEC,
IAEA).

Some of the participants indicated their willingness to contribute to the working groups/ task forces and
it was agreed that the Institute for Transuranium  Elements should organise them. All participants will be
contacted so that hopeftdiy  the working groups/ task forces ean meet in the frost half of 1990.

From the presentations and discussions during the sessio~ areas of research activities were identified
which in the opinion of the Workshop participants are needed to allow the teehnbl &sibility  sud
potential benefits of the proee.sses  to be demonstrated.
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Sufficient information exists to conclude that the homogeneous recycle in nuclear power stations is
technically feasible. A costinefit analysis has been made for the case of oxide-fueled LWR and FR.

The heterogeneous recycle in FR requires further investigations before potential benefits and
transmutation costs can be evaluated. This holds also for the special burner reaaor~ the high flux reactor
with art inner thermal region (HFR)  and MAB, where in addition irradiation experiments are lacking to
prove their technical feasibility. The physical parameters are dependent on the fuel matrix and for nitride
and metallic fuels the measurement of integral cross-sections, their veritkation by irradiation experiments
and their incorporation into upgraded simulation codes are necasary for subsequent cosubenefit
analyses.

Important issues such as the teehnologkd  development of high energy proton and electron accelerators
and target engineering for them should be priority goals for charged particle transmutation schemes.
Furthermore, the upgrade of simulation particle transport codes  the accurate parameterisation  of
spallation and photonuclear reaclions, and irradiation experiments have to be performed for the
optimisation and realisation of the schemes. The concept of the fusion burner should be evaluated by
suitable irradiation experiments upon availab@ of a fusion reactor. Then cost/benefit and risk analyses
and transmutation costs can be evaluated.

1.1

1.1.1

1.1.2

1.2

1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.3

1.2,4

1.3

13.1

1.3.2

1.3.3

1.4

1.4.1

1.4.2

1.4,3

1.4.4

~xons r-

Irradiation experiments need to be carried out.

Benetits  and preliminary risk assessments to be done.

~. .

MA integral neutron cross-sections must be measured.

Irradiation experiments need to be carried out.

‘rechnicai feasibfity must be demonstrated.

Benetits and preliminary risk assessments to be done.

Technicid t’easibtity  must be demonstrated.

Irradiation experiments to be carried out.

Benetits and preliminary risk assessments to be done.

Irradiation experiments must be carried out.

Technical ieasibtity must be demonstrated.

Benefits and preliminary risk assessments to be done.

Transmutation costs must be calculated.

1.5

1.5.1 Irradiation experiments must be carried out.

1.5.2 Technicat feasibtity must be demonstrated.

1.5.3 Benefits and preliminary risk assessments to be done.

1.5.4 Transmutation costs must be calculated.
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It has been expressed at the “Second Technical Meeting on the Nuclear Transmutation of Actinides” that
there was practically nothing known about minor actinide containing fuels. Since then the gap has almost
been closed for oxide fuels. The information has not yet however been evaiuated from the point of view of
fabrication costs and losses.

No information has been published on minor actinide  containing nitride fuels.

Uranium-zirconium based alloys containing low concentrations of f~ion products have been studied in
the context of the Integral Fast Reactor. No information about minor actinide containing alloys has been
pubtished.  CRIEPI of Japan has began to study this the] type, which is complemented by contractual
experimental research at the European Institute for Transuranium  Elements on request by CRIEPI.
However, this study is not so advanced that at the present time irradiation behaviour  can be predicted.

2.1

2.1.1

2.2

2.2.1
~.z.z

2.~.3

2.3

2.3.1
7 3 7-. .-

2.3.3

2.3.4

~.~

2.4.1

2.4.2

2.4.3
‘2.4.4

Fabrication costs and material losses have to be estimated.

~

Thermodynamic and structural basic data (phase diagrams) are mxded.

Technkal feasibility must be proved through fuel design aud fabrication.

Fabrication costs and material losses have to be estimated.

Basic data such as phase diagrams are needed.

Technical feasibtity  of fuel fabrication must be demonstrated.

The behaviour  of the fuel material under irradiation must be tested.

Fabrication costs and material losses have to be estimated.

~

Speci6cations  need to be defined.

Ikchnicat feasibtity  of fabrication has to be demonstrated.

The  behaviour  of the fuel material under irradiation must be tested.

Fabrication costs and material losses have to be estimated.
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The sources of minor and major (Pu) actinides to be partitioned have to be defined before complete
partitioning schemes can be worked out.

It is noticeable that of the proposed non-aqueous pr~ only two so far are developed. They appear
to be complementary. For one of them (lead-glass technique) in which ftion products are i@atA the
level of information is not sufficient to allow the technical feasibfity  of the process to be asmased. The
separation of actinides from the rare-earths seems technically possible by the second process
(electro-refming)  but a costhenefit  estimation cannot be made at present.

Several processes to partition rare earths together with minor actinides  from HAW have been worked
out. However only two aqueous processes which separate the rare earths from the minor actinides have
been developed to a semi-technical scale: too little information is available about the carborane  process
to allow its present capabilities to be assessed  the TALSPEAK  process is rather complicated. Further
processes such as those based on diamides and higher valencies of Am (and Cm) should be investigated.

The TRUEX process has been developed to the commercial scale and allows major and minor actinides
to be separated and concentrated from a wide range of solutions.

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10

Electrorefining process must be demonstrated with actual HLW and spent MA fuel in order to
prove the technical feasibility and to evaluate the potential benefits.

Basic data are needed for the Pb/glass  process to allow the potential of the process to be assessed.

The technical feasibtity of the TRPO process must be demonstrated on a semi-technical scale.

The technical feasibtity of the DIDPA process must be demonstrated on a semi-technical scale.

The Carborane  prmxs  has been demonstrated on a semi-technical scale but the technical
feasibility of its implementation on plant scale must be shown and the cost/benefits of the
implementation estimated.

Alternative processes for the separation of AII from Ln should be developed.

The TRUEX process has been developed to the point where counter-current testing on a
pilot-plant scale on actual HLW is called for.

Definition of actinide waste sources in processes are needed.

Separation of MA’s using other reagents and methods using higher valence states need to be
investigated.

The problem of 14C in recycling schemes of nitride fuels should be investigated.
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At the last OECD-organised  meeting on recycling scenarios it was agreed that recycling in LWR and FR
is technically feasible. However the benefits of doing this were not clear. Since the% some gaps in the
knowledge have been fdled,  but major gaps are still left to be completed before an overview of the subjecl
can be achieved.

The advantages of Ming hard-flu fast reactors are evident for most cases but experimental data on fuel
characteristics for such reactors are meagre. Nitride or metal alloy fuels will be suitable in principle and
more experimental work is needed to characterise them before a judgement  can be made. Thus the
technical feasibtity  and as a result the analysis of possible benefits cannot be made at present.

The situation is worse for recycling schemes using advanced irradmtion  devices such as spallation
reactors or fusion reactors. In these cases, schemes involving them have not yet been proposed in any sort
of detail, so an overview is not possible.

4.1

4.1.1 Advanced LWR’S should be investigated as part of recycling strategies.

4.2

4.2.1 Technical feasibtity,  benefits and preliminary risk assessments need to be completed for
heterogeneous oxide fuel recycling

4.2.2 ,More investigations need to be made into the advantages and disadvantages of the incorporation
of nilride or metal fuels into the FR recycle scenarios.

4.3 ~

4.3.1 Possible fuel cycle scenarios using these specialised devices for MA incineration have to be
outlined.
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REVIEW OF SESSION 2

K. EBERT

K E R N F O R S C H U N G Z E N T R U M  K A R L S R U H E , F.R.  GE R M A N Y

GENERAL IMPRESSION

OVERVIEWS of Partitioning and Transmutation activities in different countries

s Less skepticism than in the 70s.
● Non-OECD countries become more interested.
c Hope to improve public acceptance.

REMARKS

● Critical evaluation of long-term risks with and without partitioning and
transmutation is necessary (Lefevre).

● Production of secondary waste.

● Fully remote fuel fabrication will be a must. Decentralised reactor and fuel
reprocessing and fabrication is not favorable for partitioning and transmutation.

● IFR seems to be “most friendly” for partitioning and transmutation (non-
proliferation).

CONCLUSIONS

● It will be a long way to have an industrially feasible(?) partitioning and
transmutation system.

● R&D on partitioning and transmutation is very interesting from the scientific point
of view and useful for nuclear technology as a whole.

● International cooperation will be very valuable. Increasing activities of NEA and
IAEA very welcome and certainly necessary.

● Next meeting, workshop, where, when?
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SESSION 2: Heterogeneous: Overview - Data - Partitioning I

DATA BASE

Very valuable and most important to work out the best partitioning and transmutation
strategy.

A large number of data necessary:

● generation (Adachi)
● assessment and valuation (Mills)
● availability (Stevens)

WARNING

● Only validated data should be entered into the data bases.
● Experimental check will be a long-term work.
● All parameters of the reactor operation have to be considered (Adachi).
● Only qualified people should use the data and the sophisticated computer codes.
● Physicists and chemists should closely work together in using the data.

PARTITIONING I

● 3 papers dealing with partitioning in connection with present reprocessing
technology (aqueous processing).

1. JAERI  DaDer (M. Kubota\

chemistry of separation including experiments with simulated HLW, long-term
developments

● rather complicated chemistry
● interesting aspects
● need compaction for industrial application

2. CEA DaDer (J. Bouraes~

reviews 20 years of experience in the field

● showed realistic ways how to attack partitioning
● gave proposals to add new processes to the existing industrial reprocessing

technology
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3. PNC pa~er (T. Kawada\

Pilot plant design studies

● comprehensive design
● showed great activity and straight forward policy

SUMMARY

Q The aqueous (PUREX) process offers promising possibilities of introducing
partitioning of HLW.

“ Simplification of reprocessing technology will be very helpful.

● New separation techniques need to be developed (actinides - Ianthanides)

Following Professor Ebert’s remarks Mr. Stevens wondered whether it was possible to set
priorities on the next steps in data collection, whether it was possible to consider designing
radiation resistant molecules to improve reprocessing and whether the experience with automated
MOX fuel fabrication plants gave confidence for the engineering of plants producing actinide fuels.
Professor Ebert believed these topics worthy of consideration for specialist workshops in the
not-too-distant future.
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Summary of Session 3

by

Dr. Weber (United States)

Dr. Weber briefly reviewed the presentation of Session 3 noting that there were interesting
possibilities for research on photochemical  partitioning of constituents of process streams and
pyrometallurgical  processing of spent fuel in fused chloride salts. There was an evident need for
further work to reconcile discrepancies in basic physico-chemical data for actinides although for
Ianthanides the basis seemed to be well established. One of the points emerging from the work
on IFR was the importance of waste stream management which could become a fruitful topic for
future meetings.

Dr. Horie’s  approach to treating the high level waste at very high temperature, i.e. boil off volatile
constituents, e.g. caesium;  separate out the noble metals; and produce a dense final waste form,
consisting of the rare earth oxides and remaining fission products, was an interesting alternative
approach to glass vitrification or Synroc. This led him to wonder how far it would be possible to
extend the capacity of a waste repository by removal of the strontium and caesium fission products
thus reducing the heat burden. This strategy would, however, result in a greater quantity of
technicium and iodine being put in a repository and they, according to some views, presented the
greatest risk to be guarded against.

Dr. Baetsle’s presentation had been a useful reminder of the results of earlier work. Dr.
Weber said that it was planned to have Oak Ridge Laboratory update an earlier evaluation of the
health effects of a once-through as opposed to a reprocessing fuel cycle, taking into account the
benefit which accrued from the use of plutonium in reducing mining and other front-end processes.
An attempt would be made to compare the IFR with other reprocessing cycles. The work was
difficult because of the need to compare near-term with long-term, repository related health effects.
In conclusion he said that he looked forward with some trepidation as well as anticipation to the
continuation of research on actinides. He noted that it was very difficult to assess changes in public
acceptance of a repository with actinide transmutation and such might not occur rapidly.
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Summary of Session 4

by

J. Lefevre  (France)

After underlining the salient points of each of the presentations in Session 4, Mr. Lefbvre
remarked that he, not a reactor specialist, had been greatly impressed by the volume of work
performed on actinide transmutation in reactors. There was a considerable variety of approaches
being studied which he found a little surprising in view of the apparently demonstrated preference
for using fast reactors. Given the amount of work still needed before any of the technologies could
be brought to fruition he wondered whether it was not time to concentrate the effort on a smaller
range of options. There should be a role for the NEA in helping to guide the selection of options
for further work.

Turning to the future of the Information Exchange Programme he advocated the holding of
a number of smaller, specialised meetings before the next general meeting.
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Summary of Session 5

by

Dr. L. Koch (CEC)

Dr. Koch observed that the papers had been largely devoted to theory with a model for each
occasion although there was no model for all occasions. There was also a scarcity of data for
validating models. Some models concerned the use of a sub-critical core attached to the
accelerator when the further reactions of fast neutrons led to a net energy balance overall (in this
case the major process was fast fission produced by the spallation  neutrons). On the other hand
Dr. Wydler had presented a concept which had net energy consumption but provided a strong
source of neutrons as a by-product. He did not believe this represented a conflict of views.

All the papers seemed to converge on the need for a machine with a beam current at 200mA
and 1 GeV. A cost estimate of about $2 billion had been given for such a machine which could
cope with an annual throughput of some 200kg of actinides, the output of several LWRS. He
wondered whether the cost might be reduced by using cyclotrons, perhaps in tandem.

One paper had considered using a lead/bismuth alloy as cooling medium. This seemed
attractive in reducing the chemical hazard but could lead to engineering difficulties in transporting
such a heavy coolant. It was evident that novel engineering solutions would be needed anyway
for the test facilities which would shortly be built in Japan (BTA in 1992 and an electron accelerator
in 1991).

He concluded that while basic data collection and engineering studies were underway there
seemed to be a relative absence of work on the fuel cycle. To achieve the required results in
reducing toxicities of the waste would need several cycles, as transmutation efficiencies were not
high. Recycling might raise additional constraints for fuel and target design. The need to destroy
fission products should not be overlooked; reactors did not transmute them so it was to be hoped
that accelerators would. A demonstrated ability to do so would enhance the chances of continued
funding for research using accelerators. Perhaps one possibility was that a high flux of energetic
neutrons produced in the accelerator could be moderated to improve fission product transmutation.
This might be a topic for a specialist meeting.

Dr. Wydler  agreed with the estimates of neutron fluxes that could be produced by using heavy
atom targets and noted that, if the resulting spectrum in a near-critical assembly was similar to that
in a reactor, the transmutation performance would be similar. He pointed out that the aim of the
case he had presented was to quantify the (high) performance of the pure spallation processes
for transmuting actinides. He agreed that if there were a strong neutron flux it would be sensible
to consider its use to transmute fission products.

Dr. Takahashi suggested that his rationale for using accelerators with a sub-critical assembly
in actinide transmutation might be controversial. He noted that in fast reactors fuelled in part with
minor actinides there were relatively few delayed neutrons so that reactor operation became more
delicate. Therefore it might be more convenient to use a sub-critical assembly targeted by an
accelerator, and perhaps a beam current as low as 5mA would give useful results. This was
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unknown and he would try to produce relevant calculations. In regard to fission product
incineration he was also thinking of exotic systems, for example, muon catalysed reactions
producing 14MeV neutrons might be useful for this purpose even though not for energy production.
Another way to produce 14MeV neutrons was the deuteron-deuteron reaction. He had noted
recent Russian work in which deuteron-deuteron collisions in a gas jet had been reported to
produce these high energy neutrons.

Dr. Umezawa remarked that there appeared to be many ways of proceeding and in-depth
discussions would be needed to sort out the best strategy for choosing among the options.
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Closing Remarks

by

G.H. Stevens (NEA)

Mr. Stevens found it encouraging that so many long range and wide ranging ideas on future
technology had been presented. He also thought it stimulating that several disparate approaches
had been taken; there had been some policy oriented presentations as well as the deeply scientific
ones.

One conclusion he could draw was that there was no dissent from the view that research in
the fields covered by the Information Exchange Programme was necessarily a long term affair. It
did not seem desirable to have a further general meeting within two years but it was highly
desirable that, in the meantime, several specialist meetings should be organised to bring together
theoreticians and experimentalists, particularly those who could cooperate in using facilities which
were scarce. He hoped that participants would volunteer to organise such meetings.

Among worthwhile topics for such meetings he mentioned fundamental physical and chemical
data requirements (although he noted that the NEA’s Committee on Reactor Physics would bean
appropriate body for strengthening cooperation on physics data). Other topics which had been
brought up were the chemistry of new partitioning processes and the engineering of accelerators.
The NEA could offer an “umbrella” for these meetings if that would be helpful and through
collaboration with the IAEA the cooperation of non-OECD countries could be sought. It might be
desirable to use funds donated by Japan to have consultants prepare the ground for specialist
meetings. If these seemed appropriate conclusions to draw from the meeting he would be happy
to discuss their development with the Liaison Officers of the Programme. He invited comment.

Professor Ebert and Dr. Weber supported these proposals in general terms. Dr. Koch
counseled that specialist meetings should be small and not attempt to bring together too many
different disciplines. He spoke of the possibility of participants joining the meetings organised by
his Institute and sought proposals for suitable topics. Dr. Umezawa encouraged all those present
to join the task groups organised by the Commission of the European Communities.
In responding to questions Mr. Stevens said that he intended to write to the Liaison Officers shortly
with firmer proposals based on the ideas he had put forward, which he was grateful to have heard
supported. He had no intention of substituting NEA activity for the coordination performed by Dr.
Koch. In regard to the use of the funds donated by Japan, he was minded to mount a review of
the data requirements for an overall systems study of the partitioning and transmutation of
actinides to see whether it was now possible to improve on earlier analyses of this type.

In concluding, Mr. Stevens expressed his confidence that nuclear energy had an important
role to play in future. Ways of using this technology would evolve and it was difficult to know how
to choose among the many ways forward. It was necessary to explore many paths in order to
become better placed to take decisions. Recalling that the NEA was in some senses an interface
body between the scientific and technical communities on the one hand and the governments of
Member countries on the other, Mr. Stevens said that the meeting had been extremely useful to
him in understanding the questions which were at issue. The NEA was now in a better position
to put forward relevant consensus information to the governments. He was therefore extremely
grateful to the organisers and the participants and hoped they had derived great benefit also.
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Dr. H. Umezawa (Japan)

Dr. Umezawa noted the suggestion that the next meeting should be in approximately two
years and the desirability of other meetings in the interim period.

He was happy that a provocative set of papers had been presented with many suggestions
for further work and believed there had been a good exchange of information. He thanked the
Science and Technology Agency, the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, PNC and CRIEPI
for their sponsorship and support, and Dr. Mukaiyama and Mr. Watanabe for bearing the burden
of organizing the meeting.
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